AID TO THE USE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
All entries are arranged alphabetically. Articles about a specific building are indexed under the general building type and crossfiled under "ARCHITECT or DESIGNER" and under location, state or foreign country. Under some headings subdivisions are made geographically or by subject. All other articles are indexed by subject and not necessarily by title. The person's name after "by" is that of the author of the article. The name in italics is that of the architect or designer. NEWS, BOOKS REVIEWED, and NEW PRODUCTS are not indexed. RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT includes speculative and builder houses.

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
Example Entry:
APARTMENT BUILDING
LOW RISE
California, Emeryville (Location); Cohousing; (Name or Other Description); Durrett & McCaman (Architect or Designer's name); ph. sec.; (Type of Illustrations; photos, plans); p.87; (Page Numbers); Jan 93 (Date of the Magazine); A (Abbreviation of the Magazine)

PERIODICALS Indexed

A - ARCHITECTURE: Deborah K. Dietsch, editor; Robert G. Kliesch, publisher; monthly
January 1993 to December 1993, inclusive.

AR - ARCHITECTURAL RECORD: Stephen A. Kliment, editor; Roscoe C. Smith III, publisher; monthly
January 1993 to December 1993, inclusive.

B - BUILDER: Mitchell B. Rouda, editor; Michael J. Tucker, publisher; monthly
January 1993 to December 1993, inclusive.

CB - CUSTOM BUILDER; John Andrews, editor; Deborah L. Napier, publisher; bimonthly

ID - INTERIOR DESIGN; Stanley Abercrombie, editor; Cara S. David, publisher; monthly
January 1993 to December 1993, inclusive.

INT - INTERIORS; Paula Rice Jackson, editor; Jeffrey Zink, publisher; monthly
January 1993 to December 1993, inclusive.

JAE - JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; Diane Ghirardo, editor; The Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Inc., publisher; quarterly

LA - LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE; James G. Trulove, editor and publisher, monthly

PA - PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE; John Morris Dixon, editor; Robert J. Osborn, publisher; monthly
January 1993 to December 1993, inclusive.
The
ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
for 1993

Our 44th Annual Year

PUBLISHER AND EDITOR ...................... Ervin J. Bell, A.I.A., Architect
ASSISTANT EDITOR ............................. Mary Ellen Bell
EDITORIAL CONSULTANT ..................... William Matheson
CIRCULATION MANAGER ...................... Mary Ellen Bell
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS ..................... Kathryn Bell MacPhail
                            Emily H. Bell
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ABBREVIATIONS

A - ARCHITECTURE
Apr - April
AR - ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Aug - August
axon - axonometric
B - BUILDER
biblio - bibliography
blog - building
CB - CUSTOM BUILDER
cont'd - continued
cost anal - cost analysis
Dec - December
det - detail, details
dia - diagram, diagrams
elev - elevation, elevations
ext - exterior
Feb - February
ID - INTERIOR DESIGN
ill - illustration, illustrations
INT - INTERIORS
iso - isometric
JAE - JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Jan - January
LA - LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
m - photo of model
Mar - March
Nov - November
Oct - October
p - page, pages
PA - PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
pers - perspective
ph - photo, photos
pl - plan, plans
ref - references
sec - section, sections
sel. del. - selected detail
Sept - September
Suppl - Supplemental Issue
univ - university

AIR CONDITIONING (Cont'd)

Defining the Scope of Mechanical Engineering Services; by Peter Kogan, p.61, May 93, PA
Individual Air Conditioning System; Habistat and Flokool Panels; det. ph.; p.40, May 93, INT
Laboratory Zoning for Mechanical Systems; sec.; p.128, Aug 93, A
Quality Control; Checklist of Errors: ph., p.56-62; May/June 93, CB
Texas, Plano; J. C. Penney Headquarters, Brine Cooling System, ph. pl.; p.115, Aug 93, A
See ENERGY, HEATING, VENTILATING also

AIRPORT

Air Terminal; Colorado, Denver: Denver International Airport, C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.106-107; June 93; AR
Air Terminal; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh: Midfield Terminal Complex, Tasso Katselas; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-105; June 93; AR
Airport Terminal; Korea, Seoul; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; sec. pl. ill.; p.25; Mar 93; PA
Airport, Linate; Italy, Milan; Aldo Rossi and Studio Di Architectura; ph. ill.; p.102-103; Sept 93; A
Alabama, Birmingham; KPS Group; ph. pl.; p.50; Aug 93; A
Dulles Airport Expansion; District of Columbia, Washington; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. ill. sec.; p.40-41; Nov 93; A

ACOUSTICS

Acoustical Presentation Studio; Demonstrates Acoustic Conditions; Charles M. Salter; ph. ill.; p.20; Apr 93; INT
Interior Windows for Sound Isolation; Walters & Storyk; det. ph.; p.24-25; July 93; INT
Room for Yelling by a Person with AIDS; Lugo Stein; ph. axon.; p.24, Nov 93; INT
Soundproofing Stud Wall Options; sec.; p.162; Sept 93, B
Washington, Seattle; Recording Studio, Acoustic Qualities, Studio Baukun; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.32-35; Apr 93; AR
AIRPORT (Cont’d)
Florida, Orlando; International Airport; KBJ Architects; ph. pl.; p.49; Aug 93, A

Illinois, Chicago; O’Hare International Airport Terminal; Perkins & Will; ph.; p.46-47; Aug 93, A

International Terminal, O’Hare; Illinois, Chicago; History of O’Hare’s Adaptation to Change; Details of Ticketing Pavilion; Group One Design; ph. pl. m. axon sec. det.; p.87-99, 158; June 93, PA

Massachusetts, Nantucket; HNTB Architects; ph.; p.53; Aug 93, A

Oregon, Eugene; TRA Architects; ph.; p.51; Aug 93, A

Oregon, Portland; Controlled Illumination, Airport Example; Photocells, Ballasts and Motion Sensors; ph. sec. m.; p.97-99; Feb 93, A

Passenger Corridor Bridge, Heathrow; England London; Corridor Detail; Nicholas Grimshaw; ph pl. ill. sec.; p.108-111; June 93, AR

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; International Airport; Tasso Katselas; ph.; p.48; Aug 93; A

Survey of New Air Terminals; m.; ph.; p.42-53; Aug 93, A

Tennessee, Chattanooga; Gensler Associates; ph.; pl.; p.52; Aug 93, A

ALABAMA
Birmingham; Airport; KPS Group; ph.; pl.; p.50; Aug 93, A

Birmingham; Civil Rights Institute; Museum and Research Facility; Ryder Associates; ph. sec.; p.24-25; Jan 93, A

Birmingham; Kelly Ingram Park; In Civil Rights District; Grover, Hamson & Hamson; by Catherine Howell; ph.; pl.; p.34-35; Mar 93, LA

Birmingham; Medical Center, University of Alabama; Nursing Center; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph.; pl. S58-S61; Feb/Suppl 93, ID

ALASKA
Yukon; Visitor Reception Center; Jenkins & Sturgess; ph. sec.; p.110; Apr 93, PA

ANTARCTICA
Antarctic Coast Station, McMurdo; Design Study; Circulation System; ph.; pl.; p.105-107; Aug 93; A

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

APARTMENT BUILDING

Housing Design, Teaching and Research; A Typological Approach; Examples; by James Tice; ph. pl. ill. elev. m. axon.; p.162-175; Feb 93, JAE

HIGH RISE
District of Columbia, Washington; The Lansburgh; Remodeled; BUILDER’S Award; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.183; Oct 93, B

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

Germany, Herzebrock; Apartment; Frank Drewes; ph. pl. axon.; p.252-257; May 93, ID

Illinois, Chicago; Apartment Remodeling; Powell & Kleinschmidt; Original Design by Benjamin Marshall; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; pl.; p.64-69; Oct 93, INT

Illinois, Chicago; Two Apartments Connected; Details of Stairs; Kueck & Sexton; Original Design by Ludwig Mens Van Der Rohe; ph. sec. elev. det. ill.; p.96-103; May 93, PA

New York, New York, Brooklyn; Lobby Remodeled; Leonard Braunschweiger; ph.; p.266-267; May 93, ID

New York, New York, Brooklyn; Single Mothers Shared Spaces Apartments; Katrina Adam; pl.; p.89; Jan 93, A

New York, New York, Brooklyn; Supportive Housing for Mentally Retarded and Developmentally Disabled; Amie Gross; ph.; pl.; p.70; Nov 93, INT

New York, New York; Apartment, Light Fixtures Detailed; Alexander C. Gorlin; Interior Design by Barbara Schwartz; ph. pl. p.166-173; Sept 93, ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Barry Goralnick; ph. pl. p.142-145; Apr 93; ID

New York, New York; Apartment, Sandra Nunnerley; ph.; p.154-157; June 93, ID

New York, New York; Designer’s Apartment and Studio; Martha Bums; ph. pl. p.142-145; July 93, ID

New York, New York; Lighting Restored Lobby; Rambusch Company; Original Design by; James E. Ware; ph. elev.; p.32-33; Aug/Sep 93; AR

New York, New York; Lincoln Center Entertainment Suite; Davis & Brody; ph.; pl. p.232-233; May 93, ID

New York, New York; Lobby Remodeled; Manuel Castedo; Original Design by; Morris Lapidus; ph.; pl.; p.260-263; May 93, ID

New York, New York; Loft Apartment; Fred Wilmers; ph.; pl.; p.70; Dec 93; PA

New York, New York; Penthouse Apartment; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl. axon.; p.110-117; Sept 93, AR

New York, New York; Remodeled Duplex Apartment; Vishva Pray; ph.; pl. p.138-141; July 93, ID

Washington, Seattle; Apartment; Weinstein & Copeiland; Interior Design by; NIRBJ; by Justin Henderson; ph.; pl. p.90-93; Dec 93, INT

LOW RISE
‘Open Building’ Housing Projects; Allow Units to Fit Needs of Residents; Dutch System Suggested for US; by Stephen Kendall; ph. elev. dia. table.; p.95-98; Nov 93, PA

California, Emeryville; Cohousing; Charles Durrett and Kathryn McCamant; ph. sec.; p.87; Jan 93, A

California, Los Angeles; Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Cavaedium Architects; ph. pl. axon.; p.48-51; Jan 93, A

California, Oakland; Subsidized Housing for the Homeless; Pyatak Associates; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.62-65; Jan 93, A
APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

LOW RISE (Cont'd)

California, Oakland: Pyatok Associates; ph. pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE
California, San Diego: Shared Kitchen Affordable Units; Smith & Others; ph. pl. p.56-61; Jan 93; A
California, San Diego: Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. axon. pl.; p.52-55; Jan 93; A
California, San Diego: Single Room Occupancy, AIA Honor Award; Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. p.108; May 93; A
Illinois, Chicago: Altgeld Court; Remodeled Warehouse, BUILDER'S Award; Pappagorge & Haymes; ph. pl. p.124-129; Oct 93; B
Massachusetts, Boston: Low-Income Housing, Langham Court; AIA Honor Award; Goody & Clancy; ph. p.109; May 93; A
Massachusetts, Roxbury: Public-Private Project; Yost Partners and Hickok & Williams; ph. pl. p.140; Mar 93; B
Massachusetts, Wrenham: The Maples; Miquelle MZO; ph. pl. p.146-147; Jan 93; B
Netherlands, Rotterdam: Kokon Architects; ph. p.96-97; Nov 93; PA
New Jersey, Cherry Hill: Europa; Berkus Group; ph. pl. p.144-145; Jan 93; B
Washington, Seattle: Pyatok Associates; ph. pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE

MIDDLE RISE

California, Los Angeles: Korean Housing and Community Center; Hak Sik Son; m. axon.; p.35; Jan 93; A
California, Los Angeles: Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl. ill.; p.43-47; Jan 93; A
California, Los Angeles: John V. Mutlow; ph. pl. iso.; p.96-97; July 93; AR
California, Oakland: Live/Work Apartments; Pyatok Associates; ill. sec.; p.88; Jan 93; A
California, San Francisco: Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Cannon Kip; Kaplan, Mclaughlin & Diaz; elev. pl.; p.91; Jan 93; A
England, --; John Melvin; ph. pl. p.94; Sept 93; PA
Florida, Miami: Arquitectonica; ph. pl. p.98-99; July 93; AR
Florida, Seaside: Four-Story Commercial-Residential Building; Jury Comments; PA Award; Machado & Silvetti; m. pl. axon. sec. ill.; p.58-61; Jan 93; PA
Germany, Stuttgart: Living Expo 2000; Experimental Housing; Design Group Stahr; ph. pl. p.94-95, 100; Sept 93; A
Germany, Stuttgart: Living Expo 2000; Experimental Housing, Gulichsen, Kairamo & Vormala; ph. pl. p.94-96, 99; Sept 93; A
Germany, Stuttgart: Living Expo 2000; Experimental Housing; LOG ID; ph. pl. p.94-95, 100; Sept 93; A
Germany, Stuttgart: Living Expo 2000; Experimental Housing; Mecano; ph. pl. p.94-95, 101; Sept 93; A
Germany, Stuttgart: Living Expo 2000; Experimental Housing; Michael Alder; ph. pl. p.94-95, 101; Sept 93; A

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

MIDDLE RISE (Cont'd)

Germany, Stuttgart: Living Expo 2000; Experimental Housing; Tegnestuen & Vandkunsten; ph. pl. p.94-95, 99; Sept 93; A
Germany, Stuttgart: Living Expo 2000; Experimental Housing; Warne Naturhus; ph. pl. p.94-95, 100; Sept 93; A
New York, New York, Bronx: Lee Goodwin Residence; Housing for Women with Drug Abuse & Mental Health Problems; Conrad Levenson; ph. pl. p.79; Nov 93; INT
New York, New York, Casa Mutua, Supportive Housing for Mentally III Occupants, Harden & Van Amramp; ph. pl. p.68-69; Nov 93; INT
New York, New York: Infill, Competition; Pyatok Associates; ph. pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE
New York, New York: Residential House for Homeless and Mentally Ill Women; Cluster House; Conrad Levenson; ph. pl. p.78; Nov 93; INT
New York, New York: Two, Remodeled as Halfway Houses, Roberts Washington; ph. pl. p.56, Oct 93; PA
Washington, Redmond: Single Mother Apartments; Pyatok Associates; ill. pl.; p.89; Jan 93; A
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE, HOSPITAL/RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)

Comparison of Two Older Government Funded Housing Projects; Connecticut, Bridgeport; One is Stable and Successful, the Other Is Dangerous to Visit; by Mark Alden Branch; ph. pl. p.50-53; Dec 93; PA
The New Multifamily Market; Review of Projects; by Susan Bradford; ph. chart.; p.109-115; Sept 93; B

LANDSCAPE

District of Columbia, Washington: Paradise Manor, Site Redesign and Revitalizing; Sorg Associates; Landscape Design by Oehme & Van Sweden; by Bill Gifford; ph. p.56-59; Jan 93; LA

LOW RISE

California, Davis: Willow Oak; BUILDER'S Award; Davis & Joyce; ph. pl. p.162; Oct 93; B
California, Hollywood: LaBrea Franklin; Adele Naude Santos; elev. pl.; p.27; Oct 93; AR
California, Larkspur: Edgewater Place, Non-Profit Project; Hooper, Olmstead & Horvat; ph. pl. p.138-139; Mar 93; B
California, Oakland: Kenneth A. Henry Court; Low Income; BUILDER'S Award; Kodama Associates; ph. pl. p.168; Oct 93; B
California, Palm Springs: Coyote Run; BUILDER'S Award; Interactive Design; ph. pl. p.186; Oct 93; B
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APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT
(MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)
(Cont'd)

LOW RISE (Cont'd)
California, Rancho Santa Margarita; Corte Melina;
BUILDER'S Award: JZB/Dorus; ph. pl.; p.148-149; Oct 93, B
California, San Francisco; Parkview Commons,
Public-Private Project: David Baker; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Mar 93, B
California, Tustin Ranch; Cantada; Bassenian &
Lagrot; ph.; p.112-113; Sept 93, B
California, Sea Ranch; Residence: Houses and
Condominiums; Review; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.84-99; Feb 93; PA
Florida, Bonita Springs; Lakemont Cove; Dawson,
Hannouche & Pate; ph. pl.; p.73; June 93, B
Florida, Orlando; Kirkman Park; Porches;
BUILDER'S Award: Fugleberg & Koch; ph.;
p.188, Oct 93; B
Georgia, Duluth; River Oaks; Design Traditions;
ph. pl.; p.109-111; Sept 93, B
Georgia, Dunwoody; Asbury Square; BUILDER'S
Award: David Furman; ph. pl.; p.135; Oct 93; B
Illinois, Chicago; Redesign of Cabinni-Green
Project; Other Competition Entries; Lawrence
Caroana and Don Faulifner and Jim Nelson; ph.
axon. ill.; p.32-33; Sept 93, PA
Massachusetts, Brookline; Goody & Clancy; m.
elev.; p.32; Nov 93; AR
Michigan, Troy; Village Green; Coponen
Architects; ph. pl.; p.119; Sept 93, B
Ohio, Cincinnati; Public Housing Renovation;
Community Planning and Design and Wolfgang
Preiser; axon. pl.; p.13; Mar 93, AR
North Carolina, Charlotte; Olmsted Park; Reg
N.our; ph.; p.114; Sept 93, AR
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Crawford Square;
BUILDER'S Award: UDA Architects; ph.; p.167;
Oct 93; B
Review of Several Competition Entries;
Residential Mixed Use With Retail; Pyatok
Associates; ph. pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161;
Feb 93; JAE

MIDDLE RISE
California, San Francisco; Low Income
Apartments and Resource Center, Mark Horton;
ph. pl. m. axon.; p.89; July 93; PA
France, Paris; Rue de Meaux, Renzo Piano; ph. pl.
sec. det.; p.92-95; July 93; AR
Germany, Berlin; Government Sponsored Housing
Project; International Building Exposition;
History, Examples; by Walis Miller; ph. pl. biblio.
mapp.; p.202-216; May 93; JAE
Japan, Kobe; Nishiokamoto Housing Project,
Moore, Ruble & Yudell; ph. pl. ill.; p.29; July 93; LA
Netherlands, Voorburg; Reijenga, Postma &
Haag; pl. elev.; p.96; Nov 93; PA
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Johnson Square;
BUILDER'S Award: Eppstein, Keller & Uhen; ph.;
p.184; Oct 93; B
See APARTMENT BUILDING also

AQUARIUM
Glass Underwater Tunnel; Florida, Orlando; Peck
ham, Guyton, Albers & Viets; ph.; p.13; May/Suppl
93; AR
Oregon Coast Aquarium; Oregon, Newport; Sea
side; SRG Partnership; Landscape Design by
Walker & Macy; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p.44;
Feb 93; LA

ARBORETUM
See GARDEN, BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREA
TION

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER
A.D.A.U.A. BURKINA FASO
Research and Training Center; PanAfrican
Institute for Development; Mud Brick Domes; Aga
Khan Award; Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso; ph. pl.
sec.; p.104-105; Mar 93, PA

ADD
Firm Automates Without CAD Operators; by John
Hughes; ill ph.; p.46-47; Sept 93; AR
Hospital; Dialysis Unit, ICU Area, NICU Area;
Waterbury, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.102-105; Aug
93; ID

AI/BOGGS
Office Building; Low Rise; Union Headquarters,
International Association of Machinists &
Aerospace Workers, Upper Marlboro, Maryland;
ph. pl. sec.; p.44-51; Oct 93; A

AR
Kitchen and Bathroom; New York, New York; ph.;
p.S10-S11; Nov 93; ID

ASID COMMITTEE
Infant's and Children's Social and Medical
Support Center; Casa de Los Ninos; Interiors;
Tucson, Arizona; ph., p.152-153; May 93, INT

AALTO, ALVAR
Early Care for Tuberculosis Patients; Paimio
Sanitarium, 1929; Paimio, Finland; ph. pl.; p.84-87;
Aug 93; ID

ABACUS ARCHITECTS
PA's Affordable House Design Winner;
Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.141; Feb 93; JAE

ABDELHALIM, ABDELHALIM IBRAHIM
Cultural Park for Children; Aga Khan Award;
Cairo, Egypt; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 93, PA

ABEL, BAINNOST & BUTZ
Park Above Sewage-Treatment Plant; Riverbank
State Park; Landscape Design; New York, New
York; Richard Dattner; ph. pl.; p.108-113; Nov 93; AR

ABRAHAM, RAIMUND
Cultural Center; Austrian Cultural Institute; New
York, New York; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.25; Mar 93, PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ADAM, KATRIN
Single Mothers Shared Spaces Apartments; New York, Brooklyn, New York; pl.; p.89; Jan 93; A

ADAMS, WILLIAM
Playhouse; The Chicken; Malibu, California; ph. axon; p.68-69; Apr 93; A
Townhouse; Kippen Condominiums; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. axon; p.66-69; Jan 93; A

ADAMSTEIN & DEMETRIOU
Kitchen; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.S14-S15; Nov 93; ID

AEBERHARD, GREGORY
Hotel; Princep Felipe Hotel; Interior Design; Murcia, Spain; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo and Jamie Bourne; by Justin Henderson, ph. pl.; p.48-51; Nov 93; INT

AERO STUDIOS
Interiors; Designer’s Studio and Showroom; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.158-163; Mar 93; ID

ALBERT, ELIDE
Bridge on Wood Piles from Island to Mainland; New Brunswick, Bouctouche, Canada; ph. pl.; p.39-40; Jan 93; AR

ALBERTS & VAN HUUT
Netherlands International Bank Headquarters; Energy Savings; Amsterdam, Netherlands; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Mar 93; PA

ALDER, MICHAEL
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl.; p.94-95; 101; Sept 93; A

ALEXANDER, KENNETH A.
Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.114-118; Jan/Feb 93; CB

ALEXION ASSOCIATES
Club Med Hotel; Columbus Isle, San Salvador; Interior Design by Gisela Trigano; by Shane Mitchell; ph.; p.62-63; Nov 93; INT

AMADO, ROGER
Art Museum and Library; Remodeled Landmark; Art of Antoni Tapis; Barcelona, Spain; Original Design by Lluis Domenech i Montaner; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-83; May 93; PA

AMERINDIAN ARCHITECTURE
Division of Indian Work Headquarters; Center for Emergency Provisions for Indian Arrivals; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl. ill.; p.93; 96-97; Dec 93; A

AMMAN URBAN DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Neighborhood Upgrading Program; Aga Khan Award; Amman, Jordan; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 93; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ANDERSON ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Asheboro Square; BUILDER’S Award; Greensboro, North Carolina; ph.; p.170; Oct 93; B

ANDO, TADAIO
Buddhist Lotus Temple; Includes Interview with the Architect; Away Island, Japan; ph. pl. elev.; p.112-117; June 93; PA
Convention Center, Competition Entry; Nara, Japan; m. sec.; p.23; Feb 93; PA
Furniture Factory Conference and Training Center; ph. pl. axon.; p.63; Aug 93; PA

ANDROPOGON ASSOCIATES
Central Park; Restoration and Management Plans; New York, New York; by Leslie Sauer; ph.; p.55-57; Mar 93; LA
Twenty Sixth Street Gateway Reclaimed Strip; Wildflower Use; Philadelphia, Near, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.166-167; Oct 93; LA

ANGELIL, MARC and SARAH GRAHAM
School; Elementary; Open-Air Lunch Shelters; Los Angeles, California; ph. ill.; p.108; May 93; PA

ANSCHEUTZ, CHRISTIDIS & LAUSTER
Architects’ Offices, Use of Computers; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.93; Oct 93; A

ANSEN & ALLEN
Agricultural Laboratory; University of Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl. axon.; p.116-117; Mar 93; A
Architects’ Offices, Use of Computers; San Francisco, California; pl.; p.95; Oct 93; A
Institute for Biological Studies; Addition; Controversy Over Grove Elimination; La Jolla, California; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.28; Apr 93; LA
Institute for Biological Studies; Discussion of Addition; Salk Institute; A Talk with Salk; La Jolla, California; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; by Michael J. Crossie; ph. pl. pers. sec. m.; p.39-45; July 93; A
Science Center; California State University; Addition; Fullerton, California; m. axon.; p.115; Mar 93; A

ANTINE, ANTHONY
Mountain Resort; The Point, Adirondack Mountains; Interiors; Upper Saranac Lake, New York; Original Design by William Distin; ph.; p.108-113; June 93; ID

ARCA TERRA
Day Care and Boarding Facility; Backyard Gardens; New York, New York; by Eve M. Kahn; ph. pl.; p.53-55; Jan 93; LA

ARCHITEKTUR
Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; West Chester, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.104-109; Jan/Feb 93; CB
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARCHITROPE
Day Care Center, Army Terminal; New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.62; Dec 93; PA

AREA
Interiors; Real Estate Developer's Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Nov 93; ID

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES
Kitchen and Bathroom; New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph.; p.S28, Apr 93; ID

ARQUITETONICA
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Miami, Florida; ph pl.; p.98-99; July 93; AR

ARRIBAS, ALFREDO
Warehouse; Barcelona, Spain; ph. ill; p.104; May 93; PA

ASKEW, MIMI WAGNER
Loess Hills Scenic Byway; Visual Assessment for Design; ASLA Award: —; Iowa; ph.; p.69, Nov 93; LA

ASKEW, MIMI
Nature Center for the Deaf; Des Moines, Iowa; pl.; p.28; Aug 93; LA

ASPEN DESIGN GROUP
Hotel; Inn of the Anasazi; INTERIORS Annual Award; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Interior Design by Wilson Associates; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Jan 93; INT

ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Victoria Manor, Public-Private Project; Riverside, California; ph. pl.; p.139; Mar 93; B

ASSOCIATION DE SAUVEGARDE LA MEDINA
Rehabilitation of 13th-18th Centuries City Core; Aga Khan Award; Kairouan, Tunisia; ph. sec.; p.100-101; Mar 93; PA

ATKIN, TONY
Hospital; Eating Disorders Treatment; Renfrew Center, Coconut Creek, Florida; ph. pl.; p.28; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

ATKINSON, MARK, DONNA COHN and KRYS'TINA CASTELLA
Outdoor Public Toilet Design Competition Winner; m.; p.96; Dec 93; INT

ATTIA, EZRA
Hotel; Lanesborough; Remodeled Hospital; Interior Design; London, England; Fitzroy & Robinson; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Feb 93; ID

AULENTI, GAE
Clothing Store, Banner; Milan, Italy; ph.; p.76-79; Dec 93; ID

AUMILLER & YOUNGQUIST
Health Food Restaurant Uses Salvaged Woods; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.75; Aug 93; INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

AWAD, MICHAEL
'Just Imagine' Campaign; Visionary Schemes for Urban Renewal; ph.; p.50; Dec 93; LA

BOOR/A and KONN, PEDERSEN & FOX
Federal Courthouse; Portland, Oregon; m. pl.; p.29; Oct 93; PA

BSW INTERNATIONAL
Firm Designs Two Hundred Fifty Wal-Mart Buildings Per Year; ph. dia. graphs; p.66-69; Sept 93; PA

BWBR
Medical and Dental Center, Group Health Incorporated; Inner Grove Heights, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.68; Dec 93; INT

BABB, COOK & WILLARD
Presidential Mansion, 1896 Building; Pratt Institute; Restoration; Original Design; New York, Brooklyn, New York; Wagger & Van Dam; ph. pl.; p.150-155; Mar 93; ID

BABEY & MOULTON
Hotel; Four Seasons Milano, Interiors; Milan, Italy; ph. pl.; p.106-113; Oct 93; ID

BACH & MORA
Telephone Exchange; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Sept 93; A

BACKEN, ARRIGONI & ROSS
Restaurant; Il Fornario; Irvine, California; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Apr 93; INT
Senior Care Condominium Building, The Stratford; San Mateo, California; Interior Design by Seccombe Design; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Oct 93; INT

BAILEY & NICHOLS GROUP
Furniture Showroom; Kimball's Design Competition, Winners; Jasper, Indiana; by Marilyn Zelinski; ph. ill.; p.72; Aug 93; INT

BAKER, DAVID
Apartment Development; Parkview Commons, Public-Private Project; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Mar 93; B
Homeless Shelter; Fremont, California; ill. pl.; p.90; Jan 93; A

BARANES, SHALOM
Residence; Rehoboth Beach, Near, Delaware; by Joyce L. Caughman; ph.; p.26-31; Sept/Oct 93; CB

BARBER, BARRETT & TURNER
Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Sunnver, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.44-48; Jan/Feb 93; CB

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE and JOHN M. Y. LEE
Federal Judiciary Building; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.58-57; Feb 93; A

BARRAD, SHELLY
Townhouse; Knollwood, Interiors, Palatine, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.76; June 93; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BARRITT, THOMAS
Residence; Interiors, San Francisco, California, ph. p.106-111, Jan 93; ID

BASSENIA & LAGONI
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Cantada; Tustin Ranch, California, ph. pl., p.112-113, Sept 93, B
Residence; Brentwood; Victorville, California, ph. pl., p.98-99, Dec 93, B
Residential Development; Marketing, Sales; Cader Farms, Petaluma, California, ph. pl., p.68; Mar 93, B
Residential Development; Residence; Glen Arbor; San Marcos, California, ph. pl., p.60; Dec 93, B
Residential Development; Residence; Summerlin; Loft, BUILDER'S Award; Las Vegas, Nevada, ph. pl., p.186; Oct 93, B
Residential Development; Residence; Tustin Ranch; Tustin, California, ph. pl.; p.59; Dec 93, B

BAUSMAN & GILL
Interiors; Warner Brothers Records Offices; INTERIORS Annual Award; New York, New York, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl., p.80-81, Jan 93; INT
Office Building; Interiors; Record Company Offices, Two; New York, New York; ph. pl axon. ill. det.; p.58-65; Oct 93; PA

BAXTER, JUSTIN
Kips Bay Show House; Sitting Room; New York, New York, ph. p.334, Sept 93, ID

BEACON HILL DESIGN STAFF
Furniture Showroom, Beacon Hill; Dallas, Texas, ph. p.116(17), Sept 93; ID

BEERS, JEFFREY G.
Restaurant; Zoe; New York, New York, ph. pl.; p.134-137; June 93, ID

BELLINGER, GRETCHEN
Vacation House; Interiors; Long Lake, New York, pers. ph., p.150-153; June 93, ID

BELSCHNER, ANDREW and JOSEPH VINCENT
Furniture Showroom, Rucker Fuller; Ergonomically Designed Products; San Francisco, California, by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. p.88-89; Dec 93, INT

BENNETT, H. C.
Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Keahou-Kona, Hawaii, ph. pl. p.34-39, Jan/Feb 93, CB

BENNEDT, RICHARD
Furniture and Sculpture; ph.; p.66-67, July 93; INT

BENTLEY, LAROSA & SALASKY
Residence; Includes Stairway Details; Westchester County, New York, ph. pl. det.; p.94-99, 108-109; Apr 93, AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BERGER, VIGUIER & JODRY
Parc Andre Citroen; Paris, France; Landscape Design by Clement & Provost; by Charlotte Ellis; ph. pl., p.59-65, Apr 93, LA
Park; Parc Andre Citroen; Paris, France, ph. pl.; p.66-68, 70-71, Oct 93, PA

BERKE & McWHORTER
Residential Development; Showcase House, 1991; Atlanta, Georgia, ph. pl. p.164, Jan 93; B
Studio and Guest House; Hillsdale, New York, ph. pl iso.; p.90-93, Apr 93; AR

BERKE, DEBORAH
Proposal for Walkway; To Connect Remodeled Air Base with the City; Alameda, California, ph. pl. ii.; p.102-103, Oct 93, AR

BERKUS GROUP
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Europa; Cherry Hill; New Jersey, ph. pl.; p.144-145; Jan 93; B
Residential Development; Residence; Ashford; Plansboro, New Jersey, ph. pl.; p.60; Nov 93, B
Residential Development; Showcase House; 1987; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.160; Jan 93, B

BERNSTEIN, MELVYN
Interiors; Economic Consultant Offices, Steel/Glass Shelving Details, Los Angeles, California, ph. pl. det.; p.124-129, July 93, ID

BERRIDGE, LEWINBERG & GREENBERG
Guidelines for the Reurbanisation of Toronto; Jury Comments, PA Award; Ontario, Toronto, Canada, pl. sec. dia.; p.90-91, Jan 93; PA

BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE
Highway Rest Stops; --; New York, ph. pl.; p.66-71; Aug 93, A

BIGELOW ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Summer Shores; Las Vegas, Nevada, ph. pl.; p.79; Sept 93, B

BINDER, REBECCA L
Visual Arts Facility; University of California, San Diego, California, ph. pl. elev.; p.86-93, July 93, A

BLAKE & AU
Set Design; ph.; p.109; July 93, PA

BLOODGOOD, SHARP & BUSTER
Residence; English Meadows; Grayslake, Illinois, ph. pl.; p.113; Jan 93; B
Residential Development; Residence; Antelope; Sacramento, California, ph. pl.; p.80; Sept 93; B
Residential Development; Residence; Dakota Dunes, South Dakota, elev. pl.; p.120; July 93; B
Residential Development; Residence; Fairfax Crossing; Bartlett, Illinois, ph. pl.; p.253; Feb 93, B
Residential Development; Residence; Tri-Level; Sacramento, California, elev. pl.; p.133; May 93; B
Residential Development; Residence; Wellington; Manassas, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.200-201; Feb 93, B
Residential Development; Residence; Whitebridge Court; University Park, Florida; ph. pl.; p.93; Nov 93, B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BLOUIN, FAUCHER, Aubertin, Brodeur, Gautier and Desnoyers & Mercure
Biosphere to Become Environmental Awareness Center; Original Design by R. Buckminster Fuller, ph. sec.; p. 27, Nov 93; PA

BLUROCK PARTNERSHIP
School; Elementary, Simi Valley, California; ph. pl. m.; p. 82, July 93; PA

BOBROW & Thomas
Elderly Housing; Society of Singers Desert Home; Laughlin, Nevada; pl. pers.; p. 18, Aug./Suppl. 93; PA
Medical Clinic; VA Outpatient; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p. 100-103, Feb. 93; AR
Shelter; Children’s Crisis Center, Camarillo, California; m. elev. sec. pl.; p. 30-31; Aug./Suppl. 93; PA
St. Luke’s Medical Center; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; m. pl. dia.; p. 102-103, Mar. 93; A

BODNAR, James and Robert Evans and Robert Heintges
Park at Water Treatment Plant; Two Proposed Designs; One Includes a Fountain; New York, New York; by Eve M. Kahn; pl. elev. sec.; ill.; p. 71-73, Apr. 93; LA

BOHLIN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON
Municipal Facilities; Bensalem, Pennsylvania; m. pl.; p. 9; Mar./Suppl.; PA
Parking, Garage; Syracuse University; Syracuse, New York; ph. sec. iso.; p. 130-135; June 93, AR

BOLLES & WILSON
Child Care Center; Frankfurt, Germany; pl. ph.; p. 54-55, Dec. 93; PA

BOMMARITO GROUP and GENSLER ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Apple Computer Temporary Offices; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 108-111; Nov. 93, ID

BONELL, Esteve and Josep Maria Gil
Court House; Gerona, Spain; pl. ph.; p. 92-93, Sept. 93; A

BOOTH & HANSEN
Golf Cottage; New Buffalo, Michigan; ph. pl. elev.; p. 62-65, Mar. 93; AR
Residential Development; Showcase House, 1984; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 156-157, Jan. 93; B

BOUCHER, Mouchka & Larson
Cooley Science Center; Oregon Graduate Institute, Portland, Oregon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-79; Mar. 93; A
Food Processing Plant and Offices; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Mar. 93; AR

BOWMAN, Obie G.
Park Visitors’ Center; Energy Feature; Spring Lake Park, California; p. 110; Mar. 93; PA
Visitor’s Center, Spring Lake Park; Solar Heating; Santa Rosa, California; ph. sec.; p. 82-85, June 93; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BOYD ASSOCIATES
Restaurant; The Salad Bowl; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Nov. 93; ID

BOYER & HOPPE
Child Care Center; Family Development Center, East St. Louis, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 63; Dec. 93; PA

BRADFORD COMPANY
Residential Development; Residence; Bradfords, Village, Orlando, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 110; May 93; B

BRADSHAW, Gil & Fuster
Residential Development; Silverlakes; Builder’s Award, Pembroke Pines, Florida; ph.; p. 186-187; Oct. 93; B

BRADY ASSOCIATES
Resource Management Plan; ASLA Award; Oakland, California; map.; p. 65; Nov. 93, LA

BRAUNSCHWEIGER, LEONARD
Apartement Building; Lobby Remodeled; New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph.; p. 266-267; May. 93; ID

BREUER, MARCEL
History of the Tubular Chair; by Peter Blake; ph.; ill.; p. 150, 152, Feb. 93; ID

BRITT, THOMAS
Residence; Interiors, Palm Springs, California; ph. pl.; p. 174-177, Sept. 93; ID

BROWN, J. S.
Showcase House; Bedroom and Bath, Pasadena, California; ph.; p. 174-175; July. 93; ID

BROWN, RANDY
Law Offices, Lighting Design; Omaha, Nebraska; ph.; p. 26-29; Feb./Suppl.; AR

BROWN, TERRY
Architect’s House and Studio; Cincinnati, Ohio; pl. elev.; p. 24; Feb. 93; PA

BRUDER, WILLIAM P.
Proposal for Environmentally Conscious Conversion; of Air Base, Public Marketplace and Various Cultural Centers; Alameda, California; ph. pl.; p. 106-107; Oct. 93; AR
Residence; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p. 64-71; Apr. 93; AR

BUCH, ERNESTO
Scholar’s Library; Art History; New Milford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 43; Dec. 93; PA

BUCK, SMITH & McAVoy
For Children with AIDS; Mattapan, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Apr. 93; A

BULFINCH, CHARLES
Investigating Water Penetration in Stone Walls; State House Investigation; Original Design; Boston, Massachusetts; by Simon F. Shipley and Werner H. Gumpertz; ph. sec.; p. 124-125; Jan. 93; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BURGEE, JOHN
Department Store; Takashimaya Fifth Avenue; New York, New York; Interior Design by Larry Laslo; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.84-89, 30, 34; Sept 93, INT

BURGIN, WILLIAM L.
Residence; BUILDER'S Award, Jamestown, Rhode Island; ph. pl.; p.132-133; Oct 93, B

BURNETT, JAMES and JESUS BAUTISTA MOROLES
Police Officers Memorial; Houston, Texas; pl. axon.; p.28; Jan 93, LA

BURNHAM & ROOT
Interiors; Investment Firm Offices; Original Design; Chicago, Illinois; Interior Space International; ph. pl.; p.114-117; Nov 93, ID
Office Building; Restoration, The Rookery Building; AIA Honor Award; Original Design; Chicago, Illinois; McCleer; ph. pl.; p.101, May 93, A

BURNHAM, DANIEL
Remodeling of Union Station as Shopping Mall; 1907 Railroad Station; Original Design, Washington, District of Columbia; Harry Weese and Benjamin Thompson; by David Gruber; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Aug 93, PA

BURNS, MARTHA
Interiors; Designer's Apartment and Studio; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.142-145; July 93, ID

BURR & MCCALLUM
Vacation House; CUSTOM BUILDER Award, Williamstown, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.130-134, Jan/Feb 93, CB

BURTON & SPITZ
Biddy Mason Park; Landscape Design; Los Angeles, California; Charles & Elizabeth Lee, by Ann Wilson Lloyd; ph. pl.; p.69-70; Apr 93; LA

BUTLER, FORBES & JUBANY and PO THOGMARTIN and COOPER & ROBERTS
AIDS Care Center; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.71; Nov 93, INT

BUTTRICK, WHITE & BURTIS
Environmental Discovery Center; Central Park; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.44; Dec 93; PA

BYELOCORP
Mixed-Use Project; Hotel, Theater, Conference Center; Minsk, Belarus; ill. pl.; p.130-131; May 93; INT

CRSS
Biological Sciences Complex, University of Georgia; Athens, Georgia; ph. pl. ill.; p.125; Mar 93, A

CUH2A and AYERS, SAINT & GROSS
Health Sciences Facility; University of Maryland; Baltimore, Maryland; ill. axon.; p.112-113; Mar 93; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CUH2A
Pharmaceutical and Chemical Company; Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, U. S. Headquarters; Collegeville, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.124; Mar 93, A

CIALATRAVA, SANTIAGO and BREGMAN & HAMANN
Galleria and Heritage Square; Glass-Covered Atrium, Steel Frame; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. sec. elev. iso.; p.84-91; Feb 93, AR

CIALATRAVA, SANTIAGO
Alamillo Bridge; Critique; by Rex Raymer; ph. ill.; p.33; Oct 93, ID

CALLANDER ASSOCIATES
Day Camp; Barner Free Paths, San Mateo County, California; ph. pl.; p.57; June 93, LA

CALTHORPE ASSOCIATES
BART Station and Neighborhood Plan; San Mateo County, California; ph.; p.38-39; Dec 93, PA
New Town Design; Landscape Plan; Laguna West, California; Landscape Design by Ken Kay; by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; p.34-35, July 93; LA

CAMBRIDGE SEVEN
AIA Firm Award; ph. ill.; p.22; June 93, A

CANNON and CRANG & BOAKE
Hospital; Residential Treatment, Windsor Western Hospital; Ontario, Windsor, Canada; pers. pl.; p.49; Aug/Suppl 93, PA

CANNON and PEARCE, TURNER & NIKOLAJEVICH
St. Charles County Community College; St. Peters, Missouri; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.92-97, Nov 93, AR

CANO & SOTOLONGO
Residence; Silver Lakes; Pembroke Pines, Florida; ph. pl.; p.95-97; Dec 93, B
Residential Development; Residence, Admirals Cove; BUILDER'S Award; Jupiter, Florida; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Oct 93, B

CANSEVER, TURGUTET al.
Residential Development; Holiday Village, Aga Khan Award; Bodrum, Turkey; ph. pl. axon.; p.106-107; Mar 93; PA

CAPLES & JEFFERSON
Child Care Center; For Retarded and HIV Positive Children; New York, Bronx, New York; ph.; p.90; Apr 93; A

CARCOANA, LAWRENCE and DON FAULKNER and JIM NELSON
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Redesign of Cabrini-Green Project; Other Competition Entries; Chicago, Illinois; pl. axon. ill.; p.32-33; Sept 93; PA

CAREY & COMPANY
City Hall, Assessment of Earthquake Damage; Oakland, California; elev. ph.; p.80; July 93, PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CARLSON HOSPITALITY GROUP DESIGN STAFF
Radisson Hotel, Interiors; Szczecin, Poland; ph., p.138-139; May 93, INT
Radisson Slavjanskaya Hotel and Business Center; Moscow, Russia; ph., p.136-137; May 93; INT

CARMEN, NORDSTEN & IGONDA
Interiors; Architects’ Offices, Los Angeles, California; ph., p.112-117; July 93, ID
Meditative Room, Medical Center, University of California; San Diego, California, by Karin Tellow, ph., p.76-79; Dec 93, INT

CARRUTHERS, MARY K.
Residence; Hallway, Eastlake, California; p.132-133; Dec 93, AR

CARMEN, NORDSTEN & IGONDA
Interiors; Architects’ Offices, Los Angeles, California; ph., p.112-117; July 93, ID
Meditative Room, Medical Center, University of California; San Diego, California, by Karin Tellow, ph., p.76-79; Dec 93, INT

CARTER, JAMES
Wabasha Bridge Controversy; Finalists, St Paul, Minnesota, m ph.; p.23; Oct 93, PA
Wabasha Street Bridge; St Paul, Minnesota, m pl., p.72-73; Aug 93, A

CASTEDO, MANUEL
Interiors; Magazine Offices, PC, Lighting Detail, Boston, Massachusetts; ph., pl., ill., elev., p.146-149; Mar 93, ID
Lobby Remodeled; New York, New York, Original Design by Morris Lapidus; ph., p.260-263; May 93, ID

CATROUX, FRANCOIS
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; p.59-511; Dec 93, ID

CAUGHEY, DIANE
Housing for Babies and Young Children with AIDS; Los Angeles, California; ph., p.91; Apr 93, A

CAVAEDIUM ARCHITECTS
Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Los Angeles, California, ph., axon; p.48-51; Jan 93, A

CENIACELAYA, JAVIER and INGO SALONA
School; Multipurpose Hall, Classical Design, Derio, Spain; ph., p.89; Aug 93, PA

CENTER/MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BUILDING SYSTEM
Demonstration Home for Sustainable Design; Austin, Texas, pl., ill., axon.; p.102-103; June 93, A

CENTERBROOK
Residence; Marsh Estate Lodge, East Coast; ph., pl., ill.; elev., p.46-54; Nov 93, PA
Residence; Pond House with Two Guest Houses, Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts; ph., pl., ill.; elev., p.46-55; Nov 93, PA
Residence; ph., p.14-16, Sept/Oct 93; CB

CENTEX HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Olde Atlanta Club; Suwanee, Georgia; ph., p.62, Nov 93, B
Residential Development; Residence; The Highlands; Phoenix, Arizona; ph., p.66, Mar 93, B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CENTRAL OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Addition; Pacific Palisades, California; ph., sec.; p.107; May 93, PA

CENTRE STUDIO
Interiors; Trading Company’s Offices, Interior Design; Shanghai, China; John Portman; ph., pl., axon.; p.84-89; Dec 93, ID

CESAR, CLAUDIO
Technique for Custom Graphics Between Laminated Glass; ph., p.34; Aug 93, INT

CHAPMAN & MURRAY
Hospital; Gilmore Lodge Home for the Aged; Ontario, Fort Erie, Canada, elev., pl.; p.40-41; Aug/Supp1 93, PA

CHHADA & SIEMBIEIDA
Hotel; Four Seasons Hotel, Scagliola Panel Details; Interior Design, New York, New York; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph., elev.; p.114-127; Oct 93, ID
Lighting Hotel Bathroom and Dressing Room; ph., p.22; Nov 93, INT

CHICAGO ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Tryon Farms, Sustainable Architecture Principles, Michigan City, Indiana, ill., ph.; p.104-105; June 93, A
Residential Development; Tryon Farms Includes Agriculture and Restored Wetlands; Michigan City, Indiana, ill., p.78-79; Mar 93, PA

CHO, WILKS & BENN
Light Rail Line; Station; Baltimore, Maryland; ph., pl.; p.64-65; Aug 93, A

CIARDULLO, JOHN
Hamilton Fish Park; New York, New York, ph.; p.96-101; Jan 93, AR

CINCALA, ALFRED J.
Residence; Estate Size; Sewickley Heights, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.32-35; May/June 93, CB

CIVITELLO, ROB and L. PHILIP SCHAEWE/OAD
Weekend House; Jury Comments, PA Award; San Antonio, Near, Comal County, Texas, m., p.; axon.; p.74-75; Jan 93, PA

CLARK & RAPUANO
Corporate Landscape, Merck Foundation; Landscape Design; Hunterdon County, New Jersey; Kevin Roche, by James Howard Kunstler; ph., p.60-62; Dec 93, LA

CLEMEN'T & PROVOST
Parc Andre Citroen; Landscape Design; Paris, France; Berger, Viguier & Jodry; by Charlotte Ellis; ph., pl.; p.56-65; Apr 93, LA

CLINE, EDGAR
Japanese American National Museum; Remodeled Buddhist Temple, Original Design; Los Angeles, California; J. T. Nakaoka; ph., pl., axon.; p.130-133; July 93, ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CLODAGH
Ecologically Sensitive Products Store; Felissimo; Six Story Neo-Classical Townhouse, New York, New York; Original Design by Warren & Wetmore; by Jean Gorman, ph. pl.; p.38-45; Apr 93; INT
Lobby Remodeled; New York, New York; ph.; p.258-259; May 93; ID

COBB, HENRY
United States Courthouse; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. m. sec.; p.99; Apr 93; PA

COHN COMMUNITIES
Residential Development; Residence; Braiglen; Public-Private Project, Atlanta, Georgia; ph.; p.135; Mar 93; B

COLBURN, CURRIER & NOLL
Residential Development; Residence; Solana del Norte; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.74; June 93; B

COLE & DENNY and BVH
Freer Gallery of Art; Lighting Plan; Washington, District of Columbia; Lighting Design by Freer Design Staff; ph. sec.; p.30-33; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

COLLABORATIVE DESIGN ARCHITECTS
Municipal Facilities and Civic Center Renovation; San Leandro, California; elev. pl.; p.10; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

COLLINS, RIMER & GORDON
Amazonia Exhibit; National Zoo; Washington, District of Columbia; Landscape Design by LDR.; by Leonard Sherp, ph. pl. sec.; p.69-71; July 93; LA

COOPER & CARY
Shopping Center; Mizner Park Replaces Shopping Center, Boca Raton, Florida; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Mar 93; AR

COOPER & LECKY
Amazonia Exhibit, National Zoo; Washington, District of Columbia; Landscape Design by LDR.; by Leonard Sherp, ph. pl. sec.; p.69-71; July 93; LA

COOPER GROUP
Kips Bay Show House; Library, New York, New York; ph.; p.52-53; Sept 93; ID

COPHEN ARCHITECTS
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Village Green; Troy, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.115; Sept 93; B

CORREA, CHARLES
Crafts Museum; Jaipur, India; ph. pl. axon.; p.86-87; Apr 93; PA

COVENTRY LIGHTING ASSOCIATES
Lighting Stairs and Escalator in Movie Theater; Lighting Design; Fort Worth, Texas; ph. sec.; p.34-39; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

COX, MADISON and MARK RUDKIN and MICHEL BOULCOURT
Garden on Chateau’s Grounds; Picardy, France; ph.; p.31; Sept 93; LA

CROXTON COLLABORATIVE
Interiors; National Audubon Society Headquarters; Energy Conservation; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.70-77; July 93; INT
National Audubon Society’s Office Building; Ecological, Energy Features; New York, New York; ph. elev.; p.62-69; June 93; A
Office Building; Middle Rise; National Resources Defense Council Headquarters, Survey of Energy Savings; New York, New York; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. sec. graphs, table; p.84-89; Mar 93; PA

CUNNIFEE, CHARLES
Residence; Southwestern, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.128-129; June 93; B

CUNNINGHAM, HAMILTON & QUIFER
Ceremonial Building; Mille Lacs Reservation Minnesota; ph. pl. sec.; p.93, 100-101; Dec 93; A
Upper and Lower Schools and Health Center; Mille Lacs Reservation, Minnesota; ph. elev.; p.93 99-99; Dec 93; A

CUTLER, JAMES and MAGGIE SMITH
Memorial to Victims of Witch Trials; Salem Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-73; Aug 93; PA

CUTLER, JAMES
Memorial Education Center Structure; Bloedel Reserve; Bainbridge Island, Washington; ph. pl.; p.92-97; Feb 93; AR
Memorial; Bloedel Education Center, AIA Honor Award; Bainbridge Island, Washington; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-99; May 93; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CZERNIAK, JULIA
After School Activities Areas; Art Room, Meeting and Film Projections, Trenton, New Jersey, ph. pl; sec; pers.; p.64, Dec 93, LA

D. L. DESIGN
Residential Development; Residence, Ridgewood Estates, St. Louis, Missouri, ph. p.82; Sept 93; B
Residential Development; Residence, Twin Chimneys, O'Fallon, Missouri, ph. pl; p.206, Feb 93; B

DCSW ARCHITECTS
Museum Center for Navajo Artifacts; Window Rock, Arizona; pers. ill; p.35, Dec 93; A

DMJM
Office Building; Simulated Stone; Honolulu, Hawaii; ph. sec. axon.; p.108-109; July 93; A

DNB
Residential Development; Residence, Hemlock Harbor, Moultonboro, New Hampshire, ph. pl.; p.92; Nov 93; B

DOWL ARCHITECTS
Port of Entry Buildings; Naco, Arizona; ill; p.27; Sept 93; A

DAGIT & SAYLOR
Elderly Housing; Cathedral Village Apartments; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.19; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

DAHLIN, KENNETH C.
Residential Development; Residence, McCormick Woods, Competition Winner, Port Orchard, Washington; ph. pl.; p.100, Mar 93; B

DALY & GENIK
Residence; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.56-69; Nov 93; PA
Residence; Tarzana, California; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.66-69; Nov 93; PA

DALY, LEO A.
Research Facility; University of Nebraska; Sustainable Design; Mead, Nebraska; sec.; p.136, June 93; A

DANADJIEVA & KOENIG
Sewage Treatment Plant; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. m.; p.136-137; June 93; AR

DANIELIAN ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence, Bridgewood, Gurnee, Illinois, ph. pl.; p.252, Feb 93; B
Residential Development; Residence, Summerlin, Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.204-205; Feb 93; B

DATTNER, RICHARD
Park Above Sewage-Treatment Plant; Riverbank State Park; New York, New York; Landscape Design by Abel, Bannion & Butz; ph. pl.; p.108-113; Nov 93; AR
School; Junior High, Middle; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Aug 93; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DAVIDS, RENE and CHRISTINE KILLORY
Townhouse; The Ark, Duplexes with Separate Apartment, San Diego, California; iso. sec. ill.; p.85; Jan 93; A

DAVIS & BRODY and MARK HAMPTON
School of American Ballet; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.228-229; May 93; ID

DAVIS & BRODY and MWAMUKA & MERCURI
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe; ill. pl.; p.44-45; Sept 93; A

DAVIS & BRODY
Dormitory Tower; Julliard and The School of American Ballet; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.230-231+; May 93; ID
Interiors; Lincoln Center Entertainment Suite; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.232-233; May 93; ID
Interiors; Lincoln Center Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.236-239+; May 93; ID
Lincoln Center Addition; Rose Building; Multi-Use, Library, Theater, Studios, Dormitory; New York, New York; by Naomi Pollock; ph. axon.; p.212-241; May 93; ID
Promenade, Entrance Court, Recital Hall; Julliard School; Theater, Plaza Lobby, Cafe, Ballet School, Residence Hall, Entertainment Suite; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.212-241; May 93; ID
Restaurant; The Cafe; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.226-227; May 93; ID

DAVIS & JOYCE
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Willow Oak; BUILDER'S Award; Davis, California; ph. pl.; p.162; Oct 93; B

DAVIS PARTNERSHIP
Industrial Building; Simulated Stone; Boulder, Colorado; ph. iso.; p.110; July 93; A

DAVIS, SAM
Residence; Remodeled; Berkeley, California; axon. pl. ph.; p.156-157; Mar 93; ID

DAWSON, HANNOUCHE & PATE
Apartment Development; Lakemont Cove; Bonita Springs, Florida; ph. pl.; p.73, June 93; B

DE CREDICO & SERGENT
Residence; Nicasio, California; ph. pl.; p.90-91; July 93; PA

DE GIULIO, MICHAEL
Kitchen; Enlargement and Remodeled; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.S20-S21; Nov 93; ID

DE MENIL, FRANCOIS
Bath and Kitchen; New York, New York; ph.; p.148-149; July 93; ID

DE PORTZAMPARC, CHRISTIAN
Convention Center; Competition Entry, Nara, Japan; m. pl.; p.22-23; Feb 93; PA

DE SANTIS, MICHAEL
Residence; Interiors; Custom Light Fixture Details; Palm Beach, Florida; ph. pl. det. elev.; p.150-155; Apr 93; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DE VIDO, ALFREDO
Cafe Word of Mouth; New York, New York; ph. pl., p.118-121; June 93; ID
Earth Shelter House; Northern Area, Connecticut; ph. pl. det. iso.; p.70-73; June 93; A
Residence; Renovation; Saddle River, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.32-36; July/Aug 93; CB

DEAN & WOLF
Residence; Library Addition; Bronxville, New York; ph. p.98; July 93; PA

DECKER & KEMP
Village Hall; Northbrook, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.40; Mar Suppl 93; PA

DELANEY & COCHRAN
Hospital Healing Garden; Marin County, California; ph. p.22, 24; Dec 93; LA

DENISON & LUCHINI
Stairway Details for an Apartment; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. elev. det.; p.110-111; Apr 93; AR

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE, TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
Computer Software for Energy Analysis of Buildings; in Design Phase; Jury Comments, PA Award; ill.; p.92; Jan 93; PA

DESIGN GROUP STAHR
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000; Experimental Housing; Stuttgart, Germany; ph. p.94-95; 100; Sept 93; A

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
National Health Laboratories; New York, New York; by Kann Tetlow; ph. pl. axon.; p.80-81; Dec 93; INT

DESIGN TRADITIONS
Apartment Development; Low Rise; River Oaks; Duluth, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.109-111; Sept 93; B
Townhouse; River Oaks; BUILDER'S Award; Duluth, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.171; Oct 93; B

DESIGN WORKSHOP
Mountain Park and Resort; Nishi-Tama, Japan; ill.; p.22; Nov 93; LA

DESMOND, ROBERT
Draper Park Veterans Memorial; Competition Winner; Milford, Massachusetts; ph. m.; p.57; Aug 93; LA

DI LEONARDO INTERNATIONAL
Mixed-Use Project; Hotel and Trade Center; Interior Design; Lviv, Ukraine; Ruszczuk Design Associates; m. ill.; p.128-129; May 93; INT

DIAZ-ACUY, ORLANDO
Health and Country Club, Pacific Club; Redwood City, California; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Oct 93; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.182-187; Mar 93; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DICKSON ASSOCIATES
City Hall; Solon, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.51; Mar Suppl 93; PA

DISTIN, WILLIAM
Mountain Resort; The Point, Adirondack Mountains; Interiors; Original Design; Upper Saranac Lake, New York; Anthony Antine; ph. p.108-113; June 93; ID

DIXON, PETER MORRIS
Opportunities in the Design of Correctional Facilities; ph. ill.; p.51-57; Feb 93; PA

DOLIN, IVAN and DEBORAH HABICH
Interiors, Model House; Long Island, New York; ph. p.102-107; Feb 93; ID

DOMECH MONTANER, LLUIS
Art Museum and Library; Remodeled Landmark; Art of Antoni Tapis; Original Design; Barcelona, Spain; Roser Amado; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-83; May 93; PA

DONER, MICHÈLE OKA
Sidewalk Art Compositions; ph.; p.66; Apr 93; INT

DONHAM & SWEENEY
Police Station; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.24; Mar Suppl 93; PA
Public Safety Building Renovation; Police and Fire Department; Somerville, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.25; Mar Suppl 93; PA

DONOVAN, GEORGE
Residence; Hunters Glen; Buckingham Township, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.103; Dec 93; B

DONOVAN, T. KELLER
Kips Bay Show House; Master Bedroom; New York, New York; ph. p.518-519; Sept 93; ID

DORIUS ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Residence; Laguna West; BUILDER'S Award, Sacramento, California; ph. pl.; p.153; Oct 93; B

DOWNES, MICHAEL S.
Residential Development; Residence; Silver Creek; Woodhaven, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.107; May 93; B

DOWNING, THORPE & JAMES
Residential Development; High Density; Denver, Colorado; ill. pl.; p.152; Feb 93; B

DRAPER, DOROTHY
Perfume Store; St. Croix, Virgin Islands; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Dec 93; ID

DREES COMPANY
Residential Development; Townhouse; Longworth Square, Public-Private Project; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.141; Mar 93; B

DREWES, FRANK
Interiors; Apartment; Herzebrock, Germany; ph. pl. axon.; p.252-257; May 93; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

DRYSDALE, MARY DOUGLAS
Residence; Remodeled Exterior and Interior; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.100-105, Jan 93; ID

DUANY, ANDRES and ELIZABETH PLATER-ZYBERK
Mobile Home Park with Village Center; Jury Comments, PA Award; Mesa, Arizona; pl. ill.; p.88-89, Jan 93; PA

Neotraditional Residential Community Plan; Gaithersburg, Kentlands, Maryland; by James Howard Kunstler; ph.; p.38-39, Dec 93; LA

New Neighborhood in Inner City; Cleveland, Ohio; p.; p.40-41, Dec 93; PA

Residential Development; Housing for Migrant Farm Workers; Dade County, Florida; pl. elev.; p.25, Feb 93; AR

DURRETT, CHARLES and KATHRYN McCAMANT
Cohousing; Emeryville, California; ph. sec.; p.87; Jan 93, A

DUTZ ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Residence; Deerfield; Piano, Texas; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Aug 93; B

DWORK, MELVIN
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.S13-S15; Dec 93; ID

DOWSKY ASSOCIATES
Correctional Facility; Justice Center, Stockton, California; ph. pl.; p.109, Feb 93; A

Government Building; Port of Entry Buildings; Calexico, California; ill.; p.26; Sept 93; A

EDAW
National Garden Next to U.S. Botanic Garden; Competition, Guideline Plan; Washington, District of Columbia; by Lee Fleming; sec. pl.; p.55-56; Aug 93; LA

Sutro Baths Historic District Proposal; ASLA Award; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. ill.; p.61; Nov 93; LA

ELS/ELBASANI & LOGAN
Shopping Center; Arizona Center, Lighting; Phoenix, Arizona; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz, Renfro & Stone; ph.; p.40-43; May/Suppl 93; AR

EAMES, CHARLES
The Case Study House Reviewed; ph. pl. ill.; p.110-114; May 93; PA

EARL, ROBERT L.
Residential Development; Residence; Stokes Canyon, Calabasas, California; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Feb 93; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

EAST COAST DESIGN
Residence; Estate Size; Greensboro, Near, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.42-44, May/June 93; CB

EDISON, JOHN DAVID
Residence; Interiors; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Dec 93; ID

EGLI, ERNST and SEDAD ELDEM
Appropriation of Traditional Dwelling Forms, 1920s and 1930s; Includes Works of Two Architects, Turkey; by Gulsum Baydar Nalbantoglu; ph. pl. ill. biblio.; p.66-74; Nov 93; JAE

EHMANN, WAYNE
Child Care Center; Remodeled; Long Island, Sea Cliff, New York; ph.; p.84-85; Oct 93; INT

EHRENKRANTZ & ECKSTUT
Transit Station, Union Station Gateway; Los Angeles, California; ill.; p.98; Aug 93; A

EHRLICH, STEVEN
Interiors; Sony Music West Coast Headquarters; Santa Monica, California; ph.; p.72(10); Nov 93; ID

EIFLER, JOHN
Seth Peterson Cottage; Restoration; Mirror Lake, Wisconsin; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p.109; Apr 93; PA

EINHORN, YAFFEE & PRESCOTT
State Education Building, Remodeled Museum; Lighting; Albany, New York; Lighting Design by Lam Partners; ph. pl.; p.46-51; May/Suppl 93; AR

New York Education Center; Remodeled Museum Building; Albany, New York; ph. sec.; p.112-113; Jan 93; AR

EISENMAN ARCHITECTS and RICHARD TROTT
Convention Center; Columbus, Ohio; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.82-85; June 93; INT

Convention Center; Columbus, Ohio; ph. pl. elev.; p.43, 52-63; May 93; A

EISENMAN ARCHITECTS
Center for the Arts; Wexner Center, AIA Honor Award; Columbus, Ohio; ph. p.90-91; May 93; A

Multi-Use Building, Cafe, Club, Offices, Studios; Dusseldorf, Germany; m. sec.; p.39; July 93; A

Multi-Use Project; Theater, Hotel, Offices Plus Other Uses; Max Reinhardt Haus; Berlin, Germany; m. pl.; p.24, Apr 93; PA

Performing Arts Center, Emory University; Jury Comments, PA Award; Atlanta, Georgia; m. pl. sec.; p.78-81; Jan 93; PA

EISENMAN, PETER
Architect’s Work and Theory; His Progression to Deconstructivist Design; by Thomas Patin, ph. pl. m. biblio.; p.88-100; Nov 93; JAE

ELKUS & MANFREDI
Electronics Display Space; Sony; Chicago, Illinois; ph. p.40-41; Feb/Suppl 93; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ELLENZWEIG ASSOCIATES
Plaza Over Parking Garage; Post Office Square; Boston, Massachusetts, ph. pl. axon.; p.78-81; Aug 93, A
Post Office Square Park; Redone Mall, ASLA Award, Boston, Massachusetts; Landscape Design by Halvorson Company; ph.; p.56; Nov 93; LA

ELLERBE & BECKET and MICHAEL FIELDMAN
Police Academy; Competition Winner, New York, South Bronx, New York; axon. m.; p.23; Jan 93; A

ELLERBE & BECKET
Cooling Plant; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl sec.; p.112-115; June 93; AR
Department of Water and Power Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.68-75; Feb 93; A
Department of Water and Power Headquarters; Van Nuys, California; ph.; p.68-75; Feb 93, A
Fleet Repair Building; Los Angeles, California; elev. axon.; p.31; Feb 93; A
Garage and Transit Facility; Municipal Transit Hub; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph.; p.126-129; June 93; AR
Hospital; Grand Cayman Island, Cayman Islands; ph.; p.34; Mar 93; A
Hospital; Johns Hopkins Geriatric Facility; Baltimore, Maryland; ph.; p.36; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
Hospital; Long Term Care; St. Johnland, Kings Park, New York; m.; p.52-53; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
Police Training Facility; Competition Winner, New York, Bronx, New York; m.; p.24; Feb 93; PA
Sports Arena, Enclosed; Kiel Arena, St. Louis, Missouri; m. sec. det.; p.35; Aug 93; AR
Sports Arena, Enclosed; Shawmut Center, Boston, Massachusetts; m. sec. det.; p.34; Aug 93; AR

ENGLER
Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Ketchum, Idaho; ph.; p.122-127; Jan/Feb 93; CB

ENVIRONMENTS GROUP
Interiors; Regional Headquarters, Amentech, Interior Design; Chicago, Near, Illinois, Lohan Associates; ph.; p.120-127; Apr 93; ID
Regional Transportation Association; Information and Retail Center; IBD Award; Display Case Details; Interior Design; Chicago, Illinois; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. elev.; p.96-101; Nov 93; ID

EPPSTEIN, KELLER & UHEN
Apartment Development; Johnson Square; BUILDER'S Award, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ph.; p.184; Oct 93, B

EPSTEIN & SONS
Office Building; Warsaw Corporate Center; Warsaw, Poland; ill.; p.122-123; May 93; INT

ERITH & TERRY
Residence; Palladian Villa, Versailles, Kentucky; ph. ill. elev. sec.; p.48-49, Dec 93; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ESHERICK, HOMSEY, DODGE & DAVIS
Mountain Lodge; Island Park, Near, Idaho; ph.; p.108-115; Feb 93; ID
Proposal for Integrating Remodeled Air Base with the City; Alameda, California; ph. dia. ill. sec.; p.104-105, Oct 93; AR

ESTEE LAUDER DESIGN STAFF
Cosmetics Store, Estee Lauder; Moscow, Russia; ph.; p.144-145; May 93; INT

ESTES, JAMES
Residence; Newport, Rhode Island; ph.; p.124-125; June 93; B

ESTRIDGE GROUP
Residential Development; Residence, Princeton Park, Fishers, Indiana; ph.; p.112, May 93; B

EVANGELISTA, CLAIRE
Cast Bronze Figures; ph.; p.38; July 93, INT

EVANS GROUP
Residential Development; Residence, Sawgrass Island; Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.86; Aug 93; B

FTL ARCHITECTS
Clothing Showroom, Carmelo Pomodoro; INTERIORS Annual Award, New York, New York; by Michael Wagner; ph.; p.96-97; Jan 93; INT

FAUBER ARCHITECTS
County Administration Building, Renovation; Bedford, Virginia; ph.; p.41; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

FAURE, GENEVIEVE
Kips Bay Show House; Bedroom, New York, New York; ph.; p.S38; Sept 93; ID

FEALY, BARBARA
Resort Hotel, Salishan; Landscape Design, Gleneden Beach, Oregon; John Stokes and Saul Zaik; by Kathleen McCormick; ph.; p.48-51; Feb 93; LA

FELLOWS & MARTINEZ
Lounge, Restaurant Game Areas; Honolulu, Hawaii; ph. pl.; p.116-121; Feb 93, ID

FERRARO & CHOI
Hotel; Rey Juan Carlos I; Barcelona, Spain; by Roberto De Alba; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Nov 93; INT

FERRATER, CARLOS
Lounge, Restaurant, Game Areas; Honolulu, Hawaii; ph. pl.; p.116-121; Feb 93, ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

FIELDMAN, MICHAEL
School; Elementary, Primary and Intermediate School; New York, New York; ph. pl; p.64-67; Apr 93; A

FILLAT, PETER and RANDY SOVICH and STUDIO WANDA
Affordable Housing; Jury Comments, PA Award, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; pl. ill. dia.; p.68-69; Jan 93, PA

FINEGOLD & ALEXANDER
Courthouse; Renovation of Old High School Building; Fall River, Massachusetts; ph.; pl; p.36; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

FIORENTINO, IMERO
Auditorium; New School of Social Research; Lighting, Lighting Design, New York, New York; Prentice & Chan; ph.; p.34-37; May/Suppl 93; AR

FISHER & FRIEDMAN
Residential Development; Showcase House. 1985. Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.59; Nov 93; A

FISHER, FREDERICK
Transit Station; El Monte, California; axon pl; p.95; Aug 93; A

FISHER, MARANTZ, RENFRO & STONE
Shopping Center; Arizona Center; Lighting; Lighting Design, Phoenix, Arizona; ELS/Ebasani & Logan; ph.; p.40-43; May/Suppl 93; AR

FITZROY & ROBINSON
Hotel; Lanesborough; Remodeled Hospital; London, England; Interior Design by Ezra Atta; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Feb 93; ID

FLAD ASSOCIATES
Lederle-Praxis Biological Laboratories; Henrietta, New York; by Kann Tetlow; ph. pl. sec.; axon; p.82-83; Dec 93; INT

Pharmaceuticals Research Facility; Ridgefield, Connecticut; ph.; sec.; p.114; Mar 93; A

FLETCHER, FARR & AYOTTE
Interpretive Center, Columbia Gorge; Stevenson, Near, Washington; ill. pl.; p.25; Apr 93; PA

FLOOD, DAVID JAY
Residential Development; Residence; Playa Pacific; Culver City, California; ph.; p.59; Nov 93; B

FLOWANCE, EICHBAUM, ESOCCOF & KING
Graduate Research and Training Center; George Washington University; Loudoun County, Virginia; ph. pl. sec.; p.50-57; Mar 93; A

National Postal Museum; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. axon. sec.; p.88-95; Nov 93; A

FLORIAN & WIERZBOWSKI
Exhibit of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Furniture; and Decorative Designs; Los Angeles, California; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.64-65; Nov 93; INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

FLORIAN & WIERZBOWSKI (Cont’d)
Karaoke Store and Studio; Gurnee Mills, Illinois; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.68-71; Mar 93; INT

FORD, FAREWELL, MILLS & GATSCH
Swimming Pool House; —, New Jersey; ph. pl. sec.; p.130-131; June 93; PA

Swimming Pool House; Fisher’s Island, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.130-131; June 93; PA

FORDHAM, MAX

FORREST, DEBORAH LLOYD
Restaurant; Antares, Circular, Roof Top; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.136-139; June 93; ID

FOSTER, NORMAN
American Air Museum; Duxford, England; m. pl.; p.26; Nov 93; PA

Art Gallery and Library; Carre d’Art, Nimes, France; ph. pl. elec; p.106-109; Sept 93; A

Art Museum Addition; Omaha, Nebraska; m. pl. sec.; p.26; Aug 93; PA

Art Museum, Joslyn; Addition, Omaha, Nebraska; m.; p.24; July 93; A

Art Museum, Royal Academy of Arts Sackler Galleries; INTERIORS Annual Award; London, England; by Kann Tetlow; ph. sec.; p.100-101; Jan 93; INT

Library; Cranfield Institute of Technology, Cranfield, England; ph.; p.106-107, 110-111; Sept 93; A

Office Building; Middle Rise, Microtechnology Park, Neudorf, Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.106-107, 112-113; Sept 93; A

Parliament; Rechtag Remodeled; Berlin, Germany; m.; ph.; p.31; Sept 93; AR

Public Library and Contemporary Art Museum; Carre d’Art, Nimes, France; ph. pl. sec. persp.; p.62-71; Oct 93; AR

Subway Station; Canary Wharf Station, London, England; m. ill.; p.122, June 93; AR

U.S. Air Museum; Duxford, England; pl. m. ill.; p.33; Sept 93; A

FOWLER IV, THOMAS
Cultural Museum Concept; African-American Farming, South Carolina; ph. ill.; p.117; July 93; PA

FOX & FOWLE
Ponce de Leon Savings Bank Interiors; New York, Bronx, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.182-185; Sept 93; ID

FOXBORO COMMUNITIES
Residential Development; Residence, Bridlewood Estates, Public-Private Project, Obetz, Ohio; ph.; p.136; Mar 93; B

FRANCIS, BILLY W. and O. RUSSELL WORLEY
Kitchen; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.S16-S17; Nov 93; ID
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FRANK, RICHARD
State Capitol Building; Lighting Plan; Lansing, Michigan; Lighting Design by Gary Steffy; ph.; p.24-29; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

FREED, JAMES
Supreme Court Building; Competition Entry; Jerusalem, Israel; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.83; Apr 93; PA

FREEMAN & PIZER
Kitchen and Bathroom; New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph.; p.S22; Nov 93; ID

FREER DESIGN STAFF
Freer Gallery of Art; Lighting Plan; Lighting Design; Washington, District of Columbia; Cole & Denny and BVH; ph. sec.; p.30-33; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

FRIEDBERG, M. PAUL and DORIT SHAHAR
Cultural Center; Remodeled Factory Building; Eilat, Israel; ph.; p.26; Dec 93; LA

FRIEDBERG, M. PAUL
Pershing Park; Washington, District of Columbia; by Leonard Sherp; ph.; p.52-54; Mar 93; LA

FUGLEBERG & KOCH
Kirkman Park; Porches, BUILDER'S Award; Orlando, Florida; ph.; p.188; Oct 93; B

Residential Development; Residence; Kirkman Park; Orlando, Florida; ph.; p.116; Feb 93; B

FULLER, R. BUCKMINSTER
Biosphere to Become Environmental Awareness Center; Original Design; Blouin, Faucher, Aubertin, Broder, Gauthier and Desnoyers & Mercure; ph. sec.; p.27; Nov 93; PA

FURMAN, DAVID
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Asbury Square; BUILDER'S Award, Dunwoody, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.165; Oct 93; B

FURNESS, FRANK
Library; University of Pennsylvania; Restoration; AIA Honor Award; Original Design; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Venturi & Scott Brown; ph.; p.100; May 93; A

FUTURE SYSTEMS
Demountable Tent for Receptions and Other Events; Includes Drawings of Erection Sequence; London, England; ph. iso. ill.; p.110-111; June 93; PA

GBD ARCHITECTS
Cherry Lane Visitor's Center, Potlatch Corporation; Exhibit and Recreation Areas; Lewiston, Idaho; m. sec.; p.33; Dec 93; A

GRG DESIGN STAFF
Interiors; Offices, Budapest, Hungary; ph.; p.74-75; Mar 93; INT
Interiors; Offices; Moscow, Russia; ph.; p.80-81; Mar 93; INT
Interiors; Offices; Prague, Czechoslovakia; ph.; p.76-79; Mar 93; INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GABELLINI ASSOCIATES
Women's Clothing and Accessories Store; Jil Sander, Paris, France; ph. axon. sec.; p.90-95; Sept 93; AR

GANDY & PEACE
Vacation House, Interiors; Western Area, North Carolina; ph.; p.146-149; Apr 93; ID

GATES, LINDA PARKER and CLAIRE BURKE
GALLAGHER and DIANE LA BELLE
Architecture for Children Program; ph.; p.118; July 93; PA

GAVASCI, ALBERTO PAOLO
Graphics; Hall of Fame Inductee, Special Honoree; His Work; ph.; p.540; Dec 93; ID

GEHRY, FRANK O. and ALLAN DEHAR
Yale Psychiatric Institute, 1989, Occupant-Use Critique; New Haven, Connecticut; by Michael J. Crobbie; ph.; p.100-103; June 93; PA

GEHRY, FRANK O. and HERBERT, LEWIS, KRUSE & BLUNCK
Advanced Technology Laboratories; University of Iowa; Iowa City, Iowa; ph.; p.58-67; Mar 93; A

GEHRY, FRANK O.
Concert Hall; Walt Disney Concert Hall, Jury Comments, PA Award; Los Angeles, California; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.46-49; Jan 93; PA
Visual Arts Center, University of Toledo; Toledo, Ohio; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-85; July 93; AR

GELLER, BRUCE JONOTHON
Residential Development; Residence; Sunrise Station; Howell, New Jersey; ph.; p.118; Feb 93; B

GENSLER ASSOCIATES
Airport; Chattanooga, Tennessee; ph.; p.52; Aug 93; A
Architects' Offices, Use of Computers; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.91; Oct 93; A
Epson Offices, Lighting; Torrance, California; Lighting Design by Patrick B. Quigley; ph.; p.34-37; Feb/Suppl 93; AR
Klein Tools, Lighting; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.38-39; Feb/Suppl 93; AR

GIAMBERTONE, ANDREW
Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Long Island, East Islip, New York; ph.; p.84-89; Jan/Feb 93; CB

GILBERT, SIDNEY PHILIP
Office Building; Low Rise; Regional Headquarters; Otis, Moscow, Russia; m. pl. axon.; p.134-135; May 93; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GLENN & WILLIAMS
Children's Treehouse; Bethesda, Maryland; ph. sec. det.; p.52-53; Apr 93; A

GOLDMAN, FIRTH & BOCCATO
Center for Early Education Includes Teachers College; ph. pl. sec. p116-119, Aug 93; AR
Residence; BUILDER'S Award, Agoura, California; ph. pl.; p.109-109; May 93; A
Residential Development; Showcase House, 1992, Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. p.165, Jan 93; B

GOODE & BECKER
Night Club; Club USA, New York, New York, by Shane Mitchell; ph. p.52-55; Apr 93; INT

GOODY & CLANCY
Apartment Building; Low Rise, Low-Income Housing, Langham Court; AIA Honor Award, Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.109; May 93; A
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Brookline, Massachusetts; m. elev.; p.32; Nov 93; AR

GORALNICK, BARRY
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Apr 93; ID

GORLIN, ALEXANDER C.
Interiors; Apartment, Light Fixture Detailed, New York, New York, Interior Design by Barbara Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.166-173; Sep 93; ID
Residence; Jupiter, Florida; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl.; p.118-121; June 93; B

GRAHAM, ANDERSON, PROBST & WHITE

GREEN, GAIL
Kips Bay Show House; Kitchen, New York, New York; ph. p.330-S31; Sept 93; ID

GREENBERG, ALLAN
Residence; ---, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.70-77; Nov 93; PA
Residence; Beachwoods, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p.70-77; Nov 93; PA

GREENWELL & GOETZ
NASA Auditorium; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Nov 93; ID

GREISCHEL, SUZANNE
Office Building; Interiors, Furniture Dealership Offices, San Francisco, California; ph. axon. det.; p.97; July 93; PA

GREY, JOHNNY
Kitchen; London, England; ph. p.32-S33; Apr 93; ID

GRIMSHAW, NICHOLAS
Airport; Passenger Corridor Bridge, Heathrow; Corridor Detail, London, England; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.108-111; June 93; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GRIMSHAW, NICHOLAS (Cont'd)
Printing Press Building; Western Morning News, Plymouth, England; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Sept 93; A
Railroad Terminal to Link to Channel Tunnel; Waterloo International Terminal, London, England; ph. pl.; p.78, 82-83; Sept 93; A

GRISWOLD, HECKEL & KELLY
Interiors; Marketing Company's Offices, Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl.; p.72-75; June 93; INT

GROPP, LOUIS OLIVER
Hall of Fame Inductee, Special Honoree; His Work; ph. p.S41; Dec 93; ID

GROSS, AMIE
Supportive Housing for Mentally Retarded and Developmentally Disabled; New York, Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.70, Nov 93; INT

GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE DESIGN STAFF
Group Health Cooperative; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.65; Dec 93; INT

GROUP ONE DESIGN
International Terminal, O'Hare; Includes History of O'Hare's Adaptation to Change, Details of Ticketing Pavilion, Chicago, Illinois; ph. m. axon. sec. det.; p.87-99, 158; June 93; PA

GROVER, HARRISON & HARRISON
Kelly Ingram Park; In Civil Rights District, Birmingham, Alabama; by Catherine Howell; ph. pl.; p.34-35; May 93; LA

GROZNIK, FRANK
Visitor Center, Coldwater Ridge; Landscape Design; Mount St. Helens, Washington, Spencer Associates; by Michael Leccese; ph. map.; p.38-43; Feb 93; LA

GRUZEN, SAMTON & STEINGLASS
School; Elementary, New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.60-61; Apr 93; A

GULLICHSEN, KAIRAMO & VORMALA
Apartment Building; Middle Rise, Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing, Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 96; Sept 93; A

GUND, GRAHAM
Apartment Building; The Lansburgh, Remodeled; BUILDER'S Award, Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.183; Oct 93; B
Library; Mount Holyoke College, Addition and Restoration, South Hadley, Massachusetts; ph. sec. p.74-81; Jan 93; AR
Natural History Museum; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.80-87; May 93; AR

GUNNARSHAUG, JOHANNES
Residential Development; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing, Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 96; Sept 93; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GUTHRIE, DAVID
Garage and Workshop; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.106; May 93; PA

GWATHMEY & SIEGEL
Firm Profile and Work; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.55-83; Sept 93; INT
Golf Club, Euro Disney; Marne La Vallee, France; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Sept 93; INT
Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.96-99; Jan 93; ID
Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices; Stair Details; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-91; Jan 93; ID
Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices, Weehawken, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Jan 93; ID
Interiors; Investment Company's Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Sept 93; INT
Interiors; Philanthropic Offices, Lounder Foundation; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Sept 93; INT
Interiors; Record Company Offices, EMI; New York, New York; ph. pl. p.56-65; Sept 93; INT
Low Rise; Entertainment Company's Office Building, David Geffen, Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-71; Sept 93, ID
Science, Industry and Business Library; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.81; Sept 93; INT
Solomon Equities Building; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.80; Sept 93; INT
Tableware for American Airlines; ph.; p.82-83; Sept 93, INT

GWYNNE, JOHN
Jungle World, Bronx Zoo; Reproduced Jungle, Cliffs, Trees, Landscape Design, New York, New York; Herbert W. Reimer; by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; p.66-68, July 93; LA

HDR
Regional Medical Center; Lakeland, Florida; ph. pl.; p.104; Mar 93, A

HGG
Hospital; Residential Treatment, Bruening Center, Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl. sec.; p.44-45; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

HHS ARCHITECTS
Townhouse; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing, Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 98; Sept 93; A

HKS
GTE Corporate Headquarters Landscape Plan; Las Colinas, Texas; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Mar 93; LA
Hospital; General, Color Neon Lights Used; Orlando, Florida; Lighting Design by Carl A. Roeder; ph.; p.26-31; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

HMFF ARCHITECTS
School; Elementary, Truro, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Aug 93, AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HNTB ARCHITECTS
Airport; Nantucket, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.53; Aug 93; A
School; High; Junior/Senior High School, Fountain Hills, Arizona; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-91; Aug 93, AR

HTI/SPACE DESIGN INTERNATIONAL
Leather Showroom, Edelman; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.218-219; Sept 93, ID

HAAG, RICHARD
Gas Works Park; Revisiting After Nineteen Years; Seattle, Washington; by Paul Roberts; ph. sec.; p.49-51; Mar 93, LA

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Residential Development; Garrett Neighborhood; BUILDER'S Award, Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.161; Oct 93, B

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Residential Development; Canyon Creek, Bothell, Washington; ph. ill.; p.151; Feb 93, B

HADID, ZAHA M.
Fire Station in Factory Compound; Wei am Rhein, Germany; ph. pl. m. elev. sec.; p.47-59; Aug 93; PA
Fire Station; Wei am Rhein, Germany; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Sept 93; A

HAGAN, VICTORIA
Apartment Bathroom; New York, New York; ph.; p.136; Apr 93; ID

HAIGH ARCHITECTS
Caroline's Comedy Nightclub; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.136-141; Feb 93; ID
Truck Repair Depot; Lighting Design, Secaucus, New Jersey; ph.; p.40-41; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

HAINES, LUNDBERG & WAEHLER
Army Institute of Medical Research; Forest Glen, Maryland; m. pl.; p.127; Mar 93; A
Center for Agricultural Molecular Biology; Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey; ph. ill.; p.127; Mar 93; A

HALPERIN, JOAN
Bathroom; Harrison, New York; ph.; p.127; Nov 93; ID

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE and MOORE, LYNDON, TURNBULL & WHITAKER
Sea Shore Planned Community, Twenty-Five Year Award; Review; Statements by Planner and Architects, Sea Ranch, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-99; Feb 93, PA

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE
Freeway Park; Review After Twenty-Five Years; Seattle, Washington; by Paul Roberts; ph. pl.; p.44-57; Feb 93, LA
Ira Keller Fountain and Lovejoy Fountain; Review After Twenty Three Years; Portland, Oregon; by Carl Abbott; ph.; p.46-48; Mar 93, LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HALVORSON COMPANY
Mount Auburn Cemetery, 1831, Master Plan; ASLA Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph ill; p.62; Nov 93; LA
Post Office Square Park; Redone Mall; ASLA Award; Landscape Design; Boston, Massachusetts; Ellenzweig Associates; ph.; p.56; Nov 93; LA

HAMMOND, BEEBY & BABKA
Children's Campaign; Hole-in-the-Wall Gang Camp; AIA Honor Award; Ashford/Refer, Connecticut; ph.; p.106; May 93; A

HAMZAH, T. R. and KEN YEANG
Office Building; High Rise; Menara Mesiniaga Tower; ph. sec. axon.; p.109, Mar 93; PA
Office Building; High Rise; Menara Mesiniaga, IBM Tower; Solar Treatment; Selangor, Malaysia; ph. pl sec. axon. dia.; p.26-31 (Pac Rim); Mar 93; AR

HANRAHAN, THOMAS and VICTORIA MEYERS
Interiors; AIA Chapter Headquarters; New York, New York, axon, pl; p.31; Jan 93; A
Summer House with Studio; Jury Comments, PA Award; Starlight, Pennsylvania, m. pl axon.; p.64-65, Jan 93; PA

HANRAHAN, THOMAS
Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; Nyack, New York; by Victona Meyers; m. pl axon.; p.66-67, Jan 93; PA

HANSEN, JUERGEN and RALF PETERSEN
Office Building; Low Rise, Solar Shading; Dortmund, Germany, ph. pl sec.; p.108; Mar 93; PA

HANSEN, LIND & MEYER and GOSSEN & LIVINGSTON
Federal Courthouse; Kansas City, Kansas, Ill.; p.93, Feb 93; A

HANSEN, LIND & MEYER
County Detention Center; Tallahassee, Florida, m. pl.; p.108; Feb 93; A

HARDEN & VAN ARNAM
Casa Mutua, Supportive Housing for Mentally Ill Occupants; New York, New York; ph.; p.68-69, Nov 93; INT

HARDER ORGANIZATION
Residential Development; Residence; Plantation Resort, Frisco, Texas, ph. pl.; p.207, Feb 93; B

HARDISON, KOMATSU, IVELICH & TUCKER
Elderty Housing; The Forum at Rancho San Antonio; Cupertino, California; pl.; p.24; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

HARDLINES: DESIGN & DELINEATION
Firm's Work in Documenting Historic Structures; ph. iso elev.; p.106; July 93; PA

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER and PHA LIGHTING DESIGN
Church, Stanford University; Lighting, Palo Alto, California; ph.; p.9; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HARIRI & HARIRI
Residence; Addition; New Canaan, Connecticut; ph. pl axon.; p.76-83; Apr 93; AR
Residence; Remodeled; BUILDER'S Award; New Canaan, Connecticut; ph.; p.182, Oct 93; B

HARPER & MacKAY

HARPER, CARRENO & MATEU
Residential Development; Vacation Housing for Coast Guard Personnel; Jupiter Island, Florida; m. pl.; p.26; June 93; PA

HARRIMAN ASSOCIATES
Maine District Courthouse; Presque Isle, Maine; ph. pl.; p.34, Mar/Suppl 93; PA

HARTMAN & COX
Office Building; Simulated Stone; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. elev. det.; p.112-113; July 93; A

HASEGAWA, ITSUKO
Office Building; Middle Rise; STM House; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl sec.; p.32-37 (Pac Rim); Mar 93; AR

HASTINGS & CHIVETTA
Community Center; Liberty, Missouri; ph.; p.31; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

HATCH DESIGN GROUP
Metropolis, Night Club and Light Dining; Irvine, California; ph.; p.112-113; Nov 93; ID

HAUBEN-ROSS, BARBARA
Kitchen; New York, New York; ph.; p.24-25; Apr 93; ID

HAVILAND, JOHN
Eastern State Penitentiary, 1829; Building Assessment; Original Design; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Kieran, Timblukes & Harris; ph.; p.106-107; Jan 93; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HAYNE, ROBBIN
High School Residential Drug Treatment Center; Descanso, California; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Nov 93; INT

HAYWOOD, JORDAN & MCCOWAN and OGLESBY GROUP
Light Rail Transit System Mall; Dallas, Texas; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by David Dillon; ill.; p.68-70; June 93, LA

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM SPORTS FACILITIES GROUP
Sports Arena, Enclosed; Anaheim, California; ph. ill.; p.32-33; Aug 93; AR

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM and LITTLE ASSOCIATES
County Intake and Detention Facility; Charlotte, North Carolina; axon pl.; p.108; Feb 93; A

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM
Architect's Forms for ADA Compliance Analysis; ill.; p.58, May 93; INT

HENRIQUEZ, RICHARD and NEMETH ASSOCIATES
Environmental Sciences Center, Trent University; Ontario, Peterborough, Canada; ph. pl. elev.; p.74-77; July 93; AR

HENRY, JOHN
Residential Development; Residence; Villa Verona; Orlando, Florida; ph. pl.; p.125; Sept 93; B

HENRY, MELTON and MAURICE ROBISON
Hermann Park Competition; Winner and Other Entries; Houston, Texas; by David Dillon; pl. axon.; p.53-54; Aug 93, LA

HERMAN, BERNARD
Fire Station; New Hope, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.22; Mar/SuppI 93; PA

HERMANOVSKI & LAUCK
Hospital; Children's; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.54-S57; Feb/SuppI 93; ID

HERZ, DAVID
Bathroom; Bel Air, California; ph. ill.; p.330-331; Apr 93; ID

HERUBERGER, HERMAN
School; Elementary; Almere, Netherlands; ph. pl. sec axon.; p.85; Apr 93; PA

HICKET, M.
Townhouse; Low and Moderate Cost Units; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.97; June 93; B

HIKMET, ARIF
Village House, 1933; Istanbul, Turkey; elev pl.; p.72; Nov 93; JAE

HILDERBRAND, GARY
Memorial Grove, Jacob's Pillow; Rome Prize Winner, Landscape Architect; pl. ill.; July 93; LA

HILLIER GROUP
Medical Institute; Howard Hughes; Landscape Plans; Chevy Chase, Maryland; Landscape Design by Louise Schiller; by Carl L. Nelson; ph. pl.; p.56-59; Dec 93; LA

Office Building; Middle Rise; AT&T Information Systems Building Complex; Curtain Wall Blinds and Sunshades; Bridgewater, New Jersey; ph. dia.; p.109, 116-117; Oct 93; AR

HIRSCH & BEDNER
Sheraton Chicago Hotel; Interior Design; Chicago, Illinois; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; ph. pl.; p.92-95; June 93; INT

HODGETTS & FUNG
Office Building; Low Rise; Talent Agency and Model Agency; West Hollywood, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.92-95; Oct 93; AR

Temporary Library, University of California Los Angeles; Tent Structure; Includes Exterior Wall Detail; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.94-101; Mar 93; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HODGETTS & FUNG (Cont'd)
Temporary Undergraduate Library; University of California at Los Angeles; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec; elev. det. ill.; p.104-107; June 93; PA

HODNE, THOMAS
Campus; Fond du Lac Community College; Cloquet, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.93-95; Dec 93; A

HOLBROOK, CAROLYN and JOE DUNSTAN and TERESA McCLUNG
Heather Meadows Recreation Area; Mount Baker, Washington; ph. map; p.38-43; Feb 93; LA

HOLL, STEVEN
Architecture Annex, Andrews University; Berrien Springs, Michigan; m. pl.; p.26; Mar 93; PA

HOLL, STEVEN
Architecture Annex, Andrews University; Berrien Springs, Michigan; m. pl.; p.26; Mar 93; PA

HOME DESIGNS DYNAMICS
Showhouse; Peachtree City, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.S4-S8; Sept/Oct 93; CB

HOLT, HINSHAW & JONES
625-Seat Repertory Theater; San Jose, California; pl. ill.; p.25; June 93; PA

HOLMES & SABBATINI
Hospital; Geriatric; Good Samaritan Village; Hobbs, New Mexico; pers. pl.; p.42, Aug/Suppl 93; PA

HUMPHREYS PARTNERS
Residence; The Crossings of Silver Ridge; Fenton, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Dec 93; B

HUSTVEDT, INGRID
Kitchen and Bathroom; New York, New York; ph.; p.53; Nov 93; ID

HUTTON, LOUISA and MATTHIAS SAUERBRUCH
Office Building; High Rise; Housing Agency Headquarters; Berlin, Germany; m. pl.; p.28; Oct 93; PA

IMERO FIORENTINO ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Interiors; Credit Suisse Trading Room; Lighting Plan; Lighting Design; New York, New York; Janko Rasic; ph.; p.34-35, Nov/Suppl 93; AR

INTERACTIVE DESIGN
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Coyote Run; BUILDER'S Award; Palm Springs, California; ph.; p.166; Oct 93; B

INTERACTIVE RESOURCES
Architects' Offices, Use of Computers; Point Richmond, California; ill.; p.94; Oct 93; A

INTERIOR SPACE INTERNATIONAL
Furniture Showroom, Geiger/Brickel; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-101; Sept 93; INT

ISRAEL, FRANKLIN D.
Office Building; Low Rise; Virgin Records Offices; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.130-137; Mar 93; ID

ISOZAKI, ARATA
Convention Center; Competition Winner; Nara, Japan; m. sec.; p.22; Feb 93; PA

ISOZAKI, ARATA
Museum of Art, Bass; Miami Beach, Florida; elev. m. pl.; p.38-39; Nov 93; A

ISOZAKI, ARATA
Convention Center; Competition Winner; Nara, Japan; m. sec.; p.22; Feb 93; PA

ISRAEL, FRANKLIN D.
Office Building; Low Rise; Virgin Records Offices; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.130-137; Mar 93; ID

ITO, TOYO
Child Care Center; Frankfurt, Germany; ph. pl.; p.58; Dec 93; PA

JEAZ/DORIUS
Apartment Development; Corte Melina; BUILDER'S Award; Rancho Santa Margarita, California; ph. pl.; p.148-149; Oct 93; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

JACKSON & RYAN and VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN
Children’s Museum; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.78-83; Mar 93; AR

JARRETT & SUHARNOKO
Kitchen; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.S18-S19; Apr 93; ID

JEAN, RICHARD
Residence; Estate Size; Ft Myers, Florida; ph. pl.; p.38-40; May/June 93; CB

JEFFREY, NOEL
Designer’s Offices; New York, New York; ph.; p.112-115; Jan 93; ID

JENKINS & STURGESS
Visitor Reception Center; Yukon, Alaska; ph. pl. sec.; p.110; Apr 93; PA

JENNINGS, JIM
Sculpture Studio, California College of Arts and Crafts; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. det.; p.86-87; Aug 93; PA

JENSEN, JENS
Columbus Park, Renovation; Critique; Chicago, Illinois; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p.62-63; Oct 93; LA

JERSEY DEVIL
House and Studio, Energy Features; Islamorada, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-61; June 93; A

JICKLING, LYMON & POWELL
Christ Church; Lighting Plan; Cranbrook, Michigan; Lighting Design by Rambusch Decorating Company; ph. sec.; p.40-41,44-45; Nov/Suppl93; AR

JIMENEZ, CARLOS
Art Museum Addition; Office and Classroom Building; Houston, Texas; m. pl.; p.26, June 93; PA

JIRICNA, EVA
Department Store; Fifth Floor Remodeled, Bergdorf Goodman; New York, New York; ph.; p.122-127; Jan 93; ID
Kitchen and Master Bathroom; London, England; ph.; p.58-59; Nov 93; ID

JOHNSON & FAIN and PEREIRA ASSOCIATES
Transit Station, Chatsworth; Los Angeles, California; pl.; p.99; Aug 93; A

JOHNSON & LEE
Firm Profile and Their Work; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. axon.; p.58-59; July 93; INT
Residential Development; Prototype Townhouse; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.109; May 93; PA

JOHNSON, BILL and THOMAS WANG and JERRY FUHRIMAN and CHIP SULLIVAN
LA Forum on Drawing; Comparisons of Results of Sketch Design Concepts; by J. William Thompson; ph. sec. ill.; p.48-56; May 93; LA

JOHNSON, CAROL R.
DEC’s Corporate Site Plan; Use of Wildflowers; Marlboro, Massachusetts; ph.; p.166-167; Oct 93; LA

JOHNSON, FAIN & PEREIRA
Opus One Winery; Napa Valley, California; by Eugenia Bone; ph.; p.58-61; Feb 93; INT

JOHNSON, FRITZ
Residential Development; Residence; Ho’omaka Village; Oahu, Waipahu, Hawaii; ph.; p.111; Feb 93; B

JOHNSON, HOWARD
Homeless Shelter; The Gateway; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.90; Jan 93; A

JONES & JONES and RICHARD HAAG
Cedar Lake Trail; Conflicts Between Bicyclist and In-Line Skater; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph.; p.34; Oct 93; LA

JONGEJAN, GERRARD & MCNEAL
Wetland Trail Construction Innovations; Kirkland, Juanita Bay, Washington; by Polly El Aidi; ph. sec.; p.120-122; July 93; LA

JOURDA & PERRAUDIN
Townhouse; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95, 98; Sept 93; A

JOY, RICK
Residence; Addition; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95; July 93; PA

JUDD, DONALD
Art Museum; Artist/Architect’s Sculpture; Marfa, Texas; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Jan 93; AR
Artist/Architect’s Ranch Residence; Presidio County, Texas; ph.; p.86-87; Jan 93; AR
Artist/Architect’s Studio and Residence; Downtown Buildings; Furniture Gallery; Marfa, Texas; ph.; p.88-91; Jan 93; AR
Artist/Architect’s Work; Downtown, Ranch, Residence, Army Base Redesign; Marfa, Texas; ph.; p.62-81; Jan 93; AR

KBJ ARCHITECTS
International Airport; Orlando, Florida; ph. pl.; p.49; Aug 93; A

KPS GROUP
Airport; Birmingham, Alabama; ph. pl.; p.50, Aug 93; A

KAHN, LOUIS I.
Institute for Biological Studies; Addition; Controversy Over Grove Elimination; Original Design; La Jolla, California; Anshen & Allen; ph.; p.28; Apr 93; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KAHN, LOUIS I. (Cont'd)
Institute for Biological Studies; Discussion of Addition, Salk Institute; A Talk with Salk; Original Design; La Jolla, California; Anshen & Allen; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. pers. sec. m.; p.39-53; 7; Oct 93; PA
Salk Institute Addition; Critiques; Original Design; La Jolla, California; Anshen & Allen; by Venturi & Scott-Brown and Dr. Brian Henderson; ph. pl.; p.41-45; July 93; A
Synagogue; Neighborhood; Unbuilt Project. 1973. Constructed in Computer Graphics; Hurva Synagogue; Jerusalem. Israel; by Kent Larson; ill. pl. sec.; p.80-87; Sept 93; PA

KAINZ, HANNES
Clothing Store, CMO; San Rafael, California; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Feb 93; INT

KAJIMA ASSOCIATES
Copy Machine Showroom, Mita Copystar America; Use of CADD; New York, New York; ph. pl. ill.; p.274-279; May 93; ID

KALLMANN, MCKINNELL & WOOD
Convention Center; Hynes Center; AIA Honor Award; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.92; May 93; A
Industrial Building; Medical Device Operating Division; Becton Dickinson; Manufacturing; Franklin Lakes, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Nov 93; A
Office Building; Low Rise; Headquarters. Arrow International; Reading, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-65; Oct 93; A

KANE, BRIAN
Interiors; Designer's Office, San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-131; Apr 93; ID

KANNER ARCHITECTS
Montana Collection Small Shopping Center; Santa Monica, California; ph.; p.92-93; Mar 93; AR
School; Elementary; Los Angeles, California; ph. m. elev.; p.28; Apr 93; A

KAPLAN, McLAUGHLIN & DIAZ
Hospital; General. Bakersfield, California; ph.; p.104-105; Feb 93; AR
Medical Center; Addition; University of California; San Diego, California; ph.; p.44-49; Mar 93; A
Single Room Occupancy Hotel, Cannon Kip; San Francisco, California; elev. pl.; p.91; Jan 93; A

KAPLAN, NAKATANI & PINZUVANA
AIDS Housing Competition; First Award and other Awards; pl. iso. elev.; p.27-29; Jan 93; A

KAPPLER ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; China Creek; Renton, Washington; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 93; B

KARAHAN & SCHWARTING
Subway Station Renovation; New York, New York; ph. iso.; p.136-137; June 93; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KARLSBERGER ASSOCIATES
MetroHealth Medical Center; Cleveland, Ohio; ph.; p.94; Feb/Suppil 93; ID

KARMI ARCHITECTS
Holocaust Memorial Museum; Kibbutz Locsham Hagaeta ot, Israel; sec. ill.; p.79; Feb 93; PA

KELLER, A. J.
Child Care Center; Frankfurt, Germany; ph. pl.; p.82; Apr 93; PA

KELLY, CLAYTON & MOJZISEK
Remodeled; Orchard Street Church; BUILDER'S Award; Baltimore, Maryland; ph.; p.185; Oct 93; B

KELLY, RICHARD
Lighting Design Exhibit; ph. ill.; p.11; Aug/Suppil 93; AR

KENNEDY & VIOLICH
Children's Museum Science Playground; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.84-88; Aug 93; A
Interim Bridges Prototype Project; Exhibition in Parking Lot; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.84-87; May 93; PA
Survey of Young Firm's Architecture and Practice; ph. pl. sec. m. det.; p.84-81; May 93; PA
Temporary Museum, Exhibition Spaces; Boston Center for the Arts; Boston, Massachusetts; m. pl.; p.84, 90-91; May 93; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

KENNEDY ASSOCIATES
Light Rail Metro Link; Stations: St. Louis, Missouri; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Aug 93; A

KEPHART ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Residence; Country Walk, Round Lake Beach, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.252; Feb 93; B

KESSELS, DIBOLL & KESSELS
Medical Clinic; Ochsner Clinic; Metairie, Louisiana; Interior Design by NB Interiors; ph. pl.; Dec 93; INT

KIERAN, TIMBERLAKE & HARRIS
Eastern State Penitentiary, 1829; Building Assessment: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Original Design by John Haviland; ph. pl.; Jan 93; AR
Student Center; East Stroudsburg University; Ventilated Wall Details; East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania; ph. axon. sec. det.; Oct 93; AR

KIM, TAI SOO
Employee Training Center for Insurance Company; Chun An, Korea; ph. pl. sec.; Sept 93; A

KING & MIRANDA
Office Furniture Showroom, Marcatre; Madrid, Spain; ph. pl. axon.; Sept 93; A

KIPP, FLORES & FOLLMER
Residential Development; Marketing, Sales: Cat Hollow: Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; Mar 93; B

KISS & ZWIGARD
Jewelry Store; Includes Display Case Detail: New York, New York; ph.; p.132-135; Jan 93; A

KISS, CATHCART & ANDERS
Photovoltaic Prototype Studies; Opague and Transparent Modules; ill. sec. chart.; June 93; A
Photovoltaic Systems Production Facility; Fairfield, California; ph. sec. axon.; June 93; A

KLIMENT, R. M. and FRANCES HALSBAND
Railroad Station Entrance; Penn Station, New York, New York; ph. sec. pers.; Oct 93; A

KNUDSON & GLOSS
Residential Development; Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Longboat Key, Florida; ph. pl.; p.24-29; Jan/Feb 93; CB

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

KODAMA ASSOCIATES
Apartment Development; Kenneth A. Henry Court; Low Income; BUILDER’S Award; Oakland, California; ph. pl.; Oct 93; B

KOENIG, PIERRE
The Case Study Houses, Then (1945-1962) and Now; Interview with Architect; ph. pl.; Aug 93; LA

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX and LAROSE & PETRUCCI
Office Building; High Rise, Marathon/IBM Building; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl.; Jul 93; A

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX
Federal Courthouse; New York, New York; m. pl.; June 93; A

KOKON ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Rotterdam, Netherlands; ph. pl.; Nov 93; A

KONDOS, T.
Lighting Aspects; Lighting Design; Edison, New Jersey; RTKL; p.30-33; Feb/SuppI 93; AR

KONING & EISENBERG
Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; Jan 93; A

KROLL, LUCIEN
Cabirini-Green Public Housing Neighborhood; Competition Winner, Second Place; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; Aug 93; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

KRUECK & SEXTON

Apartment Building; Interiors; Two Apartments Connected; Details of Stairs; Chicago, Illinois; Original Design by Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. ill.; p.96-103; May 93; PA

KRUECK, RONALD

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.57-59; Dec 93; PA

KRUEMPELSTAEDTER, TOM

Residence; Estate Size; Boca Raton, Florida; ph.; p.46-48; May/June 93; CB

KUTNICKI & BERNSTEIN

Bath and Kitchen; New York, New York; ph.; p.146-147; July 93; ID

KUWABARA, PAYNE, McKENNA & BLUMBERG

City Hall; Ontario, Kitchener, Canada; pl. sec. axon.; p.38-39; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

LDR

Amazonia Exhibit, National Zoo; Landscape Design; Washington, District of Columbia; Cooper & Lecky; by Leonard Sherp; ph. pl. sec.; p.69-71; July 93; LA

LOG ID

Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Stuttgart, Germany; ph.; p.94-95, 100; Sept 93; A

LPA

City Hall; Mission Viejo, California; m. pl.; p.13; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

Civic Center; San Marcos, California; m. pl. sec. pers.; p.14-15; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

LABORATORIO ASSOCIATI

Women’s Clothing Store, Versus; Milan, Italy; ph. pl.; p.198-203; Sept 93; ID

LACHER, ELYSE

Furniture Showroom, Cy Mann; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Jan 93; ID

LAM PARTNERS

State Education Building, Remodeled Museum; Lighting; Lighting Design; Albany, New York; Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; ph. pl.; p.46-51; May/Suppl 93; AR

LAM, JULIETTE

Designer of the Year; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum’s Work; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.45, 62-77; Jan 93; INT

LANDOW & LANDOW

Hospital; Gunwin Jewish Genitric Center; Commack, New York; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

LANGO, KURT and JANE HANSEN

Block Gardens on Inner or Back Yards of Residential Blocks; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.52, 120; Dec 93; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LAPIDUS, MORRIS

Lobby Remodeled; Original Design; New York, New York; Manuel Castedo; ph. pl.; p.260-263; May 93; ID

LASKE, UWE

Child Care Center; Frankfurt, Germany; ph. pl. axon.; p.59; Dec 93; PA

LASLO, LARRY

Department Store; Takashimaya Fifth Avenue; Interior Design; New York, New York; John Burgee; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.84-88, 30, 34; Sept 93; INT

LAUTNER, JOHN and HELENA ARAHUETE

Residence; Malibu, California; elev. pl.; p.67; Dec 93; PA

LAUTNER, JOHN

Arango House, 1973; Acapulco, Mexico; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Dec 93; PA

Interview with Architect; His Work; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.64-67; Dec 93; PA

LAYNE, MICHAEL ROY

Sensory Garden with Paths for the Disabled; North Carolina State University; Raleigh, North Carolina; pl. ill.; p.55, June 93; LA

LE CORBUSIER

Carpenter Center; Harvard University; Experiencing the Spaces; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by David Bell; ph. axon. biblio.; p.217-229; May 93; JAE

Hospital; Venice, Italy; sec. m. pl.; p.90-91; Aug 93; ID

Le Corbusier’s Anti-American Paranoia; by Peter Blake; ill.; p.68, Dec 93; PA

LE MOYNE, LAPONTE & MAGNE

Museum of Archaeology and Gift Shop; Renovated Customs House; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77; Nov 93; A

Public Exhibition Hall, Banquet Hall; Renovated Bonsecours Public Market Building; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Nov 93; A

LEAVITT & WEAVER

Wine Store; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.216-217; Sept 93; ID

LECLERC, TETREVAULT, PARENT & LANGUEDOC

City Hall; Quebec, Brossard, Canada; pl. ill.; p.46-47; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

LEDoux, CLAUDE-NICOLAS

Anamorphic Phallus Within Ledoux’s Dismembered Plan of Chaux; Views of Women’s Place in Society; Phallices, Chaux, France; by Paulette Singley; elev. pl. ill. biblio.; p.176-188; Feb 93; JAE

LEE, CHARLES & ELIZABETH

Biddy Mason Park; Los Angeles, California; Landscape Design by Burton & Spitz; by Ann Wilson Lloyd; ph. pl.; p.69-70; Apr 93; LA
The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LEE, CHARLES & ELIZABETH (Cont'd)
Early Childhood Education Center; University of California; San Diego, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-61; Dec 93; PA

LEE, GARY
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.S21-S23; Dec 93, ID

LEE, JOSEPH
Residential Development; Residence; Stonehill Estates; Garrisonville, Virginia; ph. pl., p.68, Aug 93, B

LEERS & WEINZAPFEL
District Courthouse Renovation; Worcester, Massachusetts; ill. pl.; p.91; Feb 93, A
Public Transportation Control Center; Jury Comments, PA Award; Boston, Massachusetts; m. pl.; p.76-77; Jan 93; PA

LEFF, NAOMI
Women’s Clothing Store, Giorgio Armani; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.268-271; May 93, ID

LEGORETTA, RICARDO
Supreme Court Building; Competition Entry; Jerusalem, Israel; ill. pl.; p.82; Apr 93; PA

LEIB, ROGER K.
Therapeutic Seating; ph.; p.36; Feb 93; AR

LEIVSKA, JUHA and PEKKA KIVISALO
Church; Church and Parish Center, Kuopio, Finland; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-91; Nov 93, AR

LEMAY ASSOCIATES
Chapel; Catholic; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl.; p.102, Feb 93; PA

LESSARD ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Townhouse; Highgate, BUILDER’S Award, Arlington, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.169, Oct 93, B

LETT & SMITH
Theater; Princess of Wales Theatre, Interiors; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; Interior Design by Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl., p.96-101; Sept 93; AR

LEVENSON, CONRAD
Lee Goodwin Residence; Housing for Women with Drug Abuse & Mental Health Problems, New York, Bronx, New York; ph. pl.; p.79; Nov 93, INT
Phoenix House Projects, Drug Abuse Rehabilitation Agency; by Kann Telfow; ph. pl.; p.72-79; Nov 93, INT
Residential Drug Treatment Center; South Kortright, New York; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Nov 93, INT
Residential House for Homeless and Mentally Ill Women; Cluster House; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.78; Nov 93, INT

LEV, JONATHAN
Southgate Commercial Block; Wall Details, Boston, Massachusetts; ph. det. sec. elev.; p.109, 114-115, Oct 93, AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LEVIN ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Bradbury Building Restoration; Los Angeles, California; Original Design by George Herbert Wyman; ph. pl.; p.108-111; Jan 93; AR

LIEBMAN & MELTING
Office Building; Rehabilitated Building, Ducat Palace; Moscow, Russia; ill. pl.; p.124-125; May 93, INT

LIEFHEBBER, MARTIN
Energy Sustainable Houses in Alley Competition; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; pl. axon. ill. sec.; p.71-73; Mar 93, PA

LIMN ARCHITECTS
Basil Cafe, Design Process Drawings; Arcadia, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.128-133; June 93, ID

LIN, MAYA
African Art Museum; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.66-69; July 93, A

LIVINGSTON, DAVID
Decorator Showcase; Study, San Francisco, California; ph.; p.173; July 93, ID

LOBRANO, EDWARD
Decorator Showcase; Dining Room; San Francisco, California; ph., p.172; July 93; ID

LOGAN, GRANT
Starting a Small, Minority, Woman Owned Business; ph.; p.30, 82; July 93, INT

LOHAN ASSOCIATES and GRISWOLD, HECKEL & KELLY
Continental Bank Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; Original Design by Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, ph. pl.; p.102-107; Nov 93; ID

LOHAN ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Car Rental Corporate Offices; Lisle, Illinois; Interior Design by Mekus & Johnson; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.78-81; June 93; INT
Interiors; Regional Headquarters, Amertech; Chicago, Near, Illinois; Interior Design by Environments Group; ph. pl.; p.120-127; Apr 93, ID

LONG, NIMROD
Peachtree Avenue Design; Competition, Atlanta, Georgia; ph. ill.; p.60; Aug 93, LA

LONGORIA & PETERS
Hospital; General; Medical Center Hotel; El Paso, Texas; ph. pl. m. sec.; p.88; July 93; PA

LOONEY, RICKS & KISS
Residence; Harbor Town; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.138-139; Jan 93, B
Residential Development; Residence; BUILDER’S Award; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Oct 93, B
Residential Development; Residence; Harbor Town; BUILDER’S Award; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.152, Oct 93, B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LOONEY, RICKS & KISS (Cont'd)
Residential Development; Residence; South Bluff; BUILDER'S Award; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Oct 93; B
Townhouse; South Bluffs; BUILDER'S Award; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.150; Oct 93; B

LORD, AECK & SARGENT
Architects' Offices, Use of Computers; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.90; Oct 93; A
Engineering Research Facility; CAD; ill axon.; p 80; June 93; AR
School; Elementary; AIA Honor Award; Douglasville, Georgia; ph.; p.105; May 93; A
Study of Firm's Expansion, Use of Computers; by Andy Smith, ill. dia. axon.; p.78-80; June 93; AR

LORENZ & WILLIAMS
Hospital; Residential Treatment; Bethany Lutheran Health Care Center; Centerville, Ohio; pers. pl.; p.50; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

LORIMER & CASE
Residential Development; Residence; Aviara; BUILDER'S Award; Carlsbad, California; ph. pl.; p.151; Oct 93; B

LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER
Hotel; SRO Hotel, Low Income; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. elev.; p.119; July 93; PA

LUCAS, JOHN
Elderly Housing; Canal Town Village; Chesapeake County, Maryland; pers. pl.; p.21-22; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

LUMINAE SOUTER
Bank; One Montgomery Street; Lighting; Lighting Design; San Francisco, California; Willis Paik and Charles Gottschalk; ph. pl. sec.; p.38-39; May/Suppl 93; AR

LUTYENS, SIR EDWARD
Interiors; Corporation Headquarters, British Petroleum; Original Design; London, England; Helmut, Otaba & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Jan 93; INT

LYNDON & BUCHANAN
Civic Center; Contrasted with Beverly Hills; Pasadena, California; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.98-102; Apr 93; A
Two Houses and Studios; Architect's Statement; Sea Ranch, California; by Donlyn Lyndon; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Feb 93; PA

MAC II
Hall of Fame Inductee; Their Work; ph.; p.S25-S27; Dec 93; ID

MRL ARCHITECTS
Office Building; Middle Rise; Ost-West-Hof; Hamburg, Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-105, Sept 93; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MacCRACKEN ARCHITECTS
Office Building; Interiors; Software Headquarters; Advent; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. det. ill.; p.52-57; Oct 93; A

MacDONALD ARCHITECTS
Townhouse; Otsego Gardens, San Francisco, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.72-73, Jan 93; A
Townhouse; Summer Street Rowhouses, San Francisco, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-71; Jan 93; A

MACHADO & SILVETTI
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Four-Story Commercial-Residential Building; Jury Comments, PA Award; Seaside, Florida; m. pl. axon. sec. ill.; p.58-61; Jan 93; PA
Offices and Residences; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Nov 93; A
Parking Structure; Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; ph.; p.103; May 93, A

MACK, MARK
Exhibition of Architect's Work; ph.; p.26, 19; Nov 93, A

MACKLER, C. H.
Child Care Center; Frankfurt, Germany; ph. pl. axon.; p.56; Dec 93; PA

MADDOX, EVA
Interiors; Public Spaces; John Hancock Center; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Nov 93; ID

MAHURIN, ROBERT
Gift Shop; Nuro; Cash Counter Details; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. det.; p.140-143; June 93; ID

MAKI, FUMIHIKO
Pritzker Prize Winners; ph. axon. m.; p.21; June 93; A
Pritzker Prize and UIA Prize Winner; ph. elev.; p.17-18; May 93; PA

MALKIN, JAIN
Ambulatory Surgery Center, Scripps Memorial Hospital; Encinitas, California; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Aug 93; ID

MALLORY, STEPHEN
Townhouse, Interiors; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.242-247; May 93; ID

MANFREDI, MICHAEL and MARION WEISS
Park; Competition Winner; Olympia Fields, Illinois; ph. m.; p.58; Aug 93; LA

MANGUNWIJAYA, YOUSEF B.
Squatter Development Cooperative Community; Aga Khan Award; Yogyakarta, Indonesia; ph. pl. sec.; p.102-103, Mar 93; PA

MARBLE, SCOTT and KAREN FAIRBANKS
Convention Center; Competition Entry; Nara, Japan; m. pl.; p.23, Feb 93; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MARCUS, CLARE COOPER and WENDY SARKISSIAN
Site Design Guidelines for Medium-Density Family Housing; Book; Jury Comments, PA Award; ill. dia. graph; p.93; Jan 93, PA

MARINO, PETER
Office Building; Middle Rise; Publishing and Media Headquarters, Whittle Communications; Knoxville, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.138-145, Mar 93; ID

MARMOL, RADZINER & WELSH
School; Elementary; Preschool Community Center, Elderly Housing in Watts; Los Angeles, California; ph. pi.; m. ill.; p.120-121; July 93; PA

MARTIN, ALBERT C.
County Human Services Building; Stockton, California; pi. sec. axon.; p.44, Mar/Suppl 93; PA

MARTIN, FRANK EDGERTON
Photo Documentation on Suburban Socio-Economic Disruption; ASLA Award; ph.; p.70-71, Nov 93, LA

MARTINEZ, EMILIO
City Master Plan; Jury Comments, PA Award; Morovis, Puerto Rico; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Jan 93; PA

MAXMAN, SUSAN
New AIA President's Views on Environmental issues; p.107, Feb 93; PA

MAYE-REED
Indian Tribal Museum; Landscape Design; Warm Springs, Oregon; Stasby & Burke; by Michael Leccease; ph.; p.50-52; Jan 93, LA

McCLIDER
Office Building; Restoration; The Rockery Building; AIA Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; Original Design by Burnham & Root; ph.; p.101, May 93, A

McCONNELL, MARK
Residence; Milford, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.122-123; June 93, B

McCULLOCH & SMITH
Residence; Louisville, Kentucky; ph. pl.; p.126-127; June 93, B

MCDONOUGH, MICHAEL
Footwear and Clothing Showroom, Sam & Libby; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.204-205; Sept 93; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MCDONOUGH, WILLIAM and BSW ARCHITECTS
Environmentally Sensitive Store, Wal-Mart; Lawrence, Kansas; ph. sec. ill.; p.63-64; Mar 93, INT

MCDONOUGH, WILLIAM
Architect Develops a Sustainably Produced Wood Plan; p.59-62, Mar 93, INT

Child Care Center; Teaches about the Environment; Frankfurt, Germany; axon.; p.66-67; Mar 93, INT

Heinz Family Offices; Environmentally Sensitive; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ill.; p.67, Mar 93, INT

Indian Village, Self-Sufficient; Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota; ph. ill.; p.65; Mar 93; INT

MCLINTURFF ARCHITECTS
Kitchen and Bathrooms; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.S29; Apr 93, ID

Residence; BUILDER'S Award; Rehoboth Beach; Delaware, ph. pl.; p.134-135, Oct 93, B

Residence; Remodeled; BUILDER'S Award; Washington, District of Columbia, ph. pl.; p.178-179; Oct 93; B

McLARAND & VASQUEZ
Residential Development; Residence; Bel Crest; Mission Viejo, California; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Sept 93, B

Residential Development; Residence; High Density; Pleasanton, California; ph. pl.; p.150, Feb 93; B

Residential Development; Residence; Indian Ridge Country Club; Palm Desert, California; ph. pl.; p.87-89; Nov 93, B

Townhouse; Court Homes; Irvine, California; ill.; p.148-149; Feb 93; B

Transit Station, Westlake/MacArthur Park; Los Angeles, California; ill.; p.98; Aug 93; A

McMILLEN
Beach House; Hobe Sound, Florida; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Nov 93, ID


Kips Bay Show House; Living Room; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.S14-S15; Sept 93; ID

McWHORTER, BILL
Showcase House; Salon; Pasadena, California; ph. pl.; p.176-177; July 93, ID

ME DI UM and WILLIAM ALSOP
Ferry Terminal; Hamburg, Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-91; Sept 93, A

MECANOO
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing, Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 101; Sept 93, A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MEIER, RICHARD
Office Building; Middle Rise; Canal+ Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; Paris, France; ph.; p.96-97; May 93, A
Office Building; Royal Dutch Papemills Headquarters; Hilversum, Netherlands; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.52-61; Mar 93, AR

MEKUS & JOHNSON
Interiors; Car Rental Corporate Offices; Interior Design; Lisle, Illinois; Lohan Associates; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.78-81; June 93, INT

MELVIN, JOHN
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; —, England; ph. pl.; p.94; Sept 93, PA

MELVIN, MARK and TODD JERSEY
Furniture Showroom, Agnes Bourne; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.116(16); Sept 93, ID

MERRIFIELD, LINDA
Showcase House; Master Bedroom; Pasadena; California; ph.; p.176; July 93, ID

MERRILL, SCOTT
Residence; Studio Tower; Seaside, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.45; Dec 93; PA

MERRITT & PARDINI
Hospital; Residential Treatment; Gig Harbor, Washington; ph. pl.; p.39; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

MESICK, COHEN & WAITE
Restoration of Metal Roof at Monticello; Charlottesville, Virginia; ph. axon. det. sec.; p.104-109; Apr 93, A
Restoration of the Octagon; Floors, Stairs, Brick, Roof; Washington, District of Columbia; Original Design by William Thornton; ph. sec. elev.; p.157-158; Nov 93, A

METRO TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT BOARD
Light Rail System; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Aug 93, A

METRO TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Mass Transit System; Stations, Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.62-63, 93-99; Aug 93; A

METRO’S DESIGN STAFF
Furniture Showroom, Metro; NEOCON Winner; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.148-149; Oct 93; ID

MEYER & ALLEN
Transit Station, Hollywood/Western; Los Angeles, California; ill. pl.; p.96; Aug 93, A

MICELI, KULIK & WILLIAMS
Park; Bissau, Guinea-Bissau; pl. elev.; p.31; May 93, LA

MICHAEL, JOHN
Furniture Competition for a Frank Lloyd Wright House; First Prize; ph.; p.176-181; Mar 93, ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MIDYETTE, SEIEROE & HARTRONFT
Chapel; Cedaredge, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.95; Sept 93, PA

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG
Apartment Building; Interiors; Two Apartments Connected; Details of Stairs; Original Design; Chicago, Illinois; Knueck & Sexton; ph. pl. sec.; elev. det. ill.; p.96-103; May 93, PA

MILLS, JORDAN
Residence; Narrowest House; British Columbia; Victoria, Canada; ph. pl.; p.88; Dec 93; B

MILNER, JOHN
Cathedral and Academy of the New Church; Restoration; Roofing Details; Bryn Athyn, Pennsylvania; Original Design by Raymond Pitcairn; ph. pl. det.; p.118-123; Jan 93; AR

MIQUELLE MZO
Apartment Building; Low Rise; The Maples; Wenham, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Jan 93; B
Townhouse; Rosenmiller Woods; York, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Jan 93; B

MIQUELLE, CLAUDE
Residential Development; Showcase House; 1990, Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.163; Jan 93, B

MISRAH, RICHARD and PAMELA BURTON
Bombing Range Restoration; Fallon, Nevada; by Dirk Sutro, ph.; p.82-83; Oct 93; LA

MITCHELL & MATHEWS
Elderly Housing; University Retirement Community; Charlottesville, Virginia; pers. pl.; p.23; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

MITHUN PARTNERS
Residential Development; Residence; Benson Glen; Affordable Housing; Renton, Washington; ph. pl.; p.66, 88; Dec 93; B
Residential Development; Residence; MAME Award Winner, Danbridge; Tacoma, Washington; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Sept 93; B

MOJO & STUMER
Architect’s Residence, Bathroom; Long Island, New York; ph.; p.S14-S15; Apr 93; ID

MONACELLI ASSOCIATES
Botanical Garden; Planned Above Tunnel Boston, Massachusetts; ill. pl.; p.34; Sept 93; PA

MONEO, JOSE RAFAEL
Town Hall; Logrono, Spain; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-91; Apr 93, PA

MONEO, RAFAEL and PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
Museum and Cultural Center, Wellesley College; Includes Clerestory Detail; Wellesley, Massachusetts; ph. pl. det.; p.84-91; Oct 93; AR

MONToya, JUAN
Beach House; Interior Design; Margate, New Jersey; Irwin Stein; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Nov 93; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MONTOYA, JUAN (Cont’d)
Residence; Interiors; Long Island, New York; ph.: pl.; p.248-251; May 93; ID

MOORE & ANDERSON and OLSON & SUNDBERG
History Museum; Tacoma, Washington; elev. sec.; p.28-29; July 93; A

MOORE, CHARLES W. and URBAN INNOVATIONS GROUP
City Center; Contrasted with Pasadena; Beverly Hills, California; by Sally Woodbridge; ph.: pl.; p.98-101; Apr 93; PA
Residence; Sea Ranch, California; ph.: pl. sec.; p.98-99; Feb 93; PA

MOORE, CHARLES W.
Residential Development; Showcase House, 1989; Atlanta, Georgia; ph.: pl.; p.162; Jan 93; B

MOORE, MICHAEL
Decorator Showcase; Living Room; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.170-171; July 93; ID

MOORE, PETER
Kips Bay Show House; Study; New York, New York; ph.; p.342; Sept 93; ID

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL
Nishiokamoto Housing Project; Kobe, Japan; ph.: pl. ill.; p.67-77; May 93; PA

MORPHOSIS
Office Building; Interiors, Engineers’ Offices, Ove Arup; Los Angeles, California; ph.: pl. dia. persp.; p.66-71; Oct 93; A
Science Museum School; Jury Comments, PA Award; Los Angeles, California; m. sec. elev.; p.70-73; Jan 93; PA

MOS PROJECT 2
Metropol Hotel, Restored; Moscow, Russia; ph.; p.140-141; May 93; INT

MOSKOW, KEITH
Office Building; Low Rise; Restoration of 1874 Building; Boston, Mass.; pl. ill.; p.29; Jan 93; AR

MOSS, ERIC OWEN
Residence; Includes Window and Skylight Detail; Los Angeles, California; ph.: pl. sec. ill. elev. axon. det.; p.67-77; May 93; PA

MOZER, JORDAN
Restaurant; Cypress Club; INTERIORS Annual Award; San Francisco, California; by Justin Henderson; ph.: pl.; p.106-107; Jan 93; INT
Restaurant; The Tempest; INTERIORS Annual Award; Houston, Texas; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.102-103; Jan 93; INT

MUELLER & BAKER
Flooring Showroom, Interface; NEOCON Winner; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.146-147; Oct 93; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MADING, MICKEY
Seaside Resort, Post Ranch Inn; Big Sur, California; ph.: pl.; p.118-123; July 93; ID

MUHANNA, RAIF and ZAID
Stone Building System; Aga Khan Award; Dar’a Province, Syria; ph.; p.104-105; Mar 93; PA

MUIRHEAD, DESMOND
Golf Course Design; Review of Designer’s Golf Course Design and Theory; by John Straw; ph.; p.52-59; Sept 93; LA

MULDER & KATKOV
Interiors; Condominium Renovated, Stair Detail; Marina del Rey, California; ph. det.; p.116(12)-(14); Sept 93; ID
Master Bathroom; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.18+19; Nov 93; ID

MURASE ASSOCIATES
Light Rail Station, MAX; Handicapped Access; Portland, Oregon; m. pl.; p.59; June 93; LA

MURPHY & JAHN
Office Building; High Rise; Messeturm, 63 Stories; Frankfurt, Germany; ph. sec. ill.; p.70-77; Feb 93; AR
Sony Center, Mixed-Use Complex; Berlin, Germany; m. ill.; p.142-143; May 93; INT

MUSE & WIEDERMANN
Residence; Remodeled; BUILDER’S Award; St. Mary’s County, Maryland; ph.; p.178-177; Oct 93; B

MUSZYNSKA, ELZBIETA and KRYSTOF MUSZYNSKI and LECH BARANSKI
Residential Development; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl.; p.94-96; Sept 93; A

MUTLOW, JOHN V.
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Los Angeles, California; ph. iso.; p.96-97; July 93; AR

MYERBERG, HENRY
Footwear Showroom, Nina; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.206-209; Sept 93; ID

MYERS, BARTON and KWABARA, PAYNE, McKENNA & BLUMBERG
Art Gallery of Ontario; Renovation and Expansion; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. axon. sec.; p.58-69; Nov 93; A

MUTLOW, JOHN V.
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Los Angeles, California; ph. iso.; p.96-97; July 93; AR

MYERBERG, HENRY
Footwear Showroom, Nina; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.206-209; Sept 93; ID

MYERS, BARTON and KWABARA, PAYNE, McKENNA & BLUMBERG
Art Gallery of Ontario; Renovation and Expansion; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. axon. sec.; p.58-69; Nov 93; A

NB INTERIORS
Medical Clinic; Ochsner Clinic; Interior Design; Metairie, Louisiana; Kessels, Diboll & Kessels; ph. pl.; p.69; Dec 93; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

NBBJ
Hospital; Children's; Addition; San Diego, California; by Kann Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Dec 93; INT
Hospital; Children's; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.76-81; Apr 93; A
Interiors; Apartment; Interior Design; Seattle, Washington; Weinstein & Copeland; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.90-93; Dec 93; INT
Municipal Building; Honolulu, Hawaii; ph.; p.45; Mar/Seph 93; PA
Pomona Valley Hospital and Medical Center; Pomona, California; ph.; p.105; Mar 93; A
Swedish Medical Center; Addition; Seattle, Washington; ill. pl.; p.91-93; Mar 93; A

NORR PARTNERSHIP
Bank; National Bank of Dubai, Headquarters; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; sec. pers.; p.28; Nov 93; PA
Hospital; Residential Treatment; Addition, St. Thomas-Elgin Hospital; Ontario, St. Thomas, Canada; ph.; p.47; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

NAGLE & HARTRAY
Shopping Center; Deerpath Plaza; Lake Forest, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Mar 93; AR

NAKOAKA, J. T.
Japanese American National Museum; Remodeled Buddhist Temple; Los Angeles, California; Original Design by Edgar Cline; ph. pl. axon.; p.130-133; July 93; ID

NARMOUR, REG
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Olmsted Park; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.114; Sept 93; B

NEALE, STANISZKIS, DOLL & ADAMS
Elderly Housing; Hollyburn House; British Columbia, West Vancouver, Canada; ph. pl.; p.25; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
Hospital; Residential Treatment; Addition; Central City Lodge; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; m.; p.29; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

NELSON & WRIGHT
Golf Course Design; ph.; p.58-59; Sept 93; LA

NELSON, PAUL
Architect's Work in Health Care; ph. sec.; p.88-89; Aug 93; ID

NEUTRA, RICHARD
Photography and the Kaufmann House; Palm Springs, California; by Simon Niedenthal; ph. ill. biblio.; p.101-112; Nov 93; JAE
The Case Study House Reviewed; ph.; p.110-114; May 93; PA

NEWCOMB & BOYD
Orthopaedics Section; St. Joseph's Hospital; Lighting; Lighting Design; Atlanta, Georgia; Cooper & Cary and Farrington Design Group; ph.; p.44-45; May/Suppl 93; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

NICHOLSON, FRANK
Hotel; Ritz-Carlton; Interior Design; Maui, Kapalua, Hawaii; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.56-57; Nov 93; INT

NOONAN, PETER J.
New Cemetery at McMillan Filtration Plant; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.; p.53; Dec 93; LA

NORDFORS & THOMSEN
School; High; CAD; Bellevue, Washington; ill.; p.75; June 93; AR
St. Martin's Abbey and College; ill. pl.; p.77; June 93; AR
Switch to Computer Use; by Tom Bennett; ill. pl.; p.75-77; June 93; AR

NORTEN, ENRIQUE
French Institute and Cultural Center; Mexico City, Mexico; ph. axon.; p.86-89; July 93; AR

NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY TEAM
Cabrin-Green Public Housing Neighborhood; Competition Winner; Chicago, Illinois; ill. pl.; p.24-25; Aug 93; A

NOUVEL, JEAN
Opera House; Lyons, France; ph. sec.; p.74-75; Sept 93; A

NUNNERLEY, SANDRA
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph.; p.154-157; June 93; ID

O'BRIEN & WAGSTAFF
Residence; Stinson Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.130-131; June 93; B

O'CONNOR, MOLLIE
Street Arts Fair; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph.; p.105; July 93; PA

O'DONNELL, WICKLUND, PIGOZZI & PETERSON
Elderly Housing; Franciscan Village; Lemont, Illinois; ph.; p.26; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
Hospital; Intensive Care, Coronary Care and Telemetry Units; Oak Park, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.S62-S65; Feb/Suppl 93; ID
Intergenerational Care Center; Libertyville, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.S14; Feb/Suppl 93; ID

O'HERLIHY & WARNER
Residence; Malibu, California; ph. pl. ill. sec. det.; p.56-61; Nov 93; PA
Residence; Pacific Palisades, California; ph. pl. ill. sec. det.; p.56-61; Nov 93; PA

ONSITE
Dental Clinic; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.62; July 93; INT
Interiors; Architect's Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.64-65; July 93; INT
Interiors; Building Maintenance Offices; Commerce, California; ph.; p.63; July 93; INT
Interiors; Graphic Designer's Offices; Los Angeles, California; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.60-61; July 93; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

OTAK
Landscape Plan Critique; Landscape Design; Beaverton, Oregon; Thompson & Vanvode; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph. pl.; p.42-43; June 93; LA

OEHME & VAN SWEDEN
Apartment Development; Paradise Manor, Site Redesign and Revitalizing; Landscape Design; Washington, District of Columbia; Sorg Associates; by Bill Gifford; ph.; p.56-59; Jan 93; LA

OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE and FUMINORIHOSHINO
Building for Temporary Exhibitions; KunstHal; Rotterdam, Netherlands; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-73; Mar 93; AR

OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE
Art Museum; Kunsthall; Rotterdam, Netherlands; ph. axon, pl., sec.; p.86-89; Sept 93; A
University; Library; The Sorbonne; Paris, France; m. elev. ill.; p.24; June 93; PA

OGAWA, FERRE & DUTHILLEUL
Hotel; Cheju Shilla Hotel; Interior Design; Cheju Island, Korea; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo and Henry Kwok; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.52-55; Nov 93; INT

OLD'S, ANITA and CHANCE ANDERSON
Pediatrics Wing, Enchanted Forest; Baltimore, Maryland; ph.; p.154, 158; May 93; INT

OMEGA ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Residential Development; Residence; Cresleigh Lagunabrook, Basements Add Space; Sacramento, California; ph. pl.; p.82, 84; Nov 93; B

ONE DESIGN
Residential Development; Residence; Sherando; Stephens City, Virginia; ph.; p.104; Sept 93; B

PAGE & TURNBULL
Architects' Offices, Use of Computers; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.92; Oct 93; A

PALLASSIS, KEVIN
Residence; Estate Size; Orlando, Near, Florida; ph.; p.50-52; May/June 93; CB

PALMER, MARA
Restaurant Daniel; New York, New York; ph.; p.133-135; Oct 93; ID

PAPPAGEORGE & HAYMES
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Altgeld Court; Remodeled Warehouse; BUILDER'S Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. det.; p.124-129; Oct 93; B

PARKER ARCHITECTS
Hospital; Psychiatric; Treatment Center for Women and Their Children; New York, New York; ph.; p.67; Nov 93; INT

PARKER, LEONARD
State Labor and Industries Building; Tumwater, Washington; ph.; p.48-53; Feb 93; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PARSONS & FERNANDEZ-CASTELEIRO
Drama Theater, Crossroads; New Brunswick, New Jersey; ph. pl. axon.; p.190-195, Sept 93; ID

Interior's; Architects' Studio; New York, New York; ph.; p.71; Dec 93; PA

PATEL, BIMAL HASMUKH
Entrepreneurship Development Institute; Aga Khan Award, Ahmedabad, India; ph.; p.106-107; Mar 93; PA

PATEL, PANKAJ and ANDREW TAYLOR
Office Building; Interiors; Design Studios, Remodeled from Stable; ----, England; ph. pl. axon.; p.74; Oct 93; PA

PATKAU ARCHITECTS
Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; British Columbia, Nanaimo, Canada; m. pl. sec.; p.56-53; Jan 93; PA

PATTERSON, AUSTIN
Residential Development; Residence; ----, Connecticut; ph.; p.84; Nov 93, B

PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
Cancer Center; Miami, Florida; ph.; p.547; Feb/Suppl 93; ID

PEASE, J. N.
Arrestee Intake Center; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph.; p.18; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

County Courthouse; Charlotte, North Carolina; pl.; p.35; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

Government Center, Offices and Meeting Center; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph.; p.52-53; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

PECKHAM, GUYTON, ALBERS & VIETS
Aquarium; Glass Underwater Tunnel; Orlando, Florida; ph.; p.13; May/Suppl 93; AR

PEI, COBB & FREED and JUNG & BRANNEN
Federal Courthouse; Boston, Massachusetts; m. ill.; p.92; Feb 93; A

PEI, COBB & FREED and NOTTER, FINEGOLD & ALEXANDER
Holocaust Memorial Museum; Skylight and Bridge Detail; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.58-67; July 93; AR

PEI, COBB & FREED
Art Museum Gallery; Louvre Middle Eastern Collection; Paris, France; pl. ill. sec.; ph.; p.77; July 93; PA

Convention Center; Expansion; Los Angeles, California; sec.; ph.; p.24-25; Nov 93; A

Guggenheim Pavilion, Mount Sinai Medical Center; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Mar 93; A

Holocaust Memorial Museum; Architects and Other Statements; Critique; Bridge and Skylight Details; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. m. ill. elev. sec. det. axon.; p.59-74; Feb 93; PA

Holocaust Memorial Museum; Dedication; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.19-20; June 93; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PEI, COBB & FREED (Cont'd)
Holocaust Memorial Museum; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.; p.53-65; July 93; A
Holocaust Memorial Museum; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.27; May 93; AR
Hotel; Four Seasons Hotel; Scaglione Panel Details; New York, New York; Interior Design by Chittada & Sembieda; ph. pl. elev.; p.114-127; Oct 93; ID

PEICHL, GUSTAV
Art and Exhibition Hall; Bonn, Germany; ph. pl. axon.; p.116-119; Sept 93; A

PELIZZA & ROBINSON
Fire Station; Milford, Connecticut; pl. pers.; p.20; Mar/Supp I 93; PA

PELLECHIA, ANTHONY
Art of Architecture Exhibit; Denver, Colorado; ph.; p.24; Mar 93; A

PELLI, CESAR
Corporate Center and Performing Arts Center; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl. axon.; p.43; 64-73; May 93; A
Interiors; Law Offices, Los Angeles, California; Interior Design by Studios; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Feb 93; INT
Office Building; High Rise; Society Center; Critique; Cleveland, Ohio; by Thomas Fisher; ph. pl.; p.92-95; May 93; PA
Office Building; High Rise; Twin 85-Story Towers; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; pl. ill.; p.24; Mar 93; PA
Plaza Tower, Town Center Park; Costa Mesa, California; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Dirk Sutro; ph. pl.; p.68-70; Mar 93; LA
Regional Transportation Authority; Information and Retail Center; IBD Award; Display Case Details; Chicago, Illinois; Interior Design by Environments Group; ph. pl. elev.; p.96-101; Nov 93; ID

PENDLETON, JIMMY
Barn House, Built from Salvaged Parts; Bowling Green, Near, Indiana; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.35-36; Apr 93; ID

PENTAGRAM
Restaurant; One Fifth Avenue, Screen Detail; New York, New York; det. ph.; p.148-149, 44; May 93; INT
Restaurant; The Good Diner; New York, New York; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Apr 93; INT

PEREIRA, ASTON
Bank; Bank of the Orient; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Mar 93; ID
Interiors; Designer’s Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.164-167; Mar 93; ID

PERKINS & EASTMAN
Hospital; Alzheimers Patients; Oakmont, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.37-38; Aug/Supp I 93; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

PERKINS & WILL and DAVIS & BRODY
Hospital; Nursing Facility for AIDS Patients; Rivington House, New York, New York; elev. pl.; p.32; Aug/Supp I 93; PA

PERKINS & WILL
Firm Profile and Their Work; by Kam Tietlow; chart.; p.57-71; June 93; INT
Hospital Patient Room Furniture; Steelcase, Health Design; Chicago, Illinois; by Marilyn Zelinisky; ph.; p.84-87; Dec 93; INT
Hospital; Marcus Garvey Skilled Nursing Facility; New York, Brooklyn, New York; pers. pl.; p.51; Aug/Supp I 93; PA
Interiors; Accounting Offices, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.66-67; June 93; INT
Interiors; Financial Consultants’ Offices, Chicago, Illinois; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p.62-63; June 93; INT
Interiors; Law Offices, Interior Design; Chicago, Illinois; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.64-65; June 93; INT
Interiors; Management Consultant’s Offices; Reception Desk Detail; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.60-61, 24; June 93; INT
O’Hare International Airport Terminal; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Aug 93; A
Office Building; High Rise; Morton International Building; AIA Honor Award, Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.94; May 93; A
Proposal for Urban Collage Replacing Air Base; Alameda, California; pl.; p.100-101; Oct 93; AR
School; Elementary, Two Schools; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-63; Apr 93; A
School; High; Fort Collins, Colorado; m. pl.; p.27; Nov 93; PA
School; High; Troy, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.96-103; Aug 93; AR

PERKINS & WILL, SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL and KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX
Outpatient Clinic for Children with AIDS; Jury Comments, PA Avirard; New York, Bronx, New York; pl m ill; p.54-55; Jan 93; PA

PERL DE PAL, ANNE and MARIA FERNANDA MACHADO SEIXAS
Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biology; University of Porto; Porto, Portugal; ph. pl.; p.93; July 93; ID

PERRY, DEAN & ROGERS
United States Embassy; Amman, Jordan; ph. pl.; p.86-73; May 93; AR

PETESENN ARCHITECTS and O’DONNELL, WICKLUND & PIGOZZI
Intergenerational Care Center; Libertyville, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.S14; Feb/Supp I 93; ID

PETESENN, CHUCK and MICHAEL RUBENSTEIN
Residence; Petaluma, California; ph. pl.; p.132-133; June 93, B

PFISTER PARTNERSHIP
Interiors; Law Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.96-101; Feb 93; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

PHILLIPS & JANSON
Interiors; Publisher’s Offices, Rolling Stone; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Apr 93; ID

PHOENIX DESIGN GROUP
Residential Development; Residence, Galleria; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.149; Jan 93; B

PIANO, RENZO
Aparment Development; Middle Rise, Rue de Meaux; Paris, France; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.92-95; July 93; AR

Art Museum, Cy Twombly Gallery; Houston, Texas; ph. axon. elev.; p.23; July 93; A

Exhibit of Architect’s Work; New York, New York; ph. m.; p.22-23; Feb 93; A

PINGUSSON, GEORGES-HENRI
Holocaust Deportation Memorial; Paris, France; ph. pl. sec. p.79; Feb 93; PA

PIRKEY, FRED
Beauty Salon; Salon Ishi; INTERIORS Annual Award, New York, New York; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.90-91; Jan 93; INT

PITCAIRN, RAYMOND
Cathedral and Academy of the New Church; Restoration; Roofing Details; Original Design; Bryn Athyn, Pennsylvania; John Milner; ph. pl.; p.118-123; Jan 93; AR

PLATT, CHARLES
Art Museum, Freer Gallery Reopens; Original Design; Washington, District of Columbia; Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott; ph. ill.; p.26-27; July 93; A

POLK, WILLIS and CHARLES GOTTSCHALK
Bank; One Montgomery Street, Lighting; San Francisco, California; Lighting Design by Luminaire Souther; ph. pl. sec.; p.38-39; May/Suppl 93; AR

POLLOCK, RICHARD
Interiors; Designer’s Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.134-137; July 93; ID

POLLARD, DOUGLAS B.
Ecology Center, Boyne River; Ontario, Shelbourne, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-57; June 93; A

POLSKHEK & PAYETTE
Institute of Biomolecular Medicine; New York University; New York, New York; m. ill. pl.; p.126; Mar 93; A

POLSKHEK, JAMES STEWART
American Indian Museum, Theater; Mashantucket Pequot Indians; Southeastern, Connecticut; ill. pl. axon.; p.86, 88; Oct 93; INT

Architect’s use of CAD for Design; by John Hughes; ill. pl.; p.34-35; Feb 93; AR

Seaman’s Church Institute; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.93; May 93; A

TV Studio, Adapted Historic Broadway Theater; Ed Sullivan Theater; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon. sec. pers.; p.131-137; Nov 93; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

POLSKHEK, METCALF & TOBEY and NATIVE AMERICAN DESIGN COLLABORATIVE
American Indian Cultural Resources Center; Suitland, Maryland; m. sec. elev.; p.37; Dec 93; A

POLSON ARCHITECTS
Police Station; Sparks, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.30; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

POOLE, WILLIAM E.
Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award, Corolla, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.94-98; Jan/Feb 93; CB

PORPHYRIOS, DEMETRI
Belvedere Village; Compound of Stables, Cottages and Estate Office; Ascot, England; ph. axon. m.; p.46-47; Dec 93; PA

PORTICO GROUP
The Wilds, Preservation for Endangered Species; Reclaimed Strip Mine, Southeastern, Ohio; by Paul Roberts; ph. map; p.88-89; Oct 93; LA

PORTLAND COMMUNITY DESIGN
Shared House; Portland, Oregon; elev. pl.; p.87; Jan 93; A

PORTMAN, JOHN
Interiors; Trading Company’s Offices, Shanghai, China; Interior Design by Centre Studio; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-89; Dec 93; ID

POSNER, RICHARD
Baseball Field; Temporary Earthwork, Turf Painted; ‘Hope Diamond’, Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.46-47; Dec 93; LA

POUW ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Simulated Stone; Englewood, Colorado; ph. elev. det.; p.111; July 93; A

POWELL & KLEINSCHMIDT
Interiors; Apartment Remodeling, Chicago, Illinois; Original Design by Benjamin Marshall; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl.; p.64-69; Oct 93; INT

Standard Club, Renovation, Interiors; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. elev.; p.130-135; Feb 93; ID

PRATT, JAMES
Fifty-Year Plan Defining Design Opportunities; Jury Comments, PA Award, Dallas, Texas; pl. ill.; p.82-83; Jan 93; PA

PREDOCK, ANTOINE
American Heritage Center and Art Museum; University of Wyoming; Laramie, Wyoming; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.48-61; Dec 93; A

Classroom, Laboratory and Administration Building; Pomona, California; ph. pl.; p.62-69; Feb 93; AR

PRENDERGAST, DAVID
Fire Department Counseling Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Aug 93; ID
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

PRENTICE & CHAN
Auditorium; New School of Social Research; Lighting; New York, New York; Lighting Design by Imero Fiorentino. ph.; p.34-37, May/Suppl 93; AR

PRESTWICH ASSOCIATES
Municipal Building Annex; Idaho Falls, Idaho; ill.; pl.50, Mar/Suppl 93, PA

PRINCE, BART
Current Projects; Design Influenced by Bruce Goff. pl. m. sec. ill. elev.; p.22-23, May 93, PA
Residence; Albuquerque, New Mexico; m.; pl.; p.23, May 93, PA
Residence; Mendocino County, California; m.; pl.; p.24, May 93, PA
Residence; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; m.; pl.; p.24, May 93, PA
Residence; Santa Fe, New Mexico; m.; pl.; p.23, May 93, PA
Residence; Taos, New Mexico; m.; ill.; p.23-24, May 93, PA
Restaurant; New Chinatown; Expansion; Albuquerque, New Mexico; m.; pl.; p.22, May 93, PA

PRIYA, VISHVA
Interiors; Remodeled Duplex Apartment; New York, New York; ph.; pl.; p.138-141, July 93, ID

PUGH & SCARPA
Film Production Studio; Stairway Details; Hollywood, California; ph.; pl. sec. axon.; p.86-87, Nov 93, PA

PYATOK ASSOCIATES
Apartment Building; Middle Rise, Infill, Competition; New York, New York; ph.; pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161, Feb 93, JAE
Apartment Building; Oakland, California; ph.; pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161, Feb 93, JAE
Apartment Building; Seattle, Washington; ph.; pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161, Feb 93, JAE
Apartment Building; Single Mother Apartments; Redmond, Washington; ill.; p.89, Jan 93, A
Apartment Building; Subsidized Housing for the Homeless; Oakland, California; ph.; pl. axon.; p.82-85, Jan 93, A
Jingle Town, Live/Work Townhouses; Oakland, California; elev.; p.88, Jan 93, A
Live/Work Apartments; Oakland, California; ill.; sec.; p.88, Jan 93, A
Residence; Affordable Housing; Novato, California; ph.; pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161, Feb 93, JAE
Review of Several Competition Entries; Residential Mixed Use With Retail; ph.; pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161, Feb 93, JAE

QUIGLEY, PATRICK B.
Epson Offices, Lighting; Lighting Design; Torrance, California; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.34-37, Feb/Suppl 93, AR

QUIGLEY, ROB WELLINGTON
Apartment Building; Low Rise, Single Room Occupancy, AIA Honor Award; San Diego, California; ph.; p.108, May 93, A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

QUIGLEY, ROB WELLINGTON (Cont’d)
Single Room Occupancy Hotel; San Diego, California; ph. axon.; p.52-55, Jan 93, A

ROMA DESIGN GROUP
Pier into Bay for Pedestrian Enjoyment; Pier 7; ASLA Award; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.54, Nov 93, LA
Third Street Promenade; ASLA Award; Santa Monica, California; ph.; p.57, Nov 93, LA

RTKL
Environmental Education Pavilion; Baltimore, Maryland; p.; p.37, June 93, A
Greater Baltimore Medical Center; Baltimore, Maryland; ph.; p.101, Mar 93, A
Lighting Aspects; Edison, New Jersey; Lighting Design by T. Kondos; ph.; p.30-33, Feb/Suppl 93, AR

RADONIC, BOJAN and GORAN RAKO
Convention Center; Competition Entry; Nara, Japan; m. sec.; p.23, Feb 93, PA

RADOR, CHRIS A.
Child Care Center; For HIV Positive Children; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.89, Apr 93, A

RAMBUSCH COMPANY
Apartment Building; Lighting Restored Lobby; New York, New York; Original Design by James E. Ware; ph.; elev.; p.32-33, Aug/Suppl 93, AR

RAMBUSCH DECORATING COMPANY
Christ Church; Lighting Plan, Lighting Design; Cranbrook, Michigan; Lighting Plan; Lighting Design by T. Kondos; ph.; p.30-33, Feb/Suppl 93, AR
St. Peter's Cathedral; Lighting Plan; Lighting Design; Ene, Pennsylvania; Weibel, Ryzewski & Shuster; ph.; sec.; p.40-43, Nov/Suppl 93, AR

RANALLI, GEORGE
Poolhouse at Residence; Amagansett, New York; pl. pers. sec. elev.; p.30, Oct 93, PA

RASIC, JANKO
Office Building; Interiors; Credit Suisse Trading Room; Lighting Plan, New York, New York; Lighting Design by Imero Fiorentino Associates; ph.; p.34-35, Nov/Suppl 93, AR

RATCLIFF ARCHITECTS
Hospital Prototype; pl.; p.100, Mar 93, A
Interiors; Architects Offices; Emeryville, California; ph.; axon.; p.68-69, Feb 93, INT
Parking Structure; Children's Hospital; Oakland, California; ph.; p.74-77, Feb 93, A
Residence; BUILDER'S Award, Oakland, California; ph.; p.136-137, Oct 93, B

RAWN, WILLIAM
Parking Garage; Rochester, New York; ph.; iso.; p.138-139, June 93, AR

READER & SWARTZ
Residential Development; Nine Affordable Houses; Winchester, Virginia; ph.; elev.; p.116, July 93, PA

36
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

REATIG, SUZANNE
Metropolitan Community Church; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 78-93, Oct 93; AR

REDISH, CARTER
Residence; San Antonio, Infill Project; San Clemente, California; ph. pl.; p. 99; Nov 93; B

REIJENGA, POSTMA & HAAG
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Voorburg, Netherlands; pl. elev.; p. 96; Nov 93, PA

REILLY, ALISTAIR
Experimental House; Balloon Framing, Steel Studs, Calvert County, Maryland; ph. pl. axon.; p. 100-101, July 93, PA

RENNSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Prototype House for Do-it-Yourselfer; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. ill.; p. 93; Nov 93; PA

RICE & BRYDONE
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Toronto, Canada; ph.; p. 120-121; Nov 93; ID

RICHARDSON, NAGY & MARTIN
Residential Development; President: BUILDER’S Award; Tustin, California; ph. pl.; p. 158-159, Oct 93; B
Residential Development; Showcase House, 1988; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 161; Jan 93; B

RICHMOND, TOM
Traffic Study and Management; ASLA Award; Atherton and Fair Oaks, California; ph.; p. 64; Nov 93; LA

RIGBY & RYDONE
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph.; p. 120-121; Nov 93; ID

ROBERT ALLEN DESIGN STAFF
Fabric Showroom, Robert Allen; NECON Winner, Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 150-151; Oct 93; ID

ROBINSON, MILLS & WILLIAMS
Fire and Police Station; Mill Valley, California; ph. pl.; p. 29; Mar/Suppl. 93, PA
Municipal Facility; Public Safety Building, Rohnert Park, California; m. pl.; p. 23; Mar/Suppl. 93; PA

ROCA, MIGUEL ANGEL
District Centers, Medical Clinics and Public Park; La Paz, Bolivia; ph. axon. ill.; p. 92-97; Apr 93; PA

ROCHE & DINKELLO
Jewish Museum; Museum Expansion, Gothic Detailing, New York, New York; ph. sec. det.; p. 123-127; Nov 93; A

ROCHE, KEVIN
AIA Gold Medal Award; ph.; p. 15; Jan 93; PA
AIA Gold Medalist; His Career; ph.; p. 21; Jan 93; A
Corporate Landscape, Merck Foundation; Hunterdon County, New Jersey; Landscape Design by Clark & Rapuano; by James Howard Kunstler; ph. pl.; p. 60-62; Dec 93, LA

ROCKEFELLER & HRICAK
Bank; Pacific Heritage Bank; Intenors; Check Writing Desk; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. det. elev. sec.; p. 170-177; Mar 93; ID

ROEDER, CARL A.
Hospital; General; Color Neon Lights Used; Lighting Design; Orlando, Florida; HKS; ph.; p. 25-31; Aug/Suppl. 93; AR

RONALDS, TIM
Swimming Pool House; London Suburb, England; ph. pl.; p. 129; June 93; PA

ROSENBLUM & HARB
Interiors; Advertising Agency’s Offices; New York, New York; ph.; p. 254-265; May 93, ID
Store; Barney’s New York; INTERIORS Annual Award; Troy, Michigan; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Jan 93; INT

ROSENFIELD, MICHAEL
School; Private, Pre-K Through 6th Grade; New Haven, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 118-119; Aug 93; AR

ROSS BARNEY & JANKOWSKI
School; Early Learning Center; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 92-95; Aug 93; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ROSSI, ALDO and MORRIS ADJMI
Office Building; Middle Rise; Disney Administration, Celebration, Florida; m, pl; p.26, Aug 93; PA

ROSSI, ALDO and STUDIO DI ARCHITETTURA
Airport, Linate; Milan, Italy; ph; ill; p.102-103; Sept 93; A

ROSSI, ALDO
Ceramic Tile Exhibit; Miami, Florida; pers. ph; pl; p.212-215; Sept 93; ID

Roth & Moore
Town Hall; Addition, Madison, Connecticut; pl; elev.; p.55-56; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Town Hall; Danen, Connecticut; ill; pl; p.54; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

Roth, KAISERMAN, THOMSON & BEE
Interiors; Graphic Designer's Offices, New York, New York; ph; pl.; p.158-161; June 93; ID

Rotondi, MICHAEL
Restaurant; Circolo; Jury Comments, PA Award; Glendale, California; pl; sec; ill.; m; Jan 93; PA

Rowland, DAN L. and EKONA
Juvenile Hall and Family Law Center; Orange, California; ph; pl; p.100-103; May 93; AR

Rubin, MICHAEL
Book Store, Archivia; INTERIORS Annual Award; New York, New York; by Nayana Cummmohy; ph; pl; sec; p.112-113; Jan 93; INT

Rudolph, PAUL
Exhibit of Architect's Asian Buildings; ph; pers.; p.22-23; Dec 93; A

Ruszczk Design Associates
Mixed-Use Project; Hotel and Trade Center; Lviv, Ukraine; Interior Design by Di Leonardo International; m; ill.; p.128-129; May 93; INT

Ryder Associates
Civil Rights Institute; Museum and Research Facility, Birmingham, Alabama; ph; pl; sec.; p.24-25; Jan 93; A

SCR
Interiors; Elizabeth Arden's Headquarters, New York, New York; ph; p.186-188; Sept 93; ID

Site
Architect's Minority Student Program; by Jean Gorman; ph; p.48-49; July 93; INT

Slug
Garden Park; Hunter's Point; San Francisco, California; by J. William Thompson; ph; p.60-62; Jan 93; LA

Srg Partnership
Oregon Coast Aquarium; Seaside; Newport, Oregon; Landscape Design by Walker & Macy; by Michael Leccese; ph; pl; p.44-47; Feb 93; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

Saarinen, Eero
Twenty-Five Year Design Award; Deere & Company Headquarters, Moline, Illinois; ph; p.21; Feb 93; A

Sachs, JANE
Office Building; Interiors; Clothing Design and Import Offices and Workshop Space; Laguna Beach, California; ph; axon.; p.102-105; Sept 93; AR

Safdie, Moshe
Supreme Court Building; Competition Entry; Jerusalem, Israel; ill; p; p.83; Apr 93; PA

Saitowitz, Stanley
Holocaust Memorial; Boston, Massachusetts; ill; m; sec; elev.; p.78; Feb 93; PA
Mill Race Park; Columbus, Indiana; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph; pl; p.108-109, 114-117; Nov 93; AR

Salter, CHARLES M.
Acoustical Presentation Studio; Demonstrates Acoustic Conditions; ph; ill.; p.20; Apr 93; INT

Samuelson, Scott P.
Stairway Details for a House; Lyme, Connecticut; ph; p.110-111; Apr 93; AR

Samyn & Partners
Steel Research Center; Ghent, Belgium; ph; sec.; p.101; Feb 93; PA

San Francisco Department of Public Works
Embarcadero Waterfront Development; Boulevard, Light Rail Lane and Promenade; San Francisco, California; by J. William Thompson; ill; m; p.60-61; June 93; LA

Sanders, Joel
Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; Houston, Texas; m; pl; sec.; ill.; p.56-57; Jan 93; PA

Santos, Adelle Naude
Apartment Development; Low Rise; LaBrea Franklin, Hollywood, California; elev; pl.; p.27; Oct 93; AR

Sasaki & Walker
Campus Landscape Plan, Foothill College; Twenty Five Year Anniversary; ASLA Award; Los Altos Hills, California; ph; p.48-49; Nov 93; LA

Sasaki Associates and Ross Barney & Jankowski
Light Rail System Proposed; Station Canopies; Chicago, Illinois; m; pl; sec.; p.28; Aug 93; A

Sasaki Associates
Firm's Work; ASLA Award; ph; p.48-51; Nov 93; LA
GTE Corporate Headquarters Landscape Plan; Landscape Design; Las Colinas, Texas; HKS, by David Dillon; ph; pl.; p.66-67; Mar 93; LA
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SASAKI ASSOCIATES (Cont’d)
Light Rail Transit System Mall; Landscape Design; Dallas, Texas; Haywood, Jordan & McCowan and Oglesby Group; by David Dillon; ill.; p.68-70; June 93; LA

SCAVULLO, BARBARA
Decorator Showcase; Master Bedroom; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.196-197; July 93; ID

SCHAROUP, HANS
Review of Architect’s Work; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.29; Nov 93; ID

SCHAUDT, PETER LINDSAY
Vietnam Memorial Competition Entry; Washington, District of Columbia; ill. ph.; p.61; Aug 93; LA

SCHILLER, LOUISE
Medical Institute, Howard Hughes; Landscape Plans; Landscape Design; Chevy Chase, Maryland; Hillier Group; by Carl L. Nelson; ph. pl.; p.56-59; Dec 93; LA

SCHIMMENTI, MARK M. and DOVER, CORREA, KOHL, COCKSHUTT & VALLE
City Master Plan; Jury Comments, PA Award; Riviera Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Jan 93; PA

SCHIRN, JANET
Kitchen and Master Bathroom; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.512-S13; Nov 93; ID

SCHMIDT, RONALD
Hospital; Isabella Geriatric Center; New York, New York; m. pl.; p.43; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

SCHMIDD, CHRIS
Residential Development; Turtle Beach; BUILDER’S Award; Kiawah Island, South Carolina; ph.; p.163; Oct 93; B

SCHNEDLACH, TERRY and REICHEN & ROBERT
Corporate Park Landscape; Gennevilliers, France; ph. pl.; p.33; Aug 93; LA

SCHULTES & FRANK
New Government Center Competition; Winners; Berlin, Germany; m. ill. pl.; p.28-31; Sept 93; A

SCHUNKWITZ, ALBERT
Hospital; Geriatric, Bishop Mugavero Center; New York, Brooklyn, New York; pers. pl.; p.46; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

SCHWARTZ & SILVER
Library and Senior Center; Hanson, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.78-83; Feb 93; AR

SCHWARTZ, BARBARA
Interiors; Apartment; Light Fixture Detailed; Interior Design; New York, New York; Alexander C. Gorlin; ph. pl.; p.166-173; Sept 93; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SCHWARTZ, SMITH & MEYER and OLESON WORLAND and CHIP SULLIVAN
Cumberland Park; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Mac Griswold; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.66-68, 136; Apr 93; LA

SCHWARZ, DAVID M.
Lighting Stairs and Escalator in Movie Theater; Fort Worth, Texas; Lighting Design by Coventry Lighting Associates; ph. sec.; p.34-39; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

SCHWARZ, RICHARD
Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.74-78; Jan/Feb 93; CB

SCOGIN, ELAM & BRAY
Buckhead Branch Library; AIA Honor Award; Atlanta, Georgia; ph.; p.104; May 93; A

SECCOMBE DESIGN
Retirement and Assisted Living Facility; San Mateo, California; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Aug 93; ID

Senior Care Condominium Building, The Stratford; Interior Design; San Mateo, California; Backen, Amagoni & Ross; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Oct 93; INT

SEGAL, JONATHAN
Townhouse; 7 on Kettner; San Diego, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.76-79; Jan 93; A

SEIDEL, ALEXANDER
Residence; Remodeled; Includes Studio; BUILDER’S Award; Aspen, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.180-181; Oct 93; B

Residential Development; The Farm; BUILDER’S Award; Soquel, California; ph. pl.; p.160; Oct 93; B

SERAJI-BOZORGZAD, NASRINE
Temporary American Center; Paris, France; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.108-109; June 93; PA

SHAW, HOWARD VAN DOREN
Shopping Center; Renovation of Market Square, 1910; Original Design; Lake Forest, Illinois; John Vinc; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Mar 93; AR

SHETON & MINDEL
Interiors; Financier’s Offices; Interior Partitions and Ceiling Detail; New York, New York, by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. axon. det.; p.46-51; 24; Apr 93; INT

SHEPHELY, BULFINCH, RICHARDSON & ABBOTT
Art Museum, Freer Gallery Reopens; Washington; District of Columbia; Original Design by Charles Platt; ph. ill.; p.26-27; July 93; A

Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center; Yale New Haven Hospital, Hasbro Children’s Hospital; Prototype; Hanover, New Hampshire; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Feb 93; AR

Medical Center; Dartmouth; Lebanon, New Hampshire; ph. pl.; p.91-93; Mar 93; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SHERMAN, CARTER & BARNHART
Hospital; Psychiatric; ARH Center, Hazard, Kentucky; elev. pl.; p.35; Aug/SuppI 93; PA

SHIRDEL, BAHRAM and ROBERT LIVENEY
Convention Center; Competition Entry; Nara, Japan; m. pl.; p.22; Feb 93; PA

SHLPEPPY & HEZMALHALCH
Residential Development; Residence; North View; Oceanside, California; ph. pl.; p 67; Aug 93; B

SHOPE, RENO & WHARTON
Teenage Center; Greenwich, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Jan 93; AR

SHORT & FORD
School of Engineering and Manufacture, Leicester Polytechnic; Energy Conservation: Ventilated Without Mechanical Assistance; Leicester, England; sect. axon.; p.82-83; Mar 93; PA

SILVER & ZISKIND
Correctional Treatment Facility; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. sec.; p.105; Feb 93; A

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL (Cont'd)
Office Building; Middle Rise; Granite Fins; London, England; ph. pl.; p.66; Aug 93; PA

Office Building; Middle Rise; Spiegel Corporate Headquarters, Downers Grove, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.66-73; July 93; AR

SKOLNICK, LEE H. and DESIGN PARTNERSHIP
Creative Discovery Museum; Chattanooga, Tennessee; ill.; p.33; Nov 93; AR

SLANEY & SANTANA
Community Market and Public Plaza, Peak and Bryan; Landscape Design; Dallas, Texas; Sullivan, Key & Merrill; by David Dillon; ph. ill.; p.53-65; Jan 93; LA

SMITH & OTHERS
Apartment Building; Shared Kitchen Affordable Units; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Jan 93; A

SMITH, ALEXIS
Snake Path, at University of California Campus; Sculptured Path; San Diego, California; ph.; p.24; May 93; LA

SMITH, BRENDA
Environmental Learning Center; Senior Thesis; ph. ill.; p.64-65; Apr 93; INT

SMITH-MILLER & HAWKINSON
Apartment Building; Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.110-117; Sept 93; AR

Rotunda Art Gallery; New York, New York; ph. pers.; p.82-87; Nov 93; A

School of Painting and Sculpture, Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.178-181; Sept 93; ID

SOLOMON, CORDWELL & BUENZ
Sheraton Chicago Hotel; Chicago, Illinois; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; ph. pl.; p.92-95; June 93; INT

SON, HAK SIK
Apartment Building; Korean Housing and Community Center; Los Angeles, California; m. axon.; p.35; Jan 93; A

SPREAD MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
Interiors; Publisher's Offices; BPI Communications; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.76-77; June 93; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SPENCER ASSOCIATES
Visitor Center, Coldwater Ridge; Mount St. Helens, Washington; Landscape Design by Frank Groznik; by Michael Leccese; ph. map; p.38-43; Feb 93; LA

SPILLIS & CANDELA and WARNECKE
Federal Courthouse; Alexandria, Virginia; ill. pl.; p.93; Feb 93; A

STAMBERG & AFERIAT
Beach House; Fire Island, New York; ph. p.140-145; Nov 93; ID

STARK, PHILIPPE
Hotel; Interiors of the Royalton and the Paramount; Critique; New York, New York; by Philip Arcidi; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Feb 93; PA

STASTNY & BURKE
American Indian Museum; Warm Springs, Wasco and Paiute Tribal Artifacts; Warm Springs, Oregon; ph. ele. sec.; p.70-77; Dec 93; A

INDIAN TRIBAL MUSEUM
Warm Springs, Oregon; Landscape Design by Mayer-Reed; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl. p.50-52; Jan 93; LA

STEDILA DESIGN
Kips Bay Show House; Saion; New York, New York; ph.; p.S26-527; Sept 93; ID

STEFFY, GARY
State Capitol Building; Lighting Plan; Lighting Design; Lansing, Michigan; Richard Frank; ph.; p.24-29; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

STEIN PARTNERSHIP
Dormitory Restoration, City College of New York; Technical Details; New York, New York; ph. det. elev.; p.64-69; Aug 93; PA

STEIN, ACHVA
Uhuru Gardens, Community Environmental Project Built After 1965 Riots; Los Angeles, California; axon.; p.48; Jan 93; LA

STEIN, IRWIN
Beach House; Margate, New Jersey; Interior Design by Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Nov 93; ID

STEIN, LUGO
Room for Yelling by a Person with AIDS; ph. axon.; p.24; Nov 93, INT

STEINDESIGN
Travel Agency Store Prototype; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph.; p.272-273; May 93; ID

STEBERG GROUP
School; Elementary; Davis, California; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Aug 93; AR

STEINER, FREDERICK R.
Soil Conservation, Policy and Planning; ASLA Award; map, ph. p.69; Nov 93; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STERN, ROBERT A. M.
42nd Street Redevelopment, Design Guidelines; New York, New York; ill.; p.37; Nov 93; A

Clothing Store; Banana Republic; INTERIORS Annual Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Nayana Currimbhoy; ph.; p.92-93; Jan 93; INT

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.S29-S31; Dec 93; ID

Norman Rockwell Museum; Stockbridge, Massachusetts; ph.; p.99-93; Sept 93; INT

Residential Development; Showcase House, 1986; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.159; Jan 93; B

STERNBERG, DAVID
Townhouse; 271 Shiple Street, San Francisco, California; ph.; p.74-75; Jan 93; A

STEVENS & WILKINSON
Interiors; Real Estate Advisor's Offices; Atlanta, Georgia; ph.; p.132-137; Apr 93; ID

STEWART, BETTY
Residence; Designer and Builder; Her Work; Santa Fe, New Mexico; by Jheri Fleet; ph.; p.18-23; Nov/Dec 93; CB

STONE, MARRACCINI & PATTERSON
MacNeal Medical Center; Bridgeview, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.64; Dec 93; INT

Rapid Transit Station; Dublin, California; m. sec.; p.33; Aug 93; A

STORRS, JOHN and SAUL ZAIAK
Resort Hotel, Salishan; Gleneden Beach, Oregon; Landscape Design by Barbara Fealy; by Kathleen McCormick; ph.; p.48-51; Feb 93; LA

STOUTENBOROUGH ARCHITECTS
Riverview Plaza Waterfront Plan; Wilmington, Delaware; ill. pl.; p.23; Oct 93; A

STREETER & DERMANIS
Administration Building and Operations Center; West Point Treatment Plant; Seattle, Washington; m. pl.; p.12; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

STREUVER BROTHERS, ECCLES & ROUSE
Residential Development; Townhouse; Nehemiah, Non-Profit Project; Baltimore, Maryland; ph.; p.137; Mar 93; B

STULLO ARCHITECTS
County Correctional Center; Orlando, Florida; ph. pl.; p.107; Feb 93; A

STUBBINS ASSOCIATES
County House of Correction; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.96-97; May 93; AR

STUBENRAUCH ASSOCIATES
Public Safety Building, Police and Fire Department; Manitowoc, Wisconsin; ph.; p.21; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

STUDER RESIDENTIAL DESIGN
Residential Development; Residence, The Pointe of Landen; Maineville, Ohio; ph.; p.87; Aug 93; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STUDIO BAU-TON
Recording Studio, Acoustic Qualities; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl, sec axon.; p.32-35; Apr 93; AR

STUDIO GRANDA
City Hall; Reykjavik, Iceland; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 93; A

STUDIO NACO
Restaurant; INTERIORS Annual Award; Saint Etienne, France; by Nayan Currimbhoy; ph. pl axon.; p.108-109; Jan 93; INT

STUDIO ZUCKER
Stadium, Enclosed and Expanded; Olympic Stadium; Rome, Italy; ph. m. ill.; p.36-37; Aug 93; AR

STUDIOS
Interiors; Law Offices; Interior Design; Los Angeles, California; Cesar Pell; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Feb 93; INT

SULLIVAN, JOHN
Residential Development; Townhouse; Livingston Manor, Public-Private Project; Dobbs Ferry, New York; ph.; p.140-141; Mar 93; B

SULLIVAN, KEY & MERRILL
Community Market and Public Plaza, Peak and Bryan; Dallas, Texas; Landscape Design by Slaney & Santana; by David Dillon; ph. ill.; p.63-65; Jan 93; LA

SURBEK, SCOT
Kitchen; Cabinet Door Carvings; ph.; p.S26-S27; Apr 93; ID

SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL
Office Building; Interiors, Entertainment and Media Headquarters, Bertelmann; Interior Design; New York, New York; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Dec 93; ID

SWATT ARCHITECTS
Hospital; Residential Treatment; Senior Life Care Center; Contra Costa County, California; elev. pl.; p.27; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

STAIRWAY with Skylight; BUILDER’S Award; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.188-189; Oct 93; B

SWEENEY, JOHN C.
Interiors; Publisher’s Offices, The Economist; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Apr 93; ID

SWENSSON, EARL
Centennial Medical Center; Nashville, Tennessee; ill. pl.; p.S16; Feb/Suppl 93; ID

SWITZER GROUP
Interiors; Talent Agency Offices; EMI; New York, New York; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.54-57; July 93; INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SWITZER, LOU
Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.S33-S35; Dec 93; ID

SYROP, ARNOLD
Park Avenue Cafe; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.126-129; Feb 93; ID

SZYSZKOWITZ-KOWALSKI, KARLA and MICHAEL SZYSZKOWITZ
Residential Development; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95, 97; Sept 93; A

TAMS
Bridge Across Eastern Canal; Lowell, Massachusetts; ph. axon. pers.; p.69; Dec 93; PA

TAS DESIGN
Interiors; Guggenheim Museum Offices; INTERIORS Annual Award; New York, New York; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Jan 93; INT

Kitchen; New York, New York; ph.; p.S34-S35; Apr 93; ID

TAYLOR, D. W.
Residence; Remodeled Barn; Kennett Square, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-89; Apr 93; AR

TAYLOR, LEDDY, MAYTUM & STACY
Residence; Remodeled Barn; Kennett Square, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-89; Apr 93; AR

TEAGUE, HARRY
Concert Hall; Aspen, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.62-69; Dec 93; A

TENUGESI & VANDKUNSTEN
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl.; p.94-95; 99; Sept 93; A

TETRA TECH RICHARDSON and GRAD ASSOCIATES
Women’s Correctional Institution; New Castle, Delaware; ph. pl.; p.98-99; May 93; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

TETREAUT, PARENT & LANGUEDOC
Hospital; Psychiatric; Pavilion Solange-Cloutier; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; elev. pl.; p.34; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

THAYER, JR., ROBERT L.
Wind Energy Study; ASLA Award; ph. chart; p.66-67; Nov 93; LA

THIBAULT, PIERRE
Exposition Hall; Quebec, Baie-St.-Paul, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.99; July 93; PA

THOMAS, KARNEAL and NEW YORK CITY STUDENTS
Parks on City Owned Vacant Sites; Success Garden; New York, New York; pl.; p.26; July 93; LA

THOMPSON & VALVODA
Landscape Plan Critique; Beaverton, Oregon; Landscape Design by O'TAK; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph. pl.; p.42-43; June 93; LA
Solid Waste Utility Building; Remodeled Sears Store Structure; Portland, Oregon; ph.; p.22; Dec 93; AR

THOMPSON DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Hospital; Outpatient Surgery Unit; Reno, Nevada; ph.; p.106-107; Aug 93; ID

THONET, MICHAEL
Antique Bentwood Furniture; Mirror; by Roslyn Belky; ph.; p.70; Feb 93; ID

THORNER, MATHIAS
Clothing Showroom, TSE Cashmere; INTERIORS Annual Award; New York, New York; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Jan 93; INT

THORNTON, WILLIAM
Restoration of the Octagon; Floors, Stairs, Brick, Roof; Original Design; Washington, District of Columbia, Messick, Cohen & Waite; ph. sec. elev.; p.107-113; Nov 93; A

TIGERMAN & MCCURRY
Ceramic Tile Showroom and Exhibit; Two Installations; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.116-121; Jan 93; ID
Energy Museum and Education Center; Power House; Zion, Illinois; ph. pl. elev.; p.43-51; May 93; A
House and Artist's Studio; La Conchita, California; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Apr 93; AR

TINNY, ADAM
Restaurant; Gundel; Custom Light Fixture Detail; Budapest, Hungary; ph. pl. det.; p.142-149; Feb 93; ID
Restaurant; Spago; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.122-127; June 93; ID

TIMMS, NATHAN BOWE
Furniture of Recycled Materials; ph.; p.106; July 93; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

TINDALL, LARRY
Residence; Sunrise; Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.102; Dec 93; B

TINGWALD, GEORGE and LARRY DAVIS
Student Project; elev. pl.; p.165; Feb 93; JAE

TOHL, JEFFREY MICHAEL
Interiors; Landscape Architect's Offices; Los Angeles, Near, California; ph. pl.; p.138-141; Apr 93; ID

TOLL ARCHITECTURE and FELTOON & PARRY
Residential Development; Residence; Blue Bell Country Club; Blue Bell, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Nov 93; B

TOLL ARCHITECTURE
Residential Development; Residence; Walden Woods; Windsor, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.202-203; Feb 93; B

TOLL BROTHERS
Residence; Shadow Ridge, Chester, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.114; Jan 93; B

TRANSIT DESIGN
Grand Hotel Masseria Santa Lucia; Ostuni, Italy; ph. pl.; p.114-117; June 93; ID

TRAVIS, JACK
Cuban Coffee Bar; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.52; July 93; INT
Interiors; Architect's Offices; New York, New York; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. det.; p.50-51; July 93; INT
Interiors; Film Company's Offices, Spike Lee; Plywood Door Detailed; New York, Brooklyn, New York; pl. ill.; p.53, 28; July 93; INT

TRENDMAKER HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Crossroads Park; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.108-109; May 93; B

TRIGANO, GISELA
Club Med Hotel; Interior Design; Columbus Isle, San Salvador; Alexion Associates; by Shane Mitchell; ph.; p.62-63; Nov 93; INT

TROUGHOUT & McASLAN
Subway Station; Canning Town Station, London, England, Ill.; pl.; p.125; June 93; AR

TSCHUMI, BERNARD
Park; Parc de la Villette, Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.66-69; Oct 93; PA

TURKISH NATIONAL PALACE TRUST
Restoration of Ottoman Palaces for Public Use; Aga Khan Award, Istanbul, Turkey; ph.; p.100-101; Mar 93; PA

TURNSULL, WILLIAM and RACKLIFF ARCHITECTS
Student Housing; University of California, Hillside, Berkeley, California; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; p.70-75; Sept 93; PA
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

TURNBULL, WILLIAM
Several Houses; Sea Ranch, California; ph pl.; p.96-97; Feb 93; PA

UDA ARCHITECTS
Apartment Development; Crawford Square; BUILDER'S Award, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.167; Oct 93; B
Residential Development; Middletowne Arch; BUILDER'S Award; Norfolk, Virginia; ph.; p.164; Oct 93; B

URBAN INNOVATIONS GROUP
Transit Station, Hollywood/Vine; Los Angeles, California; axon. pl.; p.96; Aug 93; A

URBAN, JAMES
Art Museum's Landscape Redesign; Hirshhorn Plaza; Critique; Washington, District of Columbia; by Benjamin Forgey; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.40-41; Nov 93; LA

UVEGI ASSOCIATES
Computer Altered Photo Store, Final Image; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.210-211; Sept 93; ID

VOA ASSOCIATES
Furniture Showroom, Geiger International; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.136-141; Jan 93; ID

VALERIO ASSOCIATES
Computer Equipment Factory and Offices, Interiors; U.S Robotics; Skokie, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-89; Sept 93; AR
Elderly Housing; Colton Palms; AIA Honor Award; Colton, California; ph.; p.107; May 93; A
Factory and Offices; Chicago, Illinois; m. axon.; p.29; Oct 93; A

VAN TILBURG, JOHANNES
Residential Development; Evergreen; American Show Home Program; Las Vegas, Nevada; Landscape Design by S. W. Southwick; by Susan Bradford; m. ill.; p.122-127; Feb 93; B

VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL and STANLEY SAITOWITZ
Mill Race Park; Critique; Columbus, Indiana; by John Beardsley; ph. pl.; p.38-43; Sept 93; LA

VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL
Harvard Yard Master Plan; ASLA Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ill.; p.63; Nov 93; LA
Mill Race Park; Landscape Design; Columbus, Indiana; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl.; p.108-109, 114-117; Nov 93; AR

VANDERBYL, MICHAEL
Bed and Bath Showroom, Esprit; New York, New York; ph.; p.52-53; Feb 93; INT
Designer's Work; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.36-53; Feb 93; INT
Furniture Designs, Hickory Business Furniture; ill. ph.; p.42-45; Feb 93; INT
Furniture Showroom, Keilhauer; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.50-51; Feb 93; INT
Furniture Showrooms, Bernhardt; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.46-49; Feb 93; INT

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

VANDERBYL, MICHAEL (Cont'd)
Men's Shirts and Ties Store, Robert Talbott; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.38-41; Feb 93; INT

VAUGHAN, DON
Pacific Place, Urban Waterfront Development; Landscape Design; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; Hultxrt Group, Downs & Archambault and Davidson & Yuen; by Sara Hare; m. ill.; p.52-53; Feb 93; LA

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and ANDERSON & SCHWARTZ
Ferry Terminal, Whistle; Competition Winner, Other Entries; New York, New York; ph. m. elev. sec.; p.24-25; Feb 93, A
Government Building; Office Building; Hotel du Departement; Toulouse, France; m. pl.; p.25; Apr 93; PA

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and JACKSON & RYAN
Children's Museum; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.46-51; Apr 93; A

VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN
Library; University of Pennsylvania; Restoration; AIA Honor Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Original Design by Frank Furness; ph.; p.100; May 93; A

VERGASON, MICHAEL
Freehand Sketching in Design; Example of Design of Landscape Components; by Richard Hansen; ill. ph. elev. det.; p.76-78; May 93, LA

VERZONE, CRAIG
City Edge Easements for Ecological and Recreation; Desert Swath; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. ill.; p.55; Dec 93; LA

VIGNELLI ASSOCIATES
Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; Grand Rapids, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.220-225; Sept 93; ID

VINCI, JOHN
Shopping Center; Renovation of Market Square, 1916; Lake Forest, Illinois; Original Design by Howard Van Doren Shaw; ph.; p.86-87; Mar 93; AR

VINCIARELLI, LAURETTA
Paintings of Imaginary Interiors; ill.; p.106-109; Sept 93; AR

VIRGONA ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Residence; Old Tappan, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.62; Dec 93, B

VOGL, MARK J.
Mid-Town Community Rehabilitation; St. Louis, Missouri; axon.; p.77; Nov 93; LA

VOORSANGER ASSOCIATES
Multi-Use Academic Building; Hostos Community College; New York, Bronx, New York; ph.; p.102; May 93, A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WAGNER & VAN DAM
Presidential Mansion, 1896 Building; Pratt Institute; Restoration; New York, Brooklyn, New York; Original Design by Babb, Cook & Willard; ph. pl.; p.150-155; Mar 93; ID

WALKER & MACY
Oregon Coast Aquarium; Seaside; Landscape Design; Newport, Oregon; SRG Partnership; by Michael Lecceese; ph. pl.; p.44-47; Feb 93; LA

WALKER, PETER and MARTHA SCHWARTZ
IBM Complex Landscape; ASLA Award; Solano, Texas; ph.; p.55; Nov 93; LA

WALKER, PETER and WILLIAM JOHNSON
Catholic Cemetery; Madrid, Near, Spain; ph. m. sec.; p.44-45+; Dec 93; LA

WALKER, PETER
Plaza Tower, Town Center Park; Landscape Design; Costa Mesa, California, Cesar Pelli; by Dirk Sutro; ph pi., p.68-70; Mar 93; LA

WALLACE & FLOYD
Charles River Bridge; Cable Stayed Bridge; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pi. m. sec; p.78-79; July 93; PA

WALTERS & STORYK
interior Windows for Sound Insolation; det. ph.; p.24-25; July 93; INT

WALTON, TONY
Hall of Fame Inductee, Special Honoree; Set Designer, His Work; ph. S42-S43; Dec 93; ID

WALZ, KEVIN
Photo Studio; INTERIORS Annual Award; New York, New York; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Jan 93; INT

WANG, NONCHI
Good Earth Restaurant and Bakery; Light Fixture Detail; San Francisco, California; ph. det.; p.72(6)-72(8); Nov 93; ID

WANTA, STEPHEN ALASTAIR
Film Company Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Oct 93; ID

WARE, JAME E.
Apartment Building; Lighting Restored Lobby; Original Design; New York, New York; Rambusch Company; ph. elev.; p.32-33; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

WARE, SUE ANNE
Memorial to Victims of Gang Violence; ASLA Award; East Oakland, California; axon. pl.; p.88; Nov 93; LA

WARNE NATURHUS
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Stuttgart, Germany; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 100; Sept 93; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WARNER, WILLIAM, D.
Highway Bridge, River Relocation Project; Pedestrian Bridges; Providence, Rhode Island; by Ripley Golovin; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-67; June 93; LA

WARRIN & WETMORE
Ecologically Sensitive Products Store; Felissimo; Six Story Neo-Classical Townhouse; Original Design; New York, New York; Clodagh; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.38-45; Apr 93; INT

WARREN, CHARLES
Stairway Details for a House; Glen Arbor, Michigan; ph.; det.; p.110-111; Apr 93; AR

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS and UNIVERSITY OF AZUAY STUDENTS
Computer Based Planning Effort; Cuenca, Ecuador; ph. ill.; p.28; Feb 93; LA

WASHINGTON, ROBERTA
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Two, Remodeled as Halfway Houses; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.56; Oct 93; PA

Hotel; Single Room Occupancy Hotel, Remodeled; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.55; Oct 93; PA

Portfolio of Rehabilitation Projects, Harlem Firm; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Oct 93; PA

WAYMIRE, GARY L.
Furniture for Older People; ph.; p.107; July 93; PA

WEBER, HANNO
Municipal Government Center; Invisible Lighting Sources, Leesburg, Virginia; ph.; p.18; June 93; INT

Town Government Center; Leesburg, Virginia; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-59; Feb 93; A

WEES, HARRY and BENJAMIN THOMPSON
Remodeling of Union Station as Shopping Mall; 1907 Railroad Station; Washington, District of Columbia; Original Design by Daniel Burnham; by David Gruber; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.74-77; Aug 93; PA

WEBEL, RYZEWKIS & SHUSTER
St. Peter's Cathedral; Lighting Plan; Erie, Pennsylvania; Lighting Design by Rambusch Decorating Company; ph. sec.; p.40-43; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

WEINSTEIN & COPELAND
Interiors; Apartment; Seattle, Washington; Interior Design by NBBJ; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Dec 93; INT

WEINTRAUB & DI DOMENICO
Madison Street Park and Octagon Park; New York, New York; ph.; p.66-69; Jan 93; LA

WEISMAN, LESLIE KANES
Feminist Critique of the Man-Made Environment; p.117; Mar 93; PA

WEISS & MANFREDI
City Park; Olympia Fields, Illinois; pl.; p.26; Mar 93; PA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

**WELLER, EDWARD**  
Chairs, Litchfield Collection; ph.; p.118-119, Jan 93; INT

**WENK ASSOCIATES and BRW and ZIMMER, GUNSUL & FRASCA**  
City Public Projects; Viaducts, Bridges, Parks; Denver, Colorado; by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; p.62-65; June 93; LA

**WEST, TROY and JACQUELINE LEAVITT and HARVEY SHERMAN**  
Townhouse; Housing Competition Entries; sec. pl.; p.132-133; Feb 93; JAE

**WESTON & WILLIAMSON**  
Subway Station; London Bridge Station, London, England; sec. pl.; p.124; June 93; AR

**WHEAT & GALLAHER**  
Highway Design; ASLA Award; —, Arizona; ph.; p.59; Nov 93; LA

**WHEATMAN, JOHN**  
Decorator Showcase; Bedroom; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.168-169; July 93; ID

**WHITE, JOHN JAY**  
Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Pompano Beach, Florida; ph.; p.54-58; Jan/Feb 93; CB

**WHITEHOUSE, ROGER**  
Furniture and Textile Exhibit; Harmony by Design; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.40; Dec 93; INT

**WHITFIELD PARTNERS**  
Savoy Theatre, Lighting Plan; London, England; Lighting Design by Max Fordham; ph.; p.38-39; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

**WHITFIELD, TONY**  
Furniture, African-American Tradition; ph.; p.98-99; July 93; INT

**WILHELMSON, ANDERS and INGRID REPPEN**  
Family Mausoleum; Viterbo, Italy; ph. pl.; p.108; Apr 93; PA

**WILLIAMS, BETSY and MELISSA HARRIS**  
Exhibit, Shelter and Women; INTERIORS Annual Award; Ann Arbor, Michigan; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.116-117; Jan 93, INT

**WILLIAMS, TOD and BILLIE TSUEN**  
Dormitories and Dining Hall, University of Virginia; The New College; Charlottesville, Virginia; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.98-107; Nov 93; AR

**WILMERS, FRED**  
Interiors; Loft Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.70; Dec 93; PA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

**WILSON ASSOCIATES**  
Hotel; Inn of the Anasazi; INTERIORS Annual Award; Interior Design; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Aspen Design Group; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.104-105; Jan 93; INT

**WILSON, TRISHA**  
Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Work; ph.; p.37-39; Dec 93, ID

**WIMBERLEY, ALLISON, TONG & GOO and HENRY KWOK**  
Hotel; Cheju Shilla Hotel; Cheju Island, Korea; Interior Design by Ogawa, Ferre & Duthilleul; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.52-55; Nov 93; INT

**WIMBERLEY, ALLISON, TONG & GOO and JAMIE BOURNE**  
Hotel; Principe Felipe Hotel; Murcia, Spain; Interior Design by Gregory Aebther; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.48-51; Nov 93; INT

**WIMBERLEY, ALLISON, TONG & GOO and JAMIE BOURNE**  
Firm Profile and Their Work; by Justin Henderson; ill. ph. pl.; p.41-57; 86; Nov 93; INT

**WINSLOW, PHILIP N. and BRUCE KELLY**  
Two Leading Landscape Architects Die of AIDS; Their Work; by Kathleen McCormick; ph.; p.68-70; Dec 93; LA

**WITTER & JEFFRIES**  
Kitchen; BUILDER'S Award; Occidental, California; ph.; p.189; Oct 93; B

**WNUK & SPURLOCK**  
Residence for HIV Positive Children; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Apr 93; A

**WOLF, LANG & CHRISTOPHER**  
Fire Station; Fontana, California; ph. pl.; p.26; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

**WOLF, VINCENTE**  
Men's Clothing Showroom; Andrew Fezza; New York, New York; by William Weatherby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Apr 93; INT

**WOLSCH, ROBERT**  
Store and Art Gallery, Lighting, Takashimaya; New York, New York; ph.; p.30, 34, 84-90; Sept 93; INT
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WOMACK ARCHITECTS
Residence; Encore, Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.142-143, Jan 93, B
Residential Development; Residence, Pinnacle Elite, Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.122-123, Sept 93, B

WONG & CHEN
School; Private, Addition, International School, New Territories, Hong Kong; ph. pl.; p.116-117, Aug 93, AR

WRIGHT, BRYANT & JOHNSON
Vacation House; CUSTOM BUILDER Award, Ketchum, Idaho; ph. pl.; p.64-68, Jan/Feb 93, CB

WRIGHT, CHRISTOPHER
Kitchen; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph. pl.; p.22-23, Apr 93, ID

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Architect's Contact with and Views on Russia; -- Russia, ph.; p.146-147, May 93, INT
Exhibit of Frank Lloyd Wright's Furniture; and Decorative Designs; Original Design, Los Angeles, California, Florian & Wierzbowski; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.64-65, Nov 93, INT
Interiors; Guggenheim Museum Offices, INTERIORS Annual Award, Original Design, New York, New York, TAS Design, by Michael Wagner; ph.; pl.; p.84-85, Jan 93, INT
Seth Peterson Cottage; Restoration, Original Design, Mirror Lake, Wisconsin, John Effer; ph.; pl.; p.109, Apr 93, PA

WYATT ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Residence, Saddlerbrook, Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.70, Aug 93, B

WYMAN, GEORGE HERBERT
Office Building; Bradbury Building Restoration, Original Design, Los Angeles, California, Levin Associates; ph. pl.; p.108-111, Jan 93, AR

YABU & PUSHELBERG
Theater; Princess of Wales Theatre, Interiors, Interior Design, Ontario, Toronto, Canada, Leth & Smith; ph. pl.; p.96-101, Sept 93, AR

YOST PARTNERS and HICKOK & WILLIAMS
Apartment Building; Public-Private Project, Roxbury, Massachusetts, ph. pl.; p.140, Mar 93, B

YOST, GRUBE & HALL
Community Center; Center for Self Enhancement, Portland, Oregon; m. pl.; p.29, Oct 93, PA

YOST, ZANE
Residential Development; Townhouse, Waterside Green, Non-Profit Project, Stamford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.136-137, Mar 93, B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

YOUNG, BILL et al.
McMillan Park, Revived Plans; Washington, District of Columbia, by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p.52-58, Apr 93, LA

YOUNG, CHARLES T.
Wagashi Bean Cakes Shop and Tearoom, Toraya, New York, New York; ph.; p.102-103, Sept 93, INT

ZAPATA, CARLOS
Investment Bank Offices; INTERIORS Annual Award, Miami, Florida, by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p.86-87, Jan 93, INT

ZEIDLER & ROBERTS
Center for Marine Biotechnology Landscape Competition; Winner and Other Entries, Baltimore, Maryland, Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates, by Lee Fleming; ph. m.; p.50-52, Aug 93, LA

ZIMMER, GUNSUL & FRASCA
Regional Library, Bellevue, Washington; ph. pl. sec., p.78-85, Dec 93, A
Science and Industry Museum; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.70-77, July 93, A
Westside Corridor Expansion, Light Rail; Station, Portland, Oregon; m. pl. sec.; p.58-59, Aug 93, A

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS

See ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, Specific Building Type

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM

California, Southern; Architecture as Expressive of Cultural Values, Examples, Various Types of Buildings, by John Chase; ph. biblio.; p.75-87, Nov 93, JAE
Illinois, Chicago; World's Fair 1893, Montgomery Schuyler Critique, by Suzanne Stephens, ph.; p.36-38, June 93, AR

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY

Architect's Work and Theory; His Progression to Deconstructivist Design, Peter Eisenman, by Thomas Patin; ph. m. biblio.; p.88-100, Nov 93, JAE
Architectural Design Promotes Health Care; ill.; p.33, 35, Apr 93, A
Architectural Perception by User or Observer, Comparison to Musical Performer and Literature, by Stephen Parcell; ill. m. biblio.; p.249-259, May 93, JAE
Architecture as Expressive of Cultural Values; California, Southern, Examples, Various Types of Buildings, by John Chase; ph. biblio.; p.75-87, Nov 93, JAE
Architecture for Kids; Design and Projects for Children, ph. pl. sec. det ill m axon.; p.43-81, Apr 93, A
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING

Architectural Drawing; Exploration in Techniques by Six Landscape Architects; ph. ill. p.57-63; May 93, LA
Landscape Architect’s Sketching and Drawing; by Dean Cardasis; ill. p.128, May 93, LA
Software for Rendering; ill.; p.119-123; July 93; A
See COMPUTER also

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

Architect’s Minority Student Program; SITE; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.48-49; July 93; INT
Architecture for Children Program; Linda Parker Gates and Claire Burke Gallagher and Diane Laura La Belle; ph. p.118; July 93; PA
Authenticity in Drawing; Teaching Program; by Phil Sylvester and William C. Tripp; ill. p.239-248; May 93, JAE
Comparing Musical and Architectural Education; by Daniel F. MacGillvray; biblio.; p.87-94; Nov 92; JAE
Cultural Values in Architectural Education; India; An Example from India; by Sanjoy Mazumdar; biblio. tables; p.230-238; May 93; JAE
Defining Socially Conscious Design; Student Work; ph.; p.36, 38; June 93; INT
Developing Skills for Architects of Speculative Housing; by Avi Friedman; biblio.; p.49-52; Sept 93; JAE
Foreign Study Programs; by Donald Prowler; p.128; June 93; PA
Gender and Multiculturalism in Architectural Education; by Kathryn H. Anthony and Bradford C. Grant; p.21; Sept 93; JAE
Gender and Racial Bias in Design Juries; by Mark Paul Frederickson; biblio. tables; p.38-48; Sept 93; JAE
Gendered Educational Practices in Architecture; by Sherry Ahrentzen and Kathryn H. Anthony; ph. tables; ill. biblio.; p.11-29; Sept 93; JAE
Housing Design, Teaching and Research; A Typological Approach; Examples; by James Tice; ph. pl. elev. m. axon. p.162-175; Feb 93, JAE
Qualification for Dean of Architecture; by Peter Blake; p.146-147; Jan 93, ID
Reconstituting Architectural Education; by Peter Blake; p.39-40; June 93; ID
Scholars and the Culture of Silence; by Malcolm Quantrell; p.124-125; Nov 92; JAE
Student Computer Graphics Work; ph. ill.; p.147-153; Sept 93; A
Students Learn to Love Engineering; dia.; p.15; Mar 93; AR
Survey of the Class of ‘87; by Bruce Rips; ph.; p.122-123; July 93; PA
University of California at San Diego Closes Architecture School; ph. elev. p.24-25; June 93; A
Writing Multiculturalism into Architecture Curriculum; by Regina Davis; ph. ill. tables; p.30-37; Sept 93; JAE
See INTERIOR DESIGN, UNIVERSITY also

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY

(Cont’d)

California, La Jolla; Institute for Biological Studies; Discussion of Addition; Salk Institute; A Talk with Salk; Anshen & Allen; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; by Michael J. Crosby; ph. pl. pers. sec. m.; p.29-53; 7; Oct 93; PA
Critique of Deconstructivist Architecture; by Thomas L. Schumacher; Ill. pl.; p.55, 57, 59; Sept 93, A
Designing as Land Steward; Getting to Know the Site; elev. ph. ill.; p.99-105; June 93, A
Dictating Design by Design Review Boards; De­
Designing as Land Steward; Getting to Know the Site; elev. ph. ill.; p.99-105; June 93, A
Distractive Arts; Experiencing Film and Architecture; Carpenter Center as Example; by David Bell; ph. pl. axon. biblio.; p.217-229; May 93, JAE
France, Chaux; Anamorphic Phallus Within Le­
Distractive Arts; Experiencing Film and Architecture; Carpenter Center as Example; by David Bell; ph. pl. axon. biblio.; p.217-229; May 93, JAE
Illinois, Chicago; Design in Harmony to the Propor­
Distractive Arts; Experiencing Film and Architecture; Carpenter Center as Example; by David Bell; ph. pl. axon. biblio.; p.217-229; May 93, JAE
PA Awards; Profiles of Winning Firms. Review of On the Place of Architectural Speculation; by Thomas L. Schumacher; ill. pi., p.55, 57, 59, Sept 93, A
Traditional and Classical Design Revival; ph. ill.; p.42-49; Dec 93; PA
Using the Golden Mean; Student Projects, Furniture; Quilt, Showroom Plan; ill.; ph.; p.86-91; June 93, INT
See ARCHITECTURE, ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, CITY and REGIONAL PLANNING, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, URBAN DESIGN also

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING

Authenticity in Drawing; Teaching Program; by Phil Sylvester and William C. Tripp; Ill.; p.239-248; May 93, JAE
CAD 3D To Enhance Construction Documents; by Joseph Vance; ph. ill. elev. det.; p.44-45; Feb 93; PA
CAD; Critique of Effectiveness; by James R. Franklin and Reid M. Neuberl; p.59-61; Apr 93; A
Custom Interior Modeling Software; Helmuth; Obata & Kassabaum; Ill.; p.76-77; Jan 93, INT
Drawing by Hand, a Gentle Anachronism; The Importance of Hand Renderings; by James Wines; ill.; p.44-47; May 93, LA
Freehand Sketching in Design; Example of Design of Landscape Components; Michael Vergason; by Richard Hansen; Ill. ph. elev. det.; p.76-78; May 93, LA
LA Forum on Drawing; Comparisons of Results of Sketch Design Concepts; Bill Johnson and Thomas Wang; Jerry Fuhinan and Chip Sullivan; by J. William Thompson; ph. sec. Ill.; p.48-56; May 93; LA
ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires; Renovation of Classic Boulevard Area Buildings; Avenida de Mayo, by Joe Goldman; ph. pl. p.44-48, Jan 93, AR

ARIZONA
---; Highway Design; ASLA Award; Wheat & Gallagher; ph. pl. p.59, Nov 93, LA
Fountain Hills; School, High, Junior/Senior High School; HNTB Architects; ph. pl. sec. p.84-91, Aug 93, AR
Mesa; Mobile Home Park with Village Center; Jury Comments, PA Award, Andrea Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl. ill., p.88-89, Jan 93, PA
Naco; Port of Entry Buildings; OWL Architects; ill., p.27. Sept 93, A
Phoenix; City Edge Easements for Ecological and Recreation, Desert Swath; Craig Verzone; ph. sec. p.6-p, Dec 93, LA
Phoenix; Residence; William P. Bruder; ph. pl. p.64-71, Apr 93, AR
Phoenix; Residential Development; Residence; Galleria; Phoenix Design Group; ph., p.149, Jan 93, B
Phoenix; Residential Development; Residence; The Highlands, Centex Homes; ph. pl. p.66, Mar 93, B
Phoenix; Shopping Center; Arizona Center, Lighting; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz, Rentno & Stone; ph.; p.40-43, May/Suppl 93, AR
Scottsdale; Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Kenneth A Alexander; ph. pl. p.114-118, Jan/Feb 93, CB
Tucson; Agricultural Laboratory; University of Arizona; Anshen & Allen; ph. pl. m. axon., p.116-117, Mar 93, A
Tucson; Infant's and Children's Social and Medical Support Center; Casa de Los Ninos, Interiors; ASID Committee; ph. p.152-153, May 93, INT
Tucson; Residence; Addition, Rick Joy; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95, July 93, PA
Window Rock; Museum Center for Navajo Artifacts; DCSW Architects; pers. ill.; p.39, Dec 93, A

ARKANSAS
---; Interior Design Licensing Law; Splits Interior Design Groups, by Nicholas Polites; chart; p.41-42, July 93, ID

ART GALLERY
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Art Gallery of Ontario; Renovation and Expansion; Barton Myers and Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.58-69, Nov 93, A
Freer Gallery of Art; District of Columbia, Washington; Lighting Plan; Cole & Denny and BVH Lighting Design by Freer Design Staff; ph. sec.; p.30-33, Nov/Suppl 93, AR
Rotunda Art Gallery; New York, New York; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl. pers.; p.82-87, Nov 93, A
Texas, Marfa; Artist/Architect's Studio and Residence; Downtown Buildings, Furniture Gallery; Donald Judd; ph. p.88-91, Jan 93, AR

ART GALLERY (Cont'd)
See ARTS CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

ART
California, Los Angeles; Baseball Field, Temporary Earthwork, Turf Painted; "Hope Diamond", Richard Posner; ph.; p.46-47, Dec 93, LA
Cast Bronze Figures; Claire Evangelista, ph.; p.38, July 93, INT
Corporate Art Collections; Signature Documents, High-Tech Sculpture, Gleaning Glass Structures; ph.; p.30, Apr 93, INT
Italy, Tuscany, Villa Celle; Amphitheater, Cast Iron Sculpture by Beverly Pepper; ph. p.31, Mar 93, LA
Kitchen; Cabinet Door Carvings; Scot Sutker; ph.; p.S26-S27, Apr 93, ID
On '60 Minutes' Challenge of Art; Art Criticism by Peter Blake; p.25-26, Dec 93, ID
Paintings of Imaginary Interiors; Lauretta Vincieri, ill.; p.106-109, Sept 93, INT
Public Art, Review of Projects; Washington, Seattle; by Randy Gragg, ph. p.58-61, Feb 93, LA
Public Design Control; Effect on Public Art and Building Design, Editorial; by Deborah K. Dietsch; p.15, July 93, A
Public Maintenance of Public Art, Fountains, Parks; by Jory Johnson, ph. p.42-45, Mar 93, LA
Renaissance Fresco Paintings of Monstrosities; by Alexander Gorlin and Debra Solomon; ill.; p.196-197, Sept 93, ID
Sidewalk Art Compositions; Michele Oka Doner; ph. p.66, Apr 93, INT
Snake Path, at University of California Campus; California, San Diego; Sculptured Path; Alexis Smith, ph. p.24, May 93, LA
Technique for Custom Graphics Between Laminated Glass; Claudio Cesar; ph. p.34, Aug 93, INT
See MUSEUM also

ARTS CENTER
Center for the Arts; Ohio, Columbus; Wexner Center, AIA Honor Award, Eisenman Architects; ph.; p.90-91, May 93, A
New York, New York; Lincoln Center Addition, Rose Building, Multi-Use, Library, Theater, Studios, Dormitory; Davis & Braddy; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. axon.; p.212-241, May 93, ID
See AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUDIO-VISUAL
Home Automation Is Not for Everyone; by Bill Cutlip, ph.; p.104-105, Sept/Oct 93, CB
Home Information Services; Audio, Video, Security, Energy Monitor, Telephone by P. S. Vishwanath; ph. p.516-S21, Sept/Oct 93, CB
See ELECTRICAL/VIDEO also
AUDITORIUM

Concert Hall; California, Los Angeles; Walt Disney Concert Hall; Jury Comments, PA Award; Frank O Gehry; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.46-49; Jan 93; PA
Concert Hall; Colorado, Aspen; Harry Teague; ph. pl. p.62-69; Dec 93; A
Corporate Headquarters Auditorium; New Jersey, Nutley; Hoffmann-La Roche; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. p.70-71; Jan 93; INT
Demountable Tent for Receptions and Other Events; England, London; Includes Drawings of Erection Sequence; Future Systems; ph. iso. ill.; p.110-111; June 93; PA
Effects of Electronics on Meeting Spaces; by Michael Sorkin; ph. p.106-107; Apr 93; PA
Illinois, Zion; Energy Museum and Education Center; Power House; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl. p.43-51; May 93; A
NASA Auditorium; District of Columbia, Washington; Greenwell & Goetz; ph. pl. p.122-125; Nov 93; ID
Opera House; France, Lyons; Jean Nouvel; ph. sec. p.74-75; Sept 93; A
See ARTS CENTER, CONVENTION CENTER, EXHIBITION, RECREATION, SCHOOL, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

BANK (Cont'd)

Texas, Dallas; Federal Reserve Bank; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Sikes; Jennings, Kelly & Brewer; ph. pl. p.60-67; Feb 93; A
United Arab Emirates, Dubai; National Bank of Dubai; Headquarters, NORR Partnership; sec. pers. p.28; Nov 93; PA
See OFFICE BUILDING also

BAR

See CLUB, NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT

BARRIER-FREE DESIGN

See HANDICAPPED DESIGN

BATHROOM

Accessible Hotel-Motel Bathroom Facilities; Suggested Alternatives to ADA Guidelines; by Robert H. Kimes; p.39, 40; Feb 93; PA
Ancient Baths; Hadrian's Villa, Caracalla, Tiberias; ph. pl. sec.; p.S12-S13; Apr 93; ID
Bath and Kitchen; New York, New York; Francois De Menil; ph. p.148-149; July 93; ID
Bath and Kitchen; New York, New York; Kutnicki & Bernstein; ph. p.146-147; July 93; ID
Bathroom Design and Fixtures; ph. p.8-12; Nov 93; CB
Bathroom; New York, Harrison; Joan Halperin; ph. p.S25; Nov 93; ID
California, Bel Air; David Hertz; ph. p.S30-S31; Apr 93; ID
Custom and Luxury Production Bathrooms; ph. p.108-111; Mar 93; B
District of Columbia, Washington; Kitchen and Bathroom, McInturff Architects; ph. p.S29; Apr 93; ID
England, London; Kitchen and Master Bathroom; Eva Jiricna; ph. p.S8-S9; Nov 93; ID
Exercise Room Equipment, Residential; by John Andrews; ph. p.44-48; Nov/Dec 93; CB
Illinois, Chicago; Kitchen and Master Bathroom; Janet Schirn; ph. p.S12-S13; Nov 93; ID
Japanese Style Bathrooms; ph. p.38-41; July/Aug 93; CB
Kitchen and Bathroom; New York, New York; AR; ph. p.S10-S11; Nov 93; ID
Master Bathroom; California, Los Angeles; Mulder & Katkov; ph. p.S18-S19; Nov 93; ID
New York, Long Island; Architect's Residence; Bathroom; Mojo & Stumer; ph. p.S14-S15; Apr 93; ID
New York, New York, Brooklyn; Kitchen and Bathroom; Armstrong Associates; ph. p.S28; Apr 93; ID
New York, New York, Brooklyn; Kitchen and Bathroom; Freeman & Pizer; ph. p.S22; Nov 93; ID
New York, New York; Apartment Bathroom; Victoria Hagan; ph. p.S16-S17; Apr 93; ID
Outdoor Public Toilet, Design Competition Winner; Mark Atkinson and Donna Cohn and Krystina DeMull; ph.; p.146-149; July 93; ID
Shopper's Preference Survey; Bathroom and Master Bedroom; pl. chart; p.70-73; Nov 93; B

BANK

California, Los Angeles; Pacific Heritage Bank; Interiors; Check Writing Desk; Rockefeller & Hricak; ph. pl. det. elev. sec.; p.170-177; Mar 93; ID
California, San Francisco; Bank of the Orient; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Mar 93; ID
California, San Francisco; One Montgomery Street; Lighting; Willis Polk and Charles Gierschbach; Lighting Design by Luminaire Souter; ph. pl. sec.; p.38-39; May/Suppl 93; AR
Florida, Miami; Investment Bank Offices; INTERIORS Annual Award; Carlos Zapata; by Michael Wagner; ph. pl. p.87-89; Jan 93; INT
Florida, Tampa; Office Building; High Rise; NationsBank Plaza; AIA Honor Award; Wolf; ph. p.96; May 93; A
Germany, Frankfurt; Office Building; High Rise; DG Bank Complex; Critique; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Michael Moenninger; ph. pl. m. elev. sec. det.; p.51-64; Sept 93; PA
Illinois, Chicago; Continental Bank Renovation; Lohman Associates and Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; Original Design by Graham, Anderson, Probst & White; ph. pl. p.102-107; Nov 93; ID
Netherlands, Amsterdam; Netherlands International Bank Headquarters; Energy Savings; Alberts & Van Huut; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Mar 93; PA
New York, New York, Bronx; Ponce de Leon Savings Bank Interiors; Fox & Fowie; ph. pl. elev.; p.182-185; Sept 93; ID
New York, New York; Citibank Private Banking Group Offices, Interiors; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. p.64-65; Jan 93; INT
Poland, Warsaw; Office Building; National Bank of Poland; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; elev. m.; p.122-123; May 93; INT
BATHROOM (Cont’d)

Shower Fixtures; by Nancy Roffey; ph.; p.24-30; Nov/Dec 93; CB
Three Designer Bathrooms; ph.; p.S20-S21; Apr 93; ID

BEAUTY SALON

See STORE

BEDROOM

New York, New York; Kips Bay Show House, Bedroom; Genevieve Faure; ph.; p.S38; Sept 93; ID
New York, New York; Kips Bay Show House, Master Bedroom; T. Keller Donovan; ph.; p.S18-S19; Sept 93; ID
Shopper’s Preference Survey; Bathroom and Master Bedroom; pl chart; p.70-73; Nov 93; B

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Architectural Perception by User or Observer; Comparison to Musical Performer and Literature; by Stephen Parcell; ill. m. biblio.; p.249-259; May 93; JAE
Architecture for Kids; Design and Projects for Children; ph.pl sec det.ill m. axon.; p.43-81+; Apr 93; A
Builder’s Visit to Psychological Counselor; Reducing Stress; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.218-221; Oct 93; B
Civic Unrest and Riots; by Richard Ingersoll; ph.; p.128; Jan 93; LA
Connecticut, Bridgeport; Comparison of Two Older Government Funded Housing Projects: One Is Stable and Successful, the Other Is Dangerous to Visit; by Mark Alden Branch; ph.; p.50-53; Dec 93; ID
Effects of Electronics on Meeting Spaces; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p.106-107, Apr 93; PA

BELARUS

Minsk; Mixed-Use Project: Hotel, Theater, Conference Center; Byelorcor; ill. pl.; p.130-131; May 93; INT

BELGIUM

Ghent; Steel Research Center; Samyn & Partners; ph. pl sec.; p.101; Feb 93; PA

BICYCLE

Bicycle Rack; New York, New York; Natural Resources Defense Council’s Offices; ph.; p.74; Aug 93; INT
Cedar Lake Trail; Minnesota, Minneapolis: Conflicts Between Bicyclist and In-Line Skaters; Jones & Jones and Richard Haag; ph.; p.34; Oct 93; LA
Mountain Bike in the Mountains; Designing Trails and Restrictions of Use; by Michael Leccese; ph. table; p.65-67; Sept 93; LA

BOLIVIA

La Paz; District Centers, Medical Clinics and Public Park; Miguel Angel Rocca; ph. axon. ill.; p.92-97; Apr 93; PA

BOTANICAL GARDEN

Massachusetts, Boston; Planned Above Tunnel; Monacelli Associates; ill. pl.; p.34; Sept 93; PA
See GARDEN, RECREATION also

BRIDGE

Alamillo Bridge; Critique; Santiago Calatrava, by Rex Raymer; ph. ill.; p.33; Oct 93; ID
Bridge Across Eastern Canal; Massachusetts, Lowell; TAMS; ph. axon. pers.; p.69; Dec 93; PA
Bridge on Wood Piles from Island to Mainland; Canada, New Brunswick, Bouctouche; Eldo Alberta; ph.; p.39-40; Jan 93; AR
Charles River Bridge; Massachusetts, Boston; Cable Stayed Bridge; Wallace & Floyd; ph.; p.62-65; June 93; LA
Colorado, Denver; City Public Projects; Viaducts, Bridges, Parks; Wnek Associates and BRW and Zimmer; Gunsul & Frasca; by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; p.62-65; June 93; LA
District of Columbia, Washington; Holocaust Memorial Museum: Skylight and Bridge Detail; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Notter; Finegold & Alexander; ph. pl.; p.58-67; July 93; AR
Highway Bridge, River Relocation Project; Rhode Island, Providence; Pedestrian Bridges; William D. Warner; by Ripley Golovin; ph. pl.; p.66-67; June 93; LA
Interim Bridges Prototype Project; Massachusetts, Boston; Exhibition in Parking Lot; Kennedy & Violich; ph. pl.; sec. det.; p.54-59; May 93; PA
Physical Access to Public Facilities; Example Projects; Bridges, National Parks, Gardens; by James Crohe; Jr.; ph. pl ill.; p.50-59; June 93; LA
Wabash Bridge Controversy; Minnesota, St Paul; Finalists; James Carpenter; m. ph.; p.23; Oct 93; PA
Wabash Street Bridge; Minnesota, St Paul; James Carpenter; m. pl. elev.; p.72-73; Aug 93; A

BUILDING CODE

Added Cost to Houses Due To Impact Fees and Regulations; by Brad German; ph. tables, cost anal.; p.46-51; Aug 93; B
Complying with Title 24, Energy Code; dia.; p.18; Feb 93; INT
Florida, Dade County; Hurricane Andrew’s Damage Assessment: Code Changes; ph. sec. det.; p.110-113; Apr 93; A
Software Assisted Code Compliance; ill pl.; p.111-113; Feb 93; A

BURKINA FASO

Ouagadougou; Research and Training Center, Pan African Institute for Development; Mud Brick Domes; Aga Khan Award; A.D.A.U.A. Burkina Faso; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Mar 93; PA
C

CALIFORNIA

---; Debate Over Building in Possible Fire Areas; ph. p. 156; Dec 93; AR

Agoura; Residence; BUILDER’S Award; Goldman, Firth & Boccato; ph. pl. p. 130-131; Oct 93; B

Alameda; Military Base Conversions; Buidling Types Study; Case Study: Alameda Naval Air Station; ph. pl. ill.; dia. p. 96-107; Oct 93; AR

Alameda; Proposal for Environmentally Conscious Conversion; of Air Base; Public Market Place and Various Cultural Centers; William P. Bruder; ph. pl. ill.; p. 106-107; Oct 93; AR

Alameda; Proposal for Integrating Remodeled Air Base with the City; Escheren, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; ph. dia. ill.; p. 104-105; Oct 93; AR

Alameda; Proposal for Urban Collage Replacing Air Base; Perkins & Will; pl. p. 100-101; Oct 93; AR

Alameda; Proposal for Walkway; To Connect Remodeled Air Base with the City; Deborah Berke; ph. pl. ill.; p. 102-103; Oct 93; AR

Anaheim; Sports Arena, Enclosed; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum Sports Facilities Group; ph. ill.; dia. p. 32-33; Aug 93; AR

Arcadia; Basil Cafe; Design Process; Drawings; Linn Architects; ph. pl. axon.; p. 128-133; June 93; ID

Atherton and Fair Oaks; Traffic Study and Management; ASLA Award; Tom Richmond; ph. p. 64; Nov 93; LA

Bakersfield; Hospital; General; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph. pl. p. 104-105; Feb 93; AR

Bel Air; Bathroom; David Hertz; ph. ill.; p. S30-S31; Apr 93; ID

Berkeley; Residence; Remodeled; Sam Davis; axon. pl. ph.; p. 156-157; Mar 93; ID

Berkeley; Student Housing; University of California; Hillsdale; William Turnbull and Ratcliff Architects; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; p. 70-75; Sept 93; PA

Beverly Hills; Civic Center; Contrasted with Pasadena; Charles W. Moore and Urban Innovations Group; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl.; p. 98-101; Apr 93; PA

Beverly Hills; Low Rise; Entertainment Company’s Office Building; David Geffen; Gwathmey & Siegel; pl. m. sec. ill.; p. 70-71; Sept 93; INT

Beverly Hills; Office Building; Low Rise; Virgin Records Offices; Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl.; p. 130-137; Mar 93; ID

Beverly Hills; Restaurant; Emporio Armani; Thane Roberts; ph.; p. 72 (11); Nov 93; ID

Big Sur; Seaside Resort, Post Ranch Inn; Mickey Muennig; ph. pl.; p. 118-123; July 93; ID

Burbank; Warner Brothers Children’s Center; Rios Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p. 70-75; Apr 93; A

Burlingame; Furniture Showroom; New Approaches for Metropolitan Furniture; by Kann Tolow; ph.; p. 70-73; Feb 93; INT

Calabasas; Residential Development; Residence; Stokes Canyon; Robert L. Earl; ph. pl.; p. 112-113; Feb 93; B

Calexico; Government Building; Port of Entry Buildings; Dworsky Associates; ill.; p. 26; Sept 93; A

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Camarillo; Shelter; Children’s Crisis Center; Bobrow & Thomas; m. elev. sec. pl.; p. 30-31; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Carlsbad; Residential Development; Residence; Aviar; BUILDER’S Award; Lommer & Case; ph. pl.; p. 151; Oct 93; B

Cerritos; Performing Arts Center; Barton Myers; sec. ph. pl.; p. 43, 74-81; May 93; A

Colton; Elderly Housing; Colton Palms; AIA Honor Award; Valiero Associates; ph.; p. 107; May 93; A

Commerce; Interiors; Building Maintenance Offices; ONSITE; ph.; p. 63; July 93; INT

Contra Costa County; Hospital; Residential Treatment; Senior Life Care Center, Swatt Architects; elev. pl.; p. 27; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Costa Mesa; Plaza Tower; Town Center Park; Cesar Pelli; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Dirk Sutro; ph.; p. 68-70; Mar 93; LA

Culver City; Residential Development; Residence; Playa Pacific; David Jay Flood; ph. pl.; p. 59; Nov 93; B

Cupertino; Elderly Housing; The Forum at Ranch San Antonio; Hardison, Komatsu, Ivelich & Tucker; ph.; p. 24; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Davis; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Willow Oak; BUILDER’S Award; Davis & Joyce; ph. pl.; p. 162; Oct 93; B

Davis; School; Elementary; Steinberg Group; ph. pl.; p. 110-115; Aug 93; AR

Descanso; High School Residential Drug Treatment Center; Robin Hayne; ph.; p. 76-77; Nov 93; INT

Dublin; Rapid Transit Station; Stone; Marraccini & Patterson; m. sec. p. 33; Aug 93; A

East Oakland; Memorial to Victims of Gang Violence; ASLA Award; Sue Anne Ware; axon. pl.; p. 68; Nov 93; LA

El Monte; Transit Station; Frederick Fisher; axon. pl.; p. 95; Aug 93; A

Emeryville; Cohousing; Charles Durrett and Kathryn McCaman; ph. sec.; p. 97; Jan 93; A

Emeryville; Interiors; Architects’ Offices; Ratcliff Architects; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p. 68-69; Feb 93; INT

Encinatas; Ambulatory Surgery Center, Scripps Memorial Hospital; Jain Maikin; ph.; p. 94-95; Aug 93; ID

Fairfield; Photovoltaic Systems Production Facility; Kiss, Cathcart & Anders; ph. sec. axon.; p. 74-79; June 93; A

Fontana; Fire Station; Wolf, Lang & Christopher; ph. pl.; p. 26; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

Freemont; Homeless Shelter; David Baker; ill. pl.; p. 90; Jan 93; A

Fullerton; Science Center; California State University; Addition; Anshen & Allen; m. axon.; p. 115; Mar 93; A

Glendale; Restaurant, Circolo; Jury Comments, PA Award; Michael Rotondi, ph. sec. ill.; m. p. 62-63; Jan 93; PA

Hollywood; Apartment Development; Low Rise; LaBrea Franklin; Adele Naude Santos; elev. pl.; p. 27; Oct 93; AR

Hollywood; Film Production Studio; Stairway Details; Pugh & Scarpa; ph. pl. axon.; p. 86-87; Nov 93; PA
CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Irvine; Metropolis, Night Club and Light Dining; Hatch Design Group; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Nov 93, ID

Irvine; Restaurant; Il Fornaio; Becken, Arrigoni & Ross; ph.; p.62-63; Apr 93; INT

Irvine; Townhouse; Court Homes; McLarand & Vasquez; ill.; p.148-149; Feb 93; B

La Conchita; House and Artist’s Studio; Tigerman & McCurry; ph.; p.72-75; Apr 93; AR

La Jolla; Institute for Biological Studies; Addition.

La Jolla; Institute for Biological Studies, Discussion

Anshen & Allen; La Mirada; Residential Development; Residence, Laguna West; New Town Design. Landscape Plan, Larkspur; Apartment Development: Edgewater

Los Altos Hills; Campus Landscape Plan, Foothill College; Twenty Five Year Anniversary; ASLA Award; Sasaki & Walker; ph. p.48-49; Nov 93, LA

Los Angeles, Near; Interiors; Landscape Architect’s Offices; Jeffrey Michael Tohl; ph. pl.; p.138-141; Apr 93, ID

Los Angeles; AIDS Care Center; Butler, Forbes & Juhany and Po Thomargin and Cooper & Roberts; ph. pl.; p.71; Nov 93, INT

Los Angeles; Apartment Building; Korean Housing and Community Center; Hak Sik Son; m. axon.; p.95; Jan 93, A

Los Angeles; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; John V. Mutlow; ph. pl. iso.; p.96-97; July 93; AR

Los Angeles; Architects’ Offices, Use of Computers; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.91; Oct 93; A

Los Angeles; Bank; Pacific Heritage Bank; Interiors; Check Writing Desk; Rockefeller & Haricak; ph. pl. det. elev. sec.; p.170-177; Mar 93; ID

Los Angeles; Baseball Field; Temporary Earthwork; Turf Painted; ‘Hope Diamond’; Richard Posner, ph.; p.46-47; Dec 93, LA

Los Angeles; Biddy Mason Park; Charles & Elizabeth Lee; Landscape Design by Burton & Spitz, by Ann Wilson Lloyd; ph. pl.; p.69-70; Apr 93; LA

Los Angeles; Central Library Expansion; Hardy, Holtzman & Pfeiffer; sec. ph.; p.24-25; Nov 93, A

Los Angeles; Concert Hall; Walt Disney Concert Hall, Jury Comments, PA Award, Frank O. Gehry, m. pl. sec. ill.; p.46-49; Jan 93; PA

Los Angeles; Convention Center; Expansion; Perl; Cobb & Freed; sec. ph.; p.24-25; Nov 93, A

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Los Angeles; Dental Clinic, ONSITE; ph. pl.; p.62; July 93, INT

Los Angeles; Department of Water and Power Headquarters; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl.; p.68-75; Feb 93; A

Los Angeles; Exhibit of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Furniture; and Decorative Designs; Florian & Wierzbowski, Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright, by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.64-69; Nov 93, INT

Los Angeles; Fleet Repair Building; Ellerbe & Becket; elev. axon.; p.31; Feb 93; A

Los Angeles; Furniture Showrooms, Bernhardt; Michael Vanderbyl; ph.; p.46-49; Feb 93, INT

Los Angeles; Hotel; SRO Hotel; Low Income; Los Angeles Community Design Center, ph. pl. elev.; p.119, July 93, PA

Los Angeles; Housing for Babies and Young Children with AIDS; Diane Caughey; ph. pl.; p.91; Apr 93, A

Los Angeles; Interiors; Architect’s Offices; ONSITE; ph. pl.; p.64-65; July 93, INT

Los Angeles; Interiors; Architect’s Offices, Carmen, Nordsten & Igonda; ph. pl.; p.112-117; July 93, ID

Los Angeles; Interiors; Economic Consultant Offices; Steel/Glass Shelling Details; Melvyn Bernstein; ph. pl. det.; p.124-129; July 93; ID

Los Angeles; Interiors; Graphic Designers’ Offices; ONSITE; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.60-61; July 93; INT

Los Angeles; Interiors; Investment Company’s Offices; Gwathmey Siegel; ph. pl.; p.72-73, Sept 93, INT

Los Angeles; Interiors; Law Offices; Stair Detail; Ridgway Associates; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.64-67, 20, Feb 93; INT

Los Angeles; Interiors; Law Offices; Cassar Pelli; Interior Design by Studios; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.54-57, Feb 93; INT

Los Angeles; Interiors; Real Estate Developer’s Offices; Area, ph. pl.; p.118-119; Nov 93, ID

Los Angeles; Japanese American National Museum; Remodeled Buddhist Temple; J. T. Nakaoka; Original Design by Edgar Cline; ph. pl. axon.; p.130-133; July 93; ID

Los Angeles; Kitchen; Jarreff & Suharnoko; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Feb 93; ID

Los Angeles; Mass Transit System; Stations; Metro Transportation Authority; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.62-63, 93-99; Aug 93; A

Los Angeles; Master Bathroom; Mulder & Katkov; ph.; p.58-59; Nov 93, ID

Los Angeles; Medical Clinic; VA Outpatient; Bobrow & Thomas; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Feb 93; AR

Los Angeles; Office Building; Bradbury Building Restoration, Levin Associates; Original Design by George Herbert Wyman; ph. pl.; p.108-111; Jan 93; AR

Los Angeles; Office Building; Interiors; Engineers’ Offices, Ove Arup; Morphosis; ph. pl. dia. persp.; p.66-71; Oct 93, A

Los Angeles; Rebuilding South Central Los Angeles After Riots; by J. William Thompson; ph. axon.; p.42-49; Jan 93; LA

Los Angeles; Report from South Central Los Angeles, Legacy of Riots; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p.104-105; Feb 93; PA
### California (Cont'd)

**Los Angeles**
- Residence: Addition and Renovation; *Franklin D. Israel*; ph. pl.; p.100-107; Apr 93; AR
- Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; *Richard Schwartz*; ph. pl.; p.74-78; Jan/Feb 93; CB

**Los Angeles**
- Residence: Includes Window and Skylight Detail; *Eric Owen Moss*; ph. pl. sec. ill. elev. axon. det.; p.67-77; May 93; PA
- School, Elementary; *Marc Angell and Sarah Graham*; ph. ill.; p.108; May 93; PA
- School; Elementary; Preschool Community Center, Elderly Housing in Watts; *R. Radziner & Welsh*; ph. pl. m.; p.120-121; July 93; PA
- School; Elementary; *Kanner Architects*; pl. m. elev.; p.28; Apr 93; A
- Science Museum School; *Bill Credico & Sergent*; ph. pl.; p.70-73. Jan 93; PA
- Single Room Occupancy Hotel; *Cavaedium Architects*; ph. pl. axon.; p.56; Aug 93; A
- Temporary Library, University of California Los Angeles; *Hodgetts & Fung*; ph. pl. axon. det.; p.94-101; Mar 93; AR
- Temporary Undergraduate Library; University of California Los Angeles; *Hodgetts & Fung*; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. ill.; p.104-107; June 93; PA
- Transit Station, Chatsworth; *Johnson & Fain and Pereira Associates*; pl.; p.99; Aug 93; A
- Transit Station, Hollywood/Highland; *Barton Myers*; axon. pl.; p.97; Aug 93; A
- Transit Station, Hollywood/Western; *Meyer & Allen*; ill. pl.; p.96; Aug 93; A
- Transit Station, Union Station Gateway; *Ehenrkrantz & Eckstut*; ill. pl.; p.98; Aug 93; A
- Transit Station, Westlake/MacArthur Park; *McLarand & Vasquez*; ill. pl.; p.98; Aug 93; A
- Two Exhibition Installations Using Interior Spaces; *Walls, Innovative Hanging of Displays; Coop Himmeleib*, ph.; p.24-25; Dec 93; A
- Uluhur Gardens, Community Environmental Project Built After 1995 Riots; *Achva Stein*; axon.; p.48; Jan 93; LA
- Playhouse; *The Chicken; William Adams*; ph. axon.; p.68-69; Apr 93; A
- Residence; *John Lautner and Helena Arnaudet*; elep. pl.; p.67; Dec 93; PA
- Residence; *O’Herity & Wamer*; ph. m. ill. sec. det.; p.56-61; Nov 93; PA
- Hospital Healing Garden; *Delaney & Cochran*; ph.; p.22, 24; Dec 93; LA
- Interiors; Condominium Renovated, Stair Detail; *Multer & Katkov*; ph. det.; p.116(12)-(14); Sept 93; ID

**Mendocino County**
- Residence; *Bart Prince*; pl. elev.; p.24; May 93; PA

**California (Cont’d)**

**Menlo Park**
- Residence; Speculative Infill Project; *The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX*
- Residence; *M. Robinson, Mills & Williams*; ph. pl.; p.29; Mar/SuppI 93; PA
- City Hall; *LPA*; m. pl.; p.13; Mar/SuppI 93; PA
- Residential Development; *Bel Crest; McLarand & Vasquez*; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Sept 93; B
- Opus One Winery; *Johnson, Fain & Pereira*; by Eugenia Bone; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Feb 93; INT
- Residence; *De Credico & Sergent*; ph. pl.; p.90-91; July 93; PA
- Residence; Affordable Housing; *Pyatok Associates*; ph. pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE
- Apartment Building; Subsidized Housing for the Homeless; *Pyatok Associates*; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.62-65; Jan 93; A
- Apartment Building; *Pyatok Associates*; ph. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE
- Apartment Development; *Kenneth A. Henry Court; Low Income; McLarand & Vasquez*; ph. pl.; p.168; Oct 93; B
- City Hall, Assessment of Earthquake Damage, *Carey & Company*; elev. ph.; p.80; July 93; PA
- Jingle Town, Live/Work Townhouses; *Pyatok Associates*; elep. pl.; p.88; Jan 93; A
- Live/Work Apartments; *Pyatok Associates*; ill. sec.; p.88; Jan 93; A
- Children’s Hospital; *Ratcliff Architects*; ph. pl. ; p.74-77; Aug 93; A
- Residence; *McLarand & Vasquez*; ph. pl. p.136-137; Oct 93; B
- Resource Management Plan; *ASLA Award*; map; p.65; Nov 93; LA
- Residential Development; *Nicasio Community Center, Elderly Housing in Watts; Odell Architects;* ph. pl.; p.50-53; Nov 93; LA
- Residential Development: Residences of the Homeless; *Pyatok Associates*; ph. pl. sec. elev. det., p.67-77; May 93; PA
- Residential Development: Affordable Housing; *Pyatok Associates*; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.62-65; Jan 93; A
- Live/Work Apartments; *Pyatok Associates*; ill. sec.; p.88; Jan 93; A
- Children’s Hospital; *Ratcliff Architects*; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Aug 93; A
- Live/Work Apartments; *Pyatok Associates*; ill. sec.; p.88; Jan 93; A
- Apartment Building; *Pyatok Associates*; ph. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE
- Parking Structure; *Children’s Hospital; Ratcliff Architects*; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Aug 93; A
- Resource Management Plan; *ASLA Award*; map; p.65; Nov 93; LA
- Residential Development; *Oceanside*; North View, *Shiappey & Hezmahal*; ph. pl.; p.67; Aug 93; B
- Residential Development; *Orange*; Juvenile Hall and Family Law Center; *Jon L. Rowland and EKONA*; ph. pl.; p.100-103; May 93; AR
- Central Office of Architecture; *Pacific Palisades*; Addition; ph. sec.; p.107; May 93; PA
- Residential Development; *Pacific Palisades*; Addition; Central Office of Architecture; ph. sec.; p.107; May 93; PA
- Residential Development; *Palm Desert*; Indian Ridge Country Club; *McLarand & Vasquez*; ph. pl.; p.67-89; Nov 93; B
- Residential Development; *Palm Desert*; Low Rise; *Coyote Run; McLarand & Vasquez*; ph. pl.; p.67-89; Nov 93; B
- Residential Development; *Palm Springs*; Interactive Design; ph. pl.; p.168; Oct 93; B
- Residential Development; *Palm Springs*; by Simon Niedenthal; ph. pl.; p.101-112; Nov 93; JAE
- Residential Development; *Palm Springs*; Interactive Design; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 93; B
- Residential Development; *Palo Alto*; by Eugenia Bone; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Feb 93; INT
- Residential Development; *Palo Alto*; Park on Reclaimed Garbage Mounds; *Byxbe Park; ASLA Award*; ph. pl.52-53; Nov 93; LA
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Pasadena; Civic Center, Contrasted with Beverly Hills. Lyndon & Buchanan; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl. axon. m. ill.; p. 98-99; 102-103; Apr 93; PA

Pasadena; Showcase House: Bedroom and Bath; J. S. Brown; ph.; p.174-175; July 93; ID

Pasadena; Showcase House: Master Bedroom; Linda Merrifield; ph.; p.178; July 93; ID

Pasadena; Showcase House: Salon, Bill MowHomer; ph.; p.176-177; July 93; ID

Petaluma; Residence; Chuck Peterson and Michael Rubenstein; ph.; p.132-133; June 93; B

Petaluma; Residential Development; Marketing, Sales; Cader Farms; Bassanien & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.68; Mar 93; B

Pleasanton; Residential Development; Residence; High Density; McLarand & Vasquez; ph. pl.; p.150; Feb 93; B

Point Richmond; Architects' Offices, Use of Computers, Interactive Resources; Ill. pl.; p.94; Oct 93; A

Pomona; Classroom, Laboratory and Administration Building; Antone Preock; ph. pl.; p.62-69; Feb 93; AR

Pomona; Pomona Valley Hospital and Medical Center, NBBJ; ph.; p.105; Mar 93; A

Rancho Cucamonga; Fire Station; Wolf, Lang & Christopher; ph. pl.; p.28; Mar/Suppil 93; PA

Rancho Santa Margarita; Apartment Development; Corte Melina, BUILDER'S Award, JB2/Donsus; ph. pl.; p.148-149; Oct 93; B

Redwood City; Health and Country Club, Pacific Club; Orlando Diaz-Asceyu; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Oct 93; ID

Richmond; Park for Housing Project; Walter Hood; Ill. pl.; p.67; Mar 93; LA

Riverside; Residential Development; Victoria Manor, Public-Private Project; Associated Architects; ph. pl.; p.139; Mar 93; B

Rohnert Park; Municipal Facility, Public Safety Building; Robinson, Mills & Williams; m. pl.; p.23; Mar/Suppil 93; PA

Sacramento; Residential Development; Residence; Antelope, Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl.; p.80; Sept 93; B

Sacramento; Residential Development; Residence; Cresleigh Lagunabrook, Basements Add Space; Omega Architectural Group; ph. pl.; p.82; 84; Nov 93; B

Sacramento; Residential Development; Residence; Laguna West, BUILDER'S Award, Donus Architect; ph. pl.; p.153; Oct 93; B

Sacramento; Residential Development; Residence; Tri-Level, Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster, elev. pl.; p.133; May 93; B

San Clemente; Residence; San Antonio, Infill Project; Carter Redish; ph. pl.; p.95; Nov 93; B

San Diego; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Single Room Occupancy, AIA Honor Award; Rob Wellington Quigley; ph.; p.108; May 93; A

San Diego; Apartment Building; Shared Kitchen Affordable Units; Smith & Others; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Jan 93; A

San Diego; Early Childhood Education Center, University of California; Charles & Elizabeth Lee; ph. pl. axon.; p.60; 61; Dec 93; PA

San Diego; Hospital; Children's Addition; NBBJ; by Karin Tettow; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Dec 93; INT

San Diego; Snake Path, at University of California Campus; Sculptured Path; Alexis Smith; ph.; p.24; May 93; LA

San Diego; Townhouse; 7 on Kettner; Jonathan Segal; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Jan 93; A

San Diego; Townhouse; The Ark, Duplexes with Separate Apartment; Rene Davids and Christine Killory, iso. sec. Ill.; p.85; Jan 93; A

San Diego; Visual Arts Facility; University of California; Rebecca L. Binder, ph. pl. elev.; p.86-93; July 93; A

San Francisco; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Low Income Apartments and Resource Center, Mark Horton; ph. pl. axon.; p.89; July 93; PA

San Francisco; Apartment Development; Parkview Commons, Public-Private Project; David Baker; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Mar 93; B

San Francisco; Architects' Offices, Use of Computers; Anschen & Allen, Ill.; p.95; Oct 93; A

San Francisco; Architects' Offices, Use of Computers; Page & Turnbull; ph. pl.; p.92; Oct 93; A

San Francisco; Bank, Bank of the Orient; A.M. Pereira, ph. pl.; p.168-169; Mar 93; ID

San Francisco; Bank, One Montgomery Street, Lighting Design by Lumina Sount, ph. pl. sec.; p.38-39; May/Suppil 93; AR

San Francisco; Block Gardens on Inner or Back Yards of Residential Blocks; Kurt Lange and Jane Hansen; ph. pl.; p.52, 120; Dec 93; LA

San Francisco; Decorator Showcase; Bedroom; John Wheatman; ph. pl.; p.168-169; July 93; ID

San Francisco; Decorator Showcase, Dining Room; Edward Labran; ph.; p.172; July 93; ID

San Francisco; Decorator Showcase, Living Room; Michael Moore; ph.; p.170-171; July 93; ID

San Francisco; Decorator Showcase, Master Bedroom; Barbara Scavullo; ph.; p.166-167; July 93; ID

San Francisco; Decorator Showcase, Study; David Livingston; ph.; p.173; July 93; ID

San Francisco; Embarcadero Waterfront Development, Boulevard, Light Rail Lane and Promenade; San Francisco Department of Public Works; by J. William Thompson; ill. m.; p.60-61; June 93; LA

San Francisco; Furniture Showroom; Agnes Bourne; Mark Melvin and Todd Jersey; ph.; p.116(16); Sept 93; ID

San Francisco; Furniture Showroom, Rucker Fuller; Ergonomically Designed Products; Andrew Belschner and Joseph Vincent; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.88-89; Dec 93; INT
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)
San Francisco: Garden Park, Hunter's Point; SLUG, by J. William Thompson; ph.: p.60-62, Jan 93, LA
San Francisco: Good Earth Restaurant and Bakery, Light Fixture Detail; Nonchi Wang; ph. det.; p.72(6)-72(8); Nov 93, ID
San Francisco: Homeless Shelter, The Gateway; Howard Johnson; ph. pl. p.90, Jan 93, A
San Francisco: Interiors, Designer's Office, Brian Kane; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-131, Apr 93, ID
San Francisco: Interiors, Designer's Offices, Aston Pereira; ph. pl. p.164-167, Mar 93, ID
San Francisco: Interiors, Designer's Offices, Richard Pollack; ph. pl. p.134-137, July 93, ID
San Francisco: Interiors, Law Offices; Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; ph. p.182-187, Mar 93, ID
San Francisco: Interiors, Law Offices; Pfister Partnership; ph. p.96-101, Feb 93, ID
San Francisco: New Proposed Residential Zoning; ph. ill. elev.; p.25, July 93, A
San Francisco: Office Building, Interiors; Furniture Dealership Offices, Suzanne Greischel; ph. axon. det.; p.97, July 93, PA
San Francisco: Office Building; Interiors, Software Headquarters, Advent, MacCracken Architects; ph. pl. det. ill.; p.52-57, Oct 93, A
San Francisco: Pier into Bay for Pedestrian Enjoyment; Pier 7; ASLA Award, ROMA Design Group; ph. p.54; Nov 93, LA
San Francisco: Residence, Interiors, Thomas Bartlett; ph. pl. p.106-111, Jan 93, ID
San Francisco: Restaurant, Cypress Club; INTERIORS Annual Award; Jordan Mozer by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. p.106-107, Jan 93, INT
San Francisco: Sculpture Studio, California College of Arts and Crafts; Jim Jennings; ph. pl. det.; p.86-87; Aug 93, PA
San Francisco: Single Room Occupancy Hotel, Cannon Kip, Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; elev. pl.; p.91; Jan 93, A
San Francisco: Stairway with Skylight; BUILDER'S Award; Swatt Architects; ph. p.188-189, Oct 93, B
San Francisco: Sutro Baths Historic District Proposal; ASLA Award; EDAW; ph. pl. ill.; p.51, Nov 93, LA
San Francisco: Townhouse, 271 Shiplay Street; David Steffern; ph. pl. p.74-75; Jan 93, A
San Francisco: Townhouse, Otsego Gardens, MacDonald Architects; ph. axon. pl.; p.72-73; Jan 93, A
San Francisco: Townhouse; Summer Street Rowhouses, MacDonald Architects; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-71; Jan 93, A
San Francisco: Wine Store; Leavitt & Weaver; ph. pl.; p.216-217, Sept 93, ID
San Jose; 625-Seat Repertory Theater; Holt, Hinsliew & Jones; pl. ill. sec.; p.25, June 93, PA
San Jose; Guadalupe River Park; Critique; Hargreaves Associates; by Eve M. Kahn; ph. ill.; p.38-39; May 93, LA
San Jose; Plaza Park, ASLA Award; Hargreaves Associates; ph. p.58, Nov 93, LA
San Leandro; Municipal Facilities and Civic Center Renovation; Collaborative Design Architects; elev. pl.; p.10, Mar/Suppl 93, PA
San Marcos; Civic Center, LPA; m. pl. sec. pers.; p.14-15, Mar/Suppl 93, PA

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)
San Marcos; Residential Development; Residence, Glen Arbor, Bassenian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.60; Dec 93, B
San Mateo County; BART Station and Neighborhood Plan; Cathorpe Associates; pl.; p.38-39; Dec 93, PA
San Mateo County; Day Camp; Barrier Free Paths; Callander Associates; ph. pl.; p.57; June 93, LA
San Mateo; Retirement and Assisted Living Facility; Seccombe Design; ph. pl. p.96-99; Aug 93, ID
San Mateo; Senior Care Condominium Building, The Stratford; Becken, Amogni & Ross; Interior Design by Seccombe Design; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. p.56-63, Oct 93, INT
San Rafael; Clothing Store, CMO, Hans Kainz; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. p.62-63, Feb 93, INT
Santa Monica; Interiors, Sony Music West Coast Headquarters, Steven Ehrlich; ph. p.72(10); Nov 93, ID
Santa Monica; Townhouse Collection Small Shopping Center, Kanner Architects; ph. pl. p.92-93, Mar 93, AR
Santa Monica; Residence; Daly & Genik; ph. pl. axon. ill. pers.; p.96-69, Nov 93, PA
Santa Monica; Third Street Promenade; ASLA Award, ROMA Design Group; ph. p.57, Nov 93, LA
Santa Monica; Townhouse; Kippen Condominiums, William Adams; ph. pl. axon.; p.66-69, Jan 93, A
Santa Monica; Transit Station, Vermont/Santa Monica; Koning & Elzenberg; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.93-94; Aug 93, A
Santa Rosa; Visitor's Center, Spring Lake Park; Solar Heating; Obie G. Bowman; ph. sec.; p.82-85, June 93, A
Sea Ranch; Residence; Houses and Condominiums; Review, ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.84-99, Feb 93, PA
Sea Ranch; Residence; Charles W. Moore and Urban Innovations Group; ph. sec.; p.98-99; Feb 93, PA
Sea Ranch; Sea Shore Planned Community, Twenty-Five Year Award; Review, Statements by Planner and Architects, Lawrence Halprin and Moore, Lyndon, Turnbull & Whitaker; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.84-99; Feb 93, PA
Sea Ranch; Several Houses, William Turnbull; ph. pl. p.96-97, Feb 93, PA
Sea Ranch; Two Houses and Studios; Architect's Statement, Lyndon & Buchanan; by Donlyn Lyndon, ph. pl. p.94-95, Feb 93, PA
Sea Ranch; Village Center, Moore, Lyndon & Halprin; pl. ill.; p.93, 99, Feb 93, PA
Simi Valley; School, Elementary; Blurock Partnership; ph. pl. m.; p.82, July 93, PA
Soquel; Residential Development; The Farm, BUILDER'S Award; Alexander Seidel; ph. pl.; p.160; Oct 93, B
Southern; Architecture as Expressive of Cultural Values; Examples, Various Types of Buildings; by John Chase, ph. biblio.; p.75-87, Nov 93, JAE
Spring Lake Park; Park Visitors' Center, Energy Feature; Obie G. Bowman; ph. pl. p.110, Mar 93, PA
Stinson Beach; Residence, O'Bren & Wagstaff; ph. pl. p.130-131, June 93, B
Stockton; Correctional Facility, Justice Center; Dworsky Associates; ph. pl. ill.; p.109; Feb 93, A
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Stockton; County Human Services Building; Albert C. Martin; pl. sec. axon.; p.44; Mar Suppl 93; PA
Tarzana; Residence; Daly & Genick; ph. pl. axon. ill. pers.; p.66-69; Nov 93; PA
Torrance; Epson Offices, Lighting; Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Patrick B. Quigley; ph.; p.34-37; Feb Suppl 93; AR
Tustin Ranch; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Cantada, Bassensen & Lagoni; ph.; pl.p.112-113; Sept 93; B
Tustin; Residential Development; Pressio; BUILDER'S Award; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph.; pl.p.154-159; Oct 93; B
Tustin; Residential Development; Residence; Tustin Ranch, Bassensen & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.59. Dec 93; T
Upland; Police Station; Wolf, Lang & Christopher; ph. pl. sec.; p.27; Mar Suppl 93; PA
Van Nuys; Department of Water and Power Headquarters; Ellerbe & Becket; ph.; p.68-75; Feb 93; A
Victorville; Residence; Brentwood, Bassensen & Lagoni; ph.; pl. p.98-99; Dec 93; B
West Hollywood; Office Building; Low Rise; Talent Agency and Model Agency; Hodgetts & Fung; ph. pl. axon. p.92-85; Oct 93; AR

CANADA

British Columbia, Nanaimo; Residence; Jury Comments; PA Award; Patkau Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.50-53; Jan 93; PA
British Columbia, Vancouver; Hospital; Residential Treatment; Central City Lodge, Neale, Staniszkis, Doll & Adams; m. pl. p.29; Aug Suppl 93; B
British Columbia, Vancouver; Pacific Place, Urban Waterfront Development; Hubert Group, Downs & Archambault and Davidson & Yuen; Landscape Design by Don Vaughan, by Sara Hare; m. ill.; p.52-53; Feb 93; LA
British Columbia, Victoria; Residence; Narrowest House, Jordan Mills; ph. p.88; Dec 93; B
British Columbia, Victoria; School, Elementary; Hughes & Baldwin; ph. p.108-109; Aug 93; AR
British Columbia, West Vancouver; Elderly Housing; Hollyburn House, Neale, Staniszkis, Doll & Adams; ph. pl.; p.25; Aug Suppl 93; PA
Manitoba, Winnipeg; Custom Home Builders, Rob and Sheldon Swan; Their Work, by Kenneth D. Emmond; ph. p.24-29; Mar/Apr 93; CB
New Brunswick, Bouctouche; Bridge on Wood Piles from Island to Mainland; Eide Albert; ph.; p.39-40; Jan 93; AR
Ontario, Fort Erie; Hospital, Gilmore Lodge Home for the Aged; Chapman & Murray; elev. pl.; p.40-41; Aug Suppl 93; PA
Ontario, Kitchener; City Hall; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; pl. sec. axon.; p.38-39; Mar Suppl 93; PA
Ontario, Mississauga; Park, Wetlands Project TREATs Stormwater, Hough, Stansbury & Woodland; sec.; p.24, 26; May 93; LA
Ontario, Peterborough; Environmental Sciences Center, Trent University; Richard Henriquez and Nemeth Associates; ph. pl. elev.; p.74-77; July 93; AR

CANADA (Cont'd)

Ontario, Shelbourne; Ecology Center, Boyne River; Douglas B. Pollard; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-57; June 93; A
Ontario, St. Thomas; Hospital; Residential Treatment; Addition, St. Thomas-Elgin Hospital; NORM Partnership; ph. pl.; p.47; Aug Suppl 93; PA
Ontario, Toronto; Art Gallery of Ontario; Renovation and Expansion; Barton Myers and Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.58-69; Nov 93; A
Ontario, Toronto; Cumberland Park; Schwartz, Smith & Meyer and Oleson Worland and Chip Sullivan; by Mac Criswold; ph. pl. ill.; sec. p.66-68; 136; Apr 93; LA
Ontario, Toronto; Energy Sustainable Houses in Alley Competition; Martin Lieheheber; pl. axon. ill.; p.71-73; Mar 93; PA
Ontario, Toronto; Galleria and Heritage Square; Glass-Covered Atium, Steel Frame, Santiago Calatrava and Bregman & Hamann; ph. pl. elev. iso.; p.84-91; Feb 93; AR
Ontario, Toronto; Guidelines for the Reurbanisation of Toronto; Jury Comments; PA Award; Berridge, Lewinberg & Greenberg; pl. sec. dia.; p.90-91; Jan 93; PA
Ontario, Toronto; Interiors, Advertising Agency Offices; Rice & Byrd: ph.; p.120-121; Nov 93; ID
Ontario, Toronto; Theater, Princess of Wales Theatre; Interiors; Left & Smith; Interior Design by Yabu & Pushelberg; ph.; pl. p.96-101; Sept 93; AR
Ontario, Windsor; Hospital; Residential Treatment; Windsor Western Hospital; Cannon and Crang & Boake; pers. pl.; p.49; Aug Suppl 93; PA
Quebec, Baie-St.-Paul; Exposition Hall, Pierre Thibault; ph. pl. sec.; p.99; July 93; PA
Quebec, Brossard; City Hall, Leclerc, Tetreault, Parent & Languedoc; pl. ill.; p.46-47; Mar Suppl 93; PA
Quebec, Montreal; Chapel, Catholic; Lemay Associates; ph. pl.; p.102; Feb 93; PA
Quebec, Montreal; Hospital, Psychiatric; Pavillon Solange-Cloutier, Tetreault, Parent & Languedoc; elev. pl.; p.34; Aug Suppl 93; PA
Quebec, Montreal; Kitchen; Christopher Wright; ph. pl.; p.S22-S23; Apr 93; ID
Quebec, Montreal; Museum of Archaeology and Gift Shop, Renovated Customs House, Le Moyne, Lapointe & Magne; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77; Nov 93; A
Quebec, Montreal; Office Building, High Rise, Marathon/IBM Building; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and LaRose & Petrucci; ph. pl.; p.74-79; May 93; AR
Quebec, Montreal; Public Exhibition Hall, Banquet Hall, Renovated Bonsecours Public Market Building, Le Moyne, Lapointe & Magne; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Nov 93; A
Quebec, Montreal; Roots of Planning the City, Book; by Mac Criswold; ph. pl.; p.41; Feb 93; AR

CARPET

CARPET Recycling; ph. ill.; p.97; June 93; INT
CAYMAN ISLANDS
Grand Cayman Island; Hospital; Ellerbe & Beckett; pl. m.; p.34; Mar 93; A

CEILING
Building Wood Suspended Ceilings; by Arthur Johnson; ph. det.; p.164; Sept 93; B

Cemetery
Catholic Cemetery; Spain, Madrid, Near; Peter Walker and William Johnson; ph. m. sec.; p.44-45; Dec 93; LA
Family Mausoleum; Italy, Viterbo; Anders Wilhelmson and Ingrid Reppen; ph. sec.; p.108; Apr 93; PA
Mount Auburn Cemetery, 1831, Master Plan; Massachusetts, Cambridge; ASLA Award; Halvorson Company; ph. ill.; p.62; Nov 93; LA
New Cemetery at McMillan Filtration Plant; District of Columbia, Washington; Peter J. Noonan; ph. sec. elev.; p.53; Dec 93; LA

CERAMIC TILE
Causes and Prevention of Inconsistent Grout Color; by Gerald Zakim; table; p.92-93; Sept 93; PA
Ceramic Tile Flooring Specifications; by Maryrose McGowan; p.24-25; Mar 93; AR
Classic Ceramic Tile Patterns; by Mark Lowry; ph.; p.42-43; July/Aug 93; CB
Interior Tile Grout Discoloration; ph.; p.37; June 93; PA

CHILD CARE CENTER
California, San Diego; Early Childhood Education Center, University of California; Charles & Elizabeth Lee; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-61; Dec 93; PA
Child Care Centers; Theory, Research and Design Applications; by Gary T. Moore; dia.; p.83; Aug 93; PA
Day Care Center, Army Terminal; New York, New York; Brooklyn; Architrope; ph. pl.; p.62; Dec 93; PA
Day Care and Boarding Facility; Backyard Gardens; New York, New York; Arca Terra; by Eve M. Kahn; ph. pl.; p.53-55; Jan 93, LA
District of Columbia, Washington; Residence for HIV Positive Children; Wnuk & Spurlock; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Apr 93; A
Family Development Center; Illinois, East St. Louis; Boyer & Hoppe; ph. pl.; p.63; Dec 93; PA
Germany, Frankfurt; Teaches About the Environment; William McDonough; axon.; p.66-67; Mar 93; INT
Germany, Frankfurt; A. J. Keller; ph. pl.; p.57; Dec 93; PA
Germany, Frankfurt; Bolles & Wilson; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Dec 93; PA
Germany, Frankfurt; C. H. Mackler; ph. pl. axon.; p.56; Dec 93; PA
Germany, Frankfurt; Toyo Ito; ph. pl.; p.58; Dec 93; PA

CHILD CARE CENTER (Cont’d)
Germany, Frankfurt; Uwe Laske; ph. pl. axon.; p.59; Dec 93; PA
Intergenerational Care Center; Illinois, Libertyville; Peterson Architects and O'Donnell, Wicklund & Pigozzi; ph. pl.; p.S14; Feb/Sep Suppl 93, ID
Massachusetts, Mattapan; For Children with AIDS; Buck, Smith & McAvoy; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Apr 93; A
New York, Long Island, Sea Cliff; Remodeled; Wayne Ehrmann; ph.; p.84-85; Oct 93; INT
New York, New York, Bronx; For Retarded and HIV Positive Children, Caples & Jefferson; ph.; p.90; Apr 93; A
Texas, Dallas; For HIV Positive Children, Chris A. Rador; ph.; p.89; Apr 93; A
Warner Brothers Children's Center; California, Burbank; Rios Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-75; Apr 93; A

CHINA
Shanghai; Interiors; Trading Company's Offices; John Portman; Interior Design by Centre Studio; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-89; Dec 93; ID

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Antarctic Coast Station, McMurdo; Antarctica; Design Study, Circulation System; ph. pl.; p.105-107; Aug 93; A
California, Alameda; Military Base Conversions; Building Types Study; Case Study: Alameda Naval Air Station; ph. pl. ill.; dia.; p.96-107; Oct 93; AR
California, Los Angeles; Rebuilding South Central Los Angeles After Riots, by J. William Thompson; ph. axon.; p.42-49; Jan 93, LA
City Edge Easements for Ecological and Recreation; Arizona, Phoenix; Desert Swath; Craig Verzone; ph. ill.; p.55; Dec 93; LA
Civic Unrest and Riots; by Richard Ingersoll; ph.; p.128; Jan 93; LA
Competition for City Center Development; Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City, Winner; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; pl.; p.28-29; Dec 93; A
Computer Based Planning Effort; Ecuador, Cuenca; Washington State University Students and University of Azuay Students; ph. ill.; p.28; Feb 93, LA
Confusion of Planning Without The Wall; Germany, Berlin; by Mary Pepchinski; maps; p.78-85; Nov 93; PA
Developing a Plan for Future Growth; Washington, Shelton; Bioregional Plan, Environmental Goals; Daviady Kasperzyk and Ronald Thomas and Christopher Peregrine; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-101; June 93, A
Ecotourism Master Plan for 800 Acre Ranch; Costa Rica, Dominical; Hacienda Baru, ph.; p.32; Mar 93; LA
Florida, Riviera Beach; City Master Plan; Jury Comments; PA Award; Mark M. Schimenti and Dover, Correa, Kohl, Cockshutt & Valer; ph. ill.; p.84-85; Jan 93; PA
France, Chaux; Anamorphic Phallus Within Ledoux's Dismembered Plan of Chaux; Views of Women's Place in Society; Phalluses; Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; by Paulette Singley; elev. pl. ill. biblio.; p.175-188; Feb 93, JAE
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(Cont’d)

Indian Village, Self-Sufficient: South Dakota, Pine City and Regional Planning.

Neighborhood Upgrading Program: Jordan, Amman; Aga Khan Award, Amman Urban Development Department; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 93; PA

Neotraditional Residential Community Plan: Maryland, Gaithersburg, Kentlands; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, by James Howard Kunstler; ph.; p.38-39; Dec 93; LA

Proposal for Integrating Remodeled Air Base; Puerto Rico, Morovis; City Master Plan; Jury Comments.

Puerto Rico, Morovis; City Master Plan; Jury Comments, PA Award.

Reining in Roadside City Sprawl; Reinventing City Growth, by Herbert McLaughlin; ill.; p.43, 45, 47; Nov 93; A

Roots of Planning the City; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Book and Exhibit, by Phyllis Lambert; pl.; p.41; Feb 93; AR

Sea Shore Planned Community, Twenty-Five Year Award; Review, California, Sea Ranch; Statements by Planner and Architects, Lawrence Halprin and Moore, Lyndon, Turnbull & Whitaker; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.84-99; Feb 93; PA

Suitable Development; by Jonathan Barnett, ph. maps; p.32-35; June 93; AR

The Future Design of Suburbs, New Concepts; pl. ill.; p.35-41; Dec 93; PA

Village Center; California, Sea Ranch, Moore, Lyndon & Halprin; pl. ill.; p.93, 99; Feb 93; PA

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY, URBAN DESIGN, ZONING also

CIVIC CENTER

California, Beverly Hills; Contrasted with Pasadena; Charles W. Moore and Urban Innovations Group; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Apr 93; PA

California, Pasadena; Contrasted with Beverly Hills; Lyndon & Buchanan; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl. axon. m. ill.; p.98-99, 102-103; Apr 93; PA

California, San Leandro; Municipal Facilities and Civic Center Renovation; Collaborative Design Architects; elev. pl.; p.10; Mar/Supp 93; PA

California, San Marcos; Civic Center, LPA; m. pl. sec. pers.; p.14-15; Mar/Supp 93; PA

CIVIC CENTER (Cont’d)

North Carolina, Charlotte; Government Center, Offices and Meeting Center; J. N. Pease; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Mar/Supp 93; PA

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN also

CLINIC

Bolivia, La Paz; District Centers, Medical Clinics and Public Park; Miguel Angel Roca; ph. axon. ill.; p.92-97; Apr 93; PA

Dental Clinic; California, Los Angeles; ONSITE; ph. pl.; p.62; July 93; INT

Fire Department Counseling Offices; New York, New York; David Prendergast; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Aug 93; ID

Group Health Cooperative; Washington, Seattle; Group Health Cooperative Design Staff; ph. pl.; p.65; Dec 93; INT

Health Center; Massachusetts, Quincy; Harvard Community Health Plan; ph. pl.; p.67; Dec 93; INT

Health-Care Facilities; Building Types Study; ph. pl.; p.98-105; Feb 93; AR

Infant's and Children's Social and Medical Support Center; Arizona, Tucson; Casa de Los Ninos; Interiors; ASID Committee; ph. pl.; p.152-153; May 93; INT

Medical Center, Henry Ford Health System; Michigan, Grand Rapids; TMP, ph. pl.; p.66; Dec 93; INT

Medical Clinic; Louisiana, Metairie; Ochsner Clinic; Kessels, Diboll & Kessels; Interior Design by NB Interiors; ph. pl.; p.69; Dec 93; INT

Medical Clinic; VA Outpatient; California, Los Angeles; Bobrow & Thomas; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Feb 93; AR

Medical and Dental Center, Group Health Incorporated; Minnesota, Inner Grove Heights; B/WBR; ph. pl.; p.68; Dec 93; INT

Minnesota, Mille Lacs Reservation; Upper and Lower Schools and Health Center; Cunningham, Hamilton & Quiter; ph. elev.; p.93, 98-99; Dec 93; A

New York, New York, Bronx; Outpatient Clinic for Children with AIDS; Jury Comments; PA Award; Perkins & Will, Swanke, Hayden & Connell and Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; pl. m. ill.; p.54-55; Jan 93; PA

See HOSPITAL also

CLUB

California, Redwood City; Health and Country Club, Pacific Club; Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Oct 93; ID

France, Marne La Vallee; Golf Club, Euro Disney; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Sept 93; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Standard Club, Renovation, Interiors; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl. elev.; p.130-135; Feb 93; ID

See NIGHT CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

COATINGS

See PAINT
COLOR
Color Selection by Manufacturers and Interior Designers; p. 52; Dec 93, B
Contrasting Colors for People with Low Vision; by Aries Ariditi; ph.; p. 42; Sept 93, INT

COLORADO
Aspen; Concert Hall; Harry Teague; ph. pl., p. 62-69; Dec 93, A
Aspen; Residence; Remodeled; Includes Studio; BUILDER’S Award; Alexander Seidel; ph. pl.; p. 180-181; Oct 93, B
Aspen; Rocky Mountain Institute’s Model of Energy and Resource Efficiency; ph. pl.; p. 76-77; Mar 93, PA
Boulder; Discussion on Easing or Erasing Mountain Mining Scar; LA Forum; Various Criteria of the Solution; by Michael Leccece; ph.; p. 90-95; Oct 93, LA
Boulder; Industrial Building; Simulated Stone; Davis Partnership; ph. iso.; p. 110; July 93, A
Boycotting Coloring; Anti-Homosexual Amendment 2; p. 82; Aug 93, PA
Cedaredge; Chapel; Midyette, Seieroe & Hariri; ph.; p. 95; Sept 93, PA
Denver; Air Terminal; Denver International Airport; C. W. Fenness and J. H. Bradburn; ph. pl. ill.; sec.; p. 106-107; June 93, AR
Denver; Art of Architecture Exhibit; Anthony Pelliccia; ph.; p. 24; Mar 93, A
Denver; City Public Projects; Viaducts, Bridges, Parks, Wenk Associates and BRW and Zimmer; Gunsul & Frasca; by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; p. 62-65; June 93; LA
Denver; Residential Development; High Density, City Public Projects; Viaducts, Bridges, Parks, Wenk Associates and BRW and Zimmer; Gunsul & Frasca; by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; p. 62-65; June 93, LA
Englewood; Office Building; Simulated Stone; Pouw Associates; ph. elev. det.; p. 111; July 93, A
Fort Collins; School; High; Perkins & Will; m. pl.; p. 27; Nov 93, PA
Golden; County Human Services Building; C. W. Fenness and J. H. Bradburn; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Mar/Suppl 93, PA
Grand Junction; Justice Center; Henningson, Durham & Richardson; ph. pl.; p. 19; Mar/Suppl 93, PA
Southwestern; Residence; Charles Cunniff; ph. pl.; p. 128-129; June 93, B

COMMUNITY CENTER (Cont’d)
Massachusetts, Hanson; Library and Senior Center; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl.; p. 78-83; Feb 93; AR
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Division of Indian Work Headquarters; Center for Emergency Provisions for Indian Arrivals; Amerindian Architecture; ph. pl.; ill.; p. 93; 96-97; Dec 93, A
New York, New York; Hamilton Fish Park; John Ciardullo; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; Jan 93; AR
Texas, Dallas; Community Market and Public Plaza; Peak and Bryan; Sullivan, Key & Merrifl; Landscape Design by Stanley & Santano; by David Dillon; ph.; p. 63-65; Jan 93, LA
See CULTURAL CENTER, GOVERNMENT BUILDING also

COMMUNITY CENTER
California, Los Angeles; Apartment Building; Korean Housing and Community Center; Hak Sik Son; m. axon.; p. 35; Jan 93, A
California, Los Angeles; School; Elementary; Preschool Community Center; Elderly Housing in Watts; Marmol, Radziner & Welsh; ph. pl. m. ill.; p. 120-121; July 93, PA
California, San Francisco; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Low Income Apartments and Resource Center; Mark Horton; ph. pl. m. axon.; p. 89; July 93, PA
Center for Self Enhancement; Oregon, Portland; Yost, Grube & Hall; m. pl.; p. 29; Oct 93, PA
Community Center; Missouri, Liberty; Hastings & Chivet; ph. pl.; p. 31; Mar/Suppl 93, PA

COMPUTER
A/E/C Trade Show; ph.; p. 36, 38; Sept 93, INT
AIA Online Service; p. 26, 30; June 93, INT
AIA’s Online Computer Bulletin Board; ill.; p. 83; Jan 93, A
Adding Data to CAD; Anaheim AutoCAD Data Extension; MiniCAD+ 4; Automated Catalogs and Specifying Aids; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 32-33, 122; Oct 93, AR
AutoCAD 4.1 for Windows; AutoVision: 3D Studio Release 3; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 24-25, Dec 93, AR
Architect’s use of CAD for Design; James Stewart Pothsok; by John Hughes; ill.; p. 34-35, Feb 93; AR
AutoCAD for Windows Release 12; Tempra Pro 3.0; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 40-41; Apr 93, AR
AutoCAD-101 for Designers; by Beverly & James Kirpatrick; pl.; p. 26; Nov 93, INT
Autodesk 3D Concepts; QuickBooks; Alias Upfront 1.1; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p. 28-29; Mar 93, AR
CAD 3D Technology and Urban Design; by Kristof Jacunski; ill.; p. 40-41; Aug 93, PA
CAD 3D To Enhance Construction Documents; by Joseph Vance; ph. ill. elev. det.; p. 44-45; Feb 93, PA
CAD Performance; The Issue of Speed; by Curtis J. S. Olson; ill.; tables; p. 45-46; May 93, PA
CAD Product Fair; pl. ill.; p. 50; May 93, INT
CAD; Critique of Effectiveness; by James R. Franklin and Reid M. Neubert; p. 59-61; Apr 93, PA
Color Printers; Technology, Cost, Compatibility; ph. ill.; p. 143-145; May 93, A
Communicating with Clients Electronically; Computer Aided Facility Management; by Eric Teicholz; ill.; p. 37-38; May 93, PA
Computer Advances for Architect’s Use; Virtual Reality and Other Future Developments; by William J. Mitchell; ill.; p. 39-43; Dec 93, A
Computer Presentation Drawings and the Practice of Architecture; by Douglas MacLeod; ill.; p. 66-77; Oct 93, PA
Computer Simulation of Historic Sites; by Eric and Meneash Triantafillou; ph. ill.; p. 82-83; June 93; LA
Computer Software for Energy Analysis of Buildings; in Design Phase; Jury Comments; PA; Award; Department of Architecture, Texas A&M University; ill.; p. 92; Jan 93, PA
COMPUTER (Cont'd)

Computer-Aided Gothic Detail Replication; by Richard Buday; ill., p.80-82; Oct 93; PA

Computers used in De- 

Computer-Aided Gothic Detail Replication; by Richard Buday; ill., p.80-82; Oct 93; PA

Computer as Presentation Tools; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.38-39; Apr 93; AR

Custom Interior Modeling Software; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, ill.; p.76-77; Jan 93; INT

DGNLink Aids CAD File Translation; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.84-86; Aug 93; PA

Desktop Tools for Architects; ill. chart; p.115-117; Oct 93; A

Developments in CD-ROM For Architects' Use; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.61; Mar 93; PA

Energy Design Software; ill.; p.125-127; June 93; A

Estimating Software; ph.; p.110; Nov 93; B

Exchanging CAD Files Between Firms and Clients; Pitfalls; by Teresa Pineda Davidson; p.37; Jan 93; PA

Field Use of Computers for Site Analysis; Review of Hardware and Software; ph. biblio.; p.111-113; Dec 93; A

Firm Automates Without CAD Operators; ADD; by John Hughes; ill. ph.; p.46-47; Sept 93; AR

Flexible Workstations; Various Systems; ill. ph.; p.109-113; Aug 93; A

Generic 3-D for DOS; CalComp Design-Mate Plotter; Primavera Project Planner 5.1; GTXRaster; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.38-39; July 93; AR

Generic CADD 2.0; SLICK! 386; ArchiCAD; by Steven S. Ross; ph.; p.42-43; Jan 93; AR

High Performance Glass Coatings; Glass Selection Software; Product News; ph. det.; ill.; p.26-31; June 93; AR

Inexpensive Windows CAD: MacDraft; AutoSketch; TurboCAD Professional; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.48-49; 120-121, 131; Sept 93; AR

Integrated Software; Flow of Information Through Design, Financing and Construction; dia. ill.; p.97-99; Apr 93; A

Integrating New Computer Technology Into Architectural Practice; by Erin Rae Hoffer; ph. ill.; p.34-35; May 93; PA

Interior Designing Software; ph.; p.22; June 93; INT

Israel, Jerusalem: Synagogue; Neighborhood: Unbuilt Project, 1973; Constructed in Computer Graphics; Hurva Synagogue; Louis I. Kahn; by Kent Larson; ill. pl. sec.; p.80-87; Sept 93; PA

Lighting Software; ill.; p.20; Mar 93; INT

Multimedia Use, Two Case Studies; by Eric Teicholz and Larry Yu; ill.; p.89-92; Oct 93; PA

Paperless Practices; Survey of Six Firms' Use of Computers; ill. ph.; p.89-95; Oct 93; A

Reader Survey on Computer Use; ill. graphs; p.72-74; June 93; AR

Residential Design Software, Generic CADD; ill.; p.52; Oct 93; INT

COMPUTER (Cont'd)

Residential Framing Design by Computer; by Paul Bianchina; ph.; p.91-94; Nov/Dec 93; CB

Site Design Software; ph. ill.; p.107-109; Jan 93; A

Software Analyzes Windows' Thermal Performance; dia.; p.96; June 93; INT

Software Assisted Code Compliance; ill. pl.; p.111-113; Feb 93; A

Software for Builders Review; ph.; ill.; p.235, 236, 238; Feb 93; B

Software for Rendering; ill.; p.119-123; July 93; A

Software to Redline Drawings; DecisionBase; ill.; p.26; July 93; INT

Software: CAD Drawings Link to Cost Estimates; ph.; p.22; Apr 93; INT

Space Planning Software, 3D-FM; ill.; p.26; Aug 93; INT

Space Planning Software; ill.; p.22; Mar 93; INT

Student Computer Graphics Work; ph. ill.; p.147-149; Sept 93; A

Study of Firm's Expansion, Use of Computers; Lord, Aek & Sargent, by Andy Smith; ill. dia. axon.; p.78-80; June 93; AR

Switch to Computer Use; Nordtors & Thomsen; by Tom Bennett; ill. pl.; p.75-77; June 93; AR

Windows CAD: Cadavance 5.0 for Windows; Draftr Windows CAD 2.10; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.38-39; Feb 93; AR

Windows Software Dominates at A/E/C Systems; Products List; ill.; ph.; p.44-49; Aug 93; AR

Yardi Construction Accounting System; ill.; p.94; Aug 93; B

See OFFICE PRACTICE also

CONCRETE

Concrete to Simulate Stone; Example Projects; ph. axon. det. elev. sec.; p.107-113; July 93; A

Ferrocement and Shotcrete; New Applications; Examples; Sculptures; Retaining Walls; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph. sec.; p.64-67; Dec 93; LA

See STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE also

CONFERENCE CENTER

Furniture Factory Conference and Training Center; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. axon.; p.63; Aug 93; PA

See AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER also

CONNECTICUT

---; Residence; Allan Greenberg; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.70-77; Nov 93; PA
---; Residential Development; Residence; Austin Patterson; ph. pl.; p.84; Nov 93; B

Ashford/Eastford; Children's Camp; Hole-in-the-Wall Gang Camp; AIA Honor Award; Hammond, Booey & Babka; ph. p.106; May 93; A

Beachwoods; Residence; Allan Greenberg; ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p.70-77; Nov 93; PA

Bridgeport; Comparison of Two Older Government Funded Housing Projects; One is Stable and Successful, the Other is Dangerous to Visit; by Mark Alden Minor; ph.; p.50-53; Dec 93; PA

Darien; Temple; Roth & Moore; ill.; p.54; Mar/APR 93; PA

Farmington; School; Private; Gymnasium; Tai Soo Kim; ph. sec.; p.100; Feb 93; PA


**CONNECTICUT (Cont'd)**

- Greenwhich; Kitchen; Siskin & Valls; ph.; p.24; Nov 93, ID
- Greenwhich; Teenage Center; Shope, Reno & Wharton; ph.; p.92-95; Jan 93, AR
- Lyme; Stairway Details for a House; Scot P. Samuelson; ph.; p.110-111; Apr 93; AR
- Madison; Town Hall; Addition; Roth & Moore; pl. elev.; p.55-56; Mar/Suppl 93, PA
- Milford; Fire Station; Pelizza & Robinson; pl. pers.; p.20; Mar/Suppl 93, PA
- New Canaan; Residence; Addition; Hariri & Hariri; ph. axon.; p.76-83; Apr 93, AR
- New Canaan; Residence; Remodeled; BUILDER'S AWARD; ph.; p.24; Mar/Suppl 93, AR
- New Hartford; Residence; Kast; ph. pL; p.98-99; May 93, AR
- New Milford; Scholar's Library; Art History; Ernesto Buch; ph.; p.43; Dec 93, A
- Northern Ariz.; Earth Shelter House; Alfredo De Vido; ph.; p. del. ISO.; p.70-73; June 93, A
- Ridgefield; Pharmaceuticals Research Facility; Flad Associates; ph. sec.; p.114; Mar 93, A
- Southeastern; American Indian Museum, Theater; Mashantucket Pequot Indians; James Stewart Polshek; ill. pl. axon.; p.86, 88; Oct 93, INT
- Stamford; Residential Development; Townhouse; Waterside Green; Non-Profit Project; Zane Yost; ph.; p.136-137; Mar 93, B
- Waterbury; Hospital; Dialysis Unit, ICU Area, NICU Area; ADD; ph.; p.102-105; Aug 93, ID
- Windsor; Residential Development; Residence; Walden Woods; Toil Architecture; ph.; pl.; p.202-203; Feb 93, A

**CONSERVATION**

Costa Rica, Dominical; Ecotourism Master Plan for 800 Acre Ranch; Hacienda Baru; ph.; p.32; Mar 93, LA
- Soil Conservation, Policy and Planning; ASLA Award, Frederick R. Steiner, map; ph.; p.69; Nov 93, LA
- See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, ECOLOGY, ENERGY, SOLAR, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE also

**CONSERVATORY**

See BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION

**CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT**

See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT

**CONVENTION CENTER**

California, Los Angeles; Expansion; Pei, Cobb & Freed; sec.; ph.; p.24-25; Nov 93, A
- Japan, Nara; Competition Entry; Bahram Shirdel and Robert Livesey; m.; p.22; Feb 93; PA

**CONVENTION CENTER (Cont'd)**

- Japan, Nara; Competition Entry; Bojan Radonic and Goran Rako; m. sec.; p.23; Feb 93; PA
- Japan, Nara; Competition Entry; Christian De Portzamparc; m.; pl.; p.22-23; Feb 93, PA
- Japan, Nara; Competition Entry; Scott Marble and Karen Fairbanks; m.; pl.; p.23; Feb 93, PA
- Japan, Nara; Competition Entry; Tadao Ando; m.; sec.; p.23; Feb 93, PA
- Japan, Nara; Competition Winner; Arata Isozaki; m. sec.; p.22; Feb 93, PA
- Massachusetts, Boston; Hynes Center; AIA Honor Award; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph.; p.92; May 93, A
- Ohio, Columbus; Eisenman Architects and Richard Trott; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.82-85; June 93, INT
- Ohio, Columbus; Eisenman Architects and Richard Trott; ph. pl. elev.; p.43, 52-63; May 93, A
- See AUDITORIUM, CONFERENCE CENTER, HOTEL also

**CORRECTIONAL FACILITY**

Building Types Study; ph. pl. biblio.; p.94-103; May 93, AR
- Correctional Treatment Facility; District of Columbia, Washington; Silver & Ziskind; ph.; p.105; Feb 93, A
- County Correctional Center; Florida, Orlando; Strollo Architects; ph.; p.107; Feb 93, A
- County Detention Center; Florida, Tallahassee; Hansen, Lind & Meyer; m. pl.; p.108; Feb 93, A
- County House of Correction; Massachusetts, Boston; Stubbins Associates; ph.; p.95-97; May 93, AR
- County Intake and Detention Facility; North Carolina, Charlotte; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Little Associates; axon. pl.; p.106; Feb 93, A
- Eastern State Penitentiary; 1829; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Buildign Assessment; Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; Original Design by John Haviland; ph.; p.106-107; Jan 93, AR
- Justice Center; California, Stockton; Dworsky Associates; ph. pl. iii.; p.109; Feb 93, A
- Justice Center; Colorado, Grand Junction; Henningson, Durham & Richardson; ph.; p.19; Mar/Suppl 93, PA
- Juvenile Hall and Family Law Center; California, Orange; Dan L. Rowland and EKONA; ph.; pl.; p.100-103; May 93, AR
- North Carolina, Charlotte; Arrestee Intake Center; J. N. Pease; ph.; p.18; Mar/Suppl 93, PA
- Opportunities in the Design of Correctional Facilities; Peter Morris Dixon; ph.; ill.; p.51-57; Feb 93, PA
- Reformatio4 Correctional Facilities; ph.; p.103-109; Feb 93, A
- Women's Correctional Institution; Delaware, New Castle; Tetra Tech Richardson and Grad Associates; ph.; p.98-99; May 93, AR

**COST ANALYSIS**

Added Cost to Houses Due To Impact Fees and Regulations; by Brad German; ph. tables, cost anal.; p.46-51; Aug 93, B
COST ANALYSIS (Cont'd)

Software: CAD Drawings Link to Cost Estimates; ph.; p.22, Apr 93; INT

COSTA RICA

—; Ecotourism; Protected Parkland; ph.; p.49, Oct 93, LA

Croatia

Croatian Architecture Under Siege of War; by Ivan Zaknic; ph. biblio; pl. map; p.115-124, Nov 92; JAE

CULTURAL CENTER

California, Alameda; Proposal for Environmentally Conscious Conversion; of Air Base; Public Market
Place and Various Cultural Centers; William P. Bruder; ph. pl. ill.; p.106-107; Oct 93; AR

France, Paris; Temporary American Center; Nastirn Seraili-Bozorgzad; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.108-109; June 93; PA

Israel, Eilat; Remodeled Factory Building; Graham Gund; ph. pl. axon.; p.86-89; July 93; AR

New York, New York; Austrian Cultural Institute; Raimund Abraham; ph. pl. ill.; p.25; Mar 93; PA

New York, New York; Mosque; Islamic Cultural Center; Enrico Norden; ph. pl. axon.; p.69-71; July 93; AR

Washington, Stevenson, Near; Interpretive Center; Columbia Gorge; Fletcher, Farr & Ayotte; ill. pl.; p.25; Apr 93; PA

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

CURTAIN WALL

See WALL

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Prague; Interiors; Offices; GRG Design Staff; ph.; p.76-79; Mar 93; INT

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington; Amazons Exhibit, National Zoo; Cooper & Lecky; Landscape Design by LDR; by Leonard Sherif; ph. pl. sec.; p.69-71; July 93; LA

Washington; Apartment Building; The Lansburgh; Remodeled; BUILDNER'S Award; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.183; Oct 93, B

Washington; Apartment Development; Paradise Manor; Site Redesign and Revitalizing; Sorg Associates; Landscape Design by Oehme & Van Sweden; by Bill Gifford; ph.; p.56-59; Jan 93; LA

Washington; Art Museum's Landscape Redesign; Hirshhorn Plaza; Critics; James Urban; by Benjamin Foerger; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.40-41; Nov 93; LA

Washington; Art Museum, Freer Gallery Reopens; Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott; Original Design by Charles Platt; ph. ill.; p.28-27; July 93; A

Washington; Correctional Design Facility; Silver & Ziskind; ph. sec.; p.105; Feb 93, A

Washington; Dulles Airport Expansion; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. ill.; sec.; p.40-41; Nov 93; A

Washington; Federal Judiciary Building; Edward Larrabee Barnes and John M. Y. Lee; ph.; p.38-47; Feb 93; A

Washington; Freer Gallery of Art; Lighting Plan; Cole & Denny and 6VH; Lighting Design by Freer Design Staff; ph. sec.; p.30-33; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

Washington; Furniture Showroom, United Chair; Tom Gass; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Jan 93, ID

Washington; Furniture and Textile Exhibit; Harmony by Design; Roger Whitehouse; ph.; p.40; Dec 93; INT

Washington; Holocaust Memorial Museum; Architect's and Other Statements: Critique, Bridge and Skylight Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. ill. elev. sec. det. axon.; p.59-74; Feb 93; PA

Washington; Holocaust Memorial Museum; Dedication; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph.; p.19-20; June 93; PA

Washington; Holocaust Memorial Museum; Skylight and Bridge Detail; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-67; July 93; AR

Washington; Holocaust Memorial Museum; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph.; p.53-65; July 93; A

Washington; Holocaust Memorial Museum; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph.; p.27; May 93; A

Washington; Interiors; Law Offices; Studios; ph.; p.162-165; June 93, ID

Washington; Kitchen and Bathroom; McInturff Architects; ph.; p.529; Apr 93; ID

Washington; Kitchen; Adamstein & Demetriou; ph.; p.162-165; June 93; ID

Washington; Lesson from the Peace Garden Competition; by Reed Dillingham; ill.; p.112; Aug 93; LA

Washington; McMillan Park, Revived Plans; Bill Young et al.; by Michael Lecceese; ph. pl.; p.52-58; Apr 93; LA

Washington; Metropolitan Community Church; Suzanne Reallig; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.78-93; Oct 93; AR

Washington; NASA Auditorium; Greenwell & Goetz; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Nov 93; ID

Washington; National Garden Next to U.S. Botanic Garden; Competition, Guideline Plan; EDAW; by Lee Fleming; sec. pl.; p.55-56; Aug 93; LA
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Cont’d)

Washington; National Monument Center; Critique of Monuments; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph. pl.; p.30-31; Feb 93; LA

Washington; National Postal Museum; Florance, Eichbaum, Escoc & King; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.88-95; Nov 93; A

Washington; New Cemetery at McMillan Filtration Plant; Peter J. Noonan; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.53; Dec 93; LA

Washington; Office Building; Simulated Stone; Hartman & Cox; ph. elev. det.; p.112-113; July 93; A

Washington; Pennsylvania Avenue; Critique of Area; Buildings. Parks, Piazzas; by Laune Olin; ph.; p.36-38; Jan 93, LA

Washington; Pershing Park; M. Paul Friedberg; by Leonard Sherp; ph.; p.52-54; Mar 93; LA

Washington; Remodeling of Union Station as Shopping Mall, 1907 Railroad Station; Harry Weese and Benjamin Thompson; Original Design by Daniel Burnham; by David Gruber; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.74-77; Aug 93; PA

Washington; Residence for HIV Positive Children; Wnuk & Spurlock; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Apr 93; A

Washington; Residence; Remodeled; BUILDER’S Award; McInturff Architects; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Oct 93; B

Washington; Restoration of the Octagon; Floors, Stairs, Brick, Roof; Meszk. Cohen & Waite; Original Design by William Thornton; ph. sec. elev.; p.107-113; Nov 93; A

Washington; Vietnam Memorial Competition Entry; Peter Lindsay Schaudt; ill. ph.; p.61; Aug 93, LA

EARTHQUAKE
See STRUCTURAL

ECOLOGY (Cont’d)

Ecology Center, Boyne River; Canada, Ontario, Shelbourne; Douglas B. Pollard; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-57; June 93, A

Ecology and Technology Colloquia; p.24; Mar 93; INT

Relationship Between House Building and Forests; Historic View of Building and Depletion of Country’s Forest; by William Gould Sturges; m. axon. pers. pl. biblio. chart; p.66-75; Nov 92, JAE

See CONSERVATION, ENVIRONMENTAL IM-PACT, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE also

ECOLOGY (Cont’d)

Ecology Center, Boyne River; Canada, Ontario, Shelbourne; Douglas B. Pollard; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-57; June 93, A

Ecology and Technology Colloquia; p.24; Mar 93; INT

Relationship Between House Building and Forests; Historic View of Building and Depletion of Country’s Forest; by William Gould Sturges; m. axon. pers. pl. biblio. chart; p.66-75; Nov 92, JAE

See CONSERVATION, ENVIRONMENTAL IM-PACT, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE also

ECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
See COST ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE

ECUADOR

Cuenca; Cultural Park for Children; Aga Khan Award; Abdelghafir, Ibrahim Abdelghafir; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 93; PA

EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL UNIVERSITY

EGYPT

Cairo; Cultural Park for Children; Aga Khan Award; Abdelghafir, Ibrahim Abdelghafir; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 93; PA

ELDERLY HOUSING

California, Colton; Colton Palms; AIA Honor Award; Valerio Associates; ph.; p.107; May 93; A

California, Cupertino; The Forum at Rancho San Antonio; Hardison, Komatsu, Ivey & Tucker; pl.; p.24; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

California, San Mateo; Retirement and Assisted Living Facility; Seccombe Design; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Aug 93; ID

California, San Mateo; Senior Care Condominium Building; The Stratford; Backen, Aragoni & Ross; Interior Design by Seccombe Design; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Oct 93; INT

Canada, British Columbia, West Vancouver; Hollyburn House; Neale, Staniszki, Doll & Adams; ph. pl.; p.25; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Canada, Ontario, Fort Erie; Hospital; Gilmore Lodge Home for the Aged; Chapman & Murray; elev. pl.; p.40-41; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Illinois, Lemont; Franciscan Village; O’Donnell, Wicklund; Pigzetti & Peterson; ph. pl.; p.26; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Maryland, Chesapeake County; Canal Town Village; John Lucas; pers. pl.; p.21-22; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Nevada, Laughlin; Society of Singers Desert Home; Bobrow & Thomas; pl. pers.; p.18; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Cathedral Village Apartments; Dagil & Saylor; ph. pl.; p.19; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

DOOR

Aluminum Entrance and Storefront Specifications; by Susan Greenwald; p.42-43; Sept 93; AR

New York, New York, Brooklyn; Interiors; Film Company’s Offices, Spike Lee; Plywood Door Details; Jack Travis; pl ill.; p.53; July 93; INT

Rating Fenestration for Energy Efficiency; by Ric Markway; ill.; p.79; Sept 93; PA

ECOLOGY

Biosphere to Become Environmental Awareness Center; Blouin, Faucher, Aubertin, Brodeur, Gauthier and DESNoyers & Mercure; Original Design by R. Buckminster Fuller; ph. sec.; p.27; Nov 93; PA

Building in Harmony with Nature; Hannover Principles; Architect’s Work; William McDonough; ph. pl.; p.51-57; Mar 93, INT

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
See COST ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE

EQUITABLE

Cuenca; Computer Based Planning Effort; Washington State University Students and University of Azuay Students; ph. ill.; p.28; Feb 93, LA

EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL UNIVERSITY

EGYPT
ELDERLY HOUSING (Cont’d)
Principles of Long-Term Care Facilities; Entire Issue; by Bradford Perkins; ph. pl. m. pers. elev. sec.; p.9-55; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
Senior Directed Housing; Survey of Projects; ph. ill.; p.9-16; Mar 93; B
Texas, Dallas; Presbyterian Village North, Hennington, Durham & Richardson; ph. pl.; p.20; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
Virginia, Charlottesville; University Retirement Community; Mitchell & Mathews; pers. pl.; p.23; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

ELECTRICAL
Closed Circuit Television Technology; For Integrated Electronic and Electronic System; ph.; p.89; May/June 93, CB
Effects of Electronics on Meeting Spaces; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p.106-107; Apr 93; PA
Electronic New Products; ph.; p.58-62; Nov 93, CB
Home Automation Is Not For Everyone; by Bill Cullip; ph.; p.104-105; Sept/Oct 93; CB
Home Information Services; Audio, Video, Security, Energy Monitor, Telephone; by P. S. Vishwanath; ph.; p.316; Sept/ Oct 93; CB
House Automation; Is It Selling?; by David A. Jones; ph.; p.162; June 93; B
Integrated Lighting; Electronic, Audio-Visual Residential System; Whole House Controls; ph.66-74; Mar/Apr 93; CB
Power Quality Affects Subtransformers; by James R. Benya; chart; p.16-17; Aug/Suppl 93; AR
See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, HEATING, LIGHTING, VENTILATION also

EMPLOYMENT
See OFFICE PRACTICE

ENERGY
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Energy Sustainable Houses in Alley Competition; Martin Liehebber; pl. axon. ill. sec.; p.71-73; Mar 93; PA
Centers for Studying Energy-Efficient Lighting; Utility Sponsored; by Harvey Bryan; ph.; p.35-37; July 93; PA
Colorado; Aspen; Rocky Mountain Institute’s Model of Energy and Resource Efficiency; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Mar 93; PA
Complying with Title 24, Energy Code; dia.; p.18; Feb 93; INT
Computer Software for Energy Analysis of Buildings; in Design Phase; Jury Comments. PA Award; Department of Architecture, Texas A&M University; ill.; p.92; Jan 93; PA
Development and Implementation of a Home Energy Rating System; by Rose Geier-Wilson; chart; p.85; Aug 93; PA
Energy Design Software; ill.; p.125-127; June 93; A
Higher Energy Standards in New York State; ph.; p.144; Dec 93; B
National Energy Policy Act; Effect on Lighting Industry; by Lindsay Audin; p.18; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

ENERGY (Cont’d)
Netherlands, Amsterdam; Netherlands International Bank Headquarters; Energy Savings; Alberts & Van Huut; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Mar 93; PA
New York, New York; Office Building; Middle Rise; National Resources Defense Council Headquarters; Survey of Energy Savings, Crompton Collaborative; by Michael J. Crobies; ph. pl. sec. graphs, table; p.84-89; Mar 93; PA
Rating Fenestration for Energy Efficiency; by Ric Markway; ill.; p.79; Sept 93; PA
Tools for Designing Climate-Responsive Buildings; by Murray Mine; ill.; p.84; Aug 93; PA
See ELECTRICAL, HEATING, SOLAR, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE also

ENGLAND
---; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; John Melvin; ph. pl.; p.94; Sept 93; PA
---; Office Building; Interiors; Design Studios, Remodeled from Stable; Pankaj Patel and Andrew Taylor; ph. pl. axon.; p.74; Oct 93; PA
---; Residence, ‘Yacht House’, Prototype Based on Nautical Technology, Brian Horoden; ph. pl.; p.105; May 93; PA
Ascot; Belvedere Village; Compound of Stables, Cottages and Estate Office, Demetri Porphyrios; ph. axon. m.; p.46-47; Dec 93; PA
Cranfield; Library, Cranfield Institute of Technology, Norman Foster; ph. pl.; p.106-110, 110-111; Sept 93; INT
Dorchester; New Town Plan, Leon Krier; ill.; p.36-37; Dec 93; PA
Duxford; American Air Museum, Norman Foster, m. pl.; p.26; Nov 93; PA
Duxford; U. S. Air Museum, Norman Foster, m. pl.; p.53; Sept 93; A
Leicester; School of Engineering and Manufacture, Leicester Polytechnic; Energy Conservation; Ventilated Without Mechanical Assistance; Short & Forth; sec. axon.; p.82-83; Mar 93; PA
London Suburb; Swimming Pool House; Tim Ronalds; ph. pl.; p.129; June 93; PA
London; Airport, Passenger Corridor Bridge, Heathrow, Corridor Detail; Nicholas Grimshaw; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.108-111; June 93, AR
London; Art Museum, Royal Academy of Arts Sackler Galleries; INTERIORS Annual Award, Norman Foster; by Karin Tetlow; ph. sec.; p.100-101; Jan 93; INT
London Suburb; Demountable Tent for Receptions and Other Events; Includes Drawings of Erection Sequence; Future Systems; ph. iso. ill.; p.110-111; June 93; PA
London; Hotel, Lanesborough; Remodeled Hospital, Fitzroy & Robinson, Interior Design by Ezra Attia; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Feb 93; ID
London; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, Harper & Mackay; ph. pl. axon.; p.72-73; Oct 93; PA
London; Interiors; Corporation Headquaters, British Petroleum, Hilmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Original Design by Sir Edward Lutyens; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Jan 93; INT
London; Kitchen and Master Bathroom, Eva Jiricna; ph.; p.58-59; Nov 93; ID
London; Kitchen, Johnny Grey; ph.; p.532-533; Apr 93; ID
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Building Material Life Cycle Diagram; by Croxton Collaborative; p. 74-75; Mar 93, PA

Building in Harmony with Nature; Hannover Principles; Architect's Work, William McDonough; ph. pl. ill.; p. 51-67; Mar 93, INT

California, Alameda: Military Base Conversions; Building Types Study; Case Study: Alameda Naval Air Station; ph. pl. ill.; p. 96-107; Oct 93, AR

Canada, Ontario, Mississauga: Park, Wetlands Project Treats Stormwater, Hough, Stansbury & Woodland; sec.; p. 24, 26; May 93; LA

Canada, Ontario, Toronto: Energy Sustainable Houses in Alley Competition, Martin Liefhebber; pl. axon. ill. sec.; p. 71-73; Mar 93, PA

Conference on Basics of Sustainable Design; ph.; p. 104-105; Oct 93, INT

Disney Restores Wetlands in Exchange for Other Wetlands; Florida, Walker Ranch; ph.; p. 24; Aug 93; LA

Envirosense Consortium; Services and Products to Improve Indoor Air Quality; p. 32, June 93, INT

Feature Articles on Architecture and the Environment; ph. pl. ill. axon. dia. sec.; p. 71; Mar 93, PA

Golf Course Design; LA Forum; Integration with Ground Water and Wildlife; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p. 60-64, Sept 93; LA

Indiana, Michigan City; Residential Development; Tryon Farms Includes Agriculture and Restored Wetlands; Chicago Associates; ill. pl.; p. 78-79; Mar 93, PA

New AIA President's Views on Environmental Issues; Susan Maxman; p. 107; Feb 93; PA

New York, New York; Interiors, National Audubon Society Headquarters; Energy Conservation; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl.; p. 70-77; July 93; INT

Product Certification Programs Arouse Skepticism; ill.; p. 90-91; Mar 93, PA

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT (Cont'd)

Recycled Building Materials and Hay Stacks as Building Blocks; ph.; p. 228; Oct 93; B

Suitable Development; by Jonathan Barnett; ph. maps; p. 32-35; June 93, AR

Sustainable Design; by Susan Maxman; p. 37, 39; Jan 93, A

The State of Sustainability; How Will the Environmental Consensus Change Your Practice?; ph. ill. axon. sec. dia.; p. 71-79, Mar 93, PA

Washington, Shelton; Developing a Plan for Future Growth; Bioregional Plan, Environmental Goals; Davidya Kasperzyk and Ronald Thomas and Christopher Peregrine; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-101; June 93; A

Wetlands Restrictions Dilemma; Restoring Wetland, Designing to Meet Criteria, ph. det. biblio.; p. 36-38, Jan 93; AR

EVALUATION

See Specific Building Type

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

Art of Architecture Exhibit; Colorado, Denver, Anthony Pellechia; ph.; p. 24; Mar 93; A

Beyond De Stijl; Exhibition of Architect's Work; Netherlands, Gerrit Thomas Rietveld; ph.; p. 42; Feb 93; AR

Building for Temporary Exhibitions; Netherlands, Rotterdam; KunstHal, Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Fummarino Hispano; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-73; Mar 93; AR

Ceramic Tile Exhibit; Florida, Miami, Aldo Rossi; pers. ph.; p. 212-215; Sept 93; ID

Design in Harmony to the Proportion of Golden Mean Exhibit; Illinois, Chicago; by Beverly Russell, ph.; p. 58-61; Aug 93; INT

Exhibit of Architect's Asian Buildings; Paul Rudolph; pers.; p. 22-23; Dec 93, A

Exhibit of Architect's Work; New York, New York; Renzo Piano; ph. m.; p. 22-23; Feb 93, A

Exhibit of Frank Lloyd Wright's Furniture; California, Los Angeles; original design; by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Jean Gorman; ph. det. biblio.; p. 64-65; Nov 93; INT

Exhibit, Shelter and Women; Michigan, Ann Arbor; INTERIORS Annual Award; Betsy Williams and Melissa Harris; by Kirsten Richards; ph. pl.; p. 117; Jan 93; INT

Exhibition of Architect's Work; Mark Mack; ph.; p. 26; Nov 93, A

Expo Site, Review of Gardens, Plazas, Fountains; Spain, Seville; by Gordon Taylor; ph. pl.; p. 32-33; Jan 93; LA

Exposition Hall; Canada, Quebec, Baie-St-Paul; Pierre Thibaut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 99; July 93, PA

Furniture and Textile Exhibit; District of Columbia, Washington, Harmony by Design; Roger Whitehouse; ph.; p. 40; Dec 93, INT

Germany, Bonn; Art and Exhibition Hall; Gustav Peichl; ph. pl. axon.; p. 116-119; Sept 93, A

Idaho, Lewiston; Cherry Lane Visitor's Center; Potlatch Corporation; Exhibit and Recreation Areas; GBD Architects; m. sec.; p. 33; Dec 93; A
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (Cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; Ceramic Tile Showroom and Exhibit; Two Installations; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl. axon.; p.116-121; Jan 93; ID

Lighting Design Exhibit; Richard Kelly; ph. ill.; p.11; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

Maryland, Baltimore; Center for Marine Biotechnology Landscape Competition; Winner and Other Entries; Zeidler & Roberts; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by Lee Fleming; ph. pl.; p.50-52; Aug 93; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Interim Bridges Prototype Project; Exhibition in Parking Lot; Kennedy & Violich; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.84-87; May 93; PA

Street Arts Fair; Minneapolis, Minneapolis; Mallie O'Connor; ph.; p.105; July 93; PA

Two Exhibit Installations Using Interior Spaces, Walls; California, Los Angeles; Innovative Hanging of Displays; Coop Himmelblau; ph.; p.24-25; Dec 93; A

World's Fair 1893; Montgomery Schuyler Critique; Illinois, Chicago; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p.36-38; June 93; AR

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY also

F

FABRIC

Contract Textile Supplier, Maharam; ph.; p.22-23; Jan 93; INT

Glossary of Fabric Terms; p.83-84; Sept 93; ID

Icon Program to Identify Textile Performance Characteristics; by Association for Contract Textiles; ill.; p.54-57; Aug 93; INT

Patchwork Quilts, Antique; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.68; Jan 93; ID

Selecting Erosion Control Fabrics; by John Mack Roberts and James L. Sipes; ph. table; p.72-74; Sept 93; LA

Solution-Dyed Nylon; ph.; p.22-23, 78; Feb 93; INT

Textile Fabrication; ph.; p.146-147; Nov 93; ID

FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Communicating with Clients Electronically; Computer Aided Facility Management; by Eric Teicholz; ill.; p.37-38; May 93; PA

Profile of Facility Management Profession; Opportunities for Architects; pl. ph. ill. tables; p.105-109; Oct 93; A

What the Owner Wants; Toward Unity; by Stephen Campbell; ph.; p.62; May 93; INT

FACTORY

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FILM STUDIO

Film Production Studio; California, Hollywood; Stairway Details; Pugh & Scarpa; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.86-87; Nov 93; PA

See OFFICE BUILDING, STUDIO also

FINANCIAL

Builders Turn to Public Market for Financing; Mortgage Backed Securities; ph.; p.201, 204, 206, 208; Oct 93; B

Tax-Free Charitable Remainder Trusts; ill.; p.166; May 93; B

FINLAND

—; Natural Light Through Skylights, Atriums; ph.; p.40-41; Feb 93; AR

Kuopio; Church; Church and Parish Center; Juha Leiviniska and Pekka Kivisalo; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-91; Nov 93; AR

Paimio; Early Care for Tuberculosis Patients; Paimio Sanitarium, 1929; Alvar Aalto; ph.; p.84-87; Aug 93; ID

FIRE PROTECTION

California, —; Debate Over Building in Possible Fire Areas; ph.; p.16; Dec 93; AR

FIRE STATION

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FIREPLACE

Fireplace Designs; ph.; p.142, 144; May 93; B

FLOOD

Midwest Floods, Effect on Construction; Reconstruction Efforts; ph.; p.17; Dec 93; AR

See HAZARDS also

FLOOR, FLOORING

Ceramic Tile Flooring Specifications; by Maryrose McGowan; p.24-25; Mar 93; AR

Fire-Rated Walls and Floors; det.; p.150; Mar 93; B

Testing for Multi-Use Stone Flooring; by Seymour Bortz and Gail Hook and James Kirby; ph. pl.; p.36; Feb 93; PA

See CERAMIC TILE, CARPET also

FLORIDA

—; Firm Profile, Croom Construction Company; Estate Size Houses; by John Andrews; ph.; p.22-28; May/June 93; CB

—; Hurricane Andrew's Damage Analysis; dia.; p.30-31; Aug 93; AR

—; Hurricane Andrew's Destruction; Analysis of Failures; ph.; p.276-282; Feb 93; B

Boca Raton; Residence; Estate Size; Tom Krumper; ph.; p.46-48; May/June 93; CB

Boca Raton; Shopping Center; Mizner Park Replaces Shopping Center; Cooper & Cary; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Mar 93; AR

Bonita Springs; Apartment Development; Lakecrest Cove; Dawson, Hannouch & Pate; ph. pl.; p.73; June 93; B

See OFFICE BUILDING, STUDIO also
FLORIDA (Cont'd)

Celebration; Office Building; Middle Rise; Disney Administration; Aldo Rossi and Morris Adjmi; m. pl.; p.26, Aug 93; PA
Coconut Creek; Hospital; Eating Disorders Treatment; Renée Center; Tony Atkin; ph. pl.; p.28, Aug/Suppll 93, PA
Dade County; Aftermath and Lessons of Hurricane Andrew; ph. pl. ill.; p.124-127, June 93; PA
Dade County; Hurricane Andrew's Damage Assessment; Code Changes; ph. sec. det.; p.110-113, Apr 93; A
Dade County; Residential Development; Housing for Migrant Farm Workers; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl. elev.; p.25, Feb 93; AR
Ft. Myers; Residence; Estate Size; Richard Jean; ph. pl.; p.38-40, May/June 93; CB
Hobe Sound; Beach House, McMullen; ph. pl.; p.136-139, Nov 93; ID
Islamorada; House and Studio, Energy Features; Jersey Devil; ph. sec.; p.58-61, June 93; A
Jupiter Island; Residential Development; Vacation Housing for Coast Guard Personnel; Harper, Carreno & Mateu; m. pl.; p.26; June 93; PA
Jupiter; Residence, Alexander C. Gorin; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl.; p.118-121; June 93; B
Jupiter; Residential Development; Residence; Admirals Cove; BUILDER'S Award; Cano & Sotolongo; ph. pl.; p.144-145; Oct 93; B
Lakeland; Regional Medical Center; HDR; ph. pl.; p.104; Mar 93, A
Longboat Key; Residential Development; Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Knudson & Gloss; ph. pl.; p.24-29; Jan/Feb 93; CB
Miami Beach; Museum of Art, Bass; Arata Isozaki and Spillis & Candela; elev. m. pl.; p.38-39; Nov 93; A
Miami; Apartment Building; Middle Rise, Arquitectonica; ph. pl.; p.98-99; July 93; AR
Miami; Cancer Center; Payette Associates; ph. pl.; p.S47; Feb/Suppl 93; ID
Miami; Ceramic Tile Exhibit; Aldo Rossi; pers. ph. pl.; p.212-215, Sept 93; ID
Miami; Cuban Coffee Bar, Jack Travis; ph. pl.; p.52; July 93; INT
Miami; Investment Bank Offices; INTERIORS Architecture; ph. pl.; p.49; Jan 93, INT
Miami; South Point Area Design Charrette; Various Designs; ph. pl. m.; p.32-33, Sept 93; AR
Orlando, Near; Residence; Estate Size; Kevin Pallassis; ph.; p.50-52; May/June 93; CB
Orlando; Aquarium; Glass Underwater Tunnel; Peckham, Guyton, Albers & Viets; ph.; p.13, May/Suppl 93; AR
Orlando; County Correctional Center; Stroh Architects; ph. pl.; p.107, Feb 93; A
Orlando; Hospital; General; Color Neon Lights Used; HK'S; Lighting Design by Carl A. Roeder; ph. pl.; p.26-31, Aug/Suppl 93, AR
Orlando; International Airport; KBJ Architects; ph. pl.; p.49, Aug 93, A
Orlando; Kirkman Park; Porches; BUILDER'S Award; Fugleberg & Koch; ph.; p.188, Oct 93; B
Orlando; Residential Development; Residence; Bradford Village; Bradford Company; ph. pl.; p.110, May 93; B
FOUNDATION
Adding Floor to Existing Foundation Wall, New Underpinning; by Arthur Johnson; det.; p.110; Aug 93; B
Frost-Proof Shallow Foundations; Techniques; sec.; p.117-121; Dec 93; A

FOUNTAIN
Ira Keller Fountain and Lovejoy Fountain; Oregon, Portland; Review After Twenty Three Years; Lawrence Halprin; by Carl Abbott; ph.; p.46-48; Mar 93; LA
New York, New York; Park at Water Treatment Plant; Two Proposed Designs, One Includes a Fountain; James Bodnar and Robert Evans and Robert Heintges; by Eve M. Kahn; pl. elev. sec.; ill.; p.71-73; Apr 93; LA
Public Maintenance of Public Art, Fountains, Parks; by Jory Johnson; ph.; p.42-45; Mar 93; LA
Spain, Seville; Expo Site, Review of Gardens, Plazas, Fountains, by Gordon Taylor; ph.; p.32-33; Jan 93; LA

FRANCE
Chaux; Anamorphic Phallus Within Ledoux's Dismembered Plan of Chaux; Views of Women's Place in Society, Phalluses; Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; by Paulette Singley; elev. pl. ill. biblio.; p.176-188; Feb 93, JAE
Gennevilliers; Corporate Park Landscape; Terry Schnadelbach and Reichen & Robert; ph. pl.; p.33; Aug 93; LA
Lille; Channel Tunnel Station Area Master Plan; Rem Koolhaas; m.; p.27; Jan 93; AR
Lyons; Opera House; Jean Nouvet; ph. sec.; p.74-75; Sept 93; A
Marne La Vallee; Golf Club, Euro Disney; Gwathmey & Sieger; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Sept 93; INT
Marseille; National Academy of Dance; Roland Simounet; ph.; p.64-85; Sept 93; A
Nimes; Art Gallery and Library; Carree D'Art; Norman Foster; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.106-109; Sept 93; A
Nimes; Public Library and Contemporary Art Museum; Carree d'Art; Norman Foster; ph. sec. persp.; p.62-71; Oct 93; AR
Paris; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Rue de Meaux; Renzo Piano; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.92-95; July 93; AR
Paris; Art Museum Gallery; Louvre Middle Eastern Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Rue de Nimes; Public Library and Contemporary Art Museum; Jean Nouvel; ph. sec.; p.74-75; Jan 93; A
Paris; Temporary American Center; Nasrine Seraji-Bozorgzad; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.108-109; June 93; PA
Paris; University; Library, The Sorbonne; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; m. elev. ill.; p.24; June 93; PA
Paris; Women's Clothing and Accessories Store; Jil Sander; Gabellini Associates; ph. axon. sec.; p.90-95; Sept 93, AR
Picardy; Garden on Chateau's Grounds; Madison Cox and Mark Rudkin and Michel Boulcourt; ph.; p.31; Sept 93, LA
Saint Etienne; Restaurant; INTERIORS Annual Award, Studio Naco; by Nayana Currimbhoy; ph. pl. axon.; p.108-109; Jan 93; INT
Toulouse; Government Building; Office Building; Hotel du Departement; Venturi & Scott Brown and Anderson & Schwartz; m. pl.; p.25; Apr 93; PA

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS
Antique Bentwood Furniture; Mirror, Michael Thonet; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.70; Feb 93; ID
Antique Leather Bound Books; by Roslyn Beilly; p.78; June 93; ID
Blue and White China; by Roslyn Beilly; p.148; Sept 93; ID
Brochure Competition Winners; ph.; p.40-42; July 93; INT
California, Burlingame; Furniture Showroom, New Approaches for Metropolitan Furniture; by Karin Tietow; ph.; p.70-73; Feb 93; INT
California, Los Angeles; Bank, Pacific Heritage Bank; Interiors, Check Writing Desk; Rockefeller & Hrical; ph. pl. det. elev. sec.; p.170-177; Mar 93; ID
California, Los Angeles; Exhibit of Frank Lloyd Wright's Furniture; and Decorative Designs; Florian & Wierzobowski; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.64-65; Nov 93; INT
Chairs, Litchfield Collection; Edward Weller; ph.; p.118-119; Jan 93; INT
Critical View of the Design Profession; On Views of Spare; by Cari Abbott; ph.; p.178-181, Sept 93; ID
Faux Bamboo Antique Furniture; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.98; July 93; ID
Furniture Competition for a Frank Lloyd Wright House; First Prize; John Michael; ph.; p.178-181; Mar 93; ID
Furniture Designs, Hickory Business Furniture; Michael Vanderbyl; ill. ph.; p.42-45; Feb 93; INT
Furniture and Sculpture; Richard Bennett; ph.; p.66-67; July 93; INT
Furniture for Older People; Gary L. Waymire; ph.; p.107; July 93; PA
Furniture of Recycled Materials; Nathan Bowe Timms; ph.; p.106; July 93; PA
Furniture, African-American Tradition; Tony Whitfield; ph.; p.68-69; July 93; INT
Global Resource Group International Marketing; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.72-81; Mar 93; INT
Herman Miller Original Modern Furniture Pilot Retail Program; ph. ill.; p.56, 108; Dec 93; INT
History of the Tubular Chair; Marcel Breuer; by Peter Blake; ph. ill.; p.150, 152; Feb 93; ID
FURNITURE (Cont'd)

Home Office Furniture; Geiger Brickel; ph., p.76-79; Oct 93, INT

Hospital Patient Room Furniture; Illinois, Chicago; Steelcase, Health Design; Perkins & Will; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph., p.84-87; Dec 93; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Interior Management Consultant's Offices; Reception Desk Detail; Perkins & Will; ph., p.60-61, 24; June 93; INT

International Standards for Products; ISO 9000; p.52, 56, 164; May 93; INT

Kuwait, Kuwait City; National Assembly Building; Lighting Design by Newcomb & Boyd; ph., p.44-45; May/Suppl 93; AR

New Furniture Environmental Regulation; p.94; Dec 93; INT

Shagreen, Small Indented Leather Surface Antique Material; by Roslyn Beilly; ph., p.46; Dec 93; ID

Switching Channels of Furniture Distribution; chart, p.36, 40, 94; Oct 93; INT

Tableware for American Airlines; Glassmey & Siegel; ph., p.82-83; Sept 93; INT

Therapeutic Seating; Roger K. Leib; ph., p.36; Feb 93; AR

Tortoise Shell Antique Tea Caddies; by Roslyn Beilly; ph., p.100; Apr 93; ID

Using the Golden Mean; Student Projects; Furniture, Quilt, Showroom Plan; ill. ph., p.86-91; June 93; INT

Worcester Porcelain; by Roslyn Beilly; ph., p.138; May 93; ID

See SHOWROOM also

GEORGIA

Athens; Biological Sciences Complex, University of Georgia; CRSS; ph., pl. ill.; p.125; Mar 93; A

Atlanta; Architects' Offices, Use of Computers; Lord, Aekc & Sargent; ph., p.90; Oct 93; A

Atlanta; Buckhead Branch Library; AIA Honor Award; Scogin, Elam & Bray; ph., p.104; May 93; A

Atlanta; Interiors; Real Estate Advisor's Offices; Stevens & Wilkinson; ph., p.132-137; Apr 93; ID

Atlanta; Natural History Museum; Graham Gund; ph., p.80-87; May 93; AR

Atlanta; Orthopaedics Section, St. Joseph's Hospital; Lighting; Cooper & Cary and Farnington Design Group; Lighting Design by Newcomb & Boyd; ph., p.44-45; May/Suppl 93; AR

Atlanta; Peachtree Avenue Design; Competition; Nimrod Long; ph., ill.; p.60; Aug 93; LA

Atlanta; Performing Arts Center, Emory University; Jury Comments, PA Award; Eisenman Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.78-81; Jan 93; PA

Atlanta; Residential Development; Glenwood; ph., p.98; Nov 93; B

Atlanta; Residential Development; Residence, Briarglen, Public-Private Project; Cohn Communities; ph., p.135; Mar 93; B

Atlanta; Residential Development; Showcase House, 1989; Charles W. Moore; ph., p.162; Jan 93; B

Atlanta; Residential Development; Showcase House, 1990; Claude Miquelle; ph., p.163; Jan 93; B

Atlanta; Residential Development; Showcase House, 1991; Berke & McWhorter; ph., p.164; Jan 93; B

Douglasville; School; Elementary; AIA Honor Award; Lord, Aekc & Sargent; ph.; p.105; May 93; A

Duluth; Apartment Development; Low Rise; River Oaks; Design Traditions; ph., p.109-111; Sep 93; B

Duluth; Townhouse; River Oaks; BUILDER'S Award; Design Traditions; ph., p.171; Oct 93; B

Dunwoody; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Asbury Square; BUILDER'S Award; David Furman; ph., p.165; Oct 93; B

Peachtree City; Showhouse; Home Design Dynamics; ph., p.54-58; Sept/Oct 93; CB

Pine Mountain; Artist's House and Studio; Carl Tait and Lloyd Henson; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph., p.70-75; Oct 93; INT

Suwanee; Residential Development; Residence; Olde Atlanta Club; Centex Homes; ph., p.62; Nov 93; B

GERIATRIC

See ELDERLY HOUSING, FURNITURE, HOSPITAL

GERMANY

---; American Architects' Work; ph. m.; p.134-135; Sept 93; A

Berlin; Confusion of Planning Without The Wall; by Mary Pepchinski; maps; p.78-85; Nov 93; PA
GERMANY (Cont’d)

Berlin; Government Sponsored Housing Projects; International Building Exposition; History; Examples; by Walls Miller; ph. pl. biblio. map; p.202-216; May 93; JAE

Berlin; Large Infill Projects; International Building Exposition; 1970’s to Present; Critique; by Peter Blake, ph.; p.50-52; Aug 93; AR

Berlin; Mixed-Use Urban Complex at Checkpoint Charlie; Office, Retail, Residential, Club and Conference Center; Skidmore, Owings & Mitchell; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.116-117; May 93; INT

Berlin; Multi-Use Project; Theater, Hotel, Offices Plus Other Uses; Max Reinhardt Haus; Eisenman Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.24; Apr 93; PA

Berlin; New Government Center Competition; Winners; Schulkes & Franke; m. ill.; p.28-31; Sept 93; A

Berlin; Office Building; High Rise; Housing Agency Headquarters; Louisa Hutton and Matthias Sauerbruch; m. pl. sec.; p.28; Oct 93; PA

Berlin; Parliament; Reichstag Remodeled; Norman Foster; m. ph.; p.31; Sept 93; AR

Berlin; Sony Center; Mixed-Use Complex; Murphy & Jahn; m. ill.; p.142-143; May 93; INT

Bonn; Art and Exhibition Hall; Gustav Peichl; ph. pl. axon.; p.116-119; Sept 93; A

Dortmund; Office Building; Low Rise; Solar Shading; Juergen Hansen and Ralf Peterson; ph. pl. sec.; p.108; Mar 93; PA

Dusseldorf; Multi-Use Building; Cafe, Club, Offices, Studios; Eisenman Architects; m. sec.; p.39; July 93; A

Frankfurt; Child Care Center; Teaches About the Environment; William McDonough; axon.; p.66-67; Mar 93; INT

Frankfurt; Child Care Center; A. J. Keller; ph. pl.; p.57; Dec 93; PA

Frankfurt; Child Care Center; Bolles & Wilson; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Dec 93; PA

Frankfurt; Child Care Center; C. H. Mackler; ph. pl. axon.; p.56; Dec 93; PA

Frankfurt; Child Care Center; Toyo Ito; ph. pl.; p.58; Dec 93; PA

Frankfurt; Child Care Center; Uwe Laske; ph. pl. axon.; p.59; Dec 93; PA

Frankfurt; Office Building; High Rise; D.G Bank; Complex; Critique; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Michael Moenninger; ph. pl. m. elev. sec. det.; p.51-64; Sept 93; PA

Frankfurt; Office Building; High Rise; Messeturm; 63 Stories; Murphy & Jahn; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.70-77; Feb 93; AR

Hamburg; Ferry Terminal; me di um and William Alsop; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Sept 93; A

Hamburg; Office Building; Middle Rise; Ost-West-Hof; MRL Architects; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Sept 93; A

Hernebrock; Interiors, Apartment; Frank Drewes; ph. pl. axon.; p.252-257; May 93; ID

Neudorf; Office Building; Middle Rise; Microtechnology Park; Norman Foster; ph. pl.; p.106-107, 112-113; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Design Group Stahr; ph. pl.; p.94-95; 100; Sept 93; A

GERMANY (Cont’d)

Stuttgart; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Gullichsen; Karraro & Vormai; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 99; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; LOG ID; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 100; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Michael Alder; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 101; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Mecano; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 101; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Teigenstuen & Vandkunsten; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 99; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Wame Naturhus; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 100; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Residential Development; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Eizbieta Muszyńska and Krystof Muszyński and Lach Baranski; ph. pl.; p.94-96; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Residential Development; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Johannes Gunnarschau; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 97; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Residential Development; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Karla Szyszko-Kowalski and Michael Szyszko-Kowalski; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95, 97; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Townhouse; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; HHS Architects; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 98; Sept 93; A

Stuttgart; Townhouse; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Jourda & Perraudin; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95, 98; Sept 93; A

Weil am Rhein; Fire Station in Factory Compound; Zaha M. Hadid; ph. pl. m. elev. sec. dia.; p.47-59; Aug 93; PA

Weil am Rhein; Fire Station; Zaha M. Hadid; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Sept 93; A

GLASS

Designing Hurricane-Resistant Glazing; by Paul E. Beers; ph. det. biblio. tables; p.76-78; Sept 93; PA

Glass Walls Under Tension; Example Projects; ph. sec. ill. det. axon. elev.; p.157-161; Sept 93; A

High Performance Glass Coatings; Glass Selection Software; Product News; ph. det. ill.; p.26-31; June 93; AR

Technique for Custom Graphics Between Laminated Glass; Claudio Cesar; ph.; p.34; Aug 93; INT

See WINDOW also

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

Administration Building and Operations Center; Washington, Seattle; West Point Treatment Plant; Streeter & Dermanis; m. pl.; p.12; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

Arrestee Intake Center; North Carolina, Charlotte; J. N. Pease; ph. pl.; p.18; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

City Hall; California, Mission Viejo; LPA; m. pl.; p. 13; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
City Hall; Canada, Ontario, Kitchener; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; pl. sec. axon.; p. 38-39; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
City Hall; Canada, Quebec, Brossard; Leclerc, Tetreault, Parent & Languedoc; pl.; p. 46-47; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
City Hall; Iceland, Reykjavik; Studio Grandia; ph.; p. 51; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
City Hall; Texas, Corpus Christi; Taft Architects; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Civic Center; California, San Marcos; LPA; m. pl. sec. pers.; p. 14-15; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
County Administration Building, Renovation; Virginia, Bedford; Fauber Architects; ph.; p. 41; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
County Courthouse; North Carolina, Charlotte; J. N. Pease; pl.; p. 35; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
County Human Services Building; California, Stockton; Albert C. Martin; pl. sec. axon.; p. 44; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
County Human Services Building; Florida, Fort Lauderdale; Tetreault, Parent & Languedoc; ph.; p. 42-43; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Court House; Spain, Gerona; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; ph. pl.; p. 60, 64; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Department of Water and Power Headquarters; California, Los Angeles; Ellerbe & Becket; ph.; p. 68-75; Feb 93, A
Department of Water and Power Headquarters; California, Van Nuys; Ellerbe & Becket; ph.; p. 68-75; Feb 93; A
Design Opportunities and Legal Procedures; il.; p. 89-90; Feb 93, A
District Centers, Medical Clinics and Public Park; Bolivia, La Paz; Miguel Angel Roca; ph. axon.; p. 92-97; Apr 93; PA
District Courthouse Renovation; Massachusetts, Worcester; Leers & Weinapfel; il.; p. 91; Feb 93, A
District Courthouse; Maryland, Greenbelt; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; pl.; p. 93; Feb 93, A
Division of Indian Work Headquarters; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Center for Emergency Provisions for Indian Arrivals, AmerIndian Architecture; ph. pl.; p. 93, 97-98; Dec 93, A
Entire Issue on Public Architecture; ph. pl. m. sec. axon. ill. dia. det.; p. 65-107; Apr 93; PA
Federal Courthouse; Kansas, Kansas City; Hansen, Lind & Meyer and Gossen & Livingston; il.; p. 93; Feb 93; A
Federal Courthouse; Massachusetts, Boston; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Jung & Brannen; m.; ill.; p. 92; Feb 93, A
Federal Courthouse; New York, New York; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m. pl.; p. 92; Feb 93, A
Federal Courthouse; Oregon, Portland; BOOR/A and Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m.; pl.; p. 29; Oct 93, PA
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

Federal Courthouse; Virginia, Alexandria; Spillis & Candela and Warnecke; il.; pl.; p. 93; Feb 93; A
Federal Courthouse; West Virginia, Charleston; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. sec.; p. 91; Feb 93; A
Federal Judicial Building; District of Columbia, Washington; Edward Larrabee Barnes and John M. Y. Lee; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; Feb 93, A
Fire Station in Factory Compound; Germany, Weil am Rhein; Zaha M. Hadid; ph. pl.; m. elev. sec. dia.; p. 47-59; Aug 93; PA
Fire Station; California, Fontana; Wolf, Lang & Christopher; ph. pl.; p. 26; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Fire Station; California, Rancho Cucamonga; Wolf, Lang & Christopher; ph.; p. 28; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Fire Station; Connecticut, Milford; Pelizza & Robinson; pl.; p. 20; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Fire Station; Germany, Weil am Rhein; Zaha M. Hadid; ph. pl.; p. 68-73; Sept 93, A
Fire Station; Minnesota, New Hope; Bernard Henn; ph. pl.; p. 22; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Fire and Police Station; California, Mill Valley; Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph.; p. 29; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
GSA Establishes Peer Review for Major Public Projects; m.; p. 29; Oct 93, AR
Government Center, Offices and Meeting Center; North Carolina, Charlotte; J. N. Pease; ph.; p. 52-53; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
International Symposium on Public Buildings; by Ziva Freeman; ph. pl. sec. m. axon. ill.; p. 84-91; Apr 93, PA
Local Government Facilities, Entire Issue; Statistical Overview, ph. pl. ill. sec. axon.; p. 5-56; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Maine District Courthouse; Maine, Presque Isle; Harriman Associates; ph. pl.; p. 34; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Military Base Conversions; Building Types Study, California, Alameda; Case Study; Alameda Naval Air Station; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p. 96-107; Oct 93, AR
Municipal Building Annex; Idaho, Idaho Falls; Preston Associates; il.; p. 50; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Municipal Building; Hawaii, Honolulu; NBBJ; ph. pl. sec.; p. 45; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Municipal Facilities and Civic Center Renovation; California, San Leandro; Collaborative Design Architects; elev. pl.; p. 10; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Municipal Facilities; Pennsylvania, Bensalem; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; m.; pl.; p. 9; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Municipal Facility; California, Rohnert Park; Public Safety Building; Robinson, Mills & Williams; m. pl.; p. 23; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Municipal Government Center; Virginia, Leesburg; Invisible Lighting Sources, Hanno Weber; ph.; p. 18; June 93; INT
National Assembly Building; Kuwait, Kuwait City; Restoration, Custom Desk Detailed; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. sec.; p. 18, 48-61; Jan 93, INT
New Government Center Competition; Germany, Berlin; Winners; Schultheis & Frank; m. ill. pl.; p. 28-31; Sept 93, A
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GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)
New York Education Center; New York, Albany; Remodeled Museum Building: Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; ph. sec. p.112-113, Jan 93, AR
New York, Albany; State Education Building, Remodeled Museum: Lighting: Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; Lighting Design by Lam Partners; ph. pl. p.46-51; May/Suppl 93, AR
Office Building; France. Toulouse; Hotel du Departement; Venturi & Scott Brown and Anderson & Schwartz; m. pl.; p.25, Apr 93, PA
Parliament; Reichstag Remodeled; Germany, Berlin; Norman Foster; m. ph.; p.31, Sept 93, AR
Police Academy; New York, New York, South Bronx; Competition Winner; Elberle & Beckett and Michael Fieldman; axon. m. p.23, Jan 93, A
Police Station; California, Upland; Woff, Lang & Christopher; ph. pl. sec.; p.27, Mar/Suppl 93, PA
Police Station; Massachusetts, Boston; Donham & Sweeney; ph. pl.; p.24, Mar/Suppl 93, PA
Police Station; Nevada, Sparks; Polison Architects; ph. pl.; p.30, Mar/Suppl 93, PA
Police Training Facility; New York, New York, Bronx; Competition Winner; Elberle & Becket; m. pl.; p.24, Feb 93, PA
Port of Entry Buildings; Arizona, Naco; DWL Architects; ill.; p.27, Sept 93, A
Port of Entry Buildings; California, Calexico; Dowsky Associates; ill. p.26, Sept 93, A
Public Exhibition Hall, Banquet Hall; Quebec, Montreal; Renovated Bonscycles Public Market Building: Le Moyne, Lapointe & Magne; ph. pl. p.78-81; Nov 93, A
Public Safety Building Renovation; Massachusetts, Somerville; Fire and Police Department; Donham & Sweeney; ph. pl.; p.25, Mar/Suppl 93, PA
Public Safety Building, Police and Fire Department; Wisconsin, Manitowoc; Stubenrauch Associates; ph. pl.; p.21, Mar/Suppl 93, PA
State Capitol Building; Michigan, Lansing; Lighting Plan; Richard Frank; Lighting Design by Gary Steffy; ph. p.24-29, Nov/Suppl 93, AR
State Labor and Industries Building; Washington, Tumwater, Leonard Parker; ph. p.48-53, Feb 93, A
Supreme Court Building; Israel, Jerusalem; Competition Entry; Amir Kelker and Opher Kolker and Randy Epstein; axon. dia.; p.82, Apr 93, PA
Supreme Court Building; Israel, Jerusalem; Competition Entry; James Freed; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.83, Apr 93; PA
Supreme Court Building; Israel, Jerusalem; Competition Entry; Moshe Safdie; ill. pl.; p.83; Apr 93, PA
Supreme Court Building; Israel, Jerusalem; Competition Entry; Ricardo Legorete; ill. pl.; p.82, Apr 93, PA
Supreme Court Building; Israel, Jerusalem; With Masonry Details; Chief Justice's Comments; Karmi Architects; ph. pl. ill. sec. axon. det.; p.55-83; Apr 93, PA
Supreme Court Building; Israel, Jerusalem; Karmi Architects; ph. pl. p.68-73; Dec 93, ID
Texas, Dallas; Federal Reserve Bank; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Sikes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer; ph. pl. p.60-67; Feb 93, A

H

HANDICAPPED DESIGN
ADA One Year Later; Review of Compliance Efforts; chart. ill.; p.32, 36; Mar 93, INT
ADA Review After First Year; p.36-37; Mar 93; ID
ADA Update; Standards and Guidelines; by Judith Davidsen; ph. pl. sec.; p.526-527; Nov 93, ID
AID Housing Competition, First Award and other Awards; Kaplan, Nakatan & Pinsuvana; pl. iso. elev.; p.27, 29; Jan 93, A
Accessibility While Maintaining Integrity of Historic Sites; by Charles A. Bimbaum and Sharon C. Park; ill. ph.; p.144, June 93; LA

GRAPHICS
Americans with Disabilities Act Signage; ph.; p.52, Dec 93, INT
Awards for Excellence in Communication and Marketing; Winning Brochures, Reports, Stationery, Announcements, Newsletters; by J. William Thompson; ill. ph.; p.42-63, July 93, LA
Brochure Competition Winners; ph.; p.40-42, July 93, INT
Builder's Awards for Products Literature; ph. ill.; p.288-294, Feb 93, B
Exit Sign Illumination and Visibility; by Michael Ouellette; ph. ill. biblio. graph, p.39-42, July 93, PA
Hall of Fame Inductee, Special Honoree; His Work; Alberto Paolo Gavaschi; ph.; p.S40, Dec 93, ID
MIRM Home Marketing Awards; Brochures, Ads, Sign Boards, Interior Merchandising, Signs, Logos; by June Fletcher; ph. ill.; p.116-130; May 93, B
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER also

GUINEA-BISSAU
Bissau; Park, Miscell, Kulik & Williams; pl. elev.; p.31; May 93, LA
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HANDICAPPED DESIGN (Cont’d)

Accessible Hotel-Motel Bathroom Facilities; Suggested Alternatives to ADA Guidelines; by Robert H. Kimes, p.39, 40; Feb 93, PA

Americans with Disabilities Act Signage; ph.; p.52; Dec 93, INT

Americans with Disabilities Act; Its Design Potential; Resources Guide; by Peter Slatin, ph. pl. biblio.; p.38-41, Aug 93, AR

Architect’s Forms for ADA Compliance Analysis; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ill.; p.58, May 93, INT

California, San Mateo County; Day Camp; Barrier Free Paths, Callander Associates; ph.; pl. 57; June 93, LA

Contrasting Colors for People with Low Vision; by Anes Arditti, ph.; p.42; Sept 93, INT

Designing for Children with AIDS; ph.; p.89-95; Apr 93, A

Disability Etiquette Handbook Suggests Preferred Terminology; p.40, Feb 93, PA

Handicapped Accessibility to Public Recreation Sites; Strategies to Encourage More Accessibility; LA Forum, by Michael Leccese, ph.; p.71-75; June 93, LA

Housing for Babies and Young Children with AIDS; California, Los Angeles, Diane Caughhey, ph.; pl. p.91; Apr 93, A

Laboratories Designed for the Person in a Wheelchair; ph.; p.36; Dec 93, INT

Nature Center for the Deaf; Iowa, Des Moines, Mimi Asker; pl.; p.28; Aug 93, LA

New York, New York, Bronx; Child Care Center; For Retarded and HIV Positive Children, Caples & Jefferson; ph.; p.90; Apr 93, A

North Carolina, Raleigh; Sensory Garden with Paths for the Disabled; North Carolina State University, Michael Roy Layne; ph. ill.; p.55; June 93, LA

Physical Access to Public Facilities; Example Projects; Bridges, National Parks, Gardens, by James Krohe, Jr.; ph. pl. ill.; p.50-59; June 93, LA

Residence for HIV Positive Children; District of Columbia, Washington; Wnuk & Spurlock; ph.; pl.; p.94-95; Apr 93, A

HAWAII

Honolulu; Lounge, Restaurant, Game Areas, Ferraro & Choi; ph. pl., p.116-121, Feb 93, ID

Honolulu; Municipal Building; NBBJ, ph. pl. sec.; p.45, Mar/Sep 93, PA

Honolulu; Office Building; Simulated Stone; DMJM, ph. sec. axon.; p.108-109, July 93, A

Keauhou-Kona; Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; H. C. Bennett, ph.; pl.; p.34-39, Jan/Feb 93, CB

Mai, Kapalua; Hotel; Ritz-Carlton, Wimberly, Alison, Tong & Goo; Interior Design by Frank Nicholson; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.56-57, Nov 93, INT

Oahu, Waipahu; Residential Development; Residence, Ho‘omaka Village, Fritz Johnson; ph.; pl. p.111; Feb 93, B

HAZARDS

Croatia; Croatian Architecture Under Siege of War; by Ivan Zaknic; ph. biblio. pl. map; p.115-124, Nov 92; JAE

Debate Over Building in Possible Fire Areas; California, ---; ph.; p.16, Dec 93, AR

Designing a Healthy Kitchen for Chemically Sensitive People; by John Bower; ph.; p.51-52, July/Aug 93, CB

Electromagnetic Fields; Exposure Hazards; ill. biblio.; p.240, 242, May 93, B

Florida, ---; Hurricane Andrew’s Damage Analysis; dia.; p.30-31, Aug 93, AR

Florida, Dade County; Aftermath and Lessons of Hurricane Andrew; ph. pl. ill.; p.124-127, June 93, PA

Getting the Lead Out of Faucets; by John Andrews; ph. p.97-99, July/Aug 93, CB

Hucker Andrew's Damage Assessment; Florida, Dade County; Code Changes; ph. sec. det.; p.110-113, Apr 93, A

Hucker Andrew's Destruction; Florida, ---; Analysis of Failures, ph.; p.276-278, Feb 93, B

Hucker Andrew’s Landscape Damage; Florida, Southeast Area, Restoration, Critique; by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; p.84-85, Oct 93, LA

Hucker Hugo Damage; South Carolina, Charleston; Renovation Efforts; by Margaret Stevens; ph. p.86-87, Oct 93, LA

Lands Damaged by Man; Need to Restore and Care for the Land; by Alexander Wilson; ph.; p.176; Oct 93, LA

Midwest Floods, Affect on Construction; Reconstruction Efforts; ph.; p.17, Dec 93, AR

World Trade Center Explosion Damage; New York, New York; pl.; p.31; Apr 93, AR

See FIRE PROTECTION, FLOOD, POLLUTION, STRUCTURAL also

HEALTH CARE

Architectural Design Promotes Health Care; ill.; p.33, 35; Apr 93, A

California, San Francisco; Furniture Showroom, Rucker Fuller, Ergonomically Designed Products, Andrew Beilschmied and Joseph Vincent, by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.88-99; Dec 93, INT

Design and Health; History; More Humane Interiors, by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. ill. m.; p.78-83, Aug 93, ID

Glossary of Health Care Terms; Bibliography; Bureaucracy Abbreviations; biblio.; p.114-119, Aug 93, ID

Health Care Products; ph.; p.110-113, Aug 93, ID

Hospital Healing Garden; California, Marin County; Delaney & Cochran; ph.; p.22, 24, Dec 93, LA

Research Initiative, Findings; Critical Issues, Trends in Primary Care, Examples of Health System Plans; by Kann Tettlow, ph. pl.; p.61-69, Dec 93, INT

Room for Yelling by a Person with AIDS; Lugo Stein; ph. axon.; p.24, Nov 93; INT

Therapeutic Environments for Health Care; by Donald McKahan; ill.; p.108-109, 118, Aug 93, ID

See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION also
HEATING
Quality Control; Checklist of Errors; ph. p.56-62; May/June 93; CB
Radiant Floor Heating Systems; Hydronic Floor Heating; ph. det. p.214, 216, 218; Jan 93; B
Radiant Heat Barriers; sec. table, p.114-116; Apr 93; A
Tools for Designing Climate-Responsive Buildings; by Murray Milne; ill. p.84; Aug 93; PA
See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, SOLAR, VENTILATION also

HIGHWAY
Highway Design; Arizona, ---; ASLA Award, Wheat & Gallagher; ph. pl. p.59; Nov 93; LA
Highway Rest Stops; New York, ---; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph. pl.; p.66-71; Aug 93; A
Loess Hills Scenic Byway; Iowa, ---; Visual Assessment for Design; ASLA Award; Mimi Wagner Asplund; ph. pl.; Nov 93; LA
Massachusetts, ---; Highway Wildflower Program; by Jack Ahern and W. Gary Smith; ph. pl.; Aug 93; Oct 93; LA
Twenty-Sixth Street Gateway Reclaimed Strip; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Near; Wildflower Use; Andropogon Associates; ph. pl.; Oct 93; LA

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
Accessibility While Maintaining Integrity of Historic Sites; by Charles A. Birnbaum and Sharon C. Park; ill. p.144; June 93; LA
Anamorphic Phallus Within Ledoux's Dismembered Plan of Chaux; France, Chaux; Views of Women's Place in Society; Phalluses; Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; by Paulette Singley; elev pl.; ill.; p.176-180; Feb 93; JAE
Ancient Baths; Hadnian's Villa, Caracalla, Tiberias; ph. pl.; sec. p.312-313; Apr 93; ID
Builder Specializes in Residential Historic Rehabilitation; Examples; Christopher Noonan; by Charles Wardell; ph. pl.; p.24-30; July/Aug 93; CB
California, Los Angeles; Office Building; Bradbury Building Rehabilitation; Levin Associates; Original Design by George Herbert Wyman; ph. pl.; p.108-111; Jan 93; AR
California, San Francisco; Sutro Baths Historic District Proposal; ASLA Award; EDWA; ph. pl.; p.61; Nov 93; LA
City Hall, Assessment of Earthquake Damage; California, Oakland, Carey & Company; elev. ph.; p.80; July 93; PA
Computer Simulation of Historic Sites; by Eric and Menelaos Triantafillou; ph. pl.; p.82-83; June 93; LA
Computer-Aided Gothic Detail Replication; Jewish Museum; ph. sec. det.; p.123-127; Nov 93; A
Computers and Photogrammetry Used in Design; Of Complex Restoration Project, Masonry Wall, with Decorative Cladding; by Carl Stein; ph. det.; elev. p.64-69; Aug 93; PA
Cottage, A Perennial Favorite; by John Andrews; ph. p.87-91; Sept/Oct 93; CB
Firm's Work in Documenting Historic Structures; Hardlines: Design & Delineation; ph. iso. elev.; p.108; July 93; PA
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
(Cont'd)
Historical Interior Architectural Paneling; by Roslyn Beilly; ph. p.84; Nov 93; ID
History of the Tubular Chair; Marcel Breuer; by Peter Blake; ph. ill.; p.150, 152; Feb 93; ID
Illinois, Chicago; World's Fair 1893, Montgomery Schuyler Critique; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. p.36-38; June 93; AR
Italy, Pisa; Stabilizing the Leaning Tower of Pisa; ph. sec.; p.105; Nov 93; A
Massachusetts, Boston; Investigating Water Penetration in Stone Walls; State House Investigation; Original Design by Charles Bulfinch; by Simon F. Shipley and Werner H. Gumpertz; ph. sec.; p.124-125; Jan 93; AR
Neutra, Photography and the Kaufmann House; Glamourizing Architectural Projects; by Simon Niedenthal; ph ill.; p.101-112; Nov 93; JAE
New York, New York, Brooklyn; Presidential Mansion, 1896 Building; Pratt Institute; Restoration; Wagner & Van Dam; Original Design by Babb, Cook & Willard; ph. pl.; p.150-155; Mar 93; ID
On Mumford's 'Sticks and Stones'; A Work of Art, History of American Architecture, by Mark Linder; ill. p.95-103; Nov 92; JAE
Pennsylvania, Bryn Athyn; Cathedral and Academy of the New Church; Restoration; Roofing Details; John Milner; Original Design by Raymond Pitcairn; ph. det.; p.118-123; Jan 93; AR
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Eastern State Penitentiary, 1829, Building Assessment; Kieran, Timberlake & Hass; Original Design by John Haviland; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Jan 93; AR
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Library, University of Pennsylvania; Restoration; AIA Honor Award; Venturi & Scott Brown; Original Design by Frank Furness; ph.; p.100; May 93; A
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Review of Urban Vitalization and Preservation; Examples; ph. pl.; p.102-107; Jan 93; AR
Relationship Between House Building and Forests; Historic View of Building and Depletion of Country's Forest; by William Gould Sturgis; m. axon. pers. pl. biblio chart; p.66-75; Nov 92; JAE
Restoration of Metal Roof at Monticello; Virginia, Charlottesville; Mesick, Cohen & Waite; ph. axon. det. sec.; p.104-109; Apr 93; A
Restoration of the Octagon; District of Columbia, Washington; Floors, Stairs, Roof; Mesick, Cohen & Waite; Original Design by William Thornton; ph. sec. elev.; p.107-113; Nov 93; A
Review of Preservation Efforts and Restoration; Opportunities for the Future; ph.; p.70-73; Jan 93; AR
Saving Historic Buildings; by Rehabilitation, Renovation and Reuse; Examples; ph. sec.; p.112-117; Jan 93; AR
Tiffany Antique Lamps; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.120; Mar 93; ID
Tunisia, Kairouan; Rehabilitation of 13th-18th Centuries City Core; Aga Khan Award, Association de Sauvegarde la Medina; ph. sec.; p.100-101; Mar 93; PA
Turkey, Istanbul; Restoration of Ottoman Palaces for Public Use; Aga Khan Award; Turkish National Palace Trust; ph.; p.100-101; Mar 93; PA
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
(Cont'd)

Turkey: Appropriation of Traditional Dwelling Forms, 1920s and 1930s; Includes Works of Two Architects; Enniat Egli and Sedad Eldem; by Gulsim Baydar Nalbantoglu; ph. ill. elev. biblio.; p.66-74, Nov 93; JAE
See MUSEUM, Specific Building Type also

HONG KONG
New Territories: School; Private; Addition, International School; Wong & Chen; ph. pl.; p.116-117, Aug 93; AR

HOSPITAL
Architect's Work in Health Care; Paul Nelson; ph. sec.; p.88-89, Aug 93; ID
Design and Health; History; More Humane Interiors; by Stanley Abercrombie; pl. ill. m.; p.78-83, Aug 93; ID
Future of Hospital Design; Analysis of Health Care; by Erika Rossefield; ph.; p.S46-S53, S70-S76, Feb/Suppl 93; ID
Health-Care Facilities; Building Types Study; ph. pl.; p.98-105, Feb 93; AR
Health-Care Lighting; ph.; p.32; Dec 93; INT
Hospital Design to First Accommodate Patients; Examples; ph. pl. dia. m.; p.99-105, Mar 93; A
Hospital Prototype; Ratcliff Architects; pl.; p.100, Mar 93, A
Hospitals of the Future; by Wanda J. Jones; p.39, Mar 93; A
Illinois, Chicago; Hospital Patient Room Furniture; Steelcase, Health Design Perkins & Will; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph.; p.84-87; Dec 93, INT
Increased Outpatient and Ambulatory Care; Effect on Hospital Design; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.91-93; Mar 93, A
Interiors and Atrium; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ill.; p.74-75, Jan 93, INT
Marketing Health Care Design; by Neil Frankel and Interiors and Atrium; p.100; Mar 93, A
Research Initiative, Findings; Critical Issues, Trends in Primary Care, Examples of Health System Plans; by Karin Tellow; ph. pl.; p.61-69; Dec 93, INT
Therapeutic Environments for Health Care; by Donald McKahan; ill. pl.; p.108-109, 118; Aug 93; ID

CHILDREN'S
Arizona, Tucson; Infant's and Children's Social and Medical Support Center; Casa de Los Ninos; Interiors; ASID Committee; ph.; p.152-153; May 93; INT
California, San Diego; Addition; NBBJ; by Karin Tellow; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Dec 93; INT
California, San Diego; NBBJ; ph. pl.; p.75-81; Apr 93, A
Maryland, Baltimore; Pediatrics Wing, Enchanted Forest; Anita Olds and Chance Anderson; ph.; p.154, 158, May 93, INT
Massachusetts, Mattapan; For Children with AIDS; Buck, Smith & McAvoy; ph. pl.; p.92-93, Apr 93; A

HOSPITAL (Cont'd)
CHILDREN'S (Cont'd)
Outpatient Clinic for Children with AIDS; New York, New York, Bronx; Jury Comments, PA; Award; Perkins & Will, Swanke, Hayden & Connell and Kohn; Pedersen & Fox; pl. m. ill.; p.54-55, Jan 93; PA
Texas, Dallas; Hermanovski & Lauch; ph. pl.; p.S54-S57; Feb/Suppl 93; ID

GENERAL
California, Bakersfield; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph. pl.; p.104-105, Feb 93; AR
California, Encinitas; Ambulatory Surgery Center, Scripps Memorial Hospital; Jain Malkin; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Aug 93; ID
California, Pomona; Pomona Valley Hospital and Medical Center; NBBJ; ph.; p.105, Mar 93; A
Cayman Islands, Grand Cayman Island; Ellerbe & Becket; pl. m.; p.34; Mar 93, A
Connecticut, Waterbury; Dialysis Unit, ICU Area, NICU Area; ADD; ph. pl.; p.102-105; Aug 93; ID
Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center; New Hampshire, Hanover, Yale New Haven Hospital, Hasbro Children's Hospital, Prototype; Shepley Bulfinch; Richardson & Abbott; ph.; pl.; p.98-98; Feb 93, AR
Florida, Lakeland; Regional Medical Center; HDR; ph. pl.; p.104; Mar 93, A
Florida, Orlando; Color Neon Lights Used; HKS; Lighting Design by Carl A. Roeder; ph.; p.26-31, Aug/Sep 93, AR
Illinois, Bridgeview; MacNeal Medical Center; Stone, Marraccini & Patterson; ph. pl.; p.64; Dec 93, INT
Illinois, Oak Park; Intensive Care, Coronary Care and Telemetry Units, O'Donnell, Wicklund; Pigozzi & Peterson; ph. pl.; p.S62-S65; Feb/Suppl 93; ID
Italy, Venice; Le Corbusier, sec. m. pl.; p.90-91, Aug 93; ID
Kaiser Permanente's Building Program; ph. pl.; p.42-45, 119; Nov 93; AR
Maryland, Baltimore; Greater Baltimore Medical Center; RTKL; ph.; p.101; Mar 93, A
Nevada, Reno; Outpatient Surgery Unit, Thompson Design Associates; ph.; p.106-107; Aug 93; ID
New York, New York; Guggenheim Pavilion, Mount Sinai Medical Center; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Mar 93, A
Ohio, Cleveland; MetroHealth Medical Center; Karlsberger Associates; ph.; p.549; Feb/Suppl 93; ID
Tennessee, Nashville; Centennial Medical Center; Earl Swensson; ill. pl.; p.516; Feb/Suppl 93; ID
Texas, El Paso; Medical Center Hotel, Longoria & Peters; ph. pl. m. sec.; p.88; July 93, PA
Washington, Seattle; Swedish Medical Center, Addition; NBBJ; ill. pl. axon.; p.91-93; Mar 93, A
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; St. Luke's Medical Center; Bobrow & Thomas; m. pl. dia.; p.102-103; Mar 93, A

GERIATRIC
Canada, Ontario, Fort Erle; Gilmore Lodge Home for the Aged; Chapman & Murray; elev. pl.; p.40-41; Aug/Sep 93, PA
HOSPITAL (Cont’d)

GERIATRIC (Cont’d)

Maryland, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Geriatric Facility, Ellerbe & Becket, ph. pl.; p.36; Aug Suppl 93; PA

New Mexico, Hobbs: Good Samaritan Village, Holmes & Sabbatini, pers. pl.; p.42; Aug Suppl 93; PA

New York, Commack: Gurwin Jewish Geriatric Center, Landow & Landow, ph. pl.; p.54-55; Aug Suppl 93; PA

New York, Nassau County: Addition to Patterson Geriatric Center, Silver & Ziskind, m. pl.; p.48; Aug Suppl 93; PA

New York, New York, Brooklyn: Bishop Mugavero Center, Albert Schunkewitz, pers. pl.; p.46; Aug Suppl 93; PA

New York, New York: Isabella Geriatric Center, Ronald Schmidt, m. pl.; p.43; Aug Suppl 93; PA

LONG TERM CARE

New York, King’s Park: St. Johnland; Ellerbe & Becket, m. pl.; p.52-53; Aug Suppl 93; PA

PSYCHIATRIC

Canada, Quebec, Montreal: Pavilion Solange-Coulter, Teheault, Parent & Languedoc, elev. pl.; p.34; Aug Suppl 93; PA

New York, New York, Brooklyn: Yale Psychiatric Institute, 1989, Occupant-Use Critique; Frank O. Gehry and Allan Debar, ph.; p.100-103; June 93; PA

Kentucky, Hazard: ARH Center, Sherman, Carter & Barnhart, elev. pl.; p.35; Aug Suppl 93; PA

New York, New York: Treatment Center for Women and Their Children; Parker Architects, ph. pl.; p.67; Nov 93; INT

RESEARCH LABORATORY

Army Institute of Medical Research; Maryland, Forest Glen, Haines, Lundberg & Waehler, m. pl.; p.127; Mar 93; A

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT

California, Contra Costa County: Senior Life Care Center, Swatt Architects, elev. pl.; p.27; Aug Suppl 93; PA

California, Cupertino: Elderly Housing; The Forum at Rancho San Antonio; Hardson, Komatsu, Ivelich & Tucker, pl. p.24; Aug Suppl 93; PA

California, Descanso: High School Residential Drug Treatment Center, Robbin Hayne, ph. pl.; p.76-77; Nov 93; INT

California, Los Angeles: AIDS Care Center, Butler, Forbes & Tubby and Po Thogmartin and Cooper & Roberts, ph. pl.; p.71; Nov 93; INT

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver: Central City Lodge; Neale, Staniszkis, Doll & Adams, m. pl.; p.29; Aug Suppl 93; PA

Canada, British Columbia, West Vancouver: Elderly Housing; Hollyburn House; Neale, Staniszkis, Doll & Adams, ph. pl.; p.25; Aug Suppl 93; PA

Canada, Ontario, St. Thomas: Addition, St. Thomas-Elian Hospital; NORR Partnership, ph. pl.; p.47; Aug Suppl 93; PA

Canada, Ontario, Windsor: Windsor Western Hospital; Cannon and Crang & Boake, pers. pl.; p.49; Aug Suppl 93; PA

HOSPITAL (Cont’d)

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT (Cont’d)

Lee Goodwin Residence; New York, New York, Bronx; Housing for Women with Drug Abuse & Mental Health Problems; Conrad Levenson, ph. pl.; p.79; Nov 93; INT

New York, New York, Brooklyn: Marcus Garvey Skilled Nursing Facility; Perkins & Will, pers. pl.; p.51; Aug Suppl 93; PA

New York, New York, Brooklyn: Supportive Housing for Mentally Retarded and Developmentally Disabled, Amie Gross, ph. pl.; p.70; Nov 93; INT

New York, New York: Casa Mutua, Supportive Housing for Mentally Ill Occupants; Harden & Van Amarn, ph. pl.; p.68-69; Nov 93; INT

New York, New York: Residential House for Mentally Ill Women; Cluster House; Conrad Levenson, ph. pl.; p.78; Nov 93; INT

New York, South Kortright: Residential Drug Treatment Center; Conrad Levenson, ph. pl.; p.74-75; Nov 93; INT

Ohio, Centerville: Bethany Lutheran Health Care Center; Lorenz & Williams, pers. pl.; p.50; Aug Suppl 93; PA

Ohio, Cleveland: Breening Center; HGG; ph. pl. sec.; p.44-45; Aug Suppl 93; PA

Principles of Long-Term Care Facilities; Entire Issue; by Bradford Perkins, ph. m. pers. elev. sec.; p.5-55; Aug Suppl 93; PA

Washington, Gig Harbor: Merritt & Pardini, ph. pl.; p.39; Aug Suppl 93; PA

SANITARIUM

Early Care for Tuberculosis Patients; Finland, Paimio; Paimio Sanitarium, 1929; Alvar Aalto, ph. pl.; p.84-87; Aug 93; ID

SPECIAL FACILITY

Cancer Center; Florida, Miami; Payette Associates, ph. pl.; p.54; Feb Suppl 93; ID

Eating Disorders Treatment; Florida, Coconut Creek; Renfrew Center; Tony Atkin, ph. pl.; p.28; Aug Suppl 93; PA

Illinois, Libertyville: Intergenerational Care Center; Peterson Architects and O’Donnell, Wicklund & Pigozzi, ph. pl.; p.514; Feb Suppl 93; ID

Meditative Room, Medical Center, University of California; California, San Diego; Carmen, Nordsten & Igonda, by Karin Tello, ph. pl.; p.76-79; Dec 93; INT

Nursing Facility for AIDS Patients; New York, New York; Rivington House; Perkins & Will and Davis & Brody, elev. pl.; p.32; Aug Suppl 93; PA

Ohio, Cleveland: Rehabilitation Center, Collins, Rimer & Gordon, pers. pl.; p.33; Aug Suppl 93; PA

Orthopaedics Section; Georgia, Atlanta; St. Joseph’s Hospital, Lighting; Cooper & Cary and Rivington Design Group; Lighting Design by Newcomb & Boyd, ph. pl.; p.44-45; May Suppl 93; AR

Pennsylvania, Oakmont: Alzheimers Patients; Perkins & Eastman, ph. pl.; p.37-38; Aug Suppl 93; PA

See CLINIC, UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER also
HOTEL
Accessible Hotel-Motel Bathroom Facilities; Suggested Alternatives to ADA Guidelines, by Robert H. Kimes. p.39, 40, Feb 93; PA
Belarus, Minsk; Mixed-Use Project: Hotel, Theater, Conference Center, Eyelocorp, ill. pl., p.130-131, May 93, INT
California, Big Sur; Seaside Resort, Post Ranch Inn; Mickey Muenning, ph. pl., p.118-123; July 93, ID
California, Los Angeles; SRO Hotel, Low Income, Los Angeles Community Design Center; ph. pl. elev., p.119, July 93, PA
California, Los Angeles; Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Cavaedium Architects, ph. pl. axon., p.48-51, Jan 93, A
California, San Diego; Single Room Occupancy Hotel, Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. axon. pl., p.52-55, Jan 93, A
California, San Francisco; Single Room Occupancy Hotel, Cannon Kip; Kaplan, McLauglin & Diaz; elev. pl., p.91; Jan 93, A
England, London; Lanesborough, Remodeled Hotel; Fitzroy & Robinson; Interior Design by Ezra Attila; ph. pl., p.122-125; Feb 93, ID
Firm Profile and Their Work; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; by Justin Henderson; ill. pl., p.41-57, 86; Nov 93, INT
Germany, Berlin; Sony Center, Mixed-Use Complex; Murphy & Jahn; m. ill.; p.142-143; May 93, INT
Hawaii, Maui, Kapalua; Ritz-Carlton; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; Interior Design by Frank Nickel; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl., p.56-57, Nov 93, INT
Idaho, Island Park, Near; Mountain Lodge; Eschenky, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; ph. pl., p.108-115, Feb 93, ID
Illinois, Chicago; Sheraton Chicago Hotel; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; ph. pl., p.92-95, June 93, INT
Indonesia, Bali, Nusa Dua; Grand Hyatt Bali; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo and Hirsch & Bedner; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl., p.42-47; Nov 93, INT
Italy, Milan; Four Seasons Milano, Interiors; Babey & Moultan; ph. pl., p.106-113; Oct 93, ID
Italy, Ostuni; Gran Hotel Masseria Santa Lucia; Trans' Design; ph. pl., p.114-117, June 93, ID
Japan, Kyoto; Hotel: Toyo Ito; ph. pl., p.88-93; May 93, AR
Korea, Jeju Island; Jeju Shilla Hotel; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo and Henry Kwok; Interior Design by Ogawa, Ferre & Duthilleul; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl., p.52-55; Nov 93, INT
Largest Hotel and Restaurant Design Firms; by Andrew Loebelson; charts, p.35-40, Oct 93, ID
Lighting Hotel Bathroom and Dressing Room; Chhada & Siembieda; ph. pl.; p.22; Nov 93, INT
New Mexico, Santa Fe; Inn of the Anasazi, INTERIORS Annual Award, Aspen Design Group; Interior Design by Wilson Associates; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. p.104-105; Jan 93, INT
New York, New York; Four Seasons Hotel, Scaglioni Panel Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed; Interior Design by Chhada & Siembieda; ph. pl. elev., p.114-127; Oct 93, ID
New York, New York; Interiors of the Royalton and the Paramount, Critique; Philippe Stark; by Philip Ardci; ph. pl., p.80-83; Feb 93, PA
New York, New York; Single Room Occupancy Hotel, Remodeled, Roberta Washington; ph. pl., p.55, Oct 93, PA
New York, New York; Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Jonathan Kirschfeld; m. pl., p.91, Jan 93, A
New York, Upper Saranac Lake; Mountain Resort, The Point, Adirondack Mountains; Interiors, Anthony Antine; Original Design by William Distin; ph., p.108-113; June 93, ID
Poland, Szczecin; Radisson Hotel, Interiors; Carlson Hospitality Group Design Staff; ph., p.138-139; May 93, INT
Poland, Warsaw; Sheraton Warsaw; m. pl. elev.; p.132-133; May 93, INT
Russia, Moscow; Metropol Hotel, Restored, Moscow Project 2; ph., p.140-141; May 93, INT
Russia, Moscow; Radisson Slavianskaya Hotel and Business Center; Carlson Hospitality Group Design Staff; ph., p.136-137; May 93, INT
San Salvador, Columbus Isle; Club Med Hotel, Alexon Associates; Interior Design by Gisella Trigano; by Shane Mitchell; ph., p.62-63; Nov 93, INT
Spain, Barcelona; Rey Juan Carlos I; Carlos Ferrater; by Roberto De Alba; ph. pl., p.58-61; Nov 93, INT
Spain, Murcia; Prince Felipe Hotel; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo and Jamie Bourne; Interior Design by Gregory Aebberh; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl., p.48-51; Nov 93, INT
Texas, El Paso; Hospital, General, Medical Center Hotel, Longona & Peters; ph. pl. m. sec., p.88; July 93, PA
Ukraine, Lviv; Mixed-Use Project, Hotel and Trade Center; Ruszkcz Design Associates; Interior Design by Di Leonardo International; m. ill.; p.128-129; May 93, INT
See RECREATION, SHELTER also

HOUSING
'Not in My Backyard', Resistance to Affordable Housing; ph. pl., p.88-90, Sept 93, PA
'Open Building' Housing Projects; Allow Units to Fit Needs of Residents, Dutch System Suggested for U.S.; by Stephen Kendall; ph. pl. elev dia. table, p.95-98; Nov 93, PA
Alternative Housing; ph. pl. ill. m. sec.; p.85-91, Jan 93, A
Government Sponsored Housing Projects; Germany, Berlin, International Building Exposition, History, Examples, by Walls Miller; ph. pl. biblio. map, p.202-216; May 93, JAE
Housing Design, Teaching and Research; A Typological Approach, Examples, by James Tice; ph. pl. ill. elev. m. axon., p.162-175; Feb 93, JAE
Housing and Architecture; by Tony Schuman and Thomas A. Dutton; p.130, Feb 93, JAE
HOUSING (Cont'd)

Housing as a Social Enterprise; The Role of Design Competitions; Example of Author's Housing Competition Entries; by Michael Pyatak, ph. pl sec. pers. biblio, p.147-161, Feb 93; AAE

Review of Recent Housing Competition; Example Entries; by Marta Gutman, ph. pl m. axon elev. pers. biblio, p.131-146, Feb 93; JAE

Site Design Guidelines for Medium-Density Family Housing; Book; Jury Comments; PA Award; Clare Cooper Marcus and Wendy Sarkissian; ill. dia. graph, p.93; Jan 93, PA

Survey and Analysis of Cohousing Developments; by Dorit Fromm, pl. p.92-97; Mar 93, PA

Using Housing to Build Communities; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. det. iso., p.91-99, July 93; AR

See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SHELTER, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

HUNGARY

Budapest; Interiors; Corporate Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. p.118-122, May 93, INT

Budapest; Interiors; Offices; GRG Design Staff, ph. pl. p.74-75, Mar 93, INT

Budapest; Restaurant; Gundel; Custom Light Fixture Detail; Adam Tihany; ph. pl. det., p.142-149, Feb 93, ID

ICELAND

Reykjavik; City Hall; Studio Granda; ph.; p.76-77, Sept 93, A

IDAHO

Idaho Falls; Municipal Building Annex; Prestwich Associates; ill. pl. p.50, Mar/Supp 93, PA

Island Park, Near; Mountain Lodge; Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; ph. pl. p.108-115, Feb 93, ID

Ketchum; Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Englemann; ph. pl. p.122-127, Jan/Feb 93, CB

Ketchum; Vacation House; CUSTOM BUILDER Award, Wright, Bryant & Johnson; ph. pl. p.64-68, Jan/Feb 93, CB

Lewiston; Cherry Lane Visitor's Center, Pottatch Corporation; Exhibit and Recreation Areas; GBD Architects; m. sec., p.33, Dec 93, A

ILLINOIS

Bartlett; Residential Development; Residence; Fairfax Crossing; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl. p.253, Feb 93, B

Bridgeview; MacNeal Medical Center; Stone, Marraccini & Patterson, ph. pl. p.64, Dec 93, INT

Chicago, Near; Interiors; Regional Headquarters, Amentech; Lohan Associates; Interior Design by Environments Group; ph. pl. p.120-127, Apr 93, ID

Chicago; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Altegd Court; Remodeled Warehouse; BUILDER'S Award; Pappageorge & Haymes; ph. pl. det.; p.124-129, Oct 93, B

Chicago; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Redesign of Cabani-Green Project; Other Competition Entries; Lawrence Carcoana and Dan Faulkner and Jim Nelson; pl. axon. ill., p.32-33, Sept 93, PA

Chicago; Cabani-Green Public Housing Neighborhood; Competition Winner, First Place; Lucien Kroll; elev. axon., p.24-25, Aug 93, A

Chicago; Cabani-Green Public Neighborhood; Competition Winner; North Dakota State University Team; ill. pl. p.24-25, Aug 93, A

Chicago; Ceramic Tile Showroom and Exhibit; Two Installations; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl. axon.; p.116-121, Jan 93, ID

Chicago; Clothing Store; Banana Republic; INTERIORS Annual Award; Robert A. M. Stern; by Nayana Currinbhoi; ph. pl. p.92-93, Jan 93, INT

Chicago; Columbus Park, Renovation; Conference; Jens Jensen; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph., p.62-63, Oct 93, LA

Chicago; Continental Bank Renovation; Lohan Associates and Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; Original Design By Graham, Anderson, Probst & White; ph. pl. p.102-107, Nov 93, ID

Chicago; Design in Harmony to the Proportion of Golden Mean Exhibit; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. p.58-61, Aug 93, INT

Chicago; Electronics Display Space; Sony; Elkus & Manfredi; ph. pl. p.40-41, Feb/Supp 93, AR

Chicago; Fabric Showroom, Robert Allen; NEOCON Winner; Robert Allen Design Staff, ph. pl. p.150-151, Oct 93, ID

Chicago; Factory and Offices; Valero Associates; m. axon.; p.29, Oct 93, A

Chicago; Flooring Showroom, Interface; NEOCON Winner; Mueller & Baker; ph. pl. p.146-147, Oct 93, ID

Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Geiger International; VOA Associates; ph. pl. p.136-141, Jan 93, ID

Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Keilhauer, Michael Vanderbyl; ph. pl. p.50-51, Feb 93, INT

Chicago; Furniture Showroom, Metro; NEOCON Winner; Metro's Design Staff, ph. pl. p.148-149, Oct 93, ID

Chicago; Health Food Restaurant Uses Salvaged Woods; Aumiller & Youngquist, ph. pl. p.75, Aug 93, INT

Chicago; Hospital Patient Room Furniture; Steelcase, Health Design; Perkins & Will; by Marilyn Zeilinsky, ph. pl. p.84-87, Dec 93, INT

Chicago; Interiors; Accounting Offices; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. p.66-67, June 93, INT

Chicago; Interiors; Apartment Remodeling; Powell & Kleinschmidt; Original Design by Benjamin Marshall; by Paula Rice Jackson, ph. pl. p.64-69, Oct 93, INT
ILLINOIS (Cont'd)

Chicago: Interiors; Financial Consultants' Offices; Perkins & Will, Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl., p.62-63, June 93, INT


Chicago: Interiors; Law Offices; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; Interior Design by Perkins & Will; ph. pl., p.64-65; June 93, INT

Chicago: Interiors; Management Consultant's Offices; Reception Desk Detail; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. p. 60-61, 24; June 93, INT

Chicago: Interiors; Public Spaces; John Hancock Center; Eva Maddox; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Nov 93, INT

Chicago: International Terminal, O'Hare; History of O'Hare's Adaptation to Change, Details of Ticketing Pavilion, Group One Design; ph. pl. m. axon. sec. det. p.87-99, 158; June 93, PA

Chicago: Kitchen and Master Bathroom; Janet Schirm; ph. pl.; p.S12-S13; Nov 93, ID

Chicago: Kitchen; Enlargement and Remodeled; Michael De Giuli; ph. pl.; p.S20-S21; Nov 93, ID

Chicago: Klein Tools, Lighting; Genstar Associates; ph. pl.; p.36-39; Feb/Suppl 93, AR

Chicago: Light Rail System Proposed; Station Canopies; Sasaki Associates and Ross Barney & Jankowski, m. pl. sec.; p.28; Aug 93, A

Chicago: O'Hare International Airport Terminal; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. p.46-47; Aug 93, A

Chicago: Office Building, High Rise; Morton International Building, AIA Honor Award, Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.94; May 93, A

Chicago: Office Building; Restoration, The Rookery Building; AIA Honor Award; McClier, Original Design by Burnham & Root; ph. pl. p.101; May 93, A

Chicago: Regional Transportation Authority; Information and Retail Center, IBD Award; Display Case Details; Cesar Pelli; Interior Design by Environments Group; ph. pl. elev.; p.96-101, Nov 93, ID

Chicago: Residential Development; Prototype Townhouse; Johnson & Lee; ph. pl.; p.109; May 93, PA

Chicago: School; Early Learning Center, Ross Barney & Jankowski; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Aug 93, AR

Chicago: Sheraton Chicago Hotel; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; ph. pl.; p.92-95; June 93, INT

Chicago: Standard Club, Renovation, Interiors; Powell & Kleinschmidt, ph. pl. elev.; p.130-135; Feb 93, ID

Chicago: Top Ten Buildings; ph. pl.; p.248-253; Feb 93, B

Chicago: World's Fair 1893; Montgomery Schuyler Critique; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p.36-38; June 93, AR

Downers Grove; Office Building, Middle Rise; Spiegel Corporate Headquarters, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.68-73; July 93, AR

East St. Louis; Child Care Center; Family Development Center; Boyer & Hoppe; ph. pl.; p.63; Dec 93; PA

ILLINOIS (Cont'd)

Grayslake; Residence; English Meadows; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl.; p.113; Jan 93, B

Gurnee Mills; Karaoke Store and Studio; Florian & Wierzbowski; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Mar 93, INT

Gurnee; Residential Development; Residence; Bridlewood; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.252; Feb 93, B

Lake Bluff; Residence; Renovation, Barrett Construction and Design; ph. pl.; p.46-50, July/Aug 93; C8

Lake Forest; Shopping Center, Deepth Plaza, Nagle & Hartry; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Mar 93, AR

Lake Forest; Shopping Center; Renovation of Market Square, 1916; John Vinci; Original Design by Howard Van Doren Shaw; ph. pl.; p.86-87, Mar 93, AR

Lemont; Elderly Housing; Francisca Village; D'Oonnell, Wicklund, Pigott & Peterson; ph. pl.; p.26; Aug/Suppl 93, PA

Libertyville; Intergenerational Care Center; Peterson Architects and D'Oonnell, Wicklund, Pigott & Peterson; ph. pl.; p.S14; Feb/Suppl 93, ID

Lisle; Interiors; Car Rental Corporate Offices, Lohan Associates; Interior Design by Mekus & Johnson; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.78-81; June 93, INT

Moline; Twenty-Five Year Design Award; Deere & Company Headquarters, Eero Saarinen; ph.; p.21; Feb 93, A

Northbrook; Village Hall; Decker & Kemp; ph. pl.; p.40; Mar/Suppl 93, PA

Oak Park; Hospital; Intensive Care, Coronary Care and Telemetry Units, O'Donnell, Wicklund, Pigott & Peterson; ph. pl.; p.S62-S65; Feb/Suppl 93, ID

Oakbrook Terrace; Interiors; Marketing Company's Offices; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl.; p.72-75; June 93, INT

Olympia Fields; City Park; Weiss & Manfredi; ph. pl.; p.26; Mar 93, PA

Olympia Fields; Park; Competition Winner; Michael Manfredi and Marion Weiss; ph. m.; p.58; Aug 93, LA

Palatine; Townhouse; Knollwood, Interiors; Shelly Barrad; ph. pl.; p.76; June 93, B

Round Lake Beach; Residential Development; Residence; Country Walk; Kephart Architects; ph. pl.; p.252; Feb 93, B

Skokie; Computer Equipment Factory and Offices; Interiors; U.S. Robotics; Valero Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-89, Sept 93, AR

Zion; Energy Museum and Education Center, Power House, Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl. elev.; p.43-51; May 93, A

INDIA

Ahmedabad; Entrepreneurship Development Institute; Aga Khan Award; Bimai Hasmukh Patel; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Mar 93, PA

Cultural Values in Architectural Education; An Example from India; by Sanjoy Mazumdar; bibliographies; p.230-238, May 93; JAE

Jaipur; Crafts Museum; Charles Correa; ph. pl. axon.; p.86-87, Apr 93, PA
INDIANA

Bowling Green, Near; Barn House, Built from Salvaged Parts; Jimmy Pendleton; by Peter Blake; ph.; p. 35-36, Apr 93; ID

Columbus; Mill Race Park; Critique, Michael Van Valkenburgh and Stanley Saitowitz, by John Beardsley; ph. pl.; p. 38-43, Sept 93; LA

Columbus; Mill Race Park, Stanley Saitowitz; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; ph. pl.; p. 108-109, 114-117, Nov 93; AR

Fishers; Residential Development, Residence; Princeton Park; Estrate Group; ph. pl.; p. 112; May 93; B

Jasper; Furniture Showroom, Kimball's Design Competition, Winners; Bailey & Nichols Group; by Marilyn Zelinski; ph. pl. ill.; p. 72; Aug 93, INT

Michigan City; Residential Development, Tryon Farm, Sustainable Architecture Principles, Chicago Associates; ill pl. p. 104-105; June 93; A

Michigan City; Residential Development, Tryon Farms Includes Agriculture and Restored Wetlands; Chicago Associates, ill pl., p. 78-79; Mar 93; PA

INDONESIA

Bali, Nusa Dua; Hotel, Grand Hyatt Bali, Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo and Hirsch & Bedner, by Justin Henderson; ph.; p. 42-47, Nov 93; INT

Yogyakarta; Squatter Development Cooperative Community, Aga Khan Award, Youssef B. Mangunwijaya; ph. pl. sec; p. 102-103, Mar 93; PA

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Colorado, Boulder; Simulated Stone, Davis Partnership; ph.; p. 110, July 93; A


Factory and Offices; Illinois, Chicago, Valero Associates; m. axon.; p. 29; Oct 93; A

Food Processing Plant and Offices; Oregon, Portland, Boucher, Mouchka & Larson; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Mar 93; AR

Furniture Factory Complex; ph. pl.; p. 47-63; Aug 93; PA

Furniture Factory Conference and Training Center; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. axon.; p. 63; Aug 93; PA

Medical Device Operating Division; Becton Dickinson; New Jersey, Franklin Lakes; Manufacturing, Kalman, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p. 80-85; Nov 93; AR

Photovoltaic Systems Production Facility; California, Fairfield, Kiss, Cathcart & Andersen; ph. sec. axon.; p. 74-79, June 93; A

Printing Press Building; England, Plymouth, Western Morning News; Nicholas Grimshaw; ph. pl.; p. 78-81; Sept 93; A

Warehouse; Spain, Barcelona, Alfredo Arribas; ph. ill.; p. 104, May 93; PA

See UTILITY FACILITY and also

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

See PREFABRICATION

INFORMATION SYSTEM

Integrated Software; Flow of Information Through Design, Financing and Construction, dia. ill.; p. 97-99; Apr 93; A

INSULATION

Convection Affects Wall Insulation; ph. det.; p. 84-86, May/June 93; CB

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems Specifications; by Mark J. Kain; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; July 93; AR

Radiant Heat Barriers; sec. table; p. 114-116, Apr 93; A

Structural Insulated Panel Construction, Technical and Design Issues, by Steven Winter; ph. det.; p. 88-90; Nov 93, PA

See WALL also

INSURANCE

See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN

Black Designers; Entire Issue; ph.; p. 47-69; July 93; INT

Designer of the Year; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum's Work, Juliette Lam, by Beverly Russell; ph.; p. 45, 62-77, Jan 93; INT

Designer's Work; Michael Vanderbyl, by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p. 36-53; Feb 93, INT

Firm Profile and Work; Gwathmey & Siegelay, by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p. 55-53; Sept 93; INT

Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Work, Trisha Wilson; ph. pl.; p. S37-S39; Dec 93; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work, Francois Catroux; ph.; p. S9-S11; Dec 93; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work, Gary Lee; ph.; p. S21-S23; Dec 93; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work, Lou Switzer; ph.; p. S33-S35; Dec 93; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work, Melvin Dwork; ph.; p. S13-S15; Dec 93; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work, Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p. S29-S31; Dec 93; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work, Ronald Krueck; ph.; p. S17-S19; Dec 93; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; Their Work, MAC II; ph.; p. S25-S27; Dec 93; ID

Interior Design Licensing Law, Arkansas, ---; Splits Interior Design Groups, by Nicholas Polites; chart; p. 41-42, July 93; ID

Interior Designer's Need to Educate the Client; by Marilyn Farrow, p. 44, Sept 93; INT

Interior Planning Software; ph.; p. 22; June 93; INT

Interiors Issue; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p. 77-117; Sept 93; AR

Largest Hotel and Restaurant Design Firms; by Andrew Loebeelson, charts; p. 35-40; Oct 93; ID

Marketing Interior Design Skills; Interview with Valerie Moran; by Mervyn Kaufman; ph.; p. 23-27, Nov 93; ID

Office Preleasing Design Services; by Nicholas Polites; ph.; p. 33-35; Mar 93; ID
ITALY (Cont'd)

Pisa; Stabilizing the Leaning Tower of Pisa; ph. sec.; p.105; Nov 93, A
Rome; Stadium, Enclosed and Expanded: Olympic Stadium, Studio Zucker, ph. m. ill.; p.36-37; Aug 93, AR
Tuscany, Villa Celle; Amphitheater; Cast Iron Sculpture by Beverly Pepper, ph., p.31; Mar 93, LA
Venice; Hospital, Le Corbusier, sec. m. pl.; p.90-91; Aug 93, ID
Viterbo; Family Mausoleum, Anders Williamson and Ingred Reppen, ph. pl. sec.; p.108, Apr 93, PA

ITALY (Cont’d)

One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Firm Analysis; by Andrew Loebeison; charts; p.21-28; Jan 93, ID
Second One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Analysis, by Andrew Loebeison; charts; p.45-52; July 93, ID
Starting a Small, Minority, Woman Owned Business; Grant Logan: ph., p.30, 82; July 93, INT
Unity for Survival; by Cheryl Duvall, p.30; Mar 93; INT
See ARCHITECTURE, LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, Specific Building Type also

IOWA

—; Loess Hills Scenic Byway; Visual Assessment for Design, ASLA Award: Mimi Wagner Askew, ph.; p.60; Nov 93, LA
Des Moines; Nature Center for the Deaf, Mimi Askew, pl.; p.28, Aug 93, LA
Iowa City; Advanced Technology Laboratories, University of Iowa: Frank O. Gehry and Herbert Lewis, Kruse & Blunck; ph. pl., p.58-67; Mar 93, A

ISRAEL

Eilat; Cultural Center, Remodeled Factory Building, M. Paul Friedberg and Dorit Shahar, ph.; p.26, Dec 93, LA
Jerusalem; Supreme Court Building: Competition Entry, Amir Kelker and Opher Kolker and Randy Epstein; pl. axon. dia.; p.82, Apr 93, PA
Jerusalem; Supreme Court Building: Competition Entry, James Freed, m. pl. sec. ill.; p.83, Apr 93, PA
Jerusalem; Supreme Court Building: Competition Entry, Moshe Safdie; ill. pl.; p.83, Apr 93, PA
Jerusalem; Supreme Court Building: Competition Entry, Ricardo Legoreta; ill. pl.; p.82, Apr 93, PA
Jerusalem; Supreme Court Building: With Masonry Details, Chief Justice’s Comments, Karmi Architects; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.65-83; Apr 93, PA
Jerusalem; Supreme Court Building, Karmi Architects; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Dec 93, ID
Jerusalem; Synagogue, Neighborhood, Unbuilt Project, 1973, Constructed in Computer Graphics: Hurva Synagogue, Louis I. Kahn; by Kent Larson, ill. pl. sec.; p.80-87; Sept 93, PA
Kibbutz Lochemei Hageta’ot; Holocaust Memorial Museum, Karmi Architects; sec. ill.; p.79; Feb 93, PA

ITALY

Milan; Airport, Linate; Aldo Rossi and Studio Di Architettura; ph. ill.; p.102-103, Sept 93, A
Milan; Clothing Store, Banner, Gae Aulenti, ph.; p.76-79; Dec 93, ID
Milan; Hotel, Four Seasons Milano, Interiors, Babey & Moulton, ph.; p.106-113; Oct 93, ID
Milan; Women’s Clothing Store, Versus, Laboratorio Associativi, ph.; p.198-203; Sept 93, ID
Ostuni; Grand Hotel Masseria Santa Lucia; Transit Design; ph. pl.; p.114-117; June 93, ID

JORDAN

Amman; Neighborhood Upgrading Program; Aga Khan Award, Amman Urban Development Department; ph. pl.; p.102-103, Mar 93, PA
Amman; United States Embassy, Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl.; p.66-73; May 93, AR

JAPAN

—; American Architects’ Work; ph. m. ill.; p.136-137; Sept 93, A
Awaji Island; Buddhist Lotus Temple; Includes Interview with the Architect: Tadao Ando, ph. pl elev.; p.112-117; June 93, PA
Kiyosato, Hokkaido; Hotel P, Toyo Ito, ph. pl.; p.88-93; May 93, AR
Kobe; Nishiokamoto Housing Project; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; ph. pl.; p.29; July 93; LA
Nara; Convention Center, Competition Entry, Bahrmand Sherdol and Robert Livesey, m. pl.; p.22, Feb 93, PA
Nara; Convention Center, Competition Entry, Bojan Radonic and Goran Rako, m. sec.; p.23, Feb 93, PA
Nara; Convention Center, Competition Entry, Christian De Portzamparc, m. pl.; p.22-23; Feb 93, PA
Nara; Convention Center, Competition Entry, Scott Marble and Karen Fairbanks, m. pl.; p.23, Feb 93, PA
Nara; Convention Center, Competition Entry, Tadao Ando, m. sec.; p.23, Feb 93, PA
Nara; Convention Center, Competition Winner, Arata Isozaki, m. sec.; p.22, Feb 93, PA
Nishi-Tama; Mountain Park and Resort, Design Workshop, ill.; p.22, Nov 93, LA
Tokyo; New Smart Seismic Bracing System, Seven-Story Steel Research Structure; by Andrei M. Reinhorn and T. T. Soong, ph. dia. table, graphs; p.38-40; Mar 93, PA
Tokyo; Office Building, Middle Rise, STM House Itsuko Hasegawa, ph. pl sec.; p.32-37 (Pac Rim); Mar 93, AR
Tokyo; Residence, Interiors, John David Edison, ph. pl.; p.64-67; Dec 93, ID

JORDAN

Amman; Neighborhood Upgrading Program; Aga Khan Award, Amman Urban Development Department; ph. pl.; p.102-103, Mar 93, PA
Amman; United States Embassy, Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl.; p.66-73; May 93, AR
KANSAS

Kansas City; Federal Courthouse, Hansen, Lind & Meyer and Gossen & Livingston, ill. pl.; p.93, Feb 93; A

Lawrence; Environmentally Sensitive Store, Wal-mart, William McDonough and BSW Architects, ph. sec. ill.; p.93-94, Mar 93; INT

KENTUCKY

Hazard; Hospital, Psychiatric, ARH Center, Sherman, Carter & Barnhart, elev. pl.; p.35, Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Louisville; Residence; McCulloch & Smith, ph. pl.; p.126-127, June 93; B

Versailles; Residence; Palladian Villa, Erith & Terry, ph. ill. elev. sec.; p.48-49, Dec 93; PA

KITCHEN (Cont’d)

New York, New York; Bath and Kitchen; Francois De Menil, ph.; p.148-149; July 93; ID

New York, New York; Bath and Kitchen; Kutnicki & Bernstein, ph.; p.146-147; July 93; ID

New York, New York; Kips Bay Show House; Kitchen, Gail Green, ph.; p.310-311, Sept 93; ID

New York, New York; Kitchen and Bathroom; AR; ph.; p.110-111, Nov 93; ID

New York, New York; Barbara Hauben-Ross; ph.; p.222-223, Apr 93; ID

New York, New York; TAS Design; ph.; p.34-35; Apr 93; ID

Shopper’s Preference Survey; Kitchen and Family Room, pl. chart; p.66-69, Nov 93; B

KOREA

Cheju Island; Hotel; Cheju Shilla Hotel; Winberty, Allison, Tong & Goo and Henry Kwok, Interior Design by Ogawa, Ferre & Dutilh; by Justin Henderson, ph.; p.52-55; Nov 93; INT

Chun An; Employee Training Center for Insurance Company Tai Soo Kim, ph. sec.; p.72-72; Oct 93; AR

Seoul; Terminal; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; sec. pl. ill.; p.25, Mar 93; PA

Seoul; Office Building, High Rise, Corporate Headquarters, Tai Soo Kim, m. pl.; p.34, Sept 93; PA

KUWAIT

Kuwait City; National Assembly Building; Restoration; Custom Desk Detail; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, ph.; pl. sec.; p.18, 48-81; Jan 93; ID

Kuwait City; Rebuilding, by Paula Rice Jackson, ph.; p.46-47; Jan 93; INT

LABORATORY

Laboratories Designed for the Person in a Wheelchair; ph.; p.36, Dec 93; INT

National Health Laboratories; New York, New York; Design Principles; by Karin Tetlow, ph. pl. axon.; p.80-81; Dec 93; INT

See RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY also

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

ASLA Annual Awards; Comments; by Mac Griswold, ph.; p.43-47; Nov 93; LA

Awards for Excellence in Communication and Marketing; Winning Brochures, Reports, Stationery, Announcements, Newsletters; by J. William Thompson, ill. ph.; p.42-63, July 93; LA

Communication and Books; ASLA Awards, ill. ph.; p.72-76; Nov 93; LA

Firm's Work; ASLA Award; Sasaka/Assoc/afes, ph.; p.80-81, Dec 93; INT

Lesson from the Peace Garden Competition; District of Columbia, Washington; by Reed Dillingham, ill.; p.112; Aug 93; LA

Marketing Landscape Architecture Services; by Vilma Barr, ph.; p.46-41, July 93; LA
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
(Cont’d)
Marketing Strategies for Landscape Architects; by Ripley Golovin; ph. biblio.; p.116-119; July 93; LA
Memorial Grove, Jacob's Pillow; Rome Prize Winner, Landscape Architect; Gary Hildbrand; pl. ill.; p.22; July 93; LA
Non-Conformist Landscape Architects; Review of Their Work; ph. ill.; p.74-77; Jan 93; LA
On Writing an Office Brochure; by Mark Johnson; ill.; p.128; July 93; LA
Two Leading Landscape Architects Die of AIDS; Their Work; Philip N. Winslow and Bruce Kelly; by Kathleen McCormick; ph.; p.68-70; Dec 93; LA
Visionary and Unbuilt Landscape Selections; Jury Comments; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.42-43; Dec; 93; LA
Women in Landscape Design; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph. ill.; p.38-39; Aug 93; LA
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, CIVIC CENTER, GARDEN, PLAZA, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN also

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES (Cont’d)
Competitions for Site Design; Negative Elements; Definitions and Field Guide to Competitions; Designer's Comments; by Eve M. Kahn; m. axon, pl.; p.44-63; Aug 93; LA
Deep Irrigation Hardware; Selection and Use; by Robert Kourik; ph. det.; p.74-78; Mar 93; LA
Drawing by Hand, a Gentile Anachronism; The Importance of Hand Renderings; by James Wines; ill.; p.44-47; May 93; LA
Florida, Southeast Area; Hurricane Andrew’s Landscape Damage: Restoration; Critique; by Eve M. Kahn; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Oct 93; LA
Freehand Sketching in Design; Example of Design of Landscape Components; Michael Vergason; by Richard Hansen; ill. ph. elev. det.; p.76-78; May 93; LA
Geotextiles for Weed Control; An Evaluation; by Bonnie Lee Appleton; ph. tbl.; p.78-80; Jan 93; LA
Golf Course Design; Review of Designer’s Golf Course Design and Theory; Desmond Murhead; by John Swann; p.52-59; Sept 93; LA
Highway Wildflower Program; Massachusetts, ---; by Jack Ahern and W. Gary Smith; ph.; p.164-167; Oct 93; LA
Landscaping in the Pacific Northwest; Roundtable Discussion; by Michael Lecese; ph.; p.62-63; Feb 93; LA
Landscaping Services by House Builder; ph.; p.38-41; Mar/Apr 93; CB
Management Plans for Parks by Landscape Architects; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl.; p.60-62; Mar 93; LA
New Light on the Landscape; Tube, Fiber-Optics and Laser Lights; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p.106-109; Aug 93; LA
Porous Paving, Techniques; by Kim Sorvig; ph. biblio.; p.66-69; Feb 93; LA
Public Maintenance of Public Art, Fountains, Parks; by Jory Johnson; ph.; p.42-45; Mar 93; LA

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES
Sacred Groves for the City; Rebecca Knipke; ph.; p.48-49; Dec 93; LA
Selecting Erosion Control Fabrics; by John Mack Roberts and James L. Sipes; ph. table; p.72-74; Sept 93; LA
Site Design Software; ph. ill.; p.107-109; Jan 93; A
South Carolina, Charleston; Hurricane Hugo Damage; Renovation Efforts; by Margaret Stevens; ph.; p.86-87; Oct 93; LA
Stonework for Exterior; by Richard Hansen; det. ph. biblio.; p.82-85; Apr 93; LA
The Role of the Landscape Architect; Healing the Environment; by Darrel G. Morrison; ill.; p.136; Mar 93; LA
Washington, Kirkland, Juanita Bay; Wetland Trail Construction Innovations; Jongejan, Gerrard & McNeal; by Polly El Aidi; ph. sec.; p.120-122; July 93; LA
Washington, Seattle; Public Art, Review of Projects; by Randy Gragg; ph.; p.58-61; Feb 93; LA
See LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE also

LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
Bombing Range Restoration; Nevada, Fallon, Near; Richard Misrach and Pamela Burton; by Dirk Sutro; ph.; p.82-83; Oct 93; LA
California, Palo Alto; Park on Reclaimed Garbage Mounds; Byxbee Park, ASLA Award; Hargreaves Associates; ph.; p.52-53; Nov 93; LA
Discussion on Easing or Erasing Mountain Mining Scar; Colorado, Boulder, LA Forum; Various Criteria of the Solution; by Michael Lecese; ph.; p.90-95; Oct 93; LA
Lands Damaged by Man; Need to Restore and Care for the Land; by Alexander Wilson; ph.; p.176; Oct 93; LA
New Jersey, ---; Parks Over Sanitary Landfills; by Mac Griswold; ph.; p.78-81; Oct 93; LA
Ohio, Southeastern; The Wilds, Preservation for Endangered Species; Reclaimed Strip Mine; Portico Group; by Paul Roberts; ph. map; p.88-89; Oct 93; LA
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Near; Twenty Sixth Street Gateway Reclaimed Strip; Wildflower Use; Andropogon Associates; ph.; p.166-167; Oct 93; LA
Reclamation of Land Damaged by Natural Disasters; and Uses of Man; Examples; by James Krohe, Jr.; ph.; p.71-77; Oct 93; LA

LAW
Added Cost to Houses Due To Impact Fees and Regulations; by Brad German; ph. tables; cost anal.; p.46-51; Aug 93; B
Architectural Works Copyright Protection Act Is Not All It Seems; by Carl M. Sapers; p.21-22; Mar 93; AR
Arkansas, ---; Interior Design Licensing Law, Splits Interior Design Groups; by Nicholas Polites; chart; p.41-42; July 93; ID
Controlling Contractors’ Delay Claims; by Elizabeth Miller Chaney; p.22-23, 107; Mar 93; AR
LAW (Cont'd)

Copyrighting Building Plans; ph. pl. ill.; p.102, 104, 106; June 93; B

Federal Racketeering Law Against People Wrongfully Claiming to Be Architects; by Norman Coplan; p.63, May 93; PA

Illumination Regulations to Prevent City Light Pollution; ph.; p.101-105; July 93; A

Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act; Opportunities for Architects; Lighthouse Restoration, Bridge, Amtrak Terminal; elev. m. ill. sec.; p.101-103; Aug 93; A

Joint-Venturing in Eastern Europe; Advice from The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

Warranties in House Sales; ph ill, p. 210; Oct 93

Public Design Control; Effect on Public Art and Protecting Intellectual Property Rights; Copy

New S Corporations, Regulations; chart; p. 222; Feb 93

Negotiating International Contracts; ill biblio: Minimizing Risk; Liability Insurance, Survey of In

Illumination Regulations to Prevent City Light Pollution; by Peter Zimmer; Gwathmey & Siegel, Architects; ph. pl.; p.40-43; May/Suppl 93; AR

Back Lighting Glass Block; det.; p.122; Nov 93; B

California, Palo Alto; Church, Stanford University; Lighting. Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and PHA Lighting Design; ph.; p.9; Nov/Suppl 93, AR

California, San Francisco; Bank, One Montgomery Street, Lighting, Willis Polk and Charles Gottschalk; Lighting Design by Luminaires Studio, ph.; p.36-39; May/Suppl 93; AR

California, San Francisco; Good Earth Restaurant and Bakery; Light Fixture Detail; Nonno Wang, ph.; p.72(6)-72(8); Nov 93; ID

California, Torrance; Epson Offices, Lighting; Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Patrick B. Quigley, ph.; p.34-37, Feb/Suppl 93, AR

Centers for Studying Energy-Efficient Lighting; Utility Sponsored; by Harvey Bryan, ph.; p.35-37; July 93; PA

Controlled Illumination, Airport Example; Oregon, Portland; Photocells, Ballasts and Motion Sensors, ph. sec. m.; p.97-99; Feb 93; A

Decorative Light Fixtures; Jewelry of Architecture; by James R. Benya; ph. sec.; p.52-56; May/Suppl 93; AR

Designing and Specifying Custom Light Fixtures; by Stephen Blackman; ph.; p.18-19; May/Suppl 93; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Freer Gallery of Art; Lighting Plan; Cole & Denny and BVH; Lighting Design by Freer Design Staff; ph. sec.; p.30-33; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

Exit Signs; by Lindsay Audin; ph.; p.13, Nov/Suppl 93; AR

Exit-Sign Illumination and Visibility; by Michael Ouellette; ph. ill. biblio; graph; p.39-42; July 93; PA

Florida, Orlando; Hospital, General; Color Neon Lights Used; HKS; Lighting Design by Carl A. Roeder, ph.; p.26-31, Aug/Suppl 93; AR

Florida, Palm Beach; Residence, Interiors; Custom Light Fixture Details; Michael De Santis; ph. det.; elev.; p.150-155; Apr 93; ID

Georgia, Atlanta; Orthopaedics Section; St Joseph's Hospital, Lighting; Cooper & Cary and Farrington Design Group; Lighting Design by Newcomb & Boyd; ph.; p.44-45, May/Suppl 93; AR

Health-Care Lighting; ph.; p.32, Dec 93; INT

Hungary, Budapest; Restaurant, Gundel; Custom Light Fixture Detail; Adam Tihany; ph. det.; p.142-149; Feb 93; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Klein Tools, Lighting; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.38-39; Feb/Suppl 93, AR

Illumination Regulations to Prevent City Light Pollution; ph.; p.101-105; July 93; A
LIGHTING (Cont’d)

Lighting Association Awards; ph.; p. 32, 34, 38; May 93; INT

Lighting Ballasts; Various Types, by Lindsay Audin; p. 13; Feb/Sep 93; AR

Lighting Design Exhibit; Richard Kelly; ph.; p. 11; Aug/Sep 93; AR

Lighting Fixture Utility Rebates; ph.; p. 16; Jan 93; INT

Lighting Hotel Bathroom and Dressing Room; Chhada & Siembieda; ph.; p. 22; Nov 93; INT

Lighting Myths; by James R. Benya; p. 12; Feb/Sep 93; AR

Lighting Software; ill.; p. 32-33; Mar/Apr 93; CB

Massachusetts, Boston; Interiors; Magazine Offices, PC; Lighting Detail; Manuel Castedo; ph.; pl. axon. elev.; p. 146-149; Mar 93; ID

Michigan, Cranbrook; Christ Church; Lighting Plan; Jickling, Lymon & Powell; Lighting Design by Rambusch Decorating Company; ph. sec.; p. 40-41, 44-45; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

Michigan, Lansing; State Capitol Building; Lighting Plan; Richard Frank; Lighting Design by Gary Steffy; ph.; p. 24-29; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

National Energy Policy Act; Effect on Lighting Industry; by Lindsay Audin; p. 18; Aug/Sep 93; AR

Nebraska, Omaha; Law Offices; Lighting Design; Randy Brown; ph.; p. 26-29; Feb/Sep 93; AR

New Jersey, Edison; Lighting Aspects; RTKL; Lighting Design by T. Konodos; ph.; p. 30-33; Feb/Suppl 93; AR

New Light Fixture Lenses; by Lindsay Audin, ph. pl.

New Light on the Landscape; Tube, Fiber-Optics and Laser Lights; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 106-109; Aug 93; LA

New York, Albany; State Education Building; Remodeled Museum; Lighting; Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; Lighting Design by Lam Partners; ph.; p. 46-51; May/Suppl 93; AR

New York, New York; Apartment Building; Lighting Restored Lobby; Rambusch Company; Original Design by James E. Ware; ph.; elev.; p. 32-33; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

New York, New York; Auditorium; New School of Social Research; Lighting; Prentice & Chan; Lighting Design by Imero Fiorentino; ph.; p. 34-37; May/Suppl 93; AR

New York, New York; Interiors; Apartment; Lighting Fixture Detailed; Alexander C. Gorlin; Interior Design by Barbara Schwartz; ph.; pl. p. 166-173, Sept 93; ID

New York, New York; National Audubon Society’s Office Building; Ecological, Energy Features; Croxton Collaborative; ph.; pl. elev.; p. 62-69; June 93; A

New York, New York; Office Building; Interiors; Credit Suisse Trading Room; Lighting Plan; Janko Rasic; Lighting Design by Imero Fiorentino Associates; ph.; p. 34-35; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

Occupancy Sensors for Lighting; by Dorene Maniccia; ill. ph. biblio.; p. 43-46; July 93; PA

Pennsylvania, Erie; St. Peter’s Cathedral; Lighting Plan; Weibel, Ryzewski & Shuster; Lighting Design by Rambusch Decorating Company; ph. sec.; p. 40-43; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

Power Quality Affects Subtransformers; by James R. Benya; chart; p. 16-17; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

Store and Art Gallery; Lighting; Takashimaya; New York, New York; Robert Wolsch; ph.; p. 30, 34, 84-90; Sept 93; INT

Texas, Fort Worth; Lighting Stairscase and Escalator in Movie Theater: David M. Schwarz; Lighting Design by Coventry Lighting Associates; ph. sec.; p. 34-39; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

Tiffany Antiques Lamps; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p. 120; Mar 93; ID

Virginia, Leesburg; Municipal Government Center; Invisible Lighting Sources; Hanno Weber; ph.; p. 18; June 93; INT

LIGHTING (Cont’d)

Power Quality Affects Subtransformers; by James R. Benya; chart; p. 16-17; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

Store and Art Gallery; Lighting, Takashimaya; New York, New York; Robert Wolsch; ph.; p. 30, 34, 84-90; Sept 93; INT

Texas, Fort Worth; Lighting Stairscase and Escalator in Movie Theater: David M. Schwarz; Lighting Design by Coventry Lighting Associates; ph. sec.; p. 34-39; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

Tiffany Antiques Lamps; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p. 120; Mar 93; ID

Virginia, Leesburg; Municipal Government Center; Invisible Lighting Sources; Hanno Weber; ph.; p. 18; June 93; INT

LITERATURE

Architectural Perception by User or Observer; Comparison to Musical Performer and Literature; by Stephen Parcel; ill. m. biblio.; p. 249-269; May 93; JAE

On Mumford's ‘Sticks and Stones’; A Work of Art, History of American Architecture; by Mark Linder; ill. biblio.; p. 95-103; Nov 92; JAE

Review of ‘The Fountainhead’ After Fifty Years; Various Views; ph.; p. 35, 37; May 93; A

LOUISIANA

Metairie; Medical Clinic; Ochsner Clinic; Kessels, Diboll & Kessels; Interior Design by NB Interiors; ph.; pl. p. 69; Dec 93; INT

MAINE

Presque Isle; Maine District Courthouse; Harriman Associates; ph.; pl. p. 34; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

MALAYSIA

Kuala Lumpur; Office Building; High Rise; Twin 85-Story Towers; Cesar Pell; pl. ill.; p. 224; Mar 93; PA

Selangor; Office Building; High Rise; Menara Mesiniaga, IBM Tower; Solar Treatment; T. R. Hamzah and Ken Yeang; ph. pl. sec. axon. dia.; p. 26-31 (Pac Rim); Mar 93; AR

MALL

See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN

MARYLAND

Baltimore; Center for Marine Biotechnology Landscape Competition; Winner and Other Entries; Zeidler & Roberts; Landscape Design by Haggevren Associates; by Lee Fleming; ph. pl.; p. 50-52; Aug 93; LA

Baltimore; Environmental Education Pavilion; RTKL; m. pl.; p. 37; June 93; A
MARYLAND (Cont’d)

Baltimore; Greater Baltimore Medical Center; RTKL; ph. p.101; Mar 93; A

Baltimore; Health Sciences Facility; University of Maryland; CUH2A and Ayers, Saint & Gross; ill. axon.; p.112-113, Mar 93; A

Baltimore; Hospital; Johns Hopkins Geriatric Facility; Eliezer & Beckett; ph. pl. p.36, Aug/Supt 93; PA

Baltimore; Light Rail Line; Station; Cho, Wilks & Benn; ph. pl. p.64-65; Aug 93; A

Baltimore; Pediatrics Wing; Enchanted Forest; Anita Ols and Chance Anderson; ph. p.154, 158; May 93; INT

Baltimore; Remodeled; Orchard Street Church; BUILDER’S Award; Kelly, Clayton & Mogeske; ph. p.185; Oct 93; B

Baltimore; Residential Development; Townhouse; Nehemiah; Non-Profit Project; Streuver Brothers, Eccles & Rouse; ph. p.137; Mar 93; B

Bethesda; Children’s Treehouse; Glenn & Williams; ph. sec. det.; p.52-53; Apr 93; A

Calvert County; Experimental House; Balloon Framing; Steel Studs; Aistair Reilly; ph. pl. m. axon. p.100-101; July 93; PA

Chesapeake County; Elderly Housing; Canal Town Village; John Lucas; pers. pl. p.21-22, Aug/Supt 93; PA

Chevy Chase; Medical Institute; Howard Hughes; Landscape Plans; Hillier Group; Landscape Design by Louise Schiller; by Carl L. Nelson; ph. pl. p.56-59; Dec 93; LA

Columbia; Residence; Mapleside; D. W. Taylor; ph. pl. p.116; Jan 93; B

Forest Glen; Army Institute of Medical Research; Haines; Lundberg & Waehler; m. pl. p.127; Mar 93; A

Gaithersburg, Kentlands; Neotraditional Residential Community Plan; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; by James Howard Kunstler; ph. p.38-39; Dec 93; LA

Gaithersburg; Residential Development; Residence; Kentlands; George A. Rixey; ph. pl. p.148; Jan 93; B

Greenbelt; District Courthouse; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ill. pl. p.93; Feb 93; A

St. Mary’s County; Residence; Remodeled; BUILDER’S Award; Muse & Wiedeman; ph. pl. p.176-177; Oct 93; B

Saultland; American Indian Cultural Resources Center; Polshek, Metcalf & Tobey and Native American Design Collaborative; m. sec. elev.; p.37; Dec 93; A

Upper Marlboro; Office Building; Low Rise; Union Headquarters; International Association of Machinists & Aerospace Workers; Al/Biggs; ph. pl. sec.; p.44-51; Oct 93; A

MASONRY

Anchoring Thin-Stone Veneers; det.; p.105-107; Dec 93; A

Computer-Aided Gothic Detail Replication; Jewish Museum; ph. sec. det.; p.123-127; Nov 93; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Restoration of the Octagon; Floors, Stairs, Brick, Roof, Mesick, Cohen & Waite; Original Design by William Thorton; ph. sec. elev.; p.107-113; Nov 93; A

MASSACHUSETTS

---; Highway Wildflower Program; by Jack Ahern and W. Gary Smith; ph. p.164-167; Oct 93; LA

Boston; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Low-Income Housing; Langham Court; AIA Honor Award; Goody & Clancy; ph. p.109; May 93; A

Boston; Botanical Garden; Planned Above Tunnel; Monacelli Associates; ill. pl. p.34; Sept 93; PA

Boston; Central Artery Future Project; Critique; by Jane Holtz Kay; m. p.38-39; Apr 93; LA

Boston; Charles River Bridge; Cable Stayed Bridge; Wallace & Floyd; ph. pl. m. sec.; p.78-79; July 93; PA

Boston; Children’s Museum Science Playground; Kennedy & Violich; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.84, 88-89; May 93; PA

Boston; Convention Center; Hynes Center; AIA Honor Award; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. p.92; May 93; A

Boston; County House of Correction; Stubbins Associates; ph. pl. p.96-97; May 93; AR

Boston; Federal Courthouse; Per, Cobb & Freed and Jung & Brannen; m. ill.; p.92; Feb 93; A

Boston; Holocaust Memorial; Stanley Saitowitz; m. sec. elev.; p.78; Feb 93; A

Boston; Intern Bridges Prototype Project; Exhibition in Parking Lot; Kennedy & Violich; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.84-87; May 93; PA

Boston; Interiors; Magazine Offices, PC; Lighting Detail; Manuel Castedo; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.146-149; Mar 93; ID

Boston; Investigating Water Penetration in Stone Walls; State House Investigation; Original Design by Charles Bulfinch; by Simon F. Shipley and Werner H. Gumpertz; ph. sec.; p.124-125; Jan 93; AR

Boston; Office Building; Low Rise; Restoration of 1874 Building; Keith Moskow; pl. ill.; p.29; Jan 93; AR

Boston; Plaza Over Parking Garage; Post Office Square; Elenzenweig Associates; ph. pl. axon. p.78-81; Aug 93; A

Boston; Police Station; Donham & Sweeney; ph. pl. p.24, Mar/Supt 93; PA

Boston; Post Office Square Park; Redone Mall; ASLA Award; Elenzenweig Associates; Landscape Design by Halvorson Company; ph. p.96; Nov 93; LA
MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Boston: Public Transportation Control Center; Jury Comments, PA Award; Leers & Weinazpefl, m. pl.; p.76-77; Jan 93; PA

Boston: Southgate Commercial Block; Wall Details; Jonathan Levi; ph. det. sec. elev.; p.108, 114-115; Oct 93; AR

Boston: Sports Arena, Enclosed; Shawmut Center; Ellerbe & Becket; m. sec. det.; p.34; Aug 93; AR

Boston: Stairway Details for an Apartment; Denison & Luchin; ph. elev. det.; p.110-111; Apr 93; AR

Boston: Temporary Museum, Exhibition Spaces; Boston Center for the Arts; Kennedy & Violich; m. pl.; p.84, 90-91; May 93; PA

Boston: United States Courthouse; Henry Cobb; ph. m. sec.; p.89; Apr 93; PA

Boston: Walking and Biking Guide in Boston Parks; p.; p.24; July 93; LA

Boston: Women's Clothing Store, Giorgio Armani; Naomi Left; ph. pl.; 268-271; May 93; ID

Brookline: Apartment Development; Low Rise; Goody & Clancy; m. elev.; p.32; Nov 93; AR

Cambridge: Carpenter Center; Harvard University; Experiencing the Spaces; Le Corbusier; by David Bell; ph. pl. axon. biblio.; p.217-228; May 93; JAE

Cambridge: Harvard Yard Master Plan; ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; ill.; p.63; Nov 93; LA

Cambridge: Mount Auburn Cemetery, 1831, Master Plan; ASLA Award; Hartvoron Company; ph. ill.; p.62; Nov 93; LA

Cambridge: Offices and Residences; Machado & Silvetti; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-73; Nov 93; A

Cambridge: Townhouse; Low and Moderate Cost Units; M. Hickey; ph. pl.; p.97; June 93; B

Fall River: Courthouse; Renovation of Old High School Building; Finegold & Alexander; ph. pl.; p.36; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

Hansdon: Library and Senior Center; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl.; p.73-83; Feb 93; AR

Lowell: Bridge Across Eastern Canal; TAMs; ph. axon. pers.; p.69; Dec 93; PA

Marlboro: DEC's Corporate Site Plan; Use of Wildflowers; Carol R. Johnson; ph.; p.166-167; Oct 93; LA

Martha's Vineyard: Residence; Pond House with Two Guest Houses; Centerbrook; ph. ill.; elev.; p.46-55; Nov 93; PA

Mattapan: For Children with AIDS; Buck, Smith & McAvoy; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Apr 93; A

Milford: Draper Park Veterans Memorial; Competition Winner; Robert Desmond; ph. m.; p.57; Aug 93; LA

Nantucket: Airport; HNTB Architects; ph. pl.; p.53; Aug 93; A

Quincy: Health Center; Harvard Community Health Plan; ph. pl.; p.57; Dec 93; INT

Roxbury: Apartment Building; Public-Private Project; Yost Partners and Hickok & Williams; ph. pl.; p.140; Mar 93; B

Salem: Memorial to Victims of Witch Trials; James Cutler and Maggie Smith; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-73; Aug 93; PA

Somervile: Public Safety Building Renovation; Police and Fire Department; Donham & Sweeney; ph. pl.; p.25; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

South Hadley: Library; Mount Holyoke College; Addition and Restoration; Graham Gund; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-81; Jan 93; AR

Stockbridge: Norman Rockwell Museum; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Sept 93; INT

Truro: School; Elementary; HMFH Architects; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Aug 93; AR

Watertown: Residential Development; Siena Village; Affordable Townhouses; Comunitas; axon. ph.; p.86; Jan 93; A

Wellesley: Museum and Cultural Center; Wellesley College; Includes Clerestory Detail; Rafael Moneo and Payette Associates; ph. pl. det.; p.84-91; Oct 93; AR

Wenham: Apartment Building; Low Rise; The Maples; Miquelle MZO; ph. pl.; p.146-147; Jan 93; B

Weston: Residence; Stucco Facade; BUILDER'S Award; Gary & Wolf; ph.; p.187; Oct 93; B

Williamstown: Vacation House; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Burr & McCamll; ph. pl.; p.130-134; Jan/Feb 93; CB

Worcester: District Courthouse Renovation; Leers & Weinazpefl; ill.; p.91; Feb 93; A

MECHANICAL SYSTEM

See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, SOLAR

MEMORIAL

District of Columbia, Washington; Holocaust Memorial Museum; Architect's and Other Statements: Critique; Bridge and Skylight Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. m. ill. elev. sec. det. axon.; p.59-74; Feb 93; PA

Holocaust Deportation Memorial; France, Paris; Georges-Henri Pingusson; ph. pl. sec.; p.79; Feb 93; PA

Holocaust Memorial Museum; Israel, Kibbutz Lochamei Hagetaot; Karmi Architects; sec. ill.; p.79; Feb 93; PA

Holocaust Memorial; Massachusetts, Boston; Stanley Saitowitz; ill. m. sec. elev.; p.78; Feb 93; PA

Holocaust Memorials in Europe, Israel and the United States; by Ziva Freiman; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.134; Jan/Feb 93; INT

Massachusetts, Milford; Draper Park Veterans Memorial; Competition Winner; Robert Desmond; ph. m.; p.57; Aug 93; LA

Memorial Education Center Structure; Washington, Bainbridge Island; Bloedel Reserve; James Cutler; ph. pl.; p.92-97; Feb 93; AR

Memorial to Victims of Gang Violence; California, East Oakland; ASLA Award; Sue Anne Ware; axon. pl.; p.68; Nov 93; LA

Memorial to Victims of Witch Trials; Massachusetts, Salem; James Cutler and Maggie Smith; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.70-73; Aug 93; PA

National Monument Center; District of Columbia, Washington; Critique of Monuments; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph. pl.; p.30-31; Feb 93; LA

Police Officers Memorial; Texas, Houston; James Burnett and Jesus Bautista Morales; ph. axon.; p.28; Jan 93; LA

89
WASHINGTON

Women's Rights National Historical Park; New York, Seneca Falls; Contains Wesleyan Chapel Remnants; Ann Marshall and Kay Kinoshita; ph. pl.; p. 25-27; Oct 93; A

METRIC SYSTEM

Metric System Conversion Update; chart; p. 30; Apr 93; AR

MEXICO

---; American Architects' Work; ill.; p. 132-133; Sept 93; A

Acapulco; Arango House, 1973; John Lautner; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Dec 93; PA

Mexico City; French Institute and Cultural Center; Enrique Norten; ph. pl. axon.; p. 88-89; July 93; AR

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor; Exhibit, Shelter and Women; INTERIORS Annual Award; Betsy Williams and Melissa Harris; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 116-117; Jan 93, INT

Berrien Springs; Architecture Annex, Andrews University; Steven Hoff, m. pl. ill.; p. 26; Mar 93; PA

Cranbrook; Christ Church; Lighting Plan; Jickling, Lymon & Powell; Lighting Design by Rambusch Decorating Company; ph. sec.; p. 40-41, 44-45; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

Fenton; Residence; The Crossings of Silver Ridge; Humphreys Partners; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Dec 93; B

Glen Arbor; Stairway Details for a House; Charles Warren; ph. det.; p. 110-111; Apr 93; AR

Grand Rapids; Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p. 220-225; Sept 93; ID

Lansing; State Capitol Building; Lighting Plan; Richard Frank; Lighting Design by Gary Steffy; ph.; p. 24-25; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

New Buffalo; Golf Cottage; Booth & Hansen; ph. elev.; p. 62-65; Mar 93; AR

Redford; Medical Center, Henry Ford Health System; TMP; ph. pl.; p. 66; Dec 93; INT

Troy; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Village Green; Coponen Architects; ph. pl.; p. 115; Sept 93; B

Troy; School; High; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p. 96-103; Aug 93; AR

Troy; Store; Barney's New York; INTERIORS Annual Award; Rosenblum & Harb; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Jan 93; INT

Woodhaven; Residential Development; Residence; Silver Creek; Michael S. Downes; ph. pl.; p. 107; May 93; B

MINNESOTA

Cloquet; Campus; Fond du Lac Community College; Thomas Hodne; ph. pl.; p. 93-95; Dec 93; A

Inner Grove Heights; Medical and Dental Center, Group Health Incorporated; BW/BR; ph. pl.; p. 68; Dec 93; INT

Mille Lacs Reservation; Ceremonial Building; Cunningham, Hamilton & Quiter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-101; Dec 93; A

Mille Lacs Reservation; Upper and Lower Schools and Health Center, Cunningham, Hamilton & Quiter; ph. elev.; p. 93, 98-99; Dec 93; A

Minneapolis; Cedar Lake Trail; Conflicts Between Bicyclist and In-Line Skaters; Jones & Jones and Richard Haag; ph.; p. 34; Oct 93; LA

Minneapolis; Cooling Plant; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-115; June 93; AR

Minneapolis; Division of Indian Work Headquarters; Center for Emergency Provisions for Indian Arivals; AmerIndian Architecture; ph. pl. ill.; p. 93, 96-97; Dec 93; A

Minneapolis; Garage and Transit Facility, Municipal Transit Hub; Ellerbe & Becket; ph.; p. 126-129; June 93; AR

Minneapolis; Street Arts Fair, Mollie O'Connor; ph.; p. 105; July 93; PA

Minneapolis; Travel Agency Store Prototype; Stain-Design; ph.; p. 272-273; May 93; ID

New Hope; Fire Station; Bernard Herman; ph.; p. 22; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

St. Paul; Wabasha Bridge Controversy; Finalists; James Carpenter, m. ph.; p. 23; Oct 93; PA

St. Paul; Wabasha Street Bridge; James Carpenter; m. pl. elev.; p. 72-73; Aug 93; A

MISSOURI

Liberty; Community Center, Hastings & Chivetta; ph. pl.; p. 31; Mar/Suppl 93; PA

O'Fallon; Residential Development; Residence; Twin Chimneys; D. L. Design; ph. pl.; p. 206; Feb 93; B

St. Louis; Light Rail Metro Link; Stations; Kennedy Associates; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Aug 93; A

St. Louis; Mid-Town Community Rehabilitation; Mark J. Vogt; axon.; p. 77; Nov 93; LA

St. Louis; Residential Development; Residence; Ridgewood Estates; D. L. Design; ph. pl.; p. 82; Sept 93; B

St. Louis; Sports Arena, Enclosed; Kiel Arena; Ellerbe & Becket; m. sec. det.; p. 35; Aug 93; AR

St. Peters; St. Charles County Community College; Cannon and Pearce; Turner & Nikolaevich; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 92-97; Nov 93; AR

MOBILE HOME

Arizona, Mesa; Mobile Home Park with Village Center; Jury Comments, PA Award; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-89; Jan 93; PA

MONUMENT

See MEMORIAL

90
MOTEL
See HOTEL.

MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN.

MUSEUM

African Art Museum; New York, New York; Maya Lin; ph. pl. axon.; p.66-69; July 93; A
American Air Museum; England, Duxford; Norman Foster, m. pl.; p.26; Nov 93; PA
American Indian Cultural Resources Center; Maryland, Suitland; Polshek, Metcalf & Tobey and Native American Design Collaborative; m. sec. elev.; p.37; Dec 93; A
American Indian Museum, Theater; Connecticut, Southeastern; Mashantucket Pequot Indians; James Stewart Polshek; ill. pl. axon.; p.86, 88; Oct 93; INT
American Indian Museum; Oregon, Warm Springs; Warm Springs, Wasco and Pauite Tribal Artifacts; Stasny & Burke; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.70-77; Dec 93; A
Art Gallery and Library; France, Nimes; Carree D'Art; Norman Foster; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.106-109; Sept 93; A
Art Gallery of Ontario; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Renovation and Expansion; Barton Myers and Kuvabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.56-69; Nov 93; A
Art Museum Addition; Nebraska, Omaha; Norman Foster; m. pl. sec.; p.26; Aug 93; PA
Art Museum Addition; Texas, Houston, Office and Classroom Building; Carlos Jimenez; m. pl.; p.26; June 93; PA
Art Museum Gallery; France, Paris; Louvre Middle Eastern Collection; Pei, Cobb & Freed; pl. ill. sec.; ph.; p.77; July 93; PA
Art Museum and Library; Spain, Barcelona; Remodeled Landmark; Art of Antoni Tapes; Roser Amado; Original Design by Luis Domenec i Montaner; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-83; May 93; PA
Art Museum's Landscape Redesign; Hirshhorn Plaza; District of Columbia, Washington; Critique; James Urban; by Benjamin Forgy; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.40-41; Nov 93; LA
Art Museum, Cy Twombly Gallery; Texas, Houston; Renzo Piano; ph. axon. elev.; p.23; July 93; A
Art Museum, Freer Gallery Reopens; District of Columbia, Washington; Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott; Original Design by Charles Platt; ph. ill.; p.26-27; July 93; A
Art Museum, Joslyn; Nebraska, Omaha; Addition; Norman Foster; m. pl.; p.24; July 93; A
Art Museum, Royal Academy of Arts Sackler Galleries; England, London; INTERIORS Annual Award; Norman Foster; by Karin Tettlow; ph. sec.; p.100-101; Jan 93; INT
Art Museum; Netherlands, Rotterdam; Kunsthall, Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. axon. pl. sec.; p.86-89; Sept 93; A
Art Museum; Texas, Marfa; Artists/Architect's Sculpture; Donald Judd; ph. pl.; p.82-85; Jan 93; AR
Art and Exhibition Hall; Germany, Bonn; Gustav Peichl; ph. pl. axon.; p.116-119; Sept 93; A

MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Biosphere to Become Environmental Awareness Center; Blouin, Faucher, Aubertin, Brodeur, Gauthier and Desnoyers & Mercure; Original Design by R. Buckminster Fuller, ph. sec.; p.27; Nov 93; PA
Children's Museum Science Playground; Massachusetts, Boston, Kennedy & Violich; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.84, 88-89; May 93; PA
Children's Museum; Texas, Houston; Jackson & Ryan and Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl.; p.78-83; Mar 93; AR
Children's Museum; Texas, Houston; Venturi & Scott Brown and Jackson & Ryan; ph.; p.46-51; Apr 93; A
Civil Rights Institute; Alabama, Birmingham; Museum and Research Facility; Ryder Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.24-25; Jan 93; A
Crafts Museum; India, Jaipur; Charles Correa; ph. pl. axon.; p.86-87; Apr 93; PA
Creative Discovery Museum; Tennessee, Chattanooga; Lee H. Skolnick and Design Partnership; ill. pl.; p.33; Nov 93; AR
Cultural Museum Concept; South Carolina; African-American Farming; Thomas Fowler IV; ph. pl. ill.; p.117; July 93; PA
Energy Museum and Education Center; Illinois, Zion; Power House; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. elev.; p.43-51; May 93; A
Environmental Discovery Center; Central Park; New York, New York; Buttrick, White & Burts; ph. pl. sec.; p.44; Dec 93; PA
Environmental Education Pavilion; Maryland, Baltimore; RTKL; m. pl.; p.37; June 93; A
France, Nimes; Public Library and Contemporary Art Museum, Carre d'Art; Norman Foster; ph. pl. sec. persp.; p.82-71; Oct 93; AR
History Museum; Washington, Tacoma; Moore & Anderson and Olson & Sundberg; elev. sec.; p.28: 29; July 93; A
Holocaust Memorial Museum; District of Columbia, Washington, Architect's and Other Statements; Critique; Bridge and Skylight Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. m. ill. elev. sec. det. axon.; p.59-74; Feb 93; PA
Holocaust Memorial Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Dedication; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph.; p.19-20; June 93; PA
Holocaust Memorial Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Skylight and Bridge Detail; Pei, Cobb & Freed and Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.58-67; July 93; AR
Holocaust Memorial Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. sec.; p.53-65; July 93; A
Holocaust Memorial Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph.; p.27; May 93; AR
Indian Tribal Museum; Oregon, Warm Springs; Stasny & Burke; Landscape Design by Maye-Reed; by Michael Lecesse; ph. pl.; p.50-52; Jan 93; LA
Israel, Kibbutz Lochamei Hageta'ot; Holocaust Memorial Museum; Karmi Architects; sec. ill.; p.79; Feb 93; PA
Japanese American National Museum; California, Los Angeles; Remodeled Buddhist Temple; J. T. Nakaoka; Original Design by Edgar Cline; ph. pl. axon.; p.130-133; July 93; ID
MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Jewish Museum; New York, New York; Museum Expansion, Gothic Detailing; Roche & Dinkeloo; ph. sec. det.; p.123-127; Nov 93, A

Museum Center for Navajo Artifacts; Arizona, Window Rock; DCSW Architects; pers. ill.; p.35; Dec 93, A

Museum of Archaeology and Gift Shop; Canada, Museum Center for Navajo Artifacts; Arizona.

Netherlands, Rotterdam; Building for Temporary Exhibitions; Georgia, Atlanta; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.80-87; May 93; AR

New York, New York; Interiors, Guggenheim Museum Offices; INTERIORS Annual Award; TAD Design; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright, by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Jan 93; INT

New York, New York; Rotunda Art Gallery; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pers.; p.82-87; Nov 93; A

Norman Rockwell Museum; Massachusetts, Stockbridge; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.90-93; Sept 93; INT

Science and Industry Museum; Oregon, Portland; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl.; p.70-77; July 93; A

Temporary Museum, Exhibition Spaces; Massachusetts, Boston; Boston Center for the Arts, Kennedy & Violich; m. pl.; p.84, 90-91; May 93; AR

U. S. Air Museum; England, Duxford; Norman Foster, pl. m. ill.; p.33; Sept 93; A

See EXHIBITION, HISTORICAL, MEMORIAL, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

MUSIC HALL

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

NATURAL HAZARDS

See HAZARDS

NEBRASKA (Cont'd)

Omaha; Law Offices, Lighting Design; Randy Brown; ph.; p.26-29; Feb/Suppl 93; AR

NETHERLANDS

Amelie; School; Elementary; Herman Hertzberger; ph. pl. sec axon.; p.85; Apr 93; PA

Amsterdam; Netherlands International Bank Headquarters; Energy Savings; Alberts & Van Hout; ph. pl. sec.; p.89-91; Mar 93; PA

Beyond De Stijl; Exhibition of Architect's Work; Gerrit Thomas Rietveld; ph.; p.42; Feb 93; AR

Hilversum; Office Building; Royal Dutch Papermills Headquarters; Richard Meier; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.52-61; Mar 93; AR

Rotterdam; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Kokon Architects; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Nov 93, PA

Rotterdam; Art Museum; Kunsthal; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Fumimori Hoshino; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-89; Sept 93; A

Rotterdam; Building for Temporary Exhibitions; Kunsthal; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Fumimori Hoshino; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-73; Mar 93; AR

 Voorburg; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Reijenga, Postma & Haag; pl. elev.; p.96; Nov 93; PA

NEVADA

Fallon, Near; Bombing Range Restoration; Richard Misrach and Pamela Burton; by dirk sutro; ph.; p.82-83; Oct 93; LA

Las Vegas; Residence; Sunrise; Larry Tindall; ph.; p.102; Dec 93; B

Las Vegas; Residential Development; Evergreen; New American Show Home Program; Johannes Van Tilburg; Landscape Design by S. W. Southwick; by susan bradford; ph. pl. elev.; p.162-187; Feb 93; B

Las Vegas; Residential Development; Residence; Solana del Norte; Colbourn, Currier & Noll; ph. pl.; p.74; June 93; B

Las Vegas; Residential Development; Residence; Summer Shores; Bigelow Associates; ph. pl.; p.79; Sept 93; B

Las Vegas; Residential Development; Residence; Summerlin; Loft; BUILDER'S Award; Basselian & Lagoni; ph. pl.; p.186; Oct 93; B

Las Vegas; Residential Development; Residence; Summerlin; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.204-205; Feb 93; B

Las Vegas; Residential Development; Showcase House; 1992; Goldman, Firth & Bocca; ph. pl.; p.185; Jan 93; B

Las Vegas; Restaurant; Spago; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.122-127; June 93; 1D

Laughlin; Elderly Housing; Society of Singers Desert Home; Bobrow & Thomas; ph. pers.; p.18; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

 Reno; Hospital; Outpatient Surgery Unit; Thompson Design Associates; ph.; p.106-107; Aug 93; ID

Sparks; Police Station; Polson Architects; ph. pl.; p.30; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

Long Island; Residence; Interiors: Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p.248-251, May 93; ID
Long Island; Residence; James Volney Righter; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.62-65, Nov 93; PA
Long Lake; Vacation House, Interiors; Gretchen Bellinger; pers. ph.; p.150-153, June 93; ID
Nassau County; Hospital; Geriatric; Addition to Paterson Geriatric Center; Silver & Ziskind; m. pl.; p.48, Aug/Suppl 93; PA
New York, Bronx; Child Care Center; For Retarded and HIV Positive Children; Caples & Jefferson; ph.; p.90, Apr 93; A
New York, Bronx; Jungle World, Bronx Zoo; Reproduced Jungle, Cliffs, Trees; Herbert W. Riener; Landscape Design by John Gwynne; by Eve M. Rekahn; ph. 66-68, July 93; LA
New York, Bronx; Lee Goodwin Residence; Housing for Women with Drug Abuse & Mental Health Problems; Conrad Levenson; ph.; pl.; p.79, Nov 93; INT
New York, Bronx; Multi-Use Academic Building; Hostos Community College; Voorsanger Associates; ph.; p.102; May 93; A
New York, Bronx; Outpatient Clinic for Children with AIDS; Jury Comments; PA; Award; Perkins & Will; Swance; Hayden & Connell and Kohn; Pederson & Fox; ph.; p.54-55; Jan 93; PA
New York, Bronx; Police Training Facility; Competition Winner; Eliebe & Beckett; m. pl.; p.24; Feb 93; PA
New York, Bronx; Ponce de Leon Savings Bank; Interiors; Fox & Fowle; ph. elev.; p.182-185, Sept 93; ID
New York, Brooklyn; Apartment Building; Lobby Remodeled; Leonard Braunschweiger; ph.; p.266-267, May 93; ID
New York, Brooklyn; Day Care Center; Army Terminal; Architrope; ph.; p.62; Dec 93; PA
New York, Brooklyn; Hospital; Geriatric; Bishop Mugaveno Center; Albert Schunkewitz; pers. ph.; p.46; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
New York, Brooklyn; Hospital; Marcus Garvey Skilled Nursing Facility; Perkins & Will; pers. ph.; p.51; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
New York, Brooklyn; Interiors; Film Company’s Offices; Spike Lee; Plywood Door Detailed; Jack Travis; ph.; pl.; p.53, 28; July 93; INT
New York, Brooklyn; Kitchen and Bathroom; Armstrong Associates; ph. p.522; Nov 93; ID
New York, Brooklyn; Kitchen and Bathroom; Freeman & Pizer; ph.; p.522; Nov 93; ID
New York, Brooklyn; Presidential Mansion. 1896; Building; Pratt Institute; Restoration; Wagner & Van Dam; Original Design by Babb, Cook & Willard; ph.; pl.; p.150-155; Mar 93; ID
New York, Brooklyn; Single Mothers Shared Apartments; Katlin Adam; pl.; p.89; Jan 93; A
New York, Brooklyn; Supportive Housing for Mentally Retarded and Developmentally Disabled; Amy Gross; ph.; p.70; Nov 93; INT
New York, South Bronx; Police Academy; Competition Winner; Elieverc & Becket and Michael Fieldman; axon. m.; p.23; Jan 93; A
New York; ‘Chaos Garden’ on Four Abandoned Blocks; Michael J. Koontz and Keith A. Scott; ph.; pl.; p.51; Dec 93; LA

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; 42nd Street Redevelopment, Design Guidelines; Robert A. M. Stern; ill.; p.37; Nov 93; A
New York; African Art Museum; Maya Lin; ph. pl. axon.; p.69-69, July 93; A
New York; Apartment Bathroom; Victoria Hagin; ph.; p.S16-S17; Apr 93; ID
New York; Apartment Building; Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. axon.; p.110-117; Sept 93; AR
New York; Apartment Building; Lighting Restored Lobby; Rambusch Company; Original Design by James E. Ware; ph. elev.; p.32-33; Aug/Suppl 93; AR
New York; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Infill; Competition; Pylak Associates; ph. pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE
New York; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Two; Remodeled as Halfway Houses; Roberta Washington; ph.; pl.; p.56; Oct 93; PA
New York; Architects’ Offices; Use of Computers; Anschutz, Christians & Lauster; ph.; p.93; Oct 93; PA
New York; Auditorium; New School of Social Research; Lighting; Prentice & Chan; Lighting Design by Imero Fiorentino; ph.; p.34-37; May/Suppl 93; AR
New York; Bath and Kitchen; Francois De Menil; ph.; p.148-149; July 93; ID
New York; Bath and Kitchen; Kutnicki & Bernstein; ph.; p.146-147; July 93; ID
New York; Beauty Salon; Salon Ishi; INTERIORS Annual Award; Fred Pinkey; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.90-91; Jan 93; INT
New York; Bed and Bath Showroom, Esprit; Michael Vanderby; ph.; p.52-53; Feb 93; INT
New York; Benefit Display Using Rugs or Tapes; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph.; p.140-145, Feb 93; ID
New York; Bicycle Rack; Natural Resources Defense Council’s Offices; ph.; p.74; Aug 93; INT
New York; Book Store; Archivia; INTERIORS Annual Award; Michael Rubin; by Nayana Currimbhoy; ph. pl. sec.; p.112-113; Jan 93; INT
New York; Cafe Word of Mouth; Alfredo De Vido; ph.; p.118-121; June 93; INT
New York; Carolines Comedy Nightclub; Haigh Architects; ph.; p.136-141; Feb 93; ID
New York; Casa Mutua. Supportive Housing for Mentally Ill Occupants; Harden & Van Amam; ph.; p.68-69; Nov 93; INT
New York; Central Park, Restoration and Management Plans; Andropogon Associates; by Leslie Sauers; ph.; p.55-57; Mar 93; LA
New York; Citibank Private Banking Group Offices, Interiors; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph.; p.64-65; Jan 93; INT
New York; Clothing Showroom; Carmelo Pomodoro; INTERIORS Annual Award; FTL Architects; by Michael Wagner; ph.; p.96-97; Jan 93; INT
New York; Clothing Showroom, TSE Cashmere; INTERIORS Annual Award; Mathias Thonfor by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.94-95, Jan 93; INT
New York; Computer Altered Photo Store, Final Image; Uvegi Associates; ph.; pl.; p.210-211; Sept 93; ID
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Copy Machine Showroom, Mita Copystar America; Use of CADD; Kajima Associates; ph. pl. ill.; p.274-279, May 93, ID

New York; Cultural Center, Austrian Cultural Institute; Raimund Abraham; pl. sec. ill.; p.25, Mar 93, PA

New York; Day Care and Boarding Facility, Backyard Gardens, Arca Terra, by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; pl. p.53-55, Jan 93, LA

New York; Department Store, Fifth Floor Remodeled, Bergdorf Goodman; Eva Jiricna; ph.; p.122-127, Jan 93, ID

New York; Department Store, Takashimaya Fifth Avenue; John Burgee; Interior Design by Larry Laslo; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.84-89, 30, 34; Sept 93, INT

New York; Designer's Offices; Noel Jeffrey; ph.; p.112-115; Jan 93, ID

New York; Dormitory Restoration, City College of New York; Technical Details; Stein Partnership; ph. det. elev.; p.64-69, Aug 93, PA

New York; Dormitory Tower, Juilliard and The School of American Ballet; Davis & Brody; ph.; p.230-231+, May 93, ID

New York; Dress Showroom, Leslie Fay; Helmut, Obata & Kassabaum; ph.; p.68-69; Jan 93, INT

New York; Ecologically Sensitive Products Store; Felissimo; Six Story Neo-Classical Townhouse; Clodagh; Original Design by Warren & Wetmore; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.38-45, Apr 93, INT

New York; Environmental Discovery Center, Central Park; Buttrick, White & Burtis; ph. pl. sec.; p.44, Dec 93, PA

New York; Exhibit of Architect's Work, Renzo Piano; ph.; p.22-23; Feb 93, A

New York; Fabric Showroom, Go Silk; Door Details; Tad Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. det. elev.; p.80, 28; Nov 93, INT

New York; Fabrics and Paper Showroom, Stroheim & Romann; Carpentry Process; McMillen; ph.; p.284-291; May 93, ID

New York; Federal Courthouse, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m. pl.; p.92; Feb 93, A

New York; Ferry Terminal, Whitehall, Competition Winner, Other Entries; Venturi & Scott Brown and Anderson & Schwartz; ph. m. elev. sec.; p.24-25, Feb 93, A

New York; Film Company Offices, Stephen Alastair Wanta; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Oct 93, ID

New York; Fire Department Counseling Offices; David Prendergast; ph.; p.100-101; Aug 93, ID

New York; Footwear Showroom, Nina; Henry Meyerberg; ph.; p.206-209; Sept 93, ID

New York; Footwear and Clothing Showroom, Sam & Libby; Michael McDonough; ph. pl. elev.; p.204-205, Sept 93, ID

New York; Furniture Showroom, Cy Mann, Elise Lacher; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Jan 93, ID

New York; Furniture Showroom, Geiger/Bnickel; Interior Space International; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-101; Sept 93, INT

New York; Guggenheim Pavilion, Mount Sinai Medical Center; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-73; Mar 93, A

New York; Hamilton Fish Park, John Cardullo, ph. pl.; p.96-101; Jan 93, AR

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Hospital, Isabella Geriatric Center; Ronald Schmidt; m. pl.; p.43, Aug/Sep 93, PA

New York; Hospital, Nursing Facility for AIDS Patients, Rivington House; Perkins & Will and Davis & Brody; elev. pl.; p.32, Aug/Sep 93, PA

New York; Hospital, Psychiatric, Treatment Center for Women and Their Children, Parker Architects; ph. pl.; p.67, Nov 93, INT

New York; Hotel; Four Seasons Hotel; Scagliona Panel Details; Pei, Cobb & Freed; Interior Design by Chhada & Siemiedia; ph. pl. elev.; p.114-127; Oct 93, ID

New York; Hotel, Interiors of the Royalton and the Paramount; Critique; Philippe Stark, by Philip Ardizzi, ph. pl.; p.80-83; Feb 93, PA

New York; Hotel, Single Room Occupancy Hotel, Remodeled; Roberta Washington; ph. pl.; p.55, Oct 93, PA

New York; Institute of Biomolecular Medicine, New York University; Polshek & Payette; m. ill.; p.126, Mar 93, A

New York; Interiors; AIA Chapter Headquarters; Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Meyers; axon.; p.31, Jan 93, A

New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices, Stair Details; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. axon.; p.84-91; Jan 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices, Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. axon.; p.96-99; Jan 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices, Rosenblum & Harb; ph.; p.264-265, May 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Light Fixture Details; Alexander C. Gorlin, Interior Design by Barbara Schwartz; ph.; p.166-173, Sept 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Barry Gorainick; ph.; p.142-145; Apr 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Sandra Nunnerley; ph.; p.154-157; June 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Architect's Offices; Jack Travis; by Beverly Russell; ph. det. pl.; p.50-51, July 93, INT

New York; Interiors; Architects' Studio; Parsons & Fernandez-Castellero; ph. pl.; p.71, Dec 93, PA

New York; Interiors; Corporation Offices; Siemens; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph.; p.66-67; Jan 93, INT

New York; Interiors; Designer's Apartment and Studio, Martha Burns; ph.; p.142-145, July 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Designer's Studio and Showroom, Aero Studios; ph. pl.; p.156-163, Mar 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Elizabeth Arden's Headquarers, SCR; ph. pl.; p.186-189, Sept 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Financier's Offices, Interior Partitions and Ceiling Detail; Shelton & Mindel, by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. axon det.; p.46-51, 24; Apr 93, INT

New York; Interiors; Graphic Designer's Offices; Rothezid, Kaiserman, Thomson & Bee; ph. pl.; p.158-161; June 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Guggenheim Museum Offices; INTERIORS Annual Award; TAS Design, Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright, by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p.84-85, Nov 93, INT

New York; Interiors; Lincoln Center Entertainment Suite, Davis & Brody; ph. pl.; p.232-233, May 93, ID
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Interiors, Lincoln Center Offices; Davis & Brody, ph.; p. 236-239+, May 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Loft Apartment, Fred Wilmers; ph.; p. 70; Dec 93, PA

New York; Interiors; National Audubon Society Headquarters; Energy Conservation; Croxton Collaborative; ph.; p. 70-77, July 93, INT

New York; Interiors; philanthropic offices; Lauder Foundation; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p. 76-79, Sept 93, INT

New York; Interiors; publisher's offices; Rolling Stone; Phillips & Janson; ph.; p. 112-115; Apr 93, ID

New York; Interiors; publisher's offices; The Economist; John C. Sweeney; ph.; p. 116-119, Apr 93, ID

New York; Interiors; record company offices; EMI, Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p. 66-69, Sept 93, INT

New York; Interiors; Remodeled Duplex Apartment; Vishva Priya; ph.; p. 138-141, July 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Sony headquarters; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p. 56-65, Sept 93, INT

New York; Interiors; stock traders offices; INTERIORS Annual Award; Steven Holt; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p. 82-83, Jan 93, INT

New York; Interiors; talent agency offices; EMI, Switzer Group; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p. 54-57, July 93, INT

New York; Interiors; Warner Brothers records offices; INTERIORS Annual Award; Bausman & Gill; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p. 80-81, Jan 93, INT

New York; Jewelry store; includes display case detail; Kiss & Zigward; ph.; p. 132-135, Jan 93, ID

New York; Jewish Museum; museum expansion; gothic detailing; Roche & Dinkeloo; ph. sec. det.; p. 123-127, Nov 93, A

New York; Kips bay show house; bedroom; Genevieve Faure; ph.; p. 538; Sept 93, ID

New York; Kips Bay Show House; Kitchen; Gail Green; ph.; p. S30-S31; Sept 93, ID

New York; Kips Bay Show House; Library; Cooper Group; ph.; p. S22-S23; Sept 93, ID

New York; Kips Bay Show House; Living Room; McMillen; ph.; p. S14-S15, Sept 93, ID

New York; Kips Bay Show House; Master Bedroom; T. Keller Donovan; ph.; p. S18-S19, Sept 93, ID

New York; Kips Bay Show House; Salon; Stedila; Design; ph.; p. S26-S27; Sept 93, ID

New York; Kips Bay Show House; Sitting Room; Justin Baxter; ph.; p. S34, Sept 93, ID

New York; Kips Bay Show House; Study; Peter Moore; ph.; p. S42, Sept 93, ID

New York; Kitchen and bathroom; AR; ph.; p. S10-S11; Nov 93, ID

New York; Kitchen and bathroom; Ingrid Hustvedt; ph.; p. S23, Nov 93, ID

New York; Kitchen; Barbara Hauben-Ross; ph.; p. S24-S25; Apr 93, ID

New York; Kitchen; TAS Design; ph.; p. S34-S35; Apr 93, ID

New York; Interiors; Leather showroom; Edelman; HTI/Space Design International; ph.; p. 218-219, Sept 93, ID

New York; Lincoln Center addition; Rose building; multi-use; library; theater; studios; dormitory; Davis & Brody; by Naomi Pollock; ph. axon.; p. 212-241; May 93, ID

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Lobby Remodeled; Clodagh; ph.; p. 258-259, May 93, ID

New York; Lobby Remodeled; Manuel Castedo; Original design by Moms Rapides; ph.; p. 260-263, May 93, ID

New York; Madison street park and octagon park; Weintroub & Di Domenico; ph.; p. 66-69, Jan 93, LA

New York; Men's clothing showroom; Andrew Fezza, Vincente Wolf; by William Weatherby, Jr.; ph.; p. 58-61; Apr 93, ID

New York; Men's shirts and ties store; Robert Talbott; Michael Vanderbyl; ph. axon.; p. 38-41; Feb 93, INT

New York; Mosque; islamic cultural center; INTERIORS Annual Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Karin Teltow; ph. sec.; p. 86-89, Jan 93, INT

New York; National Audubon Society's office building; multi-use; Energy features; Croxton Collaborative; ph. elev.; p. 62-69; June 93, A

New York; National health laboratories; Design principles; by Karin Teltow; ph. axon.; p. 80-81; Dec 93, INT

New York; Night club; club usa; Goode & Becker; by Shane Mitchell; ph.; p. 52-55; Apr 93, INT

New York; Office building; Interiors; Credit Suisse Trading Room; Lighting plan; Janko Rasic; Lighting design by Imiro Fiorentino Associates; ph.; p. 34-35, Nov Suppl; 93, AR

New York; Office building; Interiors; entertainment and media headquarters; Bertelsmann; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior design by Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph.; p. 56-63; Dec 93, ID

New York; Office building; Interiors; record company offices; Two; Bausman & Gill; ph. axon. ill. det.; p. 58-65; Oct 93, PA

New York; Office building; middle rise; national resources defense council headquarters; Survey of energy savings; Croxton Collaborative; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. sec. graphs, table; p. 84-89; Mar 93, PA

New York; Park above sewage-treatment plant; riverbank state park; Richard Dattner; landscape design by Abel; Bannier & Butn; ph. axon.; p. 108-113; Nov 93, AR

New York; Park avenue cafe; Arnold Syrop; ph.; p. 126-129; Feb 93, ID

New York; Park at water treatment plant; two proposed designs; one includes a fountain; James Bodnar and Robert Evans and Robert Integes; by Eve M. Kahn; ph. elev. sec. ill.; p. 71-73; Apr 93, LA

New York; Parks on city owned vacant sites; success garden; Kameal Thomas and new york City students; ph.; p. 26; July 93, LA

New York; Photo studio; INTERIORS Annual Award; Kevin Walz; by Justin Hendsperger; ph.; p. 110-111; Jan 93, INT

New York; Promenade; entrance court; Recital Hall; Juliard school; theater; Plaza Lobby; Cafe, Ballet school; residence hall; entertainment suite; Davis & Brody; ph. axon.; p. 212-241; May 93, ID

New York; Railroad station entrance; Penn Station; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. sec. pers.; p. 30; Oct 93, PA
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Railroad Terminal, Amtrak, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; m. sec.; p.103; Aug 93; A

New York; Residential Home for Homeless and Mentally Ill Women, Cluster House; Conrad Levenson; ph.; p.78; Nov 93; INT

New York; Restaurant Daniel, Mara Palmer; ph.; pl.; p.133-135; Oct 93; ID

New York; Restaurant, New World Coffee; Window Counter Detailed; Ronnette Riley; ph.; pl. axon.; p.80, 83, 34; Oct 93; INT

New York; Restaurant, One Fifth Avenue, Screen Detail; Pentagram; det.; ph.; p.148-149, 44; May 93, INT

New York; Restaurant, The Cafe, Davis & Brody; ph.; pl.; p.226-227; May 93; ID

New York; Restaurant, The Good Diner, Pentagram; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.56-57; Apr 93, INT

New York; Restaurant, The Salad Bowl, Boyd Associates; ph.; p.128-131; Nov 93, ID

New York; Restaurant, Zoe; ph.; Iso.; p.134-137; June 93; INT

New York; Review of New York City’s New Schools; ph. m. ill.; p.54-55+; Apr 93; A

New York; Rotunda Art Gallery, Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pers.; p.82-87; Nov 93; A

New York; School of American Ballet; Davis & Brody and Mark Hampton; ph.; p.228-229; May 93; ID

New York; School of Painting and Sculpture, Offices; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph.; pl.; p.176-181; Sept 93; ID

New York; School, Elementary, Primary and Intermediate School, Michael Fieldman; ph.; p.64-67; Apr 93; A

New York; School, Elementary, Two Schools; Perkins & Will; ph. axon.; p.62-63; Apr 93; A

New York; School, Elementary, Gruzen, Samton & Steinglass; ph.; p.60-61; Apr 93; A

New York; School, Junior High, Middle, Richard Dattner; ph.; pl.; p.104-107; Aug 93, AR

New York; Science, Industry and Business Library; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. axon.; p.81; Sept 93; INT

New York; Seaman’s Church Institute; AIA Honor Award, James Stewart Polshek; ph.; p.93; May 93; A

New York; Shirt Store, Equipment; Display Case Detail; Fellows & Martinez; ph. det.; p.280-283; May 93; ID

New York; Silk Showroom, Go, Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph.; axon.; p.78-83; Sept 93, AR

New York; Single Room Occupancy Hotel, Jonathan Kirschenfeld; m. pl.; p.91; Jan 93, A

New York; Solomon Equities Building; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p.95; Sept 93; INT

New York; Store and Art Gallery, Lighting, Takashimaya, Robert Wolsch.; ph.; p.30, 34, 84-90; Sept 93, INT

New York; Structures Built by the Homeless, ph.; p.78-81, Aug 93; PA

New York; Subway Station Renovation, Karahan & Schwarting; ph.; iso.; p.136-137, June 93; AR

New York; TV Studio, Adapted Historic Broadway Theater, Ed Sullivan Theater, James Stewart Polshek; ph. axon. sec. pers.; p.131-137, Nov 93; A

New York; Townhouse, Interiors, Stephen Mallory; ph.; p.242-247; May 93; ID

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Wagashi Bean Cakes Shop and Tea­room; Toraya; Charles T. Young; ph.; p.102-103, Sept 93; INT

New York; World Trade Center Explosion Damage; ph.; p.31; Apr 93; AR

Nyack; Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; Thomas Hanrahan; by Victoria Meyers; m. pl. axon.; p.86-87; Jan 93, PA

Rochester; Parking Garage, William Rawn; ph. iso.; p.138-139; June 93, AR

Seneca Falls; Women’s Rights National Historical Park, Contains Wesleyan Chapel Remnants, Ann Marshall and Ray Kinoshita; ph. ill.; p.26-27; Oct 93, A

South Kortright; Residential Drug Treatment Center, Conrad Levenson; ph.; p.74-75; Nov 93; INT

Syracuse; Parking, Garage, Syracuse University, Bohlin, Ciywinski & Jackson; ph. sec.; iso.; p.130-135, June 93; AR

Upper Saranac Lake; Mountain Resort, The Point, Adirondack Mountains: Interiors, Anthony Antine, Original Design by William Distin; ph.; p.108-113; June 93; ID

Westchester County; Residence, Includes Stairway Details, Bentley, LaRosa & Salasky; ph.; det.; p.94-99, 108-109; Apr 93; AR

NIGHT CLUB

California, Irvine; Metropolis, Night Club and Light Dining, Hatch Design Group, ph.; p.112-113, Nov 93, ID

New York, New York; Caroline’s Comedy Nightclub, Haigh Architects; ph.; p.136-141, Feb 93, ID

New York, New York; Club USA, Goode & Becker, by Shane Mitchell; ph.; p.52-55, Apr 93, INT

See CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte; Apartment Development, Low Rise, Olmsted Park, Reg Narmour; ph.; p.114; Sept 93, B

Charlotte; Arrestee Intake Center, J. N. Pease; ph.; p.18; MariSuppl 93; PA

Charlotte; Corporate Center and Performing Arts Center, Cesar Pelli; ph. axon.; p.43, 64-73; May 93; A

Charlotte; County Courthouse; J. N. Pease; ph.; p.35, MariSuppl 93, PA

Charlotte; County Intake and Detention Facility, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Little Associates; axon.; p.106; Feb 93; A

Charlotte; Government Center, Offices and Meeting Center, J. N. Pease; ph.; p.52-53; MariSuppl 93, PA

Corolla; Residence; CUSTOM BUILDER Award, William E. Poole; ph.; p.94-98; Jan/Feb 93, CB

Greensboro, Near; Residence; Estate Size, East Coast Design, ph.; p.42-44, May/June 93, CB

Greensboro; Residential Development, Asheboro Square, BUILDER’S Award, Anderson Associates; ph.; p.170, Oct 93, B

Raleigh, Near, All-Natural Cosmetics Store, The Body Shop, sec.; p.20-21, Dec 93, AR
NORTH CAROLINA (Cont'd)

Raleigh; Sensory Garden with Paths for the Disabled; North Carolina State University; Michael Roy Layne, ph. ill.; p. 55, June 93, LA

Western Area; Vacation House, Interiors, Gandy & Peace, ph. pl., p. 146-149, Apr 93, ID

OFFICE BUILDING (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

California, Los Angeles, Near Landmark: Architect's Offices; Jeffrey Michal Toth, ph. pl.; p. 138-141, Apr 93, ID
California, Los Angeles; Architect's Offices; ONSITE, ph. pl.; p. 64-65, July 93, INT
California, Los Angeles; Architects' Offices, Use of Computers, Gensler Associates, ph. pl.; p. 91, Oct 93, A
California, Los Angeles; Architects' Offices; Cameron, Nortsten & Igonda, ph. pl.; p. 112-117, July 93, A
California, Los Angeles; Economic Consultant Offices; Steel/Glass Shelving Details; Melvyn Bernstein, ph. pl. det.; p. 124-129, July 93, ID
California, Los Angeles; Engineers' Offices, Ove Arup; Morphosis; ph. pl. dia. persp.; p. 66-71, Oct 93, A
California, Los Angeles; Graphic Designer's Offices; ONSITE, by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p. 60-61, July 93, INT
California, Los Angeles; Investment Company's Offices; Gwathmey & Siegel, ph. pl.; p. 72-73, Sept 93, A
California, Los Angeles; Law Offices; Stair Detail; Ridgway Associates; by Justin Henderson, ph. pl.; p. 64-67, 20 Feb 93, INT
California, Los Angeles; Real Estate Developer's Offices, Area; ph. pl.; p. 118-119, Nov 93, ID
California, Point Richmond; Architects' Offices, Use of Computers, Anshen & Allen, ill. pl.; p. 94, Oct 93, A
California, San Francisco; Architects' Offices, Use of Computers, Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p. 72-73, Sept 93, A
California, San Francisco; Architects' Offices, Use of Computers, Page & Turnbull, ph. pl.; p. 92, Oct 93, A
California, San Francisco; Designer's Office, Brian Kane, ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-131, Apr 93, ID
California, San Francisco; Designer's Offices, Peru Company's Offices; Phillip C. Pollack, ph. pl.; p. 134-137, July 93, ID
California, San Francisco; Furniture Dealership Offices, Suzanne Greischel, ph. axon. det.; p. 97, July 93, PA
California, San Francisco; Law Offices, Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; ph. pl.; p. 182-187, Mar 93, ID
California, San Francisco; Law Offices, Pfister Partnership, ph. pl.; p. 96-101, Feb 93, ID
California, San Francisco; Software Headquarters, Advent, MacCracken Architects, ph. pl. det. ill.; p. 52-57, Oct 93, A
California, Santa Monica; Sony Music West Coast Headquarters, Steven Ehrlich, ph. pl.; p. 72(10), Nov 93, ID
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Advertising Agency Offices, Rice & Brydene, ph. pl.; p. 120-121, Nov 93, ID
China, Shanghai; Trading Company's Offices, John Portman; Interior Design by Centre Studio, ph. pl. axon.; p. 84-89, Dec 93, ID
OFFICE BUILDING (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

Czechoslovakia, Prague; Offices; GRG Design Staff; ph. p.76-79; Mar 93; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; Law Offices; Studios; ph. pt.; p.162-165; June 93; ID

England, —Design Studios. Remodeled from Stable; Pankaj Patel and Andrew Taylor; ph. pl. axon.; p.74; Oct 93; PA

England, London; Advertising Agency Offices; Harper & Mackay; ph. pl. axon.; p.72-73; Oct 93; PA

England, London; Corporation Headquarters; British Petroleum; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Original Design by Sir Edward Lutyens; ph. pt.; p.72-73; Jan 93; INT

Georgia, Atlanta; Architects’ Offices; Use of Computers; Lord, Aek & Sargent; ph. pt.; p.90; Oct 93; A

Georgia, Atlanta; Real Estate Advisor’s Offices; Stevens & Wilkinson; ph. pt.; p.132-137; Apr 93; INT

Hungary, Budapest; Corporate Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.118-122; May 93; INT

Hungary, Budapest; Offices; GRG Design Staff; ph.; p.74-75; Mar 93; INT

Illinois, Chicago, Near; Regional Headquarters; Amentech; Lohan Associates; Interior Design by Environments Group; ph. pt.; p.120-127; Apr 93; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Accounting Offices; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.66-67; June 93; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Financial Consultants’ Offices; Perkins & Will; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p.62-63; June 93; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Investment Firm Offices; Interior Space International; Original Design by Burnham & Root; ph. pt.; p.114-117; Nov 93; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Klein Tools; Lighting; Gensler Associates; ph. pt.; p.38-39; Feb/SuppI 93; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; Interior Design by Perkins & Will; ph. pt.; p.64-65; June 93; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Management Consultant’s Offices; Reception Desk Detail; Perkins & Will; ph. pt.; p.60-61; 24; June 93; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Public Spaces; John Hancock Center, Eva Maddox; ph. pt.; p.126-127; Nov 93; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Publisher’s Offices; BPI Communications; Space Management Programs; ph. pl. axon.; p.76-77; June 93; INT

Illinois, Lisle; Car Rental Corporate Offices; Lohan Associates; Interior Design by Mekus & Johnson; by Justin Henderson; ph. pt.; p.78-81; June 93; INT

Illinois, Oakbrook Terrace; Marketing Company’s Offices; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pt.; p.72-75; June 93; INT

Massachusetts, Boston; Magazine Offices; PC.; Lighting Detail; Manuel Castedo; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.146-149; Mar 93; ID

More Flexible Plans in Today’s Changing Office Design; ph. ill. axon.; p.41-43; Oct 93; A

Nebraska, Omaha; Law Offices; Lighting Design; Randy Brown; ph.; p.26-29; Feb/SuppI 93; AR

OFFICE BUILDING (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

New Jersey, Jersey City; Stock Broker’s Offices; Merrill Lynch; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pt.; p.62-63; Jan 93; INT

New Jersey, Weehawken; Advertising Agency’s Offices; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pt.; p.92-95; Jan 93; ID

New York, New York, Brooklyn; Film Company’s Offices; Spike Lee; Plywood Door Detailed; Jack Travis; ph. ill.; p.53; 28; July 93; INT

New York, New York; AIA Chapter Headquarters; Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Meyers; axon. pt.; p.31; Jan 93; A

New York, New York; Advertising Agency’s Offices; Stair Details; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-91; Jan 93; ID

New York, New York; Advertising Agency’s Offices; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. axon.; p.98-99; Jan 93; ID

New York, New York; Advertising Agency’s Offices; Rosenblum & Hart; ph.; p.264-265; May 93; ID

New York, New York; Architects’ Offices; Jack Travis; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.50-51; July 93; INT

New York, New York; Architects’ Offices; Use of Computers; Anschutz, Christides & Lauster; ph. pt.; p.93; Oct 93; A

New York, New York; Architects’ Studio; Parsons & Fernandez-Casteleiro; ph. pt.; p.71; Dec 93; PA

New York, New York; Corporation Offices; Siemens, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pt.; p.66-67; Jan 93; INT

New York, New York; Credit Suisse Trading Room; Lighting Plan; Janko Rasic; Lighting Design by Imero Fiorentino Associates; ph.; p.34-35; Nov/SuppI 93; AR

New York, New York; Designer’s Offices; Noel Jeffrey; ph.; p.112-115; Jan 93; ID

New York, New York; Designer’s Studio and Showroom; Aero Studios; ph. pt.; p.158-163; Mar 93; ID

New York, New York; Elizabeth Arden’s Headquarters; SCR; ph. pt.; p.186-189; Sept 93; ID

New York, New York; Entertainment and Media Headquarters; Bertelsmann; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pt.; p.56-63; Dec 93; ID

New York, New York; Film Company Offices; Stephen Alastair Wanta; ph. pt.; p.136-139; Oct 93; ID

New York, New York; Financier’s Offices, Interior Partitions and Ceiling Detail; Shelter & Mindel; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. axon. det.; p.46-51; 24; Apr 93; INT

New York, New York; Graphic Designer’s Offices; Roltzrez, Kaiserman, Thomson & Bee; ph. pt.; p.158-161; June 93; ID

New York, New York; Guggenheim Museum Offices; INTERIORS Annual Award; TAS Design; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Michael Wagner; ph. pt.; p.84-85; Jan 93; INT

New York, New York; Lincoln Center Offices; Davis & Brody; ph. pt.; p.236-239+; May 93; ID

New York, New York; Lobby Remodeled; Oldagh; ph.; p.258-259; May 93; ID
OFFICE BUILDING (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

New York, New York; National Audubon Society Headquarters; Energy Conservation; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.70-77; July 93; INT

New York, New York; Philanthropic Offices; Lauder Foundation; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Sept 93; INT

New York, New York; Publisher's Offices, Rolling Stone, Phillips & Janson; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Apr 93; ID

New York, New York; Record Company Offices, EMI; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p.66-69; Sept 93; INT

New York, New York; Record Company Offices, Two; Bausman & Gift; ph. pl. axon ill det.; p.58-65; Sept 93; PA

New York, New York; School of Painting and Sculpture, Offices; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl.; p.175-181; Sept 93; ID

New York, New York; Sony Headquarters; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p.56-65; Sept 93; INT

New York, New York; Stock Traders Offices, INTERIORS Annual Award; Steven Holt, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Jan 93; INT

New York, New York; Talent Agency Offices, EMI; Switzer Group; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.54-57; July 93; INT

New York, New York; Warner Brothers Records Offices; INTERIORS Annual Award; Bausman & Gift, by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.80-81; Jan 93; INT

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Heinz Family Offices, Environmentally Sensitive; William McDonough; Ill.; p.67; Mar 93; INT

Russia, Moscow; Offices; GREG Design Staff; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Mar 93; INT

Texas, Austin; Apple Computer Temporary Offices; Bommarito Group and Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.108-111; Nov 93; ID

Washington, Seattle; Recording Studio, Acoustic Qualities, Studio Bauton; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.32-35; Apr 93; AR

LANDSCAPE

California, Costa Mesa; Plaza Tower, Town Center Park, Cesar Pelli; Landscape Design by Peter Walker, by Dirk Sutro; ph. pl.; p.68-70; Mar 93; LA

France, Gennevilliers; Corporate Park Landscape; Terry Schnadelbach and Reichen & Robert; ph. pl.; p.33; Aug 93; LA

Massachusetts, Marlboro; DEC's Corporate Site Plan, Use of Wildflowers; Carol R. Johnson; ph.; p.166-167; Oct 93; LA

New Jersey, Hunterdon County; Corporate Landscape, Merck Foundation; Kevin Roche Landscape Design by Clark & Rapuano; by James Howard Kunstler; ph. pl.; p.60-62; Dec 93; LA

Oregon, Beaverton; Landscape Plan Critique, Thompson & Vaiyoda; Landscape Design by OTAK; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph. pl.; p.42-43; June 93; LA

Texas, Las Colinas; GTE Corporate Headquarters Landscape Plan, HKS; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates, by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Mar 93; LA

OFFICE BUILDING (Cont'd)

LANDSCAPE (Cont'd)

Texas, Solano; IBM Complex Landscape, ASLA Award, Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.55; Nov 93; LA

LOW RISE

California, Beverly Hills; Entertainment Company's Office Building, David Geffen; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.70-71; Sept 93; INT

California, Beverly Hills; Virgin Records Offices, Franklin D. Israel; ph. pl.; p.130-137; Mar 93; ID

California, Torrance; Epson Offices, Lighting, Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Patrick B. Quigley; ph.; p.34-37; Feb/Sep 93; AR

California, West Hollywood; Talent Agency and Model Agency, Hodgetts & Fung; ph. pl. axon.; p.92-95; Oct 93, AR

Germany, Dortmund; Solar Shading, Juergen Hansen and Ralf Petersen; ph. pl. sec.; p.108, Mar 93; PA

Maryland, Upper Marlboro; Union Headquarters, International Association of Machinists & Aerospace Workers, Al/Boggs; ph. pl. sec.; p.44-51, Oct 93, A

Massachusetts, Boston; Restoration of 1874 Building, Keith Moskow; Ill.; p.29; Jan 93; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Offices and Residences, Machado & Silvetti; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-73; Nov 93; A

New Jersey, Franklin Lakes; Industrial Building, Medical Device Operating Division, Becton Dickinson; Manufacturing, Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl.; p.80-85, Nov 93; AR

Pennsylvania, Reading; Headquarters, Arrow International, Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-65, Oct 93; A

Russia, Moscow; Regional Headquarters, Otis; Sidney Philip Gilbert; m. pl. axon.; p.134-135; May 93; INT

Texas, Plano; J. C. Penney Headquarters, Brine Cooling System; ph. pl.; p.115; Aug 93, A

MIDDLE RISE

California, Los Angeles; Bradbury Building Restoration; Levin Associates; Original Design by George Herbert Wyman; ph. pl.; p.108-111; Jan 93; AR

Colorado, Englewood; Simulated Stone; Pouw Associates; ph. elev. det.; p.111, July 93, A

District of Columbia, Washington; Simulated Stone, Hartman & Cox; ph. elev. det.; p.112-113; July 93; A

England, London; 10 Ludgate Place, Curtain Wall Details; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. det. axon.; p.72-79; Oct 93; A

England, London; Granite Fins, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.88; Aug 93; PA

Florida, Celebration; Disney Administration, Aldo Rossi and Morris Adjmi; m. pl.; p.26; Aug 93; PA

France, Paris; Canal+ Headquarters, AIA Honor Award, Richard Meier; ph.; p.96-97, May 93, A

Germany, Dusseldorf; Multi-Use Building, Cafe Club, Offices, Studios, Eisenman Architects; m. sec.; p.39; July 93; A

Germany, Hamburg; Ost-West-Hof; MRL Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-105, Sept 93; A
OFFICE BUILDING (Cont’d)

MIDDLE RISE (Cont’d)

OFFICE BUILDING (Cont’d)

Architects’ Fees; Review of Current Fee Structure; graph; p.18-20, Mar 93; AR

Architects Control Operating Costs; graph; p.18-20, Mar 93; AR

Architects’ Fees; Review of Current Fee Structure; graphs; p.26-31, July 93; AR

Architects’ Work; Japan; Tokyo; STM House; Itsuko Hasegawa; ph. pl. sec.; p.32-37 (Pac Rim); Mar 93; AR

Architects’ Work; Japan, Tokyo; Itsuko Hasegawa: ph. p.111-117; Oct 93; A

Architects’ Work; Tennessee, Knoxville; Rehabilitated Building, Ducat Palace; Liebman & Melting, Palace; ill. pl.; p.124-125; May 93; ID

Architects’ Work; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Galleria and Heritage Square; Glass-Covered Atrium; Steel Frame; Santiago Calatrava and Bregman & Hamph; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-91; Feb 93; AR

ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE (Cont’d)

Office Preleasing Design Services; by Nicholas Polites; ph.; p.33-35; Mar 93; AR

Paperless Practices; Survey of Six Firms’ Use of Computers; ill. pl. ph.; p.89-95; Oct 93; A

Partnering Process; Architect, Client, Contractor; Smoothes the Process; ph.; p.111-113; Oct 93; A

Portfolio of Rehabilitation Projects, Harlem Firm; Roberta Washington; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Oct 93; PA

The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
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OFFICE PRACTICE (Cont'd)

Profile of Facility Management Profession; Opportunities for Architects; pl. ph. ill. tables. p.105-109. Oct 93, A

Project Manager's Roles; Skills and Responsibilities; ph. chart; p.115-117. July 93; A

Public Relations Tactics for Tough Times; by Jane Cohn and Diane Ludman Frank; p.49. Feb 93, PA

Readers' Responses to Architects and Power Series; p.65-66. Mar 93, PA

Software to Redline Drawings; DecisionBase; ill.; p.26. July 93; INT


Strategies for the 1990's, Modifying Practice; Adjusting to the Global Economy; by Barry LePatner; ph. p.135-137. May 93; A

Study of Firm's Expansion, Use of Computers; Lord, Aek & Sargent; by Andy Smith; ill. dia. axon.; p.78-80. June 93; AR

Survey of Clients' Views of Architects; table; p.91. Jul 93; INT

Survey of the Class of '87; by Bruce Rips; ph. chart; p.115-117. July 93; A

The New Client; Fees and Agreements: by Lynn Nesmith; table; p.30-31. Nov 93; AR

The New Client; Selecting the Architect; Staging the Corporate Department; by Judith Davidson; pl. m. elev. ill.; p.32-35. Nov 93; AR

The New Client; Selecting the Architect; Frustrating the Architect; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.25-29. Nov 93; AR

The New Client; Staffing the Corporate Department; Views of Corporate Architects; by Joseph F. Wilkinson; p.38-41. Nov 93; AR

The State of Sustainability: How Will the Environmental Consensus Change Your Practice?; pl. ill. axon. sec. dia. ph.; p.71-79. Mar 93, PA

Working Abroad; m. p.131*. Sept 93; A

Architects and Power', Reader's Comments; p.77-80. June 93; PA

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, LAW, SPECIFICATIONS also

OHIO (Cont'd)

Cleveland; Hospital, Residential Treatment, Bruning Center, HGG; ph. pl. sec.; p.44-45. Aug/Suppl 93, PA

Cleveland; MetroHealth Medical Center, Karlsberger Associates; ph. p.549. Feb/Suppl 93; ID

Columbus; Convention Center, Architect; by James Smith; ph. p.74-79. Dec 93, PA

Columbus; Center for the Arts, Wexner Center, Honor Award, Eisenman Architects; ph. p.90-91. May 93; PA

Columbus; Convention Center, Eisenman Architects and Richard Trott; by Justin Henderson; ph. p.78-85. June 93; INT

Columbus; Convention Center, Eisenman Architects and Richard Trott; ph. pl. elev.; p.43-52. May 93, A

Maineville; Residential Development; Residence, The Pointe of Landen, Studer Residential Design; ph. pl. p.87. Aug 93; B

Milford; Residence, Mark Mcconnell; ph. p.122-123. June 93; B

Milford; Residence; Tom Bennett; ill. pl.; p.42-45, 119, 126. Nov 93, AR

Obetz; Residential Development, Residence, Bridlewood Estates, Public-Private Project; Foxboro Communities; ph. pl. p.136. Mar 93; B

SOLON; City Hall; Dickson Associates; ph. pl. p.51. May/Suppl 93; PA

Southeastern; The Wilds, Preservation for Endangered Species; Reclaimed Strip Mine; Portico Group; by Paul Roberts; ph. map. p.88-89. Oct 93; LA

West Chester; Residence, CUSTOM BUILDER Award, Architectur; ph. pl. p.104-109, Jan/Feb 93; CB

OREGON

Beaverton; Landscape Plan Critique, Thompson & VanVorde, Landscape Design by OTAK; by Jane Hultz Kay; ph. p.42-43. June 93; LA

Eugene; Airport, TRA Architects; ph. pl. p.51. Aug 93; A

Gleneden Beach; Resort Hotel, Salishan; John Storrs and Saul Zaik, Landscape Design by Barbara Fealy; by Kathleen McCormick; ph. p.48-51. Feb 93; LA

Newport; Oregon Coast Aquarium; Seaside; SRG Partnership, Landscape Design by Walker & Macy; by Michael Lecce; ph. p.44-47. Feb 93; LA

Portland; Community Center; Center for Self Enhancement, Yost, Grube & Hall; m. p.29. Oct 93; PA

Portland; Controlled Illumination, Airport Example; Photocells, Ballasts and Motion Sensors; ph. sec. m. p.97-99. Feb 93; A

Portland; Cooley Science Center, Oregon Graduate Institute, Boucher, Mouchka & Larson; ph. pl. p.74-79. Mar 93; A
OREGON (Cont'd)

Portland; Federal Courthouse, BOOR/A and Kohn, Pedersen & Fox, m. pl.; p. 29; Oct 93; PA
Portland; Food Processing Plant and Offices, Boucher, Mouchka & Larson, ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Mar 93; AR
Portland; Ira Keller Fountain and Lovejoy Fountain; Review After Twenty Three Years, Lawrence Halprin; by Carl Abbott; ph.; p. 46-48; Mar 93; LA
Portland; Light Rail Station, MAX, Handicapped Access, Murase Associates; m. pl.; p. 59; June 93; LA
Portland; Science and Industry Museum, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl.; p. 70-77; July 93; A
Portland; Shared House, Portland Community Design Center; elev. pl.; p. 87; Jan 93; A
Portland; Solid Waste Utility Building, Remodeled Sears Store Structure, Thompson & Van Voda; ph.; p. 22; Dec 93; AR
Portland; Westside Corridor Expansion, Light Rail, Station, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca, m. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; Aug 93; A
Sunriver; Residence, CUSTOM BUILDER Award, Stastny & Burke, ph. pl.; p. 50-52; Jan 93; LA

P

PAINT

Folk Art Stenciling; Techniques; ph. ill.; p. 154-155; July 93; ID
Gilding Techniques and Imitating Tortoise Shell; ph.; p. 166-169; June 93; ID
Imitating Black and Gold Marble; Imitating Arabesco, Florencio Marble; ph.; p. 156-159; Apr 93; ID
Imitation Craquelure; Cracking in Paint, Technique; ph.; p. 226-227; Sept 93; ID
Paint Primer; ph.; p. 268, Feb 93; B
Paints and Coatings Specifications; ph., p. 268. Feb 93; B

PARK

See GARDEN, RECREATION

PARKING, GARAGE (Cont'd)

Plaza Over Parking Garage; Massachusetts, Boston; Post Office Square, Ellenzenz Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p. 78-81; Aug 93; A
See UNIVERSITY/PARKING also

PAVEMENT

Concrete Pavers; by Charles Wardell; ph.; p. 76-78; Mar/Apr 93; CB
Custom Exterior Paving; Manufacturers, by Craig Campbell; ph.; p. 84-86; June 93; LA
Porous Paving, Techniques; by Kim Sorvig, ph. pl. biblio.; p. 66-69; Feb 93; LA

PESSANYLVA

Bensalem; Municipal Facilities, Bohlin, Cwinsky & Jackson; m. pl.; p. 9; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Blue Bell; Residential Development; Residence, Blue Bell Country Club, Toll Architecture and Feltoon & Parry; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Nov 93; B
Bryn Athyn; Cathedral and Academy of the New Church; Restoration, Roofing Details; John Milner; Original Design by Raymond Pittcairn; ph. pl. det.; p. 118-123; Jan 93; AR
Buckingham Township; Residence, Hunters Glen, George Donovan; ph. pl.; p. 103, Dec 93; B
Collegeville; Pharmaceutical and Chemical Company, Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, U. S. Headquarters, CUH2A; ph.; p. 124; Mar 93; A
East Stroudsburg; Student Center, East Stroudsburg University, Ventilated Wall Details, Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; ph. axon. det.; p. 109-113; Oct 93; AR
Erie; St. Peter's Cathedral, Lighting Plan, Weibel, Ryzewski & Shuster; Lighting Design by Ramushbusch Decorating Company, ph. sec.; p. 40-43; Nov/Suppl 93; AR
Kensett Square; Residence, Remodeled Barn, Tanner, Leddy, Mayfum & Stacy; ph. pl. axon.; p. 84-89; Apr 93; AR
Oakmont; Hospital, Alzheimers Patients, Perkins & Eastman; ph. pl.; p. 37-38; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
Philadelphia, Near; Twenty Sixth Street Gateway Reclaimed Strip, Wildflower Use, Andropogon Associates; ph.; p. 166-167; Oct 93; LA
Philadelphia; Eastern State Penitentiary, 1829, Building Assessment, Kieran, Timberlake & Harris; Original Design by John Haviland; ph. pl.; p. 106-107; Jan 93; AR
Philadelphia; Elderly Housing, Cathedral Village Apartments, Dagit & Saylor; ph. pl.; p. 19; Aug/Suppl 93; PA
Philadelphia; Library, University of Pennsylvania; Restoration, AIA Honor Award, Ventun & Scott Brown; Original Design by Frank Furness; ph.; p. 100; May 93; A
Philadelphia; Philadelphia Zoo Planning and Design, Efforts, ph. pl. det.; p. 42-45, 126; Nov 93; AR
Philadelphia; Review of Urban Revitalization and Preservation, Examples, ph. pl., p. 102-107; Jan 93; A
PENNSYLVANIA (Cont'd)
Pittsburgh; Affordable Housing; Jury Comments, PA Award; Peter Fillat and Randy Sovich and Studio Wanda; pl. ill. dia.; p.68-69; Jan 93; PA
Pittsburgh; Air Terminal, Midfield Terminal Complex; Tasso Katselas; ph.; pl. sec.; p.100-105; June 93; AR
Pittsburgh; Apartment Development; Crawford Square; BUILDER'S Award; UDA Architects; ph.; p.167; Oct 93; B
Pittsburgh; Heinz Family Offices; Environmentally Sensitive; William McDonough; ill.; p.67; Mar 93; INT
Pittsburgh; International Airport; Tasso Katselas; ph.; pl.; p.48; Aug 93; A
Reading; Office Building; Low Rise, Headquarters, Arrow International; Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood; ph. pl. sec.; p.58-65; Oct 93; A
Sewickley Heights; Residence; Estate Size; Alfred J. CIncala; ph.; p.32-35; May/June 93; CB
Starlight; Summer House with Studio; Jury Comments, PA Award; Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Meyers; m. pl. axon.; p.64-65; Jan 93; PA
York; Townhouse; Rosenmiller Woods; Miquelle MZO; ph.; pl.; p.140-141; Jan 93; B

PERSONNEL
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

PLANTS
See BOTANICAL GARDEN, GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN

PLASTER
See STUCCO

PLAZA
California, Costa Mesa; Plaza Tower, Town Center Park; Cesar Pelli, Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Dirk Sutro; ph. pl.; p.68-70; Mar 93; LA
Community Market and Public Plaza, Peak and Bryan; Texas, Dallas; Sullivan, Key & Merrill; Landscape Design by Stanley & Santanta; by David Dillon; ph. ill.; p.63-65; Jan 93; LA
Galleria and Heritage Square; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Glass-Covered Atrium, Steel Frame; Santiago Calatrava and Bregman & Hamann; ph. pl. sec. elev. iso.; p.84-91; Feb 93; AR
Kelly Ingram Park; Alabama, Birmingham; In Civil Rights District; Grover, Harrison & Harrison; by Catherine Howell; ph. pl.; p.34-35; Mar 93; LA
Massachusetts, Boston; Plaza Over Parking Garage; Post Office Square, Ellenzweig Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.78-81; Aug 93; A
Spain, Seville; Expo Site, Review of Gardens, Plazas, Fountains; by Gordon Taylor; ph.; p.32-33; Jan 93; LA
See CIVIC CENTER, OFFICE BUILDING, URBAN DESIGN also

PLUMBING
Getting the Lead Out of Faucets; by John Andrews; ph.; p.97-99; July/Aug 93; CB
See HEATING, SOLAR also

POLAND
Szczecin; Radisson Hotel, Interiors; Carlson Hospitality Group Design Staff; ph.; p.138-139; May 93; INT
Warsaw; Hotel, Sheraton Warsaw; m. pl. elev.; p.122-123; May 93; INT
Warsaw; Office Building, National Bank of Poland; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; elev. m.; p.122-123; May 93; INT
Warsaw; Office Building, Warsaw Corporate Center; Epstein & Sons; ill.; p.122-123; May 93; INT

POLLUTION
Causes of Air Pollution and Decreasing It; by Hal Levin; ill. biblio. tables, graphs; p.33-37; Mar 93; PA
Individual Air Conditioning System; Habistat and Flokool Panels; det. ph.; p.40; May 93; INT
Ventilation and Materials to Prevent Indoor Pollution; ISO sec.; p.121-123; June 93; A
See HAZARDS, VENTILATION also

PORTUGAL
Lisbon; View of Architecture; Traditional and Modern; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.39-40; Aug 93; ID
Porto; Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Porto, Anne Perl De Pal and Maria Fernanda Machado Seixas; m. pl. ph.; p.93; July 93; PA

PREFABRICATION
'Open Building' Housing Projects; Allow Units to Fit Needs of Residents, Dutch System Suggested for US; by Stephen Kendall; ph. pl. elev. dia. table; p.95-98; Nov 93; PA
Prototype House for Do-It-Yourselfer; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. ill.; p.33; Nov 93; PA
See APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

PUBLIC RELATIONS
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

PUERTO RICO
Morovis; City Master Plan; Jury Comments, PA Award; Emilio Martinez; ph. pl.; p.88-87; Jan 93; PA

RECLAMATION
See CONSERVATION, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
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RECREATION (Cont'd)

Future Trends in Recreation; Opportunities for Designers; by John D. Warbach and Joseph Fridgen and Tsao Fang Yuan; ph.; p.48-51; Sept 93; LA

Garden Park; Hunter's Point; California, San Francisco; SLUG; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.60-62; Jan 93; LA

Gas Works Park; Washington, Seattle; Revisiting After Nineteen Years; Richard Haag; by Paul Roberts; ph.; sec.; p.49-51; Mar 93; LA

Golf Club, Euro Disney; France; Marne La Vallee; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p.74-75; Sept 93, INT

Golf Cottage; Michigan, New Buffalo; Booth & Hansen; ph.; p.elev.; p.62-65; Mar 93; AR

Golf Course Design; LA Forum; Integration with Ground Water and Wildlife; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.60-64; Sept 93; LA

Golf Course Design; Review of Designer's Golf Course Design and Theory; Desmond Muirhead; by John Straw; ph.; p.52-59; Sept 93; LA

Golf Course Design; Nelson & Wright; ph.; p.58-59; Sept 93; LA

Guadalupe River Park; California, San Jose; Critics; Hargreaves Associates; by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; p.38-39; May 93; LA

Hamilton Fish Park; New York, New York; John Clardullo; ph.; p.96-101; Jan 93; AR

Handicapped Accessibility to Public Recreation Sites; Strategies to Encourage More Accessibility; LA Forum; by Michael Leccese; ph.; p.71-75; June 93; LA

Hawaii, Honolulu; Lounge, Restaurant, Game Areas; Ferraro & Chor; ph.; p.116-121; Feb 93; ID

Health and Country Club, Pacific Club; California, Redwood City; Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; ph.; p.128-131; Oct 93; ID

Heather Meadows Recreation Area; Washington, Mount Baker; Carolyn Holbrook and Joe Dunstan and Teresa McClung; ph. map; p.36-43; Feb 93; LA

Hermann Park Competition; Texas, Houston; Winner and Other Entries; Melton Henry and Maurice Robison; by David Dillon; pl. axon.; p.53-54; Aug 93; LA

Idaho, Island Park; Near; Mountain Lodge; Eshenick; Homsey, Dodge & Davis; ph.; p.108-115; Feb 93; ID

Interpretive Center, Columbia Gorge; Washington, Stevenson, Near; Fletcher, Farr & Ayotte; ill. pl.; p.25; Apr 93; PA

Iowa, Des Moines; Nature Center for the Deaf; Mimi Askew; pl.; p.28; Aug 93; LA

Madison Street Park and Octagon Park; New York, New York; Weintraub & Di Domenico; ph.; p.66-69; Jan 93; LA

Management Plans for Parks by Landscape Architects; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.60-62; Mar 93; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Children's Museum Science Playground; Kennedy & Violich; ph. sec. det.; p.84, 88-89; May 93, PA

McMillan Park, Revived Plans; District of Columbia, Washington; Bill Young et al.; by Michael Leccese; ph.; p.52-58; Apr 93; LA

Memorial Grove, Jacob's Pillow; Rome Prize Winner, Landscape Architect, Gary Hilderbrand; ph. ill.; p.22; July 93; LA
RECREATION (Cont’d)

Pershing Park; District of Columbia, Washington; M. Paul Friedberg; by Leonard Sherp; ph.; p.52-54; Mar 93; LA

Physical Access to Public Facilities; Example Projects: Bridges, National Parks, Gardens; by James Krohe, Jr.; ph.; p.ll.; p.50-59; June 93; LA

Pier into Bay for Pedestrian Enjoyment; California, San Francisco; Pier 7; ASLA Award; ROMA Design Group; ph.; p.54; Nov 93; LA

Playhouse; California, Malibu; The Chicken; William Adams; ph. axon.; p.68-69; Apr 93; A

Plaza Park; California, San Jose; ASLA Award; Hargreaves Associates; ph.; p.58; Nov 93; LA

Poolhouse at Residence; New York, Amagansett; George Ranalli; pl. pers. sec.; elev.; p.30; Oct 93; PA

Post Office Square Park; Massachusetts, Boston; Redone Mall; ASLA Award; Ellenzweig Associates; Landscape Design by Barbara Fealy; by Kathleen McCormick; ph. p.48-51; Feb 93; LA

Restoration of Ottoman Palaces for Public Use; Turkey, Istanbul; Aga Khan Award, Turkish National Palace Trust; ph.; p.109-101; Mar 93; PA

Sacred Groves for the City; Rebecca Knipe; ph.; p.48-49; Dec 93; LA

Sports Arena Roof Structures; New Projects; ph. ill. dia. m. sec.; p.32-37; Aug 93; AR

Sports Arena, Enclosed; California, Anaheim; Helimkh, Obara & Kassabbaum Sports Facilities Group; ph. ill. dia.; p.32-33; Aug 93; AR

Sports Arena, Enclosed; Massachusetts, Boston; Shawmut Center; Ellerbe & Becker; m. sec. det.; p.34; Aug 93; AR

Stadium, Enclosed and Expanded; Italy, Rome; Olympic Stadium; Studio Zucker; ph. m.; p.36-37; Aug 93; AR

Sutro Baths Historic District Proposal; California, San Francisco; ASLA Award; EDW; ph.; ill.; p.61; Nov 93; LA

Swimming Pool House; England, London Suburb; Tim Ronalds; ph.; p.129; June 93; PA

Swimming Pool House; New Jersey; Ford, Farewell, Mills & Gatsch; ph. sec.; p.130-131; June 93; PA

Swimming Pool House; New York, Fisher’s Island; Ford, Farewell, Mills & Gatsch; ph. pl.; p.130-131; June 93; PA

Teenage Center; Connecticut, Greenwich; Shope, Reno & Wharton; ph.; p.92-95; Jan 93; AR

Texas, Dallas; Community Market and Public Plaza, Peak and Bryan; Sullivan, Key & Merrill; Landscape Design by Stanley & Santana; by David Dillon; ph.; p.63-65; Jan 93; LA

The Wilds, Preservation for Endangered Species; Ohio, Southeastern; Reclaimed Strip Mine; Portico Group; by Paul Roberts; ph. map.; p.88-89; Oct 93; LA
RECREATION (Cont'd)

Turkey, Bodrum, Residential Development; Holiday Visitor Center, Coldwater Ridge; Washington, Visionary Options for Parks; Symposium; by Jory Urban Trails and Greenways; by Stuart H. Mac-Jenkins Visitor Reception Center; Alaska, Yukon; Walking and Biking Guide in Boston Parks; Massachusetts, Boston; ph., p.24, July 93; LA Washington, Bainbridge Island, Memorial Education Center Structure; Bloedel Reserve, James Cutter; ph. pl.; p.92-97, Feb 93, AR Wetland Trail Construction Innovations; Washington, Kirkland, Juanta Bay, Jongejan, Gerrard & McNeal; by Polly El Aidi, ph. sec. p.120-122, July 93; LA

RECYCLING

Construction Recycling; by Lynn Nesmith, tables, ph. sec. biblio.; p.18-23, Dec 93, AR

RECOGNIZED PLANNING

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING (Cont'd)

CATHEDRAL

Cathedral and Academy of the New Church; Pennsylvania, Bryn Athyn, Restoration; Roofing Details; John Miner; Original Design by Raymond Piccinin; ph. pl. det.; p.118-123; Jan 93; AR St. Peter's Cathedral; Pennsylvania, Ene, Lighting Plan; Weibel, Ryzewski & Shuster, Lighting Design by Rambusch Decorating Company; ph. sec.; p.40-43, NoviSuppl 93; AR

CEREMONIAL BUILDING

Minnesota, Mille Lacs Reservation; Cunningham, Hamilton & Quilter, ph. pl. sec.; p.93, 100-101; Dec 93; A

CHAPEL

Catholic; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Lamay Associates; ph. pl.; p.102, Feb 93; PA Colorado, Cedaredge; Midyette, Seilere & Hartruff, ph. pl.; p.95, Sept 93, PA

Seaman's Church Institute; New York, New York; AIA Honor Award; James Stewart Polshek; ph.; p.93, May 93; A

RELIGIOUS BUILDING (Cont'd)

CHURCH

Christ Church; Michigan, Cranbrook, Lighting Plan; Joekling, Lymon & Powell, Lighting Design by Rambusch Decorating Company, ph. sec.; p.40-41, 44-45, NoviSuppl 93; AR Finland, Kuopio; Church and Parish Center, Juha Lewiska and Pekka Kivisalo; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-91, Nov 93, AR Maryland, Baltimore; Remodeled, Orchard Street Church: BUILDER'S Award; Kelly, Clayton & Mojzik, ph.; p.185, Oct 93, B Metropolitan Community Church; District of Columbia, Washington; Suzanne Reatig; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.78-93, Oct 93, AR

MOSQUE

Islamic Cultural Center; New York, New York, INTERIORS Annual Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Karen Tellow, ph. sec.; p.98-99, Jan 93; INT SYNAGOGUE


TEMPLE

Buddhist Lotus Temple; Japan, Awaji Island; Includes Interview with the Architect; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. elev.; p.112-117, June 93, PA

REMODELING

See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RESEARCH FACILITY

Alabama, Birmingham; Civil Rights Institute; Museum and Research Facility, Ryder Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.24-25, Jan 93, A Center for Marine Biotechnology Landscape Competition; Maryland, Baltimore; Winner and Other Entries; Zeldler & Roberts; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by Lee Fleming; ph. pl. m.; p.50-52, Aug 93, LA Engineering Research Facility; CAD, Lord, Aeck & Sargent; ill. axon.; p.80, June 93, AR Institute for Biological Studies; California, La Jolla; Addition; Controversy Over Grove Elimination, Anshen & Allen, Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.28, Apr 93, LA Institute for Biological Studies; California, La Jolla; Discussion of Addition, Salk Institute; A Talk with Salk; Anshen & Allen; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. pers. sec.; m.; p.39-53, 7; Oct 93; PA Lab Equipment; ph. sec.; p.144, Mar 93, A Laboratory Design Innovations; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.123-127; Mar 93, A Laboratory Zoning for Mechanical Systems; sec.; p.128; Aug 93, A Maryland, Forest Glen; Army Institute of Medical Research, Haines, Lundberg & Waehler, m. pl.; p.127; Mar 93, A
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Sea Ranch; Charles W. Moore and Urban Innovations Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-99; Feb '93; PA

Stinson Beach; O'Brien & Wagstaff; ph. pl.; p.130-131; June '93; B

Tarzana; Daly & Genik; ph. pl. axon. ill. pers.; p.66-69; Nov '93; PA

CANADA

British Columbia, Nanaimo; Jury Comments, PA Award; Patkau Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.50-53; Jan '93; PA

COLORADO

Aspen; Remodeled; Includes Studio; BUILDER'S Award; Alexander Seidel; ph. pl.; p.180-181; Oct '93; B

Aspen; Rocky Mountain Institute's Model of Energy and Resource Efficiency; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Mar '93; PA

Southwestern; Charles Cunniff; ph. pl.; p.128-129; June '93; B

CONNECTICUT

Allan Greenberg; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-77; Nov '93; PA

Beachwoods; Allan Greenberg; ph. pl. det. elev.; p.70-77; Nov '93; PA

New Canaan; Addition, Hanri & Harri; ph. pl. axon.; p.76-83; Apr '93; AR

New Canaan; Remodeled; BUILDER'S Award; Hanri & Harri; ph. pl.; p.182; Oct '93; B

Northern Area; Earth Shelter House; Alfredo D'Vito; ph. pl. det. iso.; p.70-73; June '93; A

DELAWARE

Rehoboth Beach, Near; Shalom Baranes; by Joyce L. Caughman; ph.; p.26-31; Sept/Oct '93; CB

Rehoboth Beach; BUILDER'S Award; McNutt Architects; ph. pl.; p.134-135; Oct '93; B

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington; Remodeled Exterior and Interior; Mary Douglas Drysdale; ph. pl.; p.100-105; Jan '93; ID

Washington; Remodeled; BUILDER'S Award; McNutt Architects; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Oct '93; B

ENGLAND

—; 'Yacht House', Prototype Based on Nautical Technology; Brian Horridge; ph.; p.105; May '93; PA

Ascot; Belvedere Village, Compound of Stables, Cottages and Estate Office; Demetri Porphyrios; ph. axon. m.; p.46-47; Dec '93; PA

FLORIDA

Hobe Sound; Beach House; McMillen; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Nov '93; ID

Islamorada; House and Studio, Energy Features; Jersey Devil; ph. sec.; p.58-61; June '93; A

Jupiter; Alexander C. Gorlin; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl.; p.118-121; June '93; B

Palm Beach; Interiors; Custom Light Fixture Details; Michael De Santo; ph. pl. det. elev.; p.150-155; Apr '93; ID

GEORGIA

Pine Mountain; Artist's House and Studio; Carl Tait and Lloyd Henson; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Oct '93; INT

IDAHO

Ketchum; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Engelmann; ph. pl.; p.122-127; Jan/Feb '93; CB

Ketchum; Vacation House; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Wright; Bryant & Johnson; ph. pl.; p.64-68; Jan/Feb '93; CB

ILLINOIS

Lake Bluff; Renovation; Barrett Construction and Design; ph.; p.46-50; July/Aug '93; CB

MARYLAND

Calvert County; Experimental House; Balloon Framing, Steel Studs, Alistair Reilly; ph. pl. axon.; p.100-101; July '93; PA

St. Mary's County; Remodeled; BUILDER'S Award; Muse & Wiedemann; ph. pl.; p.176-177; Oct '93; B

MASSACHUSETTS

Cambridge; Offices and Residences; Machado & Silvetti; ph. axon.; p.70-73; Nov '93; A

Martha's Vineyard; Pond House with Two Guest Houses; Centerbrook; ph. pl. det. elev.; p.46-55; Nov '93; PA

Weston; Stucco Facade; BUILDER'S Award; Gary & Wolf; ph.; p.187; Oct '93; B

Williamstown; Vacation House; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Burr & McCallum; ph. pl.; p.130-134; Jan/Feb '93; CB

MEXICO

Acapulco; Arango House, 1973; John Lautner; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Dec '93; PA

NEW JERSEY

Margate; Beach House; Irwin Stein; Interior Design by Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Nov '93; ID

Saddle River; Renovation; Alfredo D'Vito; ph. pl.; p.32-36; July/Aug '93; CB

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque; Bart Prince; sec. elev.; p.22-23; May '93; PA

Santa Fe; Designer and Builder; Her Work; Betty Stewart; by Jhen Fleet; ph.; p.18-23; Nov/Dec '93; CB

Santa Fe; Bart Prince; m. pl.; p.23; May '93; PA

Taos; Bart Prince; pl. ill.; p.23-24; May '93; PA
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

NEW YORK
Bronxville; Library Addition; Dean & Wolff, ph. pl.; p.98; July 93; PA
Fire Island; Beach House; Stambor & Aferiat, ph. pl.; p.140-145; May 93; ID
Hillsdale; Studio and Guest House; Berke & McWhorter, ph. pl.; p.90-93; Apr 93; AR
Long Island, East Islip; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Andrew Giambertone, ph. pl.; p.84-93; Jan/Feb 93; CB
Long Island, South Shore; Shingle Style; Peter Coolc, ph. pl.; p.96; July 93; PA
Long Island; Interiors; Juan Montoya, ph. pl.; p.248-251; May 93; ID
Long Island; James Volney Righter, ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.62-65; Nov 93; PA
Long Lake; Vacation House, Interiors; Gretchen Bellinger, pers. ph. pl.; p.150-153; June 93; ID
New York; Townhouse, Interiors; Stephen Malfory, ph. pl.; p.242-247; May 93; ID
Nyack; Jury Comments. PA Award. Thomas Hanrahan; by Victona Meyers, m. pl. axon., p.66-67; Jan 93; PA
Westchester County; Includes Stairway Details; Bentley, LaRosa & Salasky, ph. pl.; p.94-99, 108-109; Apr 93; AR

NORTH CAROLINA
Western Area; Vacation House, Interiors; Gandy & Peace, ph. pl.; p.146-149; Apr 93; ID

OHIO
Cincinnati; Architect's House and Studio; Terry Brown, pl. elev.; p.24; Feb 93; PA
Milford; Mark McConnell, ph. pl.; p.122-123; June 93; B

OREGON
Portland; Shared House; Portland Community Design; elev. pl.; p.87; Jan 93; A

PENNSYLVANIA
Kennett Square; Remodeled Barn; Tanner, Leddy, Maytum & Stacy, ph. pl.axon.; p.84-89; Apr 93; AR
Starlight; Summer House with Studio; Jury Comments, PA Award; Thomas Hanrahan and Victoria Meyers, m. pl.axon.; p.64-65; Jan 93; PA

RHODE ISLAND
Jamestown; BUILDER'S Award; William L. Burgin, ph. pl.; p.132-133; Oct 93; B
Newport; James Estes, ph. pl.; p.124-125; June 93; B

SAUDI ARABIA
Riyadh; Barl Prince, m. pl.; p.24; May 93; PA

TEXAS
Austin; Demonstration Home for Sustainable Design; Center/Maximum Potential Building System; ph. pl. ill. axon.; p.102-103; June 93; A
Dallas; AIA Honor Award; Steven Holth, ph.; p.110-111; May 93; A
Houston; Jury Comments, PA Award; Joel Sanders, m. pl. sec. ill.; p.56-57; Jan 93; PA
Presidio County; Artist/Architect's Ranch Residence; Donald Judd; ph.; p.86-87; Jan 93; AR

TURKEY
—; Village House, 1933; Ali Hikmet; elev. pl.; p.72; Nov 93; JAE

WASHINGTON
Mirror Lake; Seth Peterson Cottage; Restoration; John Eiler; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.109; Apr 93; PA

See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, GARDEN, HISTORICAL, INTERIOR DESIGN, KITCHEN, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
ACE Awards for Construction Excellence; ph.; p.89-92; Aug 93; B
Builders Opportunities in Eastern Europe; ph. pl. table; p.58, 60; Feb 93; B
Building Historic Houses; by John Leeke; ph.; p.100-102; July/Aug 93; CB
Building Opportunities In Infill; ph. pl.; p.141, 144; June 93; B
Buyer's Guide to Products; Entire Issue; ph. ill. tables; p.57-; Apr 93; B
Designing Site and Floor Plans with a View; by William Devereaux and Susan Bradford; pl. elev.; p.138-139; May 93; B
Desirable Residential Design Features; Stairway, ph.; p.128-130, 132; Jan 93; B
Developing Skills for Architects of Speculative Housing; by Avi Friedman; biblio.; p.49-52; Sept 93, JAE
Development of High-Density; Survey of Projects; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl. ill.; p.148-152; Feb 93; B
Flexibility in Residential Design; Survey of Houses; by June Fletcher, ph. pl. chart; p.197-207; Feb 93; B
House Automation; Is It Selling?; by David A. Jones; ph.; p.162-166; June 93; B
House Wired for Sound and TV; ph.; p.154, 156; June 93; B
Households Without Children; Survey of Projects; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl.; p.137-149; Jan 93; B
Housing Design, Teaching and Research; A Typological Approach; Examples; by James Tice; ph. pl. elev. m. axon.; p.182-175; Feb 93; JAE
Land and Site Planning; Street Design; ph. pl. ill.; p.112-113; July 93; B
Manufacturers Index; p.17-50; Apr 93; B
New Products Guide; Entire Issue; ph.; p.8-87; Nov 93; CB
One Hundred Largest Builders; Next Fifty; Analysis of Firms' Work; by Gerry Donohue; ph. tables; p.172-198; May 93; B
Planning a Golf Course Development; by Dave Stone; ph.; p.72; Sept 93; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

MANAGEMENT (Cont’d)

Copyrighting Building Plans; ph. pl. ill.; p.102, 104, 106; June 93, B
Estimating Software; ph.; p.110; Nov 93, B
Fee Building; ph.; p.103, 106, 108, Nov 93, B
Firm Profile, Croom Construction Company; Florida, —; Estate Size Houses, by John Andrews; ph.; p.22-28; May/June 93, CB
Home Warranty Insurer Eyes Recovery; ill. ph.; p.133, 136; Sept 93, B
John and Felicia Hueber, Profile of Custom Home Builders; ph.; p.157, 162, 164; May 93, B
Lanscaping Services by House Builder; ph.; p.38-41; Mar/Apr 93, CB
Letter with Complaints from Home Buyer to Builder; ill.; p.158-159; Sept 93, B
Lot Crisis; Lot Shortage; by Gerry Donohue; map; ph. ill.; p.142-146; Sept 93, B
Managing Worker’s Compensation Insurance Costs; by Rich Binsacca; ill. chart, biblio.; p.56-60; June 93, B
Negotiation Games; Selling, Sub-Bids, Municipal Boards; by Gerry Donohue; ph. biblio.; p.122-129; Dec 93, B
New S Corporations, Regulations; chart; p.222; Feb 93, B
Out of Chapter 11, U.S. Homes; ph. pl. chart; p.98-102; Aug 93, B
Professional Service Agreements Between Builder and Customer; For Preliminary Services; ph.; p.113, 116; Mar 93, B
Researching the Market; ph.; p.110; July 93, B
Savings Tips on Materials Purchasing; Construction Efficiency and Quality; Sub-contractor Relations; ph.; p.182-200; July 93, B
Self Storage Business Opportunities for Builders; ph.; p.226, 228; Feb 93, B
Software for Builders Review; ph. ill.; p.235, 236, 238; Feb 93, B
Tax Act, 1993; Guide for Builders; ph.; p.44, 46; Oct 93, B
Top Ten Builders; Illinois, Chicago; ph.; p.248-253; Feb 93, B
Total Quality Management; Savings on: Financial Management; Long Range Planning. Personnel, Organization, Capital Sources, Land Buying; ph. tables; p.134-166; July 93, B
Two Builders Market Leaders; Firm Profile, Carl Kupperman Interviews Bob Snyder and Mark Lords; ph.; p.124-129; July 93, B
Two Custom Builders; Utah, Utah Valley; Paul M. Magleby and James L. Hacking; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.124-128; Mar 93, B
Using Purchase Orders; Controlling Costs; ph. ill.; p.213, 216, 218; Feb 93, B
Warranties in House Sales; ph. ill.; p.210, Oct 93, B
Yardi Construction Accounting System; ill.; p.94; Aug 93, B

MARKETING, SALES

Ads’ Compliance with Fair Housing Law; by Richard Elkman; ph.; p.62; Mar 93, B
Advertisement; Survey of Builder’s Ads; ph. ill.; p.128-133; Feb 93, B
Gaining Real Estate Broker’s Interest to Sell; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.84-87; Sept 93, B
Large Builder’s Unique Marketing Programs; ill.; p.66-70; Sept 93, B
MIRM Home Marketing Awards; Brochures, Ads, Sign Boards, Interior Merchandising, Signs, Logos; by June Fletcher; ph. ill.; p.116-130; May 93, B
Memorable Brochures; by June Fletcher. ph.; p.56, May 93, B
Preference for Buying an Older House; Resale Competition with New House Sales; by June Fletcher; ph. p.72-79; Mar 93, B
Qualifying Buyers; by Alan R. Trellis; ph.; p.212, Oct 93, B
QUALIFYING SHOPPERS; table; p.52; Nov 93, B
Salesman’s Attention to Projects; by Bernard Schreft; ph.; p.74; Sept 93, B
Selling Quiz; Ill. p.102-108; Oct 93, B
Senior Directed Housing; Survey of Projects; ph. ill.; p.91-96; Mar 93, B
Shopping Mall Advertising Programs; Models; Builder’s Publication; ph. ill.; p.58-64; Aug 93, B
Sizing-Up Tough Customers; by Susan Edwards; ph.; p.94-95, May/June 93, CB
Strong Second Home Market; ph.; p.93-96; Sept/Oct 93, CB
Survey of Buyer Giveaways; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.84-90; June 93, B
Texas, Austin; Cal Hollow, Kipp, Flores & Follmer, ph. pl.; p.65, Mar 93, B
Wave of Immigrants Boosts U.S. Home Sales; by Brad German; ph. chart; p.80-84; Oct 93, B

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE

Arizona, Phoenix; Gallena, Phoenix Design Group, ph. pl.; p.149; Jan 93, B
Arizona, Phoenix; The Highlands, Centex Homes; ph. pl.; p.66; Mar 93, B
Arizona, Scottsdale; CUSTOM BUILDER Award, Kenneth A. Alexander, ph. pl.; p.114-118, Jan/Feb 93, CB
California, Calabasas; Stokes Canyon, Robert L. Eart, ph. pl.; p.112-113; Feb 93, B
California, Carlsbad; Avila, BUILDER’S Award, Lommer & Case; ph.; p.51; Oct 93, B
California, Culver City; Playa Pacific, David Jay Fing, ph. pl.; p.59, Nov 93, B
California, La Mirada; The Villages, Kaufman & Meeks; ph.; p.198-199; Feb 93, B
California, Menlo Park; Speculative Infill Project; ph. pl.; p.96-97, Nov 93, B
California, Mission Viejo; Bel Crest, McLarand & Vasquez, ph. pl.; p.120-121; Sept 93, B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

MARKETING, SALES (Cont’d)

Award Winning Programs in Partnering with Suppliers; ph.; p.69-72, 158; Dec 93, B
Builder’s Awards for Products Literature; ph. ill.; p.288-294; Feb 93, B
California, Petaluma, Cadar Farms, Bassenian & Lagon; ph. pl.; p.68; Mar 93, B
Customer Service After the Sale; Broker Relations, Effective Selling, Other Sales Concerns; ph. ill.; p.52-72; July 93, B
First Time Buyers; Projects; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl. charts; p.95-103; Dec 93, B
Large Builder’s Unique Marketing Programs; ill.; p.66-70; Sept 93, B
MIRM Home Marketing Awards; Brochures, Ads, Sign Boards, Interior Merchandising, Signs, Logos; by June Fletcher; ph. ill.; p.116-130; May 93, B
Memorable Brochures; by June Fletcher. ph.; p.56, May 93, B
Preference for Buying an Older House; Resale Competition with New House Sales; by June Fletcher; ph. p.72-79; Mar 93, B
Qualifying Buyers; by Alan R. Trellis; ph.; p.212, Oct 93, B
Qualifying Shoppers; table; p.52; Nov 93, B
Salesman’s Attention to Projects; by Bernard Schreft; ph.; p.74; Sept 93, B
Selling Quiz; Ill. p.102-108; Oct 93, B
Senior Directed Housing; Survey of Projects; ph. ill.; p.91-96; Mar 93, B
Shopping Mall Advertising Programs; Models; Builder’s Publication; ph. ill.; p.58-64; Aug 93, B
Sizing-Up Tough Customers; by Susan Edwards; ph.; p.94-95, May/June 93, CB
Strong Second Home Market; ph.; p.93-96; Sept/Oct 93, CB
Survey of Buyer Giveaways; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.84-90; June 93, B
Texas, Austin; Cal Hollow, Kipp, Flores & Follmer, ph. pl.; p.65, Mar 93, B
Wave of Immigrants Boosts U.S. Home Sales; by Brad German; ph. chart; p.80-84; Oct 93, B
RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)

California, Novato; Affordable Housing; Pytaek Associates; ph. pl. pers. sec. biblio.; p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE

California, Oceanside; North View; Shipey & Hezmafalal, ph. p.67; Aug 93; B

California, Palm Desert; Indian Ridge Country Club; McClaran & Vasquez, ph. pl. 87-89; Nov 93; B

California, Pleasanton; High Density; McClaran & Vasquez, ph. pl. p.150; Feb 93; B

California, Sacramento; Antelope; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster, ph. pl. p.80; Sept 93; B

California, Sacramento; Cresleigh Lagunabrook, Basements Add Space; Omega Architectural Group; ph. pl. p.82, 84; Nov 93; B

California, Sacramento; Laguna West; Builder's Award; Donas Architects; ph. pl. p.153; Oct 93; B

California, Sacramento; Tri-Level; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; elev. ph. p.133, May 93; B

California, San Clemente; San Antonio, Infill Project; Carter Redish, ph. p.99; Nov 93; B

California, San Marcos; Glen Arbor; Bassettian & Lagonr; ph. pl. p.60, Dec 93; B

California, Tustin; Tustin Ranch; Bassettian & Lagonr, ph. pl. p.59; Dec 93; B

California, Victorville; Brentwood; Bassettian & Lagonr; ph. pl. p.98-99; Dec 93; B

Canada, British Columbia, Victoria; Narrowest House; Jordan Mills; ph. pl. p.88; Dec 93; B

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Energy Sustainable Houses in Allen Competition; Martin Lieffheber, pl. axon. ill. sec; p.71-73, Mar 93; PA

Connecticut, ---; Austin Patterson; ph. pl.; p.84; Nov 93; B

Connecticut, Windsor; Walden Woods; Toll Architecture; ph. pl. p.202-203, Feb 93; B

Florida, Boca Raton; Estate Size; Tom Krumpelesaeter; ph. p.46-46, May/June 93; CB

Florida, Ft. Myers; Estate Size; Richard Jean; ph. pl.; p.38-40; May/June 93; CB

Florida, Jupiter; Admirals Cove; Builder's Award; Cano & Sotolongo; ph. pl. p.144-145; Oct 93; B

Florida, Longboat Key; Custom Builder Award; Knudson & Gliss; ph. pl.; p.24-29; Jan/Feb 93; CB

Florida, Orlando, Near; Estate Size; Kevin Palassis; ph. p.50-52; May/June 93; CB

Florida, Orlando; Bradford Village; Bradford Company; ph. pl.; p.110; May 93; B

Florida, Orlando; Kirkman Park; Fuglieberg & Koch; ph. pl.; p.116; Feb 93; B

Florida, Orlando; St. George; Bernie Johnson; ph. pl. p.124-125, Sept 93; B

Florida, Orlando; Villa Verona; John Henry; ph. pl.; p.125; Sept 93; B

Florida, Pembroke Pines; Silver Lakes; Cano & Sotolongo; ph. pl. p.95-97; Dec 93; B

Florida, Ponte Vedra Beach; Sawgrass Island; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.86; Aug 93; B

Florida, University Park; Whitebridge Court; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl. p.93; Nov 93; B

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)

Georgia, Atlanta; Briaglen, Public-Private Project; Cohn Communities; ph. pl. p.135, Mar 93; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Showcase House; 1989; Charles W. Moore; ph. pl.; p.162; Jan 93; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Showcase House; 1990; Claude Miquelle; ph. pl.; p.163; Jan 93; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Showcase House; 1991; Berke & McWhorter; ph. pl.; p.164; Jan 93; B

Georgia, Peachtree City; Showhouse; Home Design Dynamics; ph. pl. p.54-58; Sept/Oct 93; CB

Georgia, Suwanee; Olde Atlanta Club; Century Homes; ph. pl. p.62; Nov 93; B

Hawaii, Kauhau-Kona; Custom Builder Award; H. C. Bennett; ph. pl. p.34-39; Jan/Feb 93; CB

Hawaii, Oahu, Waipahu; Ho'omaka Village; Fritz Johnson; ph. pl. p.111; Feb 93; B

Illinois, Bartlett; Fairfax Crossing; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl.; p.253; Feb 93; B

Illinois, Grayslake; English Meadows; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl.; p.113; Jan 93; B

Illinois, Gurnee; Bridlewood; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.252; Feb 93; B

Illinois, Round Lake Beach; Country Walk; Kephart Architects; ph. pl.; p.252; Feb 93; B

Indiana, Fishers; Princeton Park; Estates Group; ph. pl.; p.112; May 93; B

Maryland, Columbia, Mapleside; D. W. Taylor; ph. pl.; p.116; Jan 93; B

Maryland, Gaithersburg; Kentlands; George A. Rixey; ph. pl.; p.148; Jan 93; B

Michigan, Fenton; The Crossings of Silver Ridge; Humphreys Partners; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Dec 93; B

Michigan, Woodhaven; Silver Creek; Michael S. Downes; ph. pl. p.107; May 93; B

Missouri, O'Fallon; Twin Chimneys; D. L. Design; ph. pl.; p.126; Feb 93; B

Missouri, St. Louis; Ridgewood Estates; D. L. Design; ph. pl. p.82; Sept 93; B

Nebraska, Las Vegas; Evergreen; New American Show Home Program; Johannes Van Tilburg; Landscape Design by S. W. Southwick; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl. elev. p.162-167; Feb 93; B

Nebraska, Las Vegas; Showcase House; 1992; Goldman, Firth & Boccato; ph. pl. p.185; Jan 93; B

Nebraska, Las Vegas; Solana del Norte; Colbourn, Cummer & Noil; ph. pl. p.74; June 93; B

Nebraska, Las Vegas; Summer Shoolders; Bigelow Associates; ph. pl. p.79; Sept 93; B

Nebraska, Las Vegas; Summerlin; Lott; Builder's Award; Bassettian & Lagonr; ph. pl. p.186; Oct 93; B

Nebraska, Las Vegas; Summerlin; Danielian Associates; ph. pl. p.204-205; Feb 93; B

Nebraska, Las Vegas; Sunrise; Larry Tindall; ph. pl.; p.102; Dec 93; B

New Hampshire, Moultonboro; Hemlock Harbor; DNB; ph. pl. p.52; Nov 93; B

New Jersey, Chester; Shado Ridge; Toll Brothers; ph. pl. p.114; Jan 93; B

New Jersey, Howell; Sunrise Station; Bruce Jonathon Geller; ph. pl. p.118; Feb 93; B

NEW ORLEANS, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)
New Jersey, Old Tappan; Virgona Architects; ph. pl.; p.62; Dec 93; B
New Jersey, Plainsboro; Ashford; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.60; Nov 93; B
New York, Long Island; Interiors, Model House; Ivan Dolin and Deborah Habicht; ph.; p.102-107; Feb 93; ID
North Carolina, Corolla; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; William E. Poole; ph.; p.94-98, Jan/Feb 93; CB
North Carolina, Greensboro; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; William E. Poole; ph.; p.94-98, Jan/Feb 93; CB
North Carolina, Greensboro, Near; Estate Size; East Coast Design; ph. pl.; p.42-44; May/June 93; CB
North Carolina, Greensboro; Asheboro Square; BUILDERS' Award; Anderson Associates; ph.; p.170; Oct 93; B
Ohio, Cleveland; PA's Affordable House Design Winner; Abacous Architects; ph. pl.; p.141; Feb 93; JAE
Ohio, Masonville; The Pointe of Landen; Studer Residential Design; ph. pl.; p.87; Aug 93; B
Ohio, Obetz; Bridlewood Estates, Public-Private Project; Foxboro Communities; ph. pl.; p.136; Mar 93; B
Ohio, West Chester; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Architect; ph.; p.104-105, Jan/Feb 93; CB
Oregon, Sunriver; CUSTOM BUILDER Award; Barber, Barrett & Turner; ph. pl.; p.44-48; Jan/Feb 93; CB
Pennsylvania, Blue Bell; Blue Bell Country Club; Toll Architecture and Felton & Parry; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Nov 93; B
Pennsylvania, Buckingham Township; Hunters Glen; George Donovan; ph. pl.; p.103; Dec 93; B
Pennsylvania, Sewickley Heights; Estate Size; Alfred J. Cinca; ph.; p.32-35; May/June 93; CB
South Dakota, Dakota Dunes; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl.; p.120; July 93; B
Tennessee, Memphis; BUILDERS' Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Oct 93; B
Tennessee, Memphis; Harbor Town; BUILDERS' Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; ph. pl.; p.152; Oct 93; B
Tennessee, Memphis; Harbor Town, Looney, Ricks & Kiss; ph. pl.; p.138-139; Jan 93; B
Tennessee, Memphis; South Bluff; BUILDERS' Award, Looney, Ricks & Kiss; ph. pl.; p.3; Jan 93; B
Texas, Dallas; Encore; Womack Architects; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Jan 93; B
Texas, Dallas; Pinnacle Elite, Womack Architects; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Sept 93; B
Texas, Dallas; Saddlebrook; Wyatt Architects; ph. pl.; p.70; Aug 93; B
Texas, Dallas; Showcase House, 1986; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.159; Jan 93; B
Texas, Dallas; Showcase House, 1987; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.160; Jan 93; B
Texas, Dallas; Showcase House, 1988; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl.; p.161; Jan 93; B
Texas, Frisco; Plantation Resort; Harder Organization; ph. pl.; p.207, Feb 93; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)
RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)
Texas, Houston; Crossroads Park; Trendmaker Homes; ph. pl.; p.108-109; May 93; B
Texas, Houston; Green Trails; ph. pl.; p.99; Sept 93; B
Texas, Houston; Showcase House, 1984; Booth & Hansen; ph. pl.; p.156-157; Jan 93; B
Texas, Houston; Showcase House, 1985; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.158; Jan 93; B
Texas, Plano; Deerfield; Dutz Architects; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Feb 93; B
Virginia, Garrisonville; Stonehill Estates; Joseph Lee; ph. pl.; p.68; Aug 93; B
Virginia, Manassas; Wellington; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl.; p.200-201; Feb 93; B
Virginia, Stephens City; Sherando; One Design; ph. pl.; p.194; Sept 93; B
Washington, Port Orchard; McCormick Woods; Competition Winner, Kenneth C. Dahlin; ph. pl.; p.100; Mar 93; B
Washington, Renton; Benson Glen; Affordable Housing; McNutt Partners; ph. pl.; p.86, 88; Dec 93; B
Washington, Renton; China Creek; Kappler Associates; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 93; B
Washington, Tacoma; MAME Award Winner; Danbridge; McNutt Partners; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Sept 93; B

TOWNHOUSE
California, Irvine; Court Homes; McLarand & Vasquez; ill pl.; p.148-149; Feb 93; B
California, Oakland; Jingle Town, LiveWork Townhouses; Pyatok Associates; elev. pl.; p.88; Jan 93; A
California, Riverside; Victoria Manor; Public-Private Project, Associated Architects; ph. pl.; p.139; Mar 93; B
California, San Diego; 7 on Kettner; Jonathan Segal; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Jan 93; A
California, San Diego; The Ark, Duplexes with Separate Apartment; Rene Davids and Christine Killory; iso. sec. ill.; p.85; Jan 93; A
California, San Francisco; 271 Shipley Street; David Stemberg; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Jan 93; A
California, San Francisco; Otsego Gardens; MacDonald Architects; ph. pl. axon.; p.72-73; Jan 93; A
California, San Francisco; Sumner Street Rowhouses; MacDonald Architects; ph. pl. axon.; p.70-71; Jan 93; A
California, Santa Monica; Kippen Condominiums; William Adams; ph. pl. axon.; p.66-69; Jan 93; A
Connecticut, Stamford; Waterside Green, Non-Profit Project; Zane Yost; ph. pl.; p.136-137; Mar 93; B
Georgia, Duluth; River Oaks; BUILDERS' Award; Design Traditions; ph. pl.; p.171; Oct 93; B
Germany, Stuttgart; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; ECD Partnership; ph. pl.; p.94-96; Sept 93; A
Germany, Stuttgart; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Elzbieta Muszynska and Krystof Muszynski and Lev Baranski; ph. pl.; p.94-96; Sept 93; A
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

TOWNHOUSE (Cont'd)

Germany, Stuttgart; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing, H+H Architects; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 98; Sept 93; A

Germany, Stuttgart; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Johannes Gunnsheug; ph. pl.; p.94-95, 97; Sept 93; A

Germany, Stuttgart; Living Expo 2000, Experimental Housing; Joura & Pernau; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-95, 98; Sept 93; A

Housing Competition Entries; Troy West and Jacqueline Leavitt and Harvey Sherman; sec. pl.; p.132-133; Feb 93; JAE

Illinois, Chicago; Prototype Townhouse; Johnson & Lee; ph. pl.; p.109; May 93; PA

Illinois, Palatine; Knollwood, Interiors; Shelly Bard; ph. pl.; p.76; June 93; B

Maryland, Baltimore; Nehemiah, Non-Profit Project; Streuver Brothers, Eccles & Rouse; ph.; p.137; Mar 93; B

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Low and Moderate Cost Units; M. Hickey; ph. pl.; p.97; June 93; B

New York, Dobbs Ferry; Livingston Manor, Public-Private Project; John Sullivan; ph.; p.140-141; Mar 93, B

Ohio, Cincinnati; Longworth Square, Public-Private Project; Drees Company; ph. pl.; p.141; Mar 93; B

Pennsylvania, York; Rosenmiller Woods; Miquelle MZO; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Jan 93; B

Student Project; George Tingwald and Larry Davis; elev. pl.; p.165; Feb 93; JAE

Tennessee, Memphis; South Bluffs, BUILDER'S Award, Looney, Ricks & Kiss; ph. pl.; p.150; Oct 93; B

Virginia, Arlington; Highgate, BUILDER'S Award, Lessard Architectural Group; ph. pl.; p.169; Oct 93; B

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, INTERIOR DESIGN, RESIDENCE, UNIVERSITY also

RESORT
See HOTEL, RECREATION

RESTAURANT (Cont'd)

California, San Francisco; Cypress Club; INTERIORS Annual Award; Jordan Mozar, by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Jan 93; INT

California, San Francisco; Good Earth Restaurant and Bakery; Light Fixture Detail; Nonchi Wang; ph. det.; p.72(6)-72(8), Nov 93; ID

Florida, Miami; Cuban Coffee Bar, Jack Travis; ph. pl.; p.52; July 93; INT

France, Saint Etienne; INTERIORS Annual Award; Studio Naco by Nanayya Currimboy; ph. pl. axon.; p.108-109; Jan 93, INT

Hawaii, Honolulu: Lounge, Restaurant, Game Areas, Ferraro & Chor.; ph. pl.; p.116-121; Feb 93, ID

Hungary, Budapest; Gundel, Custom Light Fixture Detail; Adam Tihany; ph. pl. det.; p.142-149; Feb 93; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Health Food Restaurant Uses Salvaged Woods; Amilier & Youngquist; ph.; p.75; Aug 93; INT

Largest Hotel and Restaurant Design Firms; by Andrew Loebelson; charts; p.35-40; Oct 93; ID

Nevada, Las Vegas; Spago; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.122-127; June 93; ID

New Mexico, Albuquerque; New Chinitown, Expansion; Bart Prince, m. pl. sec.; p.22; May 93; PA

New York, New York; Cafe Wood of Mouth; Alfredo De Vido; ph. pl.; p.118-121; June 93; PA

New York, New York; New World Coffee; Window Counter Detailed; Ronnette Riley; ph. pl. axon.; p.86, 83, 34; Oct 93, INT

New York, New York; One Fifth Avenue, Screen Detail; Pentagram; det. ph. p.148-149, 44; May 93; INT

New York, New York; Park Avenue Cafe, Arnold Syrop; ph. pl.; p.126-129; Feb 93; ID

New York, New York; Restaurant Daniel, Mara Palmer; ph. pl.; p.133-135; Oct 93; ID

New York, New York; The Cafe, Davis & Brody; ph. pl.; p.226-227; May 93; ID

New York, New York; The Good Diner, Pentagram; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Apr 93; INT

New York, New York; The Salad Bowl; Boyd Associates; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Nov 93; ID

New York, New York; Wagashi Bean Cakes Shop and Tearoom; Toraya, Charles T. Young; ph.; p.102-103; Sept 93; INT

New York, New York; Zoe, Jeffrey G. Beers; ph. pl.; p.134-137; June 93; ID

Texas, Dallas; Antares; Circular, Roof Top; Deborah Lloyd Forrest; ph. pl.; p.138-139; June 93; ID

Texas, Houston; The Tempest, INTERIORS Annual Award; Jordan Mozar, by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Jan 93, INT

Theme Restaurant Design; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.57-58; Sept 93; ID

See CLUB, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, OFFICE BUILDING, INTERIORS also

RESTORATION
See HISTORICAL, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION, Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RHODE ISLAND
Jamestown; Residence; BUILDER'S Award; William L. Burgin; ph. pl.; p.132-133, Oct 93, B
Newport; Residence; James Estes; ph. pl.; p.124-125; June 93; B
Providence; Highway Bridge, River Relocation Project; Pedestrian Bridges; William D. Warner; by Ripley Golovin; ph. pl.; p.66-67, June 93; LA

ROOF, ROOFING
Asphalt Shingles; ph. p.98-103; Sept/Oct 93, CB
Cold Roof Detail to Prevent Ice Dam; by Arthur Johnson; det.; p.230, Oct 93, B
District of Columbia, Washington; Restoration of the Octagon; Floors, Stairs, Brick, Roof; Mesick, Cohen & Waite; Original Design by William Thornton; ph. sec elev.; p.107-113; Nov 93; A
Florida, Dade County; Hurricane Andrew's Damage Assessment; Code Changes; ph. sec det.; p.110-113; Apr 93; A
Manufactured Metal Roofing Specifications; by W. Dean Walker, ill.; p.32-33, Feb 93, AR
Pennsylvania; Bryn Athyn; Cathedral and Academy of the New Church; Restoration; Roofing Details; John Milner, Original Design by Raymond Pitcairn; ph. pl.; p.118-123; Jan 93; AR
Preventing Ice Dams on Roofs; det. ph.; p.272, Feb 93; B
Radiant Heat Barriers; sec. table; p.114-118; Apr 93; A
Roofs for Wind Resistance; det. iso.; p.136; Dec 93; A
Sports Arena Roof Structures; New Projects; ph. ill dia. m. sec det.; p.32-37; Aug 93; AR
Virginia, Charlottesville; Restoration of Metal Roof at Monticello; Mesick, Cohen & Waite; ph. axon.; det. sec.; p.104-109; Apr 93; A
Where Roofs Meet Walls; Detailing of Flashings and Material Junctures Allowing Movement; by Kevin B. Cash; det. ph. iso.; p.31-35, Feb 93; PA

RUSSIA
—; Architect's Contact with and Views on Russia; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.146-147; May 93; INT
—; Architecture and Planning After the Soviet Breakup; ph.; p.47; Jan 93; AR
Moscow; Cosmetics Store, Estee Lauder; Estee Lauder Design Staff; ph.; p.144-145; May 93; INT
Moscow; Interiors; Offices; GGR Design Staff; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Mar 93; INT
Moscow; Metropol Hotel, Restored; Mos Project 2; ph.; p.140-141; May 93, INT
Moscow; Mixed-Use Project, Novoarbatsky Center; Goldblum, Obata & Kassabaum; ill. axon. pl.; p.126-127; May 93; INT
Moscow; Office Building; Low Rise, Regional Headquarters, Otis; Sidney Philip Gilbert; m. pl. axon.; p.134-135; May 93; INT
Moscow; Office Building; Rehabilitated Building, Ducat Palace; Lieberman & Melting; ill. pl.; p.124-125; May 93, INT
Moscow; Radisson Slavjanskaya Hotel and Business Center; Carlson Hospitality Group Design Staff; ph.; p.136-137; May 93; INT

SAFETY
See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS

SAN SALVADOR
Columbus Isle; Club Med Hotel; Alexion Associates; Interior Design by Gisela Trigano; by Shane Mitchell; ph.; p.62-63; Nov 93; INT

SANITATION
See PLUMBING

SAUDI ARABIA
Riyadh; Residence; Bart Prince; m. pl.; p.24; May 93; PA

SCHOOL
After School Activities Areas; New Jersey, Trenton; Art Room, Meeting and Film Productions; Julia Czerniak; ph. sec pers.; p.54; Dec 93; LA
Architecture for Kids; Design and Projects for Children; ph. sec det.; ill. m. axon.; p.43-81; Apr 93; A
Maryland, Baltimore; Environmental Education Pavilion; RTKL; m. pl.; p.37; June 93; A
Overhauling Education; Building Types Study; Entire Issue; ph. sec.; p.81-119; Aug 93; AR
Review of New York City's New Schools; New York, New York; ph. ill.; p.54-59+; Apr 93; A
Spain, Derto; Multipurpose Hall, Classical Design; Javier Cenicacelaya and Inigo Salana; ph. pl.; p.89; Aug 93; PA

EARLY LEARNING CENTER
Center for Early Education Includes Teachers College; Goldman, Frith & Bocciato; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Aug 93; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Ross Barney & Jankowski; ph. pl.; p.92-95; Aug 93; AR

ELEMENTARY
California, Davis; Steinberg Group; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Aug 93, AR
California, Los Angeles; Open-Air Lunch Shelters; Marc Angelil and Sarah Graham; ph. ill.; p.108; May 93; PA
California, Los Angeles; Preschool Community Center, Elderly Housing in Watts; Marmol, Radziner & Welsh; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.120-121; July 93; PA
California, Los Angeles; Science Museum School; Jury Comments, PA Award; Morphosis; m. pl. sec elev.; p.70-73; Jan 93; PA
California, Los Angeles; Kanner Architects; ph. m.; p.28; Apr 93; A
California, Simi Valley; Blurock Partnership; ph. pl. m.; p.82; July 93; PA
Canada, British Columbia, Victoria; Hughes & Baldwin; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Aug 93; AR
Georgia, Douglasville; AJA Honor Award; Lord, Aeck & Sargent; ph. pl.; p.105; May 93; A
SCHOOL (Cont'd)

ELEMENTARY (Cont'd)

Massachusetts, Truro; HNTB Architects; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Aug 93; AR

Netherlands, Almere; Herman Hertzberger; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.85; Apr 93; PA

New York, New York; Primary and Intermediate School; Michael Fieldman; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Apr 93; A

New York, New York; Two Schools; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-63; Apr 93; A

New York, New York; Grazien; Samton & Steinglass; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-61; Apr 93; A

South Carolina, James Island; Addition; Ray Huff; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Aug 93; AR

Syria, Dar'a Province; Stone Building System; Aga Kahn Award; Rafi and Zaid Muhanna; ph.; p.104-105; Mar 93; PA

HIGH

Arizona, Fountain Hills; Junior/Senior High School; HNTB Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-91; Aug 93; AR

Colorado, Fort Collins; Perkins & Will; m. pl.; p.27; Nov 93; PA

Michigan, Troy; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.96-103; Aug 93; AR

Washington, Bellevue; CAD; Nordfors & Thomsen; ill.; p.75; June 93; AR

JUNIOR HIGH, MIDDLE

Arizona, Fountain Hills; School; High; Junior/Senior High School; HNTB Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-91; Aug 93; AR

New York, New York; Richard Dattner; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Aug 93; AR.

PRIVATE

Connecticut, Farmington; Gymnasium; Tai Soo Kim; ph. sec.; p.100; Feb 93; PA

Connecticut, New Haven; Pre-K Through 6th Grade; Michael Rosenfield; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Aug 93; AR

Hong Kong, New Territories; Addition; International School; Wong & Chen; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Aug 93; AR

SPECIAL

Canada, Ontario, Shelbourne; Ecology Center; Boyne River; Douglas B. Pollard; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-57; June 93; A

Environmental Learning Center; Senior Thesis; Brenda Smith; ph. ill.; p.64-65; Apr 93; INT

Iowa, Des Moines; Nature Center for the Deaf; Mimi Askew; p.; p.28; Aug 93; LA

Korea, Chun An; Employee Training Center for Insurance Company; Tai Soo Kim; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-77; Oct 93; AR

National Academy of Dance; France, Marseilles; Roland Simounet; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Sept 93; A

New York, New York; New School of Painting and Sculpture, Offices; Smith-Miller & Hawkinson; ph. pl.; p.178-181; Sept 93; ID

School of American Ballet; New York, New York; Davis & Brody and Mark Hampton; ph. pl.; p.228-229; May 93; ID

Upper and Lower Schools and Health Center; Minnesota, Mille Lacs Reservation; Cunningham, Hamilton & Quiter; ph. elev.; p.93; 98-99; Dec 93; A

See CHILD CARE CENTER, UNIVERSITY also

SCREEN

New York, New York; Restaurant, One Fifth Avenue; Screen Detail; Pentagram; det. ph.; p.148-149, 44; May 93; INT

SCULPTURE

See ART

SEALANT

Specifying Providing Sealants; by Thomas F. O'Connor; ph. biblio.; p.39-42; Apr 93; PA

See WATERPROOFING also

SECURITY

Cutting Edge of Residential Construction; Security; Rammed Earth House, Cooling; by David A. Jones; ph.; p.126-129; Nov 93; B

Home Information Services; Audio; Video; Security; Energy Monitor; Telephone; by P. S. Vishwanath; ph.; p.515-521; Sept/Oct 93; CB

Residential Security Basics; by Bill Cultrup; ph.; p.511-515; Sept/Oct 93; CB

See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY also

SERVICE STATION

New York, —; Highway Rest Stops; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph.; p.66-71; Aug 93; A

Truck Repair Depot; New Jersey, Secaucus; Lighting Design; Haigh Architects; ph.; p.40-41; Aug/Suppl 93; AR

SHELTER

California, Camarillo; Children's Crisis Center; Bobrow & Thomas; m. elev. sec. pl.; p.30-31; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

California, Oakland; Apartment Building; Subsidized Housing for the Homeless; Pyatok Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.62-65; Jan 93; A

California, San Diego; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Single Room Occupancy; AIA Honor Award; Rob Wellington Quigley; ph.; p.108; May 93; A

Homeless Shelter; California, Fremont; David Baker; ill.; p.90; Jan 93; A

Homeless Shelter; California, San Francisco; The Gateway; Howard Johnson; ph.; p.90; Jan 93; A

New York, New York; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Two, Remodeled as Halfway Houses; Roberta Washington; ph.; p.55; Oct 93; PA

New York, New York; Hotel; Single Room Occupancy Hotel; Remodeled; Roberta Washington; ph.; p.55; Oct 93; PA

Phoenix House Projects, Drug Abuse Rehabilitation Agency; Conrad Levenson; by Karin Tettlow; ph.; p.72-79; Nov 93; INT

Structures Built by the Homeless; New York, New York; ph.; p.78-81; Aug 93; PA

Supportive Housing; Survey of Projects; by Karin Tettlow; ph. elev.; p.66-79; Nov 93; INT

See APARTMENT BUILDING, CLINIC, HOTEL also
SHIP
The America's Cup; A Design Parable; by Susan C. Piedmont-Palladino; p.266-269; May 93; JAE

SHOPPING CENTER
Arizona, Phoenix; Arizona Center, Lighting; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz, Renfro & Stone; p.40-43, May/SuppI 93; AR
California, Santa Monica; Montana Collection Small Shopping Center; Kenner Architects; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Mar 93; AR
Florida, Boca Raton; Mizner Park Replaces Shopping Center, Cooper & Cary; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Mar 93; AR
Illinois, Lake Forest; Deerpath Plaza; Nagle & Harray; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Mar 93; AR
Illinois, Lake Forest; Renovation of Market Square, 1916; John Venci, Original Design by Howard Van Doren Shaw; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Mar 93; AR
New Jersey, Edison; Lighting Aspects, RTKL; Lighting Design by T. Kondos; ph. p.30-33, Feb/SuppI 93; AR
Remodeling of Union Station as Shopping Mall; District of Columbia, Washington; 1907 Railroad Station; Harry Weese and Benjamin Thompson; Original Design by Daniel Burnham; by David Gruber; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.74-77, Aug 93; PA
Reworking the Mall; Building Types Study; ph. pl.; p.84-91, Mar 93; AR
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, STORE, URBAN DESIGN also

SHOWROOM
Bed and Bath Showroom, Esprit; New York, New York; Michael Vanderbilt; ph., p.52-53; Feb 93; INT
Benefit Display Using Rugs or Tapestries; New York, New York; ph. p.140-145, Oct 93; ID
Ceramic Tile Showroom and Exhibit; Illinois, Chicago; Two Installations; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. axon.; p.116-121; Jan 93; ID
Clothing Showroom, Carmelo Pomodoro; New York, New York; INTERIORS Annual Award, FTL Architects; by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Jan 93; INT
Clothing Showroom, TSE Cashmere; New York, New York; INTERIORS Annual Award; Mathias Thormer, by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Jan 93; INT
Copy Machine Showroom, Mita Copystar America; New York, New York; Use of CAD, Kajima Associates; ph. pl. ill.; p.274-279, May 93; ID
Decorator Showcase; California, San Francisco; Bedroom; John Wheatman; ph. p.168-169; July 93; ID
Decorator Showcase; California, San Francisco; Dining Room; Edward Lobrano; ph. pl.; p.172; July 93; ID
Decorator Showcase; California, San Francisco; Living Room; Michael Moore; ph. pl.; p.170-171; July 93; ID
Decorator Showcase; California, San Francisco; Master Bedroom; Barbara Scavullo; ph. pl.; p.166-167; July 93; ID
Decorator Showcase; California, San Francisco; Study; David Livingston; ph. pl.; p.173; July 93; ID
SHOWROOM (Cont’d)
Design Showroom Center; Texas, Dallas; Design Experience; m. pl.; p.116(10); Sept 93, ID
Dress Showroom, Leslie Fay; New York, New York; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassebaum; ph.; p.68-69; Jan 93; INT
Electronics Display Space; Illinois, Chicago; Sony; Elkus & Manfredi; p.40-41, Feb/SuppI 93; AR
Fabric Showroom, Go Silk; New York, New York; Door Details; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. det. elev.; p.90-91; Nov 93; INT
Fabric Showroom, Robert Allen; Illinois, Chicago; NEOCON Winner; Robert Allen Design Staff; ph.; p.150-151; Oct 93; ID
Fabrics and Paper Showroom, Strohme & Romman; New York, New York; Carpet Process; McMillen; ph.; p.284-291; May 93; ID
Flooring Showroom, Interface; Illinois, Chicago; NEOCON Winner; Mueller & Baker; ph.; p.146-147; Oct 93; ID
Footwear Showroom, Nina; New York, New York; Henry Myerberg; ph.; p.206-209, Sept 93; ID
Footwear and Clothing Showroom, Sam & Libby; New York, New York; Michael McDonough; ph. pl.; p.204-205, Sept 93; ID
Furniture Showroom, Agnes Bourne; California, San Francisco; Mark Melvin and Todd Jersey; ph.; p.116(16); Sept 93; ID
Furniture Showroom, Beacon Hill; Texas, Dallas; Beacon Hill Design Staff; ph.; p.116(17); Sept 93; ID
Furniture Showroom, Cy Mann; New York, New York; Elyse Lacher; ph.; p.128-131, Jan 93; ID
Furniture Showroom, Geiger International; Illinois, Chicago; VOA Associates; ph.; p.136-141; Jan 93; ID
Furniture Showroom, Geiger/Brickell; New York, New York; Interior Space International; ph. axon.; p.94-101, Sept 93; INT
Furniture Showroom, Keilhauer; Illinois, Chicago; Michael Vanderbilt; ph.; p.50-51; Feb 93; INT
Furniture Showroom, Metro; Illinois, Chicago; NEOCON Winner; Metro’s Design Staff; ph.; p.148-149; Oct 93; ID
Furniture Showroom, Rucker Fuller; California, San Francisco; Ergonomically Designed Products; Andrew Belscher and Joseph Vincent; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.88-89, Dec 93; INT
Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; Michigan, Grand Rapids; Vignelli Associates; ph.; p.220-225; Sept 93; ID
Furniture Showroom, United Chair; District of Columbia, Washington; Tom Gass; ph.; p.142-145; Jan 93; ID
Furniture Showroom, California, Burlingame; New Approaches for Metropolitan Furniture; by Karin Tettow; ph.; p.70-73; Feb 93; INT
Furniture Showroom, Indiana, Jasper; Kimball’s Design Competition, Winners; Bailey & Nichols Group; by Marilyn Zelinski; ph. pl. ill.; p.72, Aug 93; INT
Furniture Showrooms, Bernhardt; California, Los Angeles; Michael Vanderbilt; ph.; p.46-49, Feb 93; INT
Illinois, Chicago; Hospital Patient Room Furniture; Steelcase, Health Design; Perkins & Will; by Marilyn Zelinski; ph.; p.84-87; Dec 93; INT
SHOWROOM (Cont'd)

Kips Bay Show House; New York, New York, Bedroom; Genewve Faure; ph., p. S38, Sept 93; ID

Kips Bay Show House; New York, New York; Kitchen; Gail Green; ph., p.S30-S31, Sept 93; ID

Kips Bay Show House; New York, New York; Library; Cooper Group; ph., p.S22-S23; Sept 93; ID

Kips Bay Show House; New York, New York, Living Room; McMillen; ph.; p.S14-S15; Sept 93, ID

Kips Bay Show House; New York, New York; Master Bedroom; T. Keller Donovan; ph., p.S18-S19; Sept 93; ID

Leather Showroom, Edelman; New York, New York; HTI/Space Design International; ph. pl.; p.218-219; Sept 93, ID

Men’s Clothing Showroom; Andrew Fezza, New York, New York; Vincente Wolf by William Weathersby, Jr, ph pl., p.58-61, Apr 93; INT

Office Furniture Showroom, Marcatre; Spain, Madrid & Miranda; ph., p.axon.; p.80-83; Dec 93; ID

Showcase House; California, Pasadena, Bedroom and Bath; J. S. Brown; ph.; p.174-175; July 93; ID

Showcase House; California, Pasadena, Master Bedroom; Linda Merrifield; ph.; p.178; July 93; ID

Showcase House; California, Pasadena, Salon; Bill McWhorter; ph.; p.176-177; July 93; ID

Silk Showroom, Go; New York, New York; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. axon.; p.78-83; Sept 93; AR

Using the Golden Mean; Student Projects; Furniture, Quilt, Showcase Plan, ill.; ph.; p.86-91; June 93; INT

See STORE also

SIDING

Good Siding Choices; by John Henry; ph.; p.78-80; May/June 93; CB

SIGN

See GRAPHICS

SKYLIGHT (Cont’d)

Massachusetts, Wellesley; Museum and Cultural Center, Wellesley College; Includes Clerestory Detail; Rafael Moneo and Payette Associates; ph. pl. det.; p.84-91; Oct 93; AR

Natural Light Through Skylights, Atriums; Finland: ---; ph.; p.40-41, Feb 93; AR

SOCIAL ISSUES

Boycotting Colorado; Anti-Homosexual Amendment 2; Colorado; p.82; Aug 93; PA

California, Los Angeles; Rebuilding South Central Los Angeles After Riots; by J. William Thompson; ph. axon.; p.42-49; Jan 93; LA

California, Los Angeles; Report from South Central Los Angeles; Legacy of Riots; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p.104-106; Feb 93; PA

Civic Unrest and Riots; by Richard Ingersoll; ph.; p.128; Jan 93; LA

Defining Socially Conscious Design; Student Work; ph.; p.36, 38, June 93; INT

SOLAR

California, Santa Rosa; Visitor’s Center, Spring Lake Park; Solar Heating; Obie G. Bowman; ph. sec.; p.82-85; June 93; A

Malaysia, Selangor; Office Building, High Rise Menara Mesiniaga, IBM Tower, Solar Treatment; T. R. Hamzah and Ken Yeang; ph. pl. sec. axon. dia.; p.26-31 (Pac Rim); Mar 93; AR

PHOTOVOLTAIC

Photovoltaic Prototype Studies; Opaque and Transparent Modules; Kiss, Cathcart & Anders; ill. sec. chart; p.80-81; June 93, A

SHADING

Germany, Dortmund; Office Building, Low Rise Solar Shading; Juergen Hansen and Ralf Petersen; ph. pl. sec.; p.108; Mar 93; PA

See ENERGY also

SOUTH CAROLINA

Charleston; Hurricane Hugo Damage, Renovation Efforts; by Margaret Stevens; ph.; p.86-87; Oct 93; LA

Cultural Museum Concept; African-American Farming; Thomas Fowler IV; ph. pl. ill.; p.117; July 93; PA

James Island; School, Elementary, Addition; Ray Huff; ph.; p.118-119; Aug 93, AR

Kiawah Island; Residential Development; Turtle Beach; BUILDER’S Award; Chris Schmitt; ph.; p.163; Oct 93; B

SOUTH DAKOTA

Dakota Dunes; Residential Development; Residence: Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; elev. pl.; p.120; July 93; B

Pine Ridge Reservation; Indian Village, Self-Sufficient; William McDonough; ph. ill.; p.65, Mar 93; INT


**STAINWAVE**

California, Hollywood; Film Production Studio; Stainwave Details; Pugh & Scarpa; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 86-87; Nov 93; PA

California, Los Angeles; Interiors; Law Offices; Stair Detail; Rudin Architects; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.: p.64-67, 70; Feb 93; INT

California, Marina del Rey; Interiors; Condominium Renovated. Stair Detail; Mulder & Katkov; ph. det.; p.116(12)-(14); Sept 93; ID

California, San Francisco; Stainwave with Skylight; BUILDER'S Award; Swatt Architects; ph.; p.188-189; Oct 93; B

Desirable Residential Design Features; Stairwave; ph.: p.128-130, 132; Jan 93, B

District of Columbia, Washington; Restoration of the Octagon; Floors, Stairs, Brick, Roof, Mesic, Cohen & Waite; Original Design by William Thornton; ph. sec. elev.; p.107-113; Nov 93; A

Illinois, Chicago; Apartment Building; Interiors; Two Apartments Connected; Details of Stairs; Krueck & Sexton; Original Design by Ludwig Mes Van Der Rohe; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. ill.; p.96-103; May 93; PA

New York, New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices; Stair Details; Gwathmey Siegel; ph. pl. axon.; p.84-91; Jan 93; ID

New York, Westchester County; Residence; Includes Stairwave Details; Bentley, LaRosa & Salasky; ph. det.; p.94-99, 108-109; Apr 93; AR

Stairwave Details for a House; Connecticut, Lyme; Scot P. Samuelson; ph.; p.110-111, Apr 93; AR

Stairwave Details for a House; Michigan, Glen Arbor; Charles Warren; ph. det.; p.110-111; Apr 93; AR

Stairwave Details for an Apartment; Massachusetts, Boston; Denison & Luchini; ph. elev. det.; p.110-111; Apr 93; AR

STORAGE

See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STRAIN

Spacesaver, Compressed Shelving; ph.; p.40, 42; Mar 93; INT

STORE

All-Natural Cosmetics Store, The Body Shop; North Carolina, Raleigh, Near, sec.; p.20-21; Dec 93; AR

Aluminum Entrance and Storefront Specifications; by Susan Greenwald; p.42-43; Sept 93; AR

Casoni & Drapery Specifications; by Maryrose McGowan; p.34-35; May 93; AR

Ceramic Tile Flooring Specifications; by Maryrose McGowan; p.24-25; Mar 93; AR

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems Specifications; by Mark J. Kalin; p.34-35, July 93; AR

Icon Program to Identify Textile Performance Characteristics; by Association for Contract Textiles; ill.; p.54-57; Aug 93; INT

Integrating Construction Drawings and Specifications; by William T. Lohmann; p.35; Jan 93; PA

Manufactured Metal Roofing Specifications; by W. Dean Walker; ill.; p.32-33; Feb 93, AR

Paints and Coatings Specifications; by Mark J. Kalin; table; p.52-53; Nov 93, AR

Site Offices; Creating a Workable Field Office; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.47; Feb 93, PA

Some Essential Information Sources for Architects; by William T. Lohmann; p.64; May 93; PA

Specifying Products in the Pacific Rim; by Nancy Levinson; p.10-11 (Pac Rim); Mar 93; AR

Specifying Weather Sealants; by Thomas F. O'Connor; ph. biblio.; p.39-42, Apr 93; PA

See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE also

STADIUM

See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STORE (Cont’d)

Clothing Store, Banner; Italy, Milan. Gae Aulenti. ph. p. 76-79, Dec 93, ID

Clothing Store, CMO; California. San Rafael. Hanns Kainz, by Justin Henderson. ph. p. 62-63. Feb 93, INT


Clothing Store; Russia, Moscow. Estee Lauder Design Staff. ph. p. 84-89. May 93, ID


Environmentally Sensitive Store, Wal-Mart; Kansas, Lawrence. William McDonough and BSW Architects. ph. sec. ill. p. 63-64. Mar 93, INT

Firm Designs Two Hundred Fifty Wal-Mart Buildings Per Year; BSW International. ph. dia. graphs. p. 66-69. Sept 93, PA


Illinois, Chicago: Regional Transportation Authority, Information and Retail Center. IBD Award. Display Case Details, Cesar Pelli. Interior Design by Environments Group. ph. pl. elev. p. 96-101. Nov 93, ID


Men’s Shirts and Ties Store, Robert Talbott; New York, New York. Michael Vanderbyl. ph. pl. axon. p. 36-41. Feb 93, INT


New York, New York: Restaurant, New World Coffee. Window Counter Details, Ronnette Riley. ph. pl. axon. p. 80, 83, 34. Oct 93, INT

Perfume Store; Virgin Islands, St. Croix. Dorothy Draper. ph. pl. p. 74-75. Dec 93, ID


Southgate Commercial Block; Massachusetts, Boston. Wall Details, Jonathan Lev. ph. det. sec. elev. p. 109, 114-115. Oct 93, AR

STORE (Cont’d)

Travel Agency Store Prototype; Manitoba. SteinDesign. ph. p. 272-273. May 93, ID


Wine Shop; California. San Francisco. Leavitt & Weaver. ph. pl. p. 216-217. Sept 93, ID

Women’s Clothing Store, Giorgio Armani; Massa­chusetts, Boston. Naomi Leff. ph. p. 268-271. May 93, ID

Women’s Clothing Store, Versus; Italy, Milan. Laboratorio Associati. ph. p. 198-203. Sept 93, ID


See ART GALLERY, OFFICE BUILDING, SHOPPING CENTER, SHOWROOM, URBAN DESIGN also

STREET

California, San Francisco: Embarcadero Waterfront Development. Boulevard, Light Rail Lane and Promenade. San Francisco Department of Public Works; by J. William Thompson. ill. m. p. 60-61. June 93, LA


Land and Site Planning; Street Design; ph. pl. ill. p. 112-113. July 93, B

Porous Paving, Techniques; by Kim Sorvig. ph. pl. biblio. p. 66-69. Feb 93, LA

Traffic Study and Management; California, Ather­ton and Fair Oaks. ASLA Award. Tom Richmond. ph. p. 64. Nov 93, LA

STRUCTURAL


Florida, ---; Hurricane Andrew’s Damage Analysis. dia. p. 30-31. Aug 93, AR


EARTHQUAKE

California, Oakland: City Hall, Assessment of Earthquake Damage. Carey & Company. elev. ph. p. 80. July 93, PA


FOUNDATION

Foam Foundation Forms; ph. p. 146, 148. Mar 93, B

Italy, Pisa: Stabilizing the Leaning Tower of Pisa. ph. sec. p. 105. Nov 93, A

MASONRY

Brick Cladding Expansion Joints: Where to Put Them?; by Christine Beall; dia. p. 92. Sept 93, PA
STRUCTURAL (Cont’d)

MASONRY (Cont’d)

Israel, Jerusalem: Supreme Court Building; With Masonry Details; Chief Justice’s Comments; Karmi Architects; ph pl ill sec axon det.; p.65-83; Apr 93, PA

STEEL

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Galliena and Heritage Square; Glass-Covered Atnum, Steel Frame; Santiago Calatrava and Bregman & Hamann; ph pl sec elev iso.; p.84-91; Feb 93, AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Holocaust Memorial Museum; Architects and Other Statements; Critique; Bridge and Skylight Details; Pei, Cobb & Fredd; ph. pl. m. ill. elev. sec det. axon.; p.59-74; Feb 93, PA

Framing Lumber Alternatives; ph.; p.264, 266, 268; Feb 93; B

TENSION

California, Los Angeles: Temporary Library; University of California Los Angeles; Tent Structure; Includes Exterior Wall Detail; Hodgetts & Fung; ph. pl sec. axon. det.; p.94-101; Mar 93; AR

England, London; Demountable Tent for Receptions and Other Events; Includes Drawings of Erection Sequence; Future Systems, ph.; p.110-111; June 93; PA

Glass Walls Under Tension; Example Projects; ph sec. m. ill. det. axon. elev.; p.157-161; Sept 93; A

WOOD

Finger Jointed Wood Studs; ph.; p.108; Aug 93; B

Florida, Dade County; Hurricane Andrew’s Damage Assessment; Code Changes; ph. sec. det.; p.110-113; Apr 93; A

Framing Lumber Alternatives; ph.; p.264, 266, 268; Feb 93; B

Log Construction Renewal; Example Structures; Various Technics; Details; ph. det.; p.93-99; Jan 93; A

Residential Framing Design by Computer; by Paul Bianchina; ph.; p.91-94; Nov/Dec 93; CB

Structural Insulated Panel Construction; Technical and Design Issues; by Steven Winter; ph. det.; p.88-90; Nov 93; PA

Structural Insulated Wall Panels; ph.; p.120; Nov 93; B

Wood Framing Over High Water Tables; sec. det.; p.244; May 93; B

See MASONRY, WALL, WOOD also

STUCCO

Ensuring Good Performance of Exterior Insulation Finish Systems; by Mark Williams and Barbara Lamp Williams; det. ph table.; p.45-49; Apr 93; PA

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems Specifications; by Mark J. Kalin; ph.; p.34-35; July 93; AR

Repairing Synthetic Stucco Joints; ph. det.; p.117-119; Nov 93; A

See INSULATION also

STUDIO

Artist/Architect’s Studio and Residence; Texas, Marfa: Downtown Buildings; Furniture Gallery; Donald Judd; ph.; p.88-91; Jan 93; AR

Georgia; Pine Mountain; Artist’s House and Studio; Carl Tait and Lloyd Henson, by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Oct 93; AR

Germany, Dusseldorf; Multi-Use Building; Cafe, Club, Offices, Studios; Eisenman Architects; m. sec.; p.59; July 93; A

New York, New York; TV Studio; Adapted Historic Broadway Theater; Ed Sullivan Theater; James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. axon. sec. pers.; p.131-137; Nov 93; A

Photo Studio; New York, New York; INTERIORS Annual Award; Kevin Wilt; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Jan 93; INT

See APARTMENT BUILDING, FILM STUDIO, RECORDING STUDIO, RESIDENCE, OFFICE BUILDING also

SUNSCREEN

New Jersey, Bridgewater; Office Building, Middle Rise; AT&T Information Systems Building Complex; Curtain Wall Blinds and Sunshades, Heller Group; ph dia.; p.109. 116-117; Oct 93; AR

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

Architect Develops a Sustainably Produced Wood Plan; William McDonough. p.59-62, Mar 93; INT

Blueprint for Green Future; Various Technologies, ill. sec.; p.47-51+; June 93; A

Building in Harmony with Nature; Hannover Principles; Architect’s Work, William McDonough, ph. pl. ill.; p.51-67; Mar 93; INT

Conference on Basics of Sustainable Design; ph.; p.104-105; Sept 93; INT

Indiana, Michigan City; Residential Development, Tryon Farm, Sustainable Architecture Principles, Chicago Associates; Ill. pl. ph.; p.104-105; June 93; A

Nebraska, Mead; Research Facility, University of Nebraska, Sustainable Design, Leo A. Daly, sec.; p.136; June 93; A

New Products to Be Environmentally Sound; ph.; p.32-37+; Nov 93; CB

Round Table Discussion; ph.; p.109-113; June 93; A

South Dakota; Pine Ridge Reservation; Indian Village, Self-Sufficient, William McDonough; ph. ill.; p.65; Mar 93; INT

Suitable Development; by Jonathan Barnett, ph. maps.; p.32-35; June 93; AR

Sustainable Design; by Susan Maxman; p.37, 39; Jan 93; A

Texas; Austin; Demonstration Home for Sustainable Design, Center/Maximum Potential Building System; p.102-103; June 93; A

The State of Sustainability: How Will the Environmental Consensus Change Your Practice?; ph. ill. axon. sec. dia. ph.; p.71-79; Mar 93; PA
TEXAS (Cont'd)

Dallas: Community Market and Public Plaza, Peak and Bryan; Sullivan, Key & Merrill, Landscape Design by Staney & Santana; by David Dillon; ph. iii., p.63-65, Jan 93, LA

Dallas: Design Showroom Center, Design Experience; m. pl., p.116(10); Sept 93, ID

Dallas: Elderly Housing, Presbyterian Village North; Henningson, Durham & Richardson; ph. pl., p.20; Aug/SuppI 93, PA

Dallas: Federal Reserve Bank, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Sikes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer; ph. pl., p.60-67; Feb 93, A

Dallas: Fifty-Year Plan Defining Design Opportunities, Jury Comments, PA Award, James Pratt; pl. ill., p.82-83; Jan 93, PA

Dallas: Furniture Showroom, Beacon Hill; Beacon Hill Design Staff; ph., p.116(17); Sept 93, ID

Dallas: Hospital, Children's, Hermanovski & Lauck; ph. pl., p.54-55; Feb/SuppI 93; ID

Dallas: Light Rail Transit System Mall, Haywood Jordan & McCowan and Oglesby Group, Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates, by David Dillon; pl., p.68-70; June 93; LA

Dallas: Residence, AIA Honor Award; Steven Holl; ph., pl., p.110-111, May 93, A

Dallas: Residence, Encore; Womack Architects; ph. pl., p.142-143; Jan 93; B

Dallas: Residential Development, Garrett Neighborhood; BUILDER'S Award, Habitat for Humanity; ph. pl., p.161; Oct 93, B

Dallas: Residential Development, Residence, Pinacle Elite; Womack Architects; ph. pl., p.122-123; Sept 93; B

Dallas: Residential Development, Residence, Saddebrock, Wyatt Architects; ph. pl., p.70, Aug 93; B

Dallas: Residential Development, Showcase House, 1988, Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl., p.159; Jan 93; B

Dallas: Residential Development, Showcase House, 1987, Berkus Group; ph. pl., p.160, Jan 93; B

Dallas: Residential Development, Showcase House, 1988, Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl., p.161; Jan 93; B

Dallas: Restaurant, Antares, Circular, Top Roof, Deborah Lloyd Forrest; ph. pl., p.138-139; June 93, ID

El Paso: Hospital, General, Medical Center Hotel, Longona & Peters; ph. pl. m. sec.; p.88, July 93; PA

Fort Worth: Lighting Stairs and Escalator in Movie Theater, David M. Schwarz, Lighting Design by Coventry Lighting Associates; ph. sec.; p.34-39, Aug/SuppI 93, AR

Frisco: Residential Development, Residence, Plantation Resort, Harder Organization; ph. pl., p.207; Feb 93; B

Houston: Art Museum Addition, Office and Classroom Building, Carlos Jimenez, m. pl., p.26, June 93, PA

Houston: Art Museum, Cy Twombly Gallery, Renzo Piano; ph. axon. elev., p.23, July 93; A

Houston: Children's Museum, Jackson & Ryan and Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl., p.78-83, Mar 93, AR
EXHIBITION (Cont’d)

Houston; Children’s Museum; Venturi & Scott Brown and Jackson & Ryan; ph. pl.; p.46-51; Apr 93, A
Houston; Garage and Workshop; David Guthne; ph. pl. sec.; p.106; May 93, PA
Houston; Gift Shop; Nuro; Cash Counter Details; Robert Mahurin; ph. pl. det.; p.140-143; June 93, ID
Houston; Herrmann Park Competition; Winner and Other Entries; Melton Henry and Maurice Robison; by David Dillon; ph. axon.; p.53-54; Aug 93, LA
Houston; Kitchen; Billy W. Francis and O. Russell Worley; ph. pl.; p.S16-S17; Nov 93, ID
Houston; Police Officers Memorial; James Burnett and Jesus Bautista Morales; ph. axon.; p.28; Jan 93, LA
Houston; Residence; Jury Comments; PA Award; Joel Sanders; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.56-57; Jan 93, PA
Houston; Residential Development; Residence; Crossroads Park; Trendmaker Homes; ph. pl.; p.108-109; May 93, B
Houston; Residential Development; Residence; Green Trails; ph. pl.; p.99; Sept 93, B
Houston; Residential Development; Showcase House; 1984; Booth & Hansen; ph. pl.; p.156-157; Jan 93, B
Houston; Residential Development; Showcase House; 1985; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.158; Jan 93, B
Houston; Restaurant; The Tempest; INTERIORS
Las Colinas; GTE Corporate Headquarters Landscape Plan; HKS; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Mar 93; LA
Marfa; Art Museum; Artist/Architect’s Sculpture; Donald Judd; ph.; p.82-85; Jan 93, AR
Marfa; Artist/Architect’s Studio and Residence; Downtown Buildings; Furniture Gallery; Donald Judd; ph.; p.88-91; Jan 93, AR
Marfa; Artist/Architect’s Work; Downtown. Ranch. Residence; Army Base Redesign; Donald Judd; ph. pl.; p.82-91; Jan 93, AR
Piano; J. C. Penney Headquarters; Brine Cooling System; ph. pl.; p.115; Aug 93, A
Piano; Residential Development; Residence; Deering; Duzh Architects; ph. pl.; p.84-86; Aug 93, B
Presidio County; Artist/Architect’s Ranch Residence; Donald Judd; ph.; p.86-87; Jan 93, AR
San Antonio, Near, Comal County; Weekend House; Jury Comments; PA Award; Robert Ciavittello and L. Philip Schave/OAD; m. pl. sec. axon.; p.74-75; Jan 93, PA
Solano; IBM Complex Landscape; ASLA Award; Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.55; Nov 93, LA
The Woodlands; Water Resources Administration Building; Taft Architects; ph. pl.; p.11; Mar Suppl 93; PA

THEATER (Cont’d)

California, San Jose; 625-Seat Repertory Theater; Holt, Hinshaw & Jones; ph. ill. sec.; p.25; June 93, PA
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Princess of Wales Theatre, Interiors; Lott & Smith; Interior Design by Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl.; p.96-101; Sept 93, AR
Connecticut, Southeastern; American Indian Museum, Theater; Mashantucket Pequot Indians; James Stewart Polshek; ill. pl. axon.; p.86, 88; Oct 93, INT
Corporate Center and Performing Arts Center; North Carolina, Charlotte; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. axon.; p.43, 64-73; May 93, A
Drama Theater, Crossroads; New Jersey, New Brunswick; Parsons & Fernandez-Castelao; ph. pl. axon.; p.100-195; Sept 93, ID
England, London; Savoy Theatre, Lighting Plan; Whitfield Partners; Lighting Design by Max Fordham; ph.; p.36-39; Nov Suppl 93; AR
France, Lyons; Opera House; Jean Nouvel; ph. sec.; p.74-75; Sept 93, A
Hall of Fame Inductee, Special Honorees; Set Designer, His Work; Tony Walton; ph.; p.542-543; Dec 93, ID
Lincoln Center Addition, Rose Building; New York, New York; Multi-Use, Library, Theater, Studio, Dormitory; Davis & Brody; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. axon.; p.212-241; May 93, ID
New York, New York; Promenade, Entrance Court, Recital Hall, Julliard School, Theater, Plaza Lobby, Cafe, Ballet School, Residence Hall, Entertainment Suite; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. axon.; p.212-241; May 93, ID
Performing Arts Center, California, Cerritos; Barton Myers; sec. ph. pl.; p.43, 74-81; May 93, A
Set Design; Blake & Au.; ph.; p.109; July 93, PA
TV Studio, Adapted Historic Broadway Theater; New York, New York, Ed Sullivan Theater; James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. axon. sec. pers.; p.131-137, Nov 93, A
Texas, Fort Worth; Lighting Stairs and Escalator in Movie Theater; David M. Schwarz; Lighting Design by Coventry Lighting Associates; ph. sec.; p.34-39; Aug Suppl 93; AR
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

TRANSPORTATION

Antarctica; Antarctic Coast Station, McMurdo; Design Study, Circulation System; ph. pl.; p.105-107; Aug 93, A
Ferry Terminal, Whitehall; New York, New York; Competition Winner, Other Entries; Venturi & Scott Brown and Anderson & Schwartz; ph. m. elev. sec.; p.24-25; Feb 93, A
Ferry Terminal, Germany, Hamburg; me dium and Lighthouse Restaurant; Peter Prang & Co; ph.; p.91-92, Feb 93, A
France, Lille; Channel Tunnel Station Area Master Plan; Rem Koolhaas, m. m.; p.27, Jan 93, AR
Garage and Transit Facility; Minnesota, Minneapolis, Municipal Transit Hub; Eberle & Beck; ph.; p.126-129; June 93, AR
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act; Opportunities for Architects; Lighthouse Restoration, Bridge, Amtrak Terminal; elev. m. ill. sec.; p.101-103, Aug 93, A
TRANSPORTATION (Cont'd)

Light Rail Line; Maryland, Baltimore; Station; Cho, Wilks & Ben; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Aug 93; A
Light Rail Metro Link; Missouri, St. Louis; Stations; Kennedy-Associates; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Aug 93; A
Light Rail Station, MAX; Oregon, Portland; Handicapped Access, Murase Associates; m. pl.; p.59; June 93; LA
Light Rail System Proposed; Illinois, Chicago, Station Canopies, Sasaki Associates and Ross Barney & Jankowski; m. sec.; p.28; Aug 93; A
Light Rail System; California, San Diego; Metro Transit Development Board; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Aug 93; A
Light Rail Systems; ph. pl. ill. sec. m.; p.54-65; Aug 93; A
Light Rail Transit System Mall; Texas, Dallas; Haywood, Jordan & McCowan and Oglesby Group; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by David Dillon; ill.; p.68-70; June 93; LA
Mass Transit System; California, Los Angeles; Stations; Metro Transportation Authority; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.62-63; 93-99; Aug 93; A
New Opportunities for Architects; Building Types Study, Bulk of Issue; ill. biblio.; m. pl. sec. det. iso.; p.97-139, 145; June 93; AR
Public Transportation Control Center; Massachusetts; Boston; Jury Comments, PA Award; Leers Weinzapfel; m. pl.; p.76-77; Jan 93; PA
Railroad Station Entrance, New York, New York; Penn Station; R.M. Kliment and Frances Halaband; pl. sec. pers.; p.30, Oct 93; PA
Railroad Terminal to Link to Channel Tunnel; England, London; Waterloo International Terminal, Nicholas Grimshaw; ph.; p.78; 62-83; Sept 93; A
Railroad Terminal, Amtrak; New York, New York; Penn Station; A. R. Kliment and Frances Halaband; m. ill.; p.103; Aug 93; A
Rapid Transit Station; California, Denver; Stone, Marraccini & Patterson; m. sec.; p.33; Aug 93; A
Regional Transportation Authority; Illinois, Chicago; Information and Retail Center; IBID Award; Leers Weinzapfel; Interior Design by Environments Group; ph. pl. elev.; p.96-101; Nov 93, ID
Subway Extension, Elevated Stations; England, London; m. ill. pl. sec.; p.120-125; June 93; AR
Subway Station Renovation; New York, New York; Karahan & Schwarting; ph.; p.136-137, June 93; AR
Subway Station; England, London; Bermondsey Station; Ian Ritchie; m. sec.; p.123, 125; June 93; AR
Subway Station; England, London; Canary Wharf Station; Norman Foster; m. ill.; p.122; June 93; AR
Subway Station; England, London; Canning Town Station; Troughton & McAslan; ill. pl.; p.125; June 93; AR
Subway Station; England, London; London Bridge Station; Weston & Williamson; sec. pl.; p.124; June 93; AR
Transforming Transportation Systems to Improve the Community; by William Morrish and Catherine Brown; p.35, 37, 39; Aug 93; A
Transit Station, Chatsworth; California, Los Angeles; Johnson & Fain and Pereira Associates; pl.; p.99; Aug 93; A

TRANSPORTATION (Cont'd)

Transit Station, Hollywood/Highland; California, Los Angeles; Barton Myers; axon. pl.; p.97; Aug 93; A
Transit Station, Hollywood/Vine; California, Los Angeles; Urban Innovations Group; axon. pl.; p.96; Aug 93; A
Transit Station, Hollywood/Western; California, Los Angeles; Meyer & Allen; ill. pl.; p.96; Aug 93; A
Transit Station, Union Station Gateway; California, Los Angeles; Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut; ill.; p.98; Aug 93, A
Transit Station, Vermont/Santa Monica; California, Santa Monica; Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.93-94; Aug 93; A
Transit Station, Westlake/MacArthur Park; California, Los Angeles; McLarand & Vasquez; ill. pl.; p.98; Aug 93; A
Transit Station; California, El Monte; Frederick Fisher; axon. pl.; p.95; Aug 93; A
Urban Trails and Greenways; by Stuart H. MacDonald; ph.; p.120; Sept 93; LA
Westside Corridor Expansion, Light Rail; Oregon, Portland; Station; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; m. pl. sec.; p.58-59; Aug 93; A
See AIRPORT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HIGHWAY also

TUNISIA

Kairouan; Rehabilitation of 13th-18th Centuries City Core; Aga Khan Award; Association de Sauvegarde la Medina; ph. sec.; p.100-101; Mar 93; PA

TURKEY

---; Village House, 1933; Arif Hikmet; elev. pl.; p.72; Nov 93; JAE
Appropriation of Traditional Dwelling Forms, 1920s and 1930s; Includes Works of Two Architects; Ernst Egli and Sedad Eldem; by Gulsum Baydar Nalbantoglu; ph. pl. elev. biblio.; p.96-74; Nov 93; JAE
Bodrum; Residential Development; Holiday Village; Aga Khan Award; Turgut Cansever et al.; ph. pl. axon.; p.106-107, Mar 93; PA
Istanbul; Restoration of Ottoman Palaces for Public Use; Aga Khan Award; Turkish National Palace Trust; ph.; p.100-101; Mar 93; PA

UKRAINE

Lviv; Mixed-Use Project, Hotel and Trade Center; Ruszczak Design Associates; Interior Design by Di Leonardo International; m. ill.; p.128-129; May 93; INT

U
UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

CAMPUS (Cont’d)

St. Charles County Community College; Missouri, St. Peters; Cannon & Pearce; Tumer & Nikolajevich; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-97; Nov 93; AR
St. Martin’s Abbey and College; Nordfors & Thomsen; Ill. pi. p.77; June 93, AR

CLASSROOM

Classroom, Laboratory and Administration Building; California, Pomona; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. p.62-69; Feb 93; AR

EDUCATION

Center for Early Education Includes Teachers College; Goldman, Frith & Boccato; ph. pl. sec.; p.119-119; Aug 93, AR
Early Childhood Education Center; University of California, California, San Diego; Charles & Elizabeth Lee; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-61; Dec 93, PA

ENGINEERING BUILDING

School of Engineering and Manufacture, Leicester Polytechnic; England, Leicester; Energy Conservation - Ventilated Without Mechanical Assistance; Short & Ford; sec. axon.; p.82-83; Mar 93; PA

GRADUATE SCHOOL

Graduate Research and Training Center; Virginia, Loudoun County, George Washington University; Florance; Eichbaum, Esocoff & King; ph. pl. sec.; p.50-57; Mar 93; A

LABORATORY

Advanced Technology Laboratories; University of Iowa; Iowa City; Frank O. Gehry and Herbert Lewis; Kruse & Blunk; ph. pl.; p.58-67; Mar 93; A

Agricultural Laboratory; University of Arizona; Arizona, Tucson; Anslen & Allen; ph. pl. m. axon.; p.116-117; Mar 93; A

LANDSCAPE

Campus Landscape Plan, Foothill College; California, Los Altos Hills; Twenty Five Year Anniversary; ASLA Award; Sasaki & Walker; ph. pl.; p.48-49; Nov 93; LA
Harvard Yard Master Plan; Massachusetts, Cambridge; ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; Ill.; p.63; Nov 93; LA

LIBRARY

Cranfield Institute of Technology; England; Cranfield; Norman Foster; ph. pl.; p.106-107; 110-111; Sept 93; A
Mount Holyoke College; Massachusetts, South Hadley; Addition and Restoration; Graham Gund; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-81; Jan 93; AR
Temporary Library, University of California Los Angeles; California, Los Angeles; Tent Structure; Includes Exterior Wall Detail; Hodgetts & Fung; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.94-101; Mar 93; AR
Temporary Undergraduate Library; California, Los Angeles; University of California at Los Angeles; Hodgetts & Fung; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. Ill.; p.104-107; June 93; PA
The Sorbonne; France, Paris; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; m. elev. ill.; p.24; June 93; PA
UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

LIBRARY (Cont’d)

University of Pennsylvania; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Restoration; AIA Honor Award; Venturi & Scott Brown; Original Design by Frank Furness; ph.; p.100; May 93; A

MASTER PLAN

Zimbabwe, Bulawayo; Davis & Brody and Mwamuka & Mercuri, ill. pl., p.44-45; Sept 93; A

MEDICAL CENTER

California, San Diego; Meditative Room, Medical Center, University of California; Carmen, Nordsten & Igonda, by Karin Tewol; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Dec 93; INT

Dartmouth; New Hampshire, Lebanon; Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott; ph. pl.; p.91-93; Mar 93; A

Health Sciences Facility; University of Maryland; Maryland, Baltimore; C. H. A. A and Ayers, Saint & Gross; ill. axon.; p.112-113; Mar 93; A

Institute of Bimolecular Medicine; New York University; New York, New York; Polshek & Payette; m. ill. pl.; p.126; Mar 93; A

Medical Center, Addition; University of California, California, San Diego; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph. pl.; p.44-49; Mar 93; A

University of Alabama; Alabama, Birmingham; Nursing Center; Heilmuth, Oballa & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.58-561; Feb/Suppl 93; ID

MUSEUM

American Heritage Center and Art Museum; Wyoming, Laramie; University of Wyoming; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.48-61; Dec 93; A

Museum and Cultural Center, Wellesley College; Massachusetts, Wellesley; Includes Clerestory Detail, Rafael Moneo and Payette Associates; ph. pl. det.; p.84-91; Oct 93; AR

MUSIC BUILDING

Promenade, Entrance Court, Recital Hall; Julliard School; New York, New York; Theater, Plaza Lobby, Cafe, Ballet School, Residence Hall, Entertainment Suite; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. axon.; p.212-241; May 93; ID

PARKING, GARAGE

Parking Structure; Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; Machado & Silvetti; ph.; p.103; May 93; A

Syracuse University; New York, Syracuse; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; ph. sec. iso.; p.130-135; June 93; AR

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

Performing Arts Center, Emory University; Georgia, Atlanta; Jury Comments, PA Award; Eisenman Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.78-81; Jan 93; PA

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

Church, Stanford University; California, Palo Alto; Lighting; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer and PHA Lighting Design; ph. p.9; Nov/Suppl 93; AR

UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

RESEARCH FACILITY

Burkina Faso, Ouagadougou; Research and Training Center; Panafican Institute for Development; Mud Brick Domes, A. A. Khan Award; A.D.A.U.A. Burkina Faso; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-105; Mar 93; PA

California, Pomona; Classroom, Laboratory and Administration Building; Antoine Predock; ph. pl.; p.62-69; Feb 93; AR

University of Nebraska; Nebraska, Mead; Sustainable Design; Leo A. Daly; sec.; p.136; June 93; A

RESIDENTIAL

Dormitories and Dining Hall, University of Virginia; Virginia, Charlottesville; The New College; Todd Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.98-107; Nov 93; AR

Dormitory Restoration, City College of New York; New York, New York; Technical Details, Stein Partnership; ph. det. elev.; p.64-69; Aug 93; PA

Dormitory Tower; Julliard and The School of American Ballet; New York, New York; Davis & Brody; ph. pl.; p.230-231+; May 93; ID

Presidential Mansion, 1896 Building; Pratt Institute; New York, New York, Brooklyn; Restoration; Wagner & Van Dam; Original Design by Babb, Cook & Willard; ph. pl.; p.150-155; Mar 93; ID

Student Housing; University of California; California, Berkeley; Hillside, William Turnbull and Ratcliffe Architects; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; p.70-75; Sept 93; PA

SCIENCE CENTER

Biological Sciences Complex, University of Georgia; Georgia, Athens; CRSS, ph. pl. ill.; p.125; Mar 93; A

California State University; California, Fullerton; Addition; Anshen & Allen; m. axon.; p.115; Mar 93; A

Center for Agricultural Molecular Biology; New Jersey, New Brunswick; Rutgers University; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ill. pl.; p.127; Mar 93; A

Cooley Science Center; Oregon Graduate Institute; Oregon, Portland; Boucher, Mouchka & Larson; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Mar 93; A

Environmental Sciences Center, Trent University; Canada, Ontario, Peterborough; Richard Henriquez and Nemeth Associates; ph. pl. elev.; p.74-77; July 93; AR

Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biology; Portugal, Porto; University of Porto; Anne Perl De Pal and Maria Fernanda Machado Seixas; m. pl.; p.93; July 93; PA

STUDENT CENTER

East Stroudsburg University; Pennsylvania, East Stroudsburg; Ventilated Wall Details; Kieran, Timberlake & Hams; ph. axon. sec. det.; p.109-113; Oct 93; AR

See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION also.
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS

'Just Imagine' Campaign; Visionary Schemes for Urban Renewal; Michael Awd; ph.; p.50; Dec 93; LA

42nd Street Redevelopment, Design Guidelines; New York, New York; Robert A. M. Stern; ill.; p.37; Nov 93; A

BART Station and Neighborhood Plan; California, San Mateo County; Calthorpe Associates; pl. p.38-39; Dec 93; PA

Belarus, Minsk; Mixed-Use Project; Hotel, Theater, Conference Center; Byelcorp; ill.; p.130-131; May 93; INT

CAD 3D Technology and Urban Design; by Kristof Jacunski; ill.; p.40-41; Aug 93; PA

Cabrini-Green Public Housing Neighborhood; Illinois, Chicago; Competition Winner, Second Place; Lucien Kroll; elev. axon. pl.; p.24-25; Aug 93; A

Cabrini-Green Public Housing Neighborhood; Illinois, Chicago; Competition Winner; North Dakota State University Team; ill.; p.24-25; Aug 93; A

California, Alameda; Proposal for Environmentally Conscious Conversion of Air Base; Public Market Place and Various Cultural Centers; William P. Bruder; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Oct 93; AR

California, Alameda; Proposal for Integrating Remodeled Air Base with the City; Eshenck, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; ph. ill.; sec. p.104-105; Oct 93; AR

Central Artery Future Project; Massachusetts, Boston; Critique; by Jane Holtz Kay; m.; p.58-39; Apr 93; LA

Channel Tunnel Station Area Master Plan; France, Lille; Rem Koolhaas; m.; p.27; Jan 93; AR

City Master Plan; Florida, Riviera Beach, Jury Comments, PA Award; Mark M. Schimmenti and Dover, Correa, Kohl, Cockshutt & Valle; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Jan 93; PA

City Master Plan; Puerto Rico, Morovis, Jury Comments; PA Award; Emilio Martinez; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Jan 93; PA

Fifty-Year Plan Defining Design Opportunities; Texas, Dallas; Jury Comments, PA Award; James Pratt; pl. ill.; p.82-83; Jan 93; PA

Florida, Boca Raton; Shopping Center; Mizner Park Replaces Shopping Center; Cooper & Cary; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Mar 93; AR

Germany, Berlin; New Government Center Competition; Winners, Schultes & Frank; m. ill.; p.28-31; Sept 93; A

Germany, Berlin; Sony Center, Mixed-Use Complex; Murphy & Jahn; m. ill.; p.142-143; May 93; INT

Guidelines for the Reurbanisation of Toronto; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Jury Comments, PA Award; Berriedale, Lewinberg & Greenberg; pl. sec. dia. p.90-91; Jan 93; PA

Indonesia, Yogyakarta; Squatter Development Cooperative Community; Aga Khan Award; Yousef B. Rahimi; ph. pl. sec.; p.102-103; Mar 93; PA

Japan, Nishi-Tama; Mountain Park and Resort, Design Workshop; ill.; p.22; Nov 93; LA

Large Infill Projects; Germany, Berlin, International Building Exposition; 1970's to Present; Critique; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.50-52; Aug 93; AR

URAL DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont'd)

Mid-Town Community Rehabilitation; Missouri, St. Louis; Mark J. Vogt; axon.; p.77; Nov 93; LA

Mixed-Use Urban Complex at Checkpoint Charlie; Germany, Berlin; Office, Retail, Residential, Club and Conference Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merill; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.116-117; May 93; INT

Mobile Home Park with Village Center; Arizona, Mesa; Jury Comments, PA Award; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl.; p.88-89; Jan 93; PA

Multi-Use Project; Theater, Hotel, Offices Plus Other Uses; Germany, Berlin, Max Reinhardt Haus, Eisenman Architects; m. pl. sec.; p.24; Apr 93; PA

New York, New York; Lincoln Center Addition, Rose Building; Multi-Use, Library, Theater, Studios, Dormitory, Davis & Brody; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. axon.; p.212-241; May 93; ID

North Carolina, Charlotte; Corporate Center and Performing Arts Center; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. axon.; p.43, 64-73; May 93; A

Ohio, Cleveland; New Neighborhood in Inner City; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; pl.; p.40-41; Dec 93; PA

Ohio, Cleveland; Office Building: High Rise, Society Center, Critique: Cesar Pelli; by Thomas Fisher; ph.; p.92-95; May 93; PA

PA Awards, Jury Discussion; Profiles of Winning Firms; Review of Past Four Decades; ph. pl. ill.; p.41-44; 82-89; 94-105; Jan 93; PA

Pacific Place, Urban Waterfront Development; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver, Hulbert Group, Downs & Archambault and Davidson & Yuen, Landscape Design by Dan Vaughan; by Sara Hire; m. ill.; p.52-53; Feb 93; LA

Peachtree Avenue Design; Georgia, Atlanta, Competition; Nimrod Long; ph. ill.; p.60; Aug 93; LA

Pennsylvania Avenue; District of Columbia, Washington; Critique of Area: Buildings, Parks, Plazas, by Laurie Olin; ph.; p.36-38; Jan 93; LA

Proposal for Urban Collage Replacing Air Base; California, Alameda; Perkins & Will; pl.; p.100-101; Oct 93; AR

Proposal for Walkway; California, Alameda, To Connect Remodeled Air Base with the City, Deborah Barke; ph. pl. ill.; p.102-103; Oct 93; AR

Rebuilding South Central Los Angeles After Riots; California, Los Angeles; by J. William Thompson; ph. axon.; p.42-49; Jan 93; LA

Rehabilitation of 13th-18th Centuries City Core; Tunisia, Kairouan, Aga Khan Award, Association de Sauvegarde la Medina; ph.; sec.; p.100-101; Mar 93; PA

Renovation of Classic Boulevard Area Buildings; Argentina, Buenos Aires; Avenida de Mayo; by Joe Goldman; ph.; p.44-46; Jan 93; AR

Report from South Central Los Angeles; Legacy of Riots; California, Los Angeles; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p.104-106; Feb 93; PA

Review of Several Competition Entries; Residential Mixed Use With Retail; Pyatok Associates; ph. pl. pers. sec. ill.; p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE

Review of Urban Revitalization and Preservation; Examples; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. pl.; p.102-107; Jan 93; AR
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont'd)

Review of Waterfront Plans; ill pl., p.22-23; Oct 93
Rhode Island, Providence; Highway Bridge, River Relocation Project; Pedestrian Bridges; William D. Warner, by Ripley Golovin; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-67; June 93
Riverwalk South; Evolution from Earlier Schemes; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Paul Wilen and Daniel Pang; ph. pl. m. iso. sec.; p.118-123; June 93
Russia, Moscow; Mixed-Use Project, Novoarbatsky Center; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph pl- m.; p.126-127; May 93
South Point Area Design Charrette; Florida, Miami; Various Designs; ph. pl. p.32-33; Sept 93
Texas, Dallas; Light Rail Transit System Mall; Hayward, Jordan & McCowan and Oglesby Group; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by David Dillon; ill.; p.68-70; June 93
Texas, Marfa; Artist/Architect's Work, Downtown, Ranch, Residence, Army Base Redesign; Donald Judd; ph. pl.; p.82-91; Jan 93
The Future Design of Suburbs, New Concepts; pl ill.; p.35-41; Dec 93
Third Street Promenade; California, Santa Monica; ASLA Award; ROMA Design Group; ph.; p.57; Nov 93
Ukraine, Lviv; Mixed-Use Project, Hotel and Trade Center; Ruszcz Design Associates; Interior Design by Di Leonardo International; m. ill.; p.128-129; May 93
Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City; Competition for City Center Development Winner; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; pl.; p.28-29; Dec 93
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SHOPPING CENTER, UNIVERSITY, WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT also

UTILITY FACILITY

California, Los Angeles; Department of Water and Power Headquarters; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl.; p.68-75; Feb 93
California, Van Nuys; Department of Water and Power Headquarters; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl.; p.68-75; Feb 93
Cooling Plant; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. pl. sec.; p.112-115; June 93
Fleet Repair Building; California, Los Angeles; Ellerbe & Becket; elev. axon.; p.31; Feb 93
Sewage Treatment Plant; Washington, Seattle; Danadjieva & Koenig; ph. pl. m.; p.136-137; June 93
Solid Waste Utility Building; Oregon, Portland; Remodeled Sears Store Structure; Thompson & Vairoda; ph.; p.22; Dec 93

UTILITY FACILITY (Cont'd)

Telephone Exchange; Spain, Barcelona; Bach & Mora; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Sept 93
Telephone Satellite Signal Receiving Station; Spain, Seville; Teleport; Guillermo Vazquez Consuegra; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.116-119; June 93
Washington, Seattle; Administration Building and Operations Center, West Point Treatment Plant; Streeter & Derman; m. pl.; p.12; Mar/Sep 93

VENTILATION

Causes of Air Pollution and Decreasing It; by Hal Levin, ill. biblio. tables, graphs; p.33-37; Mar 93
England, Leicester; School of Engineering and Manufacture, Leicester Polytechnic; Energy Conservation: Ventilated Without Mechanical Assistance; Short & Forde, sec. axon.; p.82-83; Mar 93
Ventilating the Laboratory; ph.; p.111-112; Mar 93
Ventilation and Materials to Prevent Indoor Pollution; iso. sec.; p.121-123; June 93
See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, POLLUTION also

VERMONT

Middlebury; Arts Center; Middlebury College; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl.; p.82-85; July 93

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

Barn House, Built from Salvaged Parts; Indiana, Bowling Green, Near; Jimmy Pendleton; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.35-36; Apr 93

VIDEO

Closed Circuit Television Technology; For Integrated Electric and Electronic System; ph.; p.89; May/June 93
High Definition Television Defined; ph.; p.94, 96; July/Aug 93
Home Theater Installation; ph.; p.83; Mar/Apr 93
House Wired for Sound and TV; ph.; p.154, 155; June 93
Integrated Lighting; Electronic, Audio-Visual Residential System, Whole House Controls; ph.; p.66-74; Mar/Apr 93
See FILM STUDIO, STUDIO, TELECOMMUNICATIONS also
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City; Competition for City Center Development; Winner: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; pl.: p.28-29; Dec 93; A

VINEYARD
California, Napa Valley; Opus One Winery; Johnson, Fain & Pereira, by Eugenia Bone; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Feb 93; INT

VIRGIN ISLANDS
St. Croix; Perfume Store; Dorothy Draper, ph. pl.; p.74-75; Dec 93; ID

VIRGINIA
Alexandria; Federal Courthouse; Spillia & Candela and Warnecke; ill. pl.; p.93; Feb 93; A

Arlington; Townhouse; Highgate; BUILDER'S Award; Lessard Architectural Group; ph. pl.; p.169; Oct 93; B

Bedford; County Administration Building, Renovation; Fauber Architects; ph. pl.; p.41; Nov/Suppl 93; PA

Charlottesville; Dormitories and Dining Hall, University of Virginia; The New College; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl. sec elev.; p.98-107; Nov 93; AR

Charlottesville; Elderly Housing; University Retirement Community; Mitchell & Mathews; pers. pl.; p.23; Aug/Suppl 93; PA

Charlottesville; Restoration of Metal Roof at Monticello; Mesick, Cohen & Waite; ph. axon. det.; p.104-106; Apr 93; A

Garrisonville; Residential Development; Residence; Stonehill Estates; Joseph Lee; ph. pl.; p.68; Aug 93; B

Leesburg; Municipal Government Center; Invisible Lighting Sources; Hanno Weber; ph.; p.18; June 93; INT

Leesburg; Town Government Center, Hanno Weber; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-59; Feb 93; A

Loudoun County; Graduate Research and Training Center; George Washington University; Florence, Eichbaum, Esocco & King; ph. pl.; p.50-57; Mar 93; A

Manassas; Residential Development; Residence; Wellington; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; ph. pl.; p.200-201; Feb 93; B

Norfolk; Residential Development; Middletowne Arch; BUILDER'S Award; UDA Architects; ph.; p.164; Oct 93; B

Stephens City; Residential Development; Residence; Sherando; One Design; ph. pl.; p.104; Sept 93; B

Winchester; Residential Development; Nine Affordable Houses; Reader & Swartz; ph. pl. elev.; p.116; July 93; PA

VISITORS CENTER
See RECREATION

WASHINGTON
Bainbridge Island; Memorial Education Center Structure; Bloedel Reserve; James Cutler; ph.; p.92-97; Feb 93; AR

Bainbridge Island; Memorial; Bloedel Education Center; AIA Honor Award; James Cutler; ph. axon.; p.98-99; May 93; A
WASHINGTON (Cont’d)

Bellevue; Regional Library, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. sec. p.78-85; Dec 93; A
Bellevue; School, High; CAD; Nordfors & Thomsen; ill. p.75; June 93; AR
Bothell; Residential Development; Canyon Creek; Gregory S. Hackworth; ill. p.151; Feb 93; B
Gig Harbor; Hospital, Residential Treatment, Merritt & Pardini; ph. pl. p.39; Aug/Sep 93; PA
Kirkland, Juanita Bay; Wetland Trail Construction Innovations; Jongejan, Gerrard & McNeal; by Polly El Aidi; ph. sec.; p.120-122; July 93; LA
Mount Baker; Heather Meadows Recreation Area; Carolyn Holbrook and Joe Dunstan and Teresa McClung; ph. map; p.38-43; Feb 93; LA
Port Orchard; Residential Development; Residence; McCormick Woods, Competition Winner; Kenneth C. Dahl; ph. pl. p.103; Mar 93; B
Redmond; Apartment Building; Single Mother Apartments; Pyatok Associates; ill. p.89; Jan 93; A
Renton; Residential Development; Residence; Benson Glen, Affordable Housing, Mithun Partners; ph. pl. p.86, 88; Dec 93; B
Renton; Residential Development; Residence; China Creek; Kappel Associates; ph. pl. p.82-83; Aug 93; B
Seattle; Administration Building and Operations Center, West Point Treatment Plant; Streeter & Germanis; m. pl. p.12; Mar/Suppl 93; PA
Seattle; Apartment Building, Pyatok Associates, ph. pl. pers. sec. biblio. p.147-161; Feb 93; JAE
Seattle; Freeway Park; Review After Twenty-Five Years, Lawrence Halprin; by Paul Roberts; ph. pl. p.54-57; Feb 93; LA
Seattle; Gas Works Park; Revisiting After Nineteen Years; Richard Haag; by Paul Roberts; ph. sec. p.49-51; Mar 93; LA
Seattle; Group Health Cooperative, Group Health Cooperative Design Staff; ph. pl. p.65; Dec 93; INT
Seattle; Interiors, Apartment; Weinstein & Copeland, Interior Design by NBBJ; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. p.90-93; Dec 93; INT
Seattle; Public Art, Review of Projects; by Randy Gragg; ph. p.58-61; Feb 93; LA
Seattle; Recording Studio, Acoustic Qualities; Studio Bauton; ph. pl. sec. axon. p.32-35; Apr 93; AR
Seattle; Sewage Treatment Plant; Danadjieva & Koenig; ph. pl. p.136-137; June 93; AR
Seattle; Swedish Medical Center, Addition; NBBJ; ill. pl. axon. p.81-93; Mar 93; A
Shelton; Developing a Plan for Future Growth; Bioregional Plan, Environmental Goals, Daivida Kasperzyk and Ronald Thomas and Christopher Peregrine; ph. sec. p.100-101; June 93; A
Stevenson, Near; Interpretive Center, Columbia Gorge; Fletcher, Farr & Ayotte; ill. p.25; Apr 93; PA
Tacoma; History Museum; Moore & Anderson and Olson & Sundberg; ele. sec. p.28-29; July 93; A
Tacoma; Residential Development, Residence; MAME Award Winner, Danbridge; Mithun Partners; ph. pl. p.126-127; Sept 93; B

WASHINGTON (Cont’d)

Tumwater; State Labor and Industries Building; Leonard Parker; ph. pl. p.48-53; Feb 93; A

WASTE DISPOSAL

Waste-Disposal for Construction Debris; by David A. Jones; ph. biblio.; p.246-249; May 93; B

WATER

See FOUNTAIN

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Pacific Place, Urban Waterfront Development; Hubert Group, Downs & Archambault and Davidson & Yuen; Landscape Design by Don Vaughan; by Sara Hare; m. ill.; p.52-53; Feb 93; LA
Embarcadero Waterfront Development; California, San Francisco, Boulevard, Light Rail Lane and Promenade, San Francisco Department of Public Works; by J. William Thompson, ill. m.; p.60-61, June 93; LA
Review of Waterfront Plans; ill. p.22-23; Oct 93; A
Riverview Plaza Waterfront Plan; Delaware, Wilmington; Stoutenborough Architects; ill. pl. p.23; Oct 93; A
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN also

WATERPROOFING

Designing and Detailing Watertight Underground Buildings; by Stephen S. Ruggiero; ph. sec. det. biblio. p.31-35; June 93; PA
Ecologically Sensitive Waterproofing; ph. chart; p.139-141; May 93; A
Joints and Sealants; det.; p.168; May 93; A
Principles of Rain Screen Cladding Design; by Richard Kelbeer; m. pl. sec. det. dia. iso. biblio. graph. p.33-37; Aug 93; PA

WEST VIRGINIA

Charleston; Federal Courthouse; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. sec.; p.91; Feb 93; A

WETLANDS

See ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

WIND

Aftermath and Lessons of Hurricane Andrew; Florida, Dade County; ph. ill.; p.124-127; June 93; PA
Designing Hurricane-Resistant Glazing; by Paul E. Beers; ph. det. biblio. tables. p.76-78; Sept 93; PA
Florida, ---; Hurricane Andrew’s Destruction, Analysis of Failures; ph. p.276-282; Feb 93; B
Florida, Dade County; Hurricane Andrew’s Damage Assessment, Code Changes; ph. sec. det.; p.110-113; Apr 93; A
WIND (Cont'd)

Florida, Southeast Area; Hurricane Andrew's Landscape Damage; Restoration; Critique; by Eve M. Kahn; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Oct 93; LA
Hurricane Andrew's Damage Analysis; Florida; --; dia.; p.30-31; Aug 93; AR
Roofs for Wind Resistance; det. iso.; p.136; Dec 93; A
South Carolina, Charleston; Hurricane Hugo Damage; Renovation Efforts; by Margaret Stevens; ph.; p.86-87; Oct 93; LA
Wind Energy Study; ASLA Award; Robert L. Thayer, Jr.; ph. chart; p.66-67; Nov 93; LA
See HAZARDS also

WINDOW COVERING

Casement and Drapery Specifications; by Maryrose McGowan; p.34-35; May 93; AR

WINDOW

California; Los Angeles; Residence; Includes Window and Skylight Detail; Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. sec. ill. elev. axon. det.; p.67-77; May 93; PA
Finland; --; Natural Light Through Skylights; Attrums; ph.; p.40-41; Feb 93; AR
Interior Windows for Sound Insolation; Walters & Storyk; det. ph.; p.24-25; July 93; INT
Premium Windows; ph.; p.96-75; May/June 93; CB
Rating Fenestration for Energy Efficiency; by Richard Markway; ill.; p.79; Sept 93; PA
Software Analyzes Windows' Thermal Performance; dia.; p.96; June 93; INT
See GLASS, WALL also

WISCONSIN

Manitowoc; Public Safety Building; Police and Fire Department;Stubenrauch Associates; ph. pl.; p.21; Mar/SuppI 93; PA
Milwaukee; Apartment Development; Johnson Square; BUILDERS Award; Eppstein, Keller & Uhen; ph.; p.184; Oct 93; B
Milwaukee; St. Luke's Medical Center; Bobrow & Thomas; m. pl. dia.; p.102-103; Mar 93; A
Mirror Lake; Seth Peterson Cottage; Restoration; John Eiffer, Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p.109; Apr 93; PA

WOOD

See STRUCTURAL WOOD, WOODWORK

WOODWORK, CABINET

New York, New York; Fabrics and Paper Showroom; Stroheim & Romann; Carpentry Process; McMillen; ph. pl.; p.284-291; May 93; ID
New York, New York; Jewelry Store; Includes Display Case Detail; Kiss & Zwigard; ph.; p.132-135; Jan 93; ID
Wide Crown Moldings; Installation; ph.; p.90-91; Dec 93; ID

WORKING DRAWING

See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING

Laramie; American Heritage Center and Art Museum, University of Wyoming; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.48-51; Dec 93; A

Z

ZIMBABWE

Bulawayo; Davis & Brody and Mwamuka & Mercuri; ill. pl.; p.44-45; Sept 93; A

ZONING

Dictating Design by Design Review Boards; Design Guidelines; by Mildred F. Schmertz; p.33, 35; Feb 93; A
New Proposed Residential Zoning; California, San Francisco; ph. ill. elev.; p.25; July 93; A
Voters Defeat Zoning; Texas, Houston; p.14; Dec 93; AR
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, LAW also

ZOO

Amazonia Exhibit, National Zoo; District of Columbia, Washington; Cooper & Lecky; Landscape Design by LDR; by Leonard Sherp; ph. pl. sec.; p.69-71; July 93; LA
Jungle World, Bronx Zoo; New York, New York; Bronx; Reproduced Jungle, Cliffs, Trees; Herbert W. Riemer; Landscape Design by John Gwynne; by Eve M. Kahn; ph.; p.66-68; July 93; LA
Philadelphia Zoo Planning and Design Efforts; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph. pl. det.; p.42-45; 126; Nov 93; AR
See RECREATION also
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

ACOUSTICS
AIR CONDITIONING
AIRPORT
ALABAMA
ALASKA
ANTARCTICA
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT
AQUARIUM
ARBORETUM
See GARDEN, BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION
ARCHITECT
ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
See ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, Specific Building Type
ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARGENTINA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
ART GALLERY
ART
ARTS CENTER
AUDIO-VISUAL
AUDITORIUM
BANK
BAR
See CLUB, NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT
BARRIER-FREE DESIGN
See HANDICAPPED DESIGN
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON
See STORE
BEDROOM
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BELARUS
BELGIUM
BICYCLE
BOLIVIA
BOTANICAL GARDEN
BRIDGE
BUILDING CODE
BURKINA FASO
CAFETERIA
See RESTAURANT
CALIFORNIA
CANADA
CARPET
CAYMAN ISLANDS
CEILING
CEMETERY
CERAMIC TILE
CHILD CARE CENTER
CHINA
CHURCH
See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CITY HALL
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
CIVIC CENTER
CLINIC
CLUB
COATINGS
See PAINT
COLLEGE
See UNIVERSITY
COLOR
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCRETE
CONFERENCE CENTER
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATORY
See BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT
CONVENTION CENTER
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
COST ANALYSIS
COSTA RICA
CROATIA
CULTURAL CENTER
CURTAIN WALL
See WALL
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
DELWARE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DOOR
EARTHQUAKE
See STRUCTURAL
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
See COST ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE
ECUADOR
EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY
EGYPT
ELDERLY HOUSING
ELECTRICAL
EMPLOYMENT
See OFFICE PRACTICE
ENERGY
ENGLAND
The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT EVALUATION
See Specific Building Type
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

FABRIC
FACILITY MANAGEMENT
FACTORY
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
FILM STUDIO
FINANCIAL
FINLAND

FIREPLACE
FLOOD
FLOOR, FLOORING
FLORIDA
FOREST MANAGEMENT
FOUNDATION
FOUNTAIN
FRANCE
FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

GARDEN
GEORGIA
GERIATRIC
See ELDERLY HOUSING, FURNITURE, HOSPITAL
GERMANY
GLASS
GOVERNMENT BUILDING
GRAPHICS
GUINEA-BISSAU

HANDICAPPED DESIGN
HAWAII
HAZARDS
HEALTH CARE
HEATING
HIGHWAY
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
HONG KONG
HOSPITAL
HOTEL
HOUSING
HUNGARY

ICELAND
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIA
INDIANA
INDONESIA
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
See PREFABRICATION
INFORMATION SYSTEM
INSULATION
INSURANCE
See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN
IOWA
ISRAEL
ITALY
JAPAN
JORDAN
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
KITCHEN
KOREA
KUWAIT

LABORATORY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES
LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
LAW
LEGAL
See LAW
LIBRARY
LIGHTING
LITERATURE
LOUISIANA

MAINE
MALAYSIA
MALL
See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN
MARKETING
See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING
MARYLAND
MASONRY
MASSACHUSETTS
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, SOLAR
MEMORIAL
METRIC SYSTEM
MEXICO
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSOURI
MOBILE HOME
MONUMENT
See MEMORIAL
MOTEL
See HOTEL
MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS
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NEBRASKA
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NIGHT CLUB
NORTH CAROLINA
OFFICE BUILDING
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OLD AGE HOUSING
   See ELDERLY HOUSING
OPERA HOUSE
   See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
OREGON
PAINT
   PARK
   See GARDEN, RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE
PAVEMENT
   PENAL
      See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
PENNSYLVANIA
PERSONNEL
   See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
PLANTS
   See BOTANICAL GARDEN, GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN
PLASTER
   See STUCCO
PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLAND
POLICE BUILDING
   See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
POLUTION
PORTUGAL
PREFABRICATION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
   See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
PUERTO RICO
RESEARCH LABORATORY
   See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH
   See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY, Specific Subjects
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RESORT
   See HOTEL, RECREATION
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
   See HISTORICAL, LANDSCAPE RESTORATION, Specific Building Type
RETIEMENT HOUSING
   See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RHODE ISLAND
ROOF, ROOFING
ROW HOUSING
   See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE
RUSSIA
SAFETY
   See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS
SAN SALVADOR
SANITATION
   See PLUMBING
SAUDI ARABIA
SCHOOL
SCREEN
SCULPTURE
   See ART
SEALANT
SECURITY
SERVICE STATION
SHELTER
SHIP
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIDING
SIGN
   See GRAPHICS
SKYLIGHT
SOCIAL ISSUES
SOLAR
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
STADIUM
   See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STAIRWAY
STEEL
   See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STORAGE
STORE
STREET
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont'd)

STRUCTURAL
STUCCO
STUDIO
SUBWAY
See TRANSPORTATION
SUNSCREEN
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
SYRIA

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELEVISION
See VIDEO
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
THEATER
TRANSPORTATION
TUNISIA
TURKEY

UKRAINE
UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE
PROJECTS
UTAH
UTILITY FACILITY

VENTILATION
VERMONT
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
VIDEO
VIETNAM
VINEYARD
VIRGIN ISLANDS

VIRGINIA
VISITORS CENTER
See RECREATION

WALKWAY
WALL
WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING,
OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON
WASTE DISPOSAL
WATER
See FOUNTAIN
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
WATERPROOFING
WEST VIRGINIA
WETLANDS
See ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
WIND
WINDOW COVERING
WINDOW
WISCONSIN
WOOD
See STRUCTURAL/WOOD, WOODWORK
WOODWORK, CABINET
WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING,
COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN,
OFFICE PRACTICE
WYOMING

ZIMBABWE
ZONING
ZOO